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FOREWORD

In 1975 the International Council for Educational Develop-
ment organized a comparative study of access policy and
admissions practice with respect to higher education in the
Federal Republic of Germany and the United States. This
study, financed by a grant from the Volkswagen Founda-
tion, was supervised by a joint German-U.S. Study Group,
chaired by James A. Perkins, chairman of ICED, and di-
rected by Barbara B. Burn, director of International Pro-

grams at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. The
final Study Group report is to be issued in 1978.

During the course of the study, a number of special
papers were commissioned. and several conference reports
were prepared. 1./'bile all these documents made important
contributions to the deliberations and final report, a. few
of them have such universal interest that it was decided to
print them as part of the publication program of the access

study.
While the work of the Study Group was comparative

throughout, involving two countries, it decided early in its
mandate to widen the.con text of its investigations by in-,
eluding innovative approaches to access in still other coun-
tries among its concerns. This publiCation reports on three
such experiments. Robert Pike, professor of sociology at
Queen's University, analyzes the experience in Ontario
with part-time studies and students and their impact on
traditional higher education structures and clienteles.
Naomi McIntosh, Pro Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs.
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at Britain's Open University, focuses on that university's
experience with students under twenty-one Years of age,
but in the perspective of the entire higher education access
SVSICIT1 as it has developed. Two Swedish case studies un
distance or external courses and the admission of older em-
ployed persons lacking traditional entrance qualifications,
by Urban DallCiff and Birgitta and Li Benton: Rim,
respectively, have aroused interest internationally as coun-
tries more and more are concerned with equal opportunity
for higher education.

While the access study was basically a German-U.S. proj-
ect, the problems examined are surely universal. For this
reason it is hoped that this important document will be of
interest and use to all those concerned with the pressing
problem of providing an orderly and just system of access
to higher education.

James A. Perkins
Chairman
International Council for
Educational Development
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I NTRODUCI ION

*erms of Reference of the Study
The International Council for Educational Development
commissioned this monograph as one of a series of studies
which, it is hoped, will provide valuable comparative data.-
for the German-U.S. Study Group on Access to Higher
Education. The major purpose of the monograph, in the
words of the informal IC:D terms of reference, is "to ex-
plore the larger opportunities which part-time studies pro-
vide for access, the clientele, and the impact of part-time
studies on higher education institutions ,within the con-
text of postsecondary education in Ontario. At the risk of
seeming unduly anxious to trim these terms of reference to
within rather narrow limits, the author has found that it is
necessary to interpret them as applying mainly to part-time
undergraduate studies for degree credit in the universities
of Ontario. Such an interpretation imposes three sets of re-
strictions on the scope of the monograph:

First, although limited attention is given to the develop-
ments in opportunities for part-time studies at the graduate
level and in the provincial Colleges of Applied Arts and
Technology, exigencies of time and space exclude detailed
analysis of part-time personnel, structures, and policies in
these particular educational and institutional spheres.

Second, the development of noncredit studies in univer-
sities and colleges in Ontario will be touched upon briefly,
but not in great depth.

7



8 ONTARIO

Finally, the major topic of nonforiiud education on
part-time basis as organized learning xvhich occurs outside
the established school and postsecondarN system, cannot
be held as coming within Ole terms of reference.'

Within the context of these restricted terms of reference,
it must also be recognized, as Alan Thomas and his asso-
ciates have recently pointed out, that the definitions of
part-time studies -become as multitudinous :is the numbei
of institutions that respond in some way to the fact that
people either vant to, or are only able to, engage m formal
study on a part-Cme basis. The term itself contrasts part-
time with the impiied mitm of full-time- (Thomas, 19 75b,
p. 3). Essentialy, what is being referred to here is the fact
thifl part-tintr study is. largely Whit an institution defines
it to be; for example, one institution or faculty might con-
sider a student taking three courses in the fall and winter
terms to be part-time xvhile another faculty or institution
might define part-tinw as Iwo courses (m. lcss than 70'%;
of full load. There is no wav ol ivoiding 0». solvine4 this
particular problem, which carries with it the implication
that statistical da'a on part-time students, based generally
in Canada on returns, provided by the. institutions them-
selves, usually lump together a series of divergent beings
into the same subspecies. Fuli.lrermore, the contrast be-
tween part-time studies and fu11-time studies is usually
based upon the assumption that the former does not inter-
rupt so-called normal patterns of zu ivitye.g. being in
paid employment or engaged in household ditties. Such an
assumption does indeed fit vell with the majority of pa!-
terns of study which might be described as part-time, but
is, nonetheless, of limited value in categorizing patterns of
study which arc explicitly based on a combination of worl;.

1. Nontormal education is defined by I. Waniewicz (1976:. p. 9) as
"any Grganized activity outside the established framework of the
formal school and university system, which aims to communicate
specific ideas, knowledge, skills, attitudes and practices in re-
'sponse to a predetermined need."

1 0
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and study that is, sandwich courses and imperative edu-
cation programs. I li)WeVer, SinCe NilUICIIIS enrolled in these
programs tend to 1,; designated bY their institutions as__

Oicv viii not be included in the terms of refer-

ence of this inonograph.2
With the above cautions in mind, it is tt;eful to list the

main patterns of part-time undergraduate study for credit
which exist \vithin the universities LT Ontario. Rarely will

these p'itienh be 10Hnd within dnV one institution.

a. part -time day and evening studies undertaken during the
regular academic year. This Year generally extends over
the fall and winter terms, between September and April,
except where trimester systems are in of .ration. These
studies will he referred to ...ty 'regular session' studies.

b., dal' and evening studies Linderta.ken sprii,g tern) (usu-
ally six Weeks in \lay and.june) and summer term (usu-
ally six \veeks in July and August). In :,eneral, a student
undertaking such studies will pursue one or more courses
on a fairly intensive basis (luring one of these terms; an
alternative pattern is to extend instruction in a particu-
lar course over a twelve-week period between early Nlav

and mid-August. This alternative tends to be attractive
in the case of evening courses because the six weeks of
intensive teaching and learning which is the traditional
basis of snring and summer term teaching may be inade-

quate for students who are presumably fully employed
during the daytime and, in the case of six-week courses,
in class each evening of the working week.

c. patterns of distance education for credit, including cur-
respondence courses-and the utilization of radio, TV and
telephone for instructional purposes.-

2. See, for example, the Universi .y of Waterloo calendar 1976-77,
which notes with respect to that- institution's wide diversity of co-
operative programs: "the co-operative principle is important Pre-
cisely because it enables those with a career orientation to be-
come full-time students of their subject -not only during the aca-
demic terms on c;;:7!itts but during the related work terms, and
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Except for distance education; du: above courses may lie
taught either on-campus or off-campus. They may also be
provided at varying times of the day and evening, in order
to accommodate the particular needs of differ,:nt client -
gruups of part-time students.

Approach to the Study and Implications
of a Major Theme
The first chapter describes the major characteristics of On-
tario's system of public education and examines the nat' re
of the main pat ierns of academic and social selection which
occur within the high schools and at the postsecondary ad-.
missions stage. The second chapter builds on the first
thr.mgh an analysis of changing patterns of part-time en-
rollments in postsecondary education and through an at-
tempt to assess the role of part-time studies as a means of
pro...iding access. to university for various social segments
of the population. Chapter III examines recent changes in
the organization and administration of part-time studies
within the Ontario universities: Chtptc-r iV explores some
of the major structural limitatio.ns on opportunities which
still ;:xist. In Chapter V, Mario Greet of the Office of Aca-
demic Planning, Queen's University, reviews the develop-
ment of distance education. :1 brief conclusion attempts to
bring together some of the themes which have emerged in
the previous chapters, and points to developments in the
part-time studies field in other provinces of Canada.

At this stage of the study, it might appear premature to
refer to one of its major and pervasive themes. However,
evidence has been accumulating in the recent past of a
growing willingness on the part of the Ontario universities
to improve th.! academic status and edur:ational oppor-
tunities of raktime undergraduate'students. Because this
suggests a major about-face from the policies of benign

not :n a, random and uncertain manner, but within a structure of or-
ganized purpose and serious study."

1 0
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neglect of such students in previous decades,- an attempt to
explore the reasons for this change in policy may be useful.

One relevant, if very general explanatory factor can be
found in the growing recognition within C.itiada and many
other industrial countries of a nied to move beyond the
traditional view of education as simply part of a stage of
life which occurs approximately between the ages Of 5 and
21 Years; this recognition tends to reflect itself in educa-
tional reforn, nrl e\perinwnts which are designed to facili-
tate p.0 ling3 both within traditional
edu: .,ithin new educational models.
sue! .ersity..In 1972 two reports of
imp. .i::cational commissionsthe Com-
mission oil Euucational Planning in Alberta and the Com-

:,

mission on Post-Secondary Education in Ontariogained
international recognition for the completeness of their pro-
posals for the introduction of programs of continuing edu-
cation in the North Anierican context (see, for example,
Nlolyneux 1974). The ideological atmosphere which stimu-
lated these reports also acts as.a stimulus to the universities
to greater institutional participation in various forms-of.
part-time and continuing education. Conversely, the grow-
ing acceptance of the validity of such forms of education
makes opposition to them from pockets of traditionalism
within . the universities much harder to organize and to
maintain.

It would be reasonable to assume that manv institutional
efforts to facilitate access to part-thne studies and to im-
prove .part-time student status have been partly motivated
by principles of equality of opportunity and social justice.
On the other hand, it is not unusual to find such principles
combined with a measure of enlightened self - interest as
spurs to the formulation of new or revised policies; ccrtainly

3. Part-time learning and adult !earning are not, of course, synony-
mous terms. However, as we shall see, most part-time students in
Ontario universities are adults, i.e., in their twenties and beyond.

tJ
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this has been, the case with iSa rt-time credit studies in On-
tario's uni,,Trsities. As we shall see in Chapter!, higher edu-
cation, in Ontario and the other Canadian provinces went
through ar. unprecedented expansion in the 1960s, and the
demand by students for admission to full-time studies was
sufficiently .high to encourage the universities to concen-
trate on their full-time clienteles. Thus, in the-euphoria of
enrollment booms zinc' generous governmen! spending on
higher learning, the part-time extension acti\ ides or- the
universities tended to be relegated to subsidi., ry append-
ages of the universities' main activities of kill-time teaching
and reseal-,

Unfoi ,ilnek the euphoria of. the
1910s has alceof a number of re-
verse trends notable a subst, ,,u ,wdown in the rate of
full-time enrollment, -gl'owing financial deficits caused by
government constraints on public spending for higher edu-
cation, and the expectation of an absolute drop in the size
of the 18-24 age group during the 1980s. In such,circum-
stances, it is hardly surprising that institutions of higher
learning in the province, largely dependent as they are on
public operating .funds allocated in proportion to the size
of their student enrollments, should be giving increased at-._
tention to attracting larger numbers of mature adults to
part-time credit and noncredit prograins. The potential de-
mand for higher education on the part of the adult popula-
tion is thought to be high (although whether the demand
for credit courses is as high as has sometimes been sug-
gested is a matter which is critically examined in this
study). In turn, the desire to actualize this potential de-
mand has caused most universities to cast a critical. and re-
forming eye on existing provisions for and academic regu--
'talons pertaining to part-time degree studies.

The scenario described above is fr,' no means unique to
Ontario, or indeed to Canada. For example, in their study,
on Recent Student 'Flows in Higher- I.:lineation (1976)
which reviews postsecondary enrollment trends in eleven
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countries:I- I leccittet, Vernk`rs, and Cerych drax attention
to the slowdown in ertrollnnts in some countries, and the
actual fall in enrollments in others. IlOwever, they also
note the favorable prospects of making up for the missing
students from traditional sources by tapping the potential
demand for higher education amongst the older poptila-.

lion (pp. 82434).
Universities ace likely to make strenuous efforts to

safeguard their level of income and research activities,
and to do this they must maintain a sufficient number
of students. This suggests that they will try, as some are
doing already, to make up for diminishing enrollments
III to traditi-onal sources by attempting to attract a more

Iicntrle. There are a number of things they can
a as making their courses and timetables more

c, renewing :raid. diversifying teaching methods,.
.,orating with non-university institutions, endeavor-

nig to meet the particular demands of certain social
groups, and so on.... Thus structural changes and trims-
formations in teaching methods, long recognized as nec-
essary but never thought likely to be introduced while
student numbers remained high might get under way in

the present climate of slower growth (p. 85).

One might reasonably argue that in Ontario the current
financial stringencies confronting the universities cannot
be entirely explained In slow growth in full-time under-
graduate enrollments; current financial constraint policy.of
the provincial government is based on reasons which go be-

yond enrollment trends.`' Nonetheless, as will be apparent,

Canada is not one of the eleven OECD countries included in the
study.

5. For example, Lockhart has argued (1975) that the economic ide-
ology which lay behind Canadian university expansion in the
1960s was heaVily dependent upon the theory of human capital
that is, the assumption that G.N.P. could be substantially in-

creased by the production of more highly qualified personnel.
The apparent failure of Canadian G.N.P. to respond as expected
to the massive input of resources for education during the'1960s
probably helps to-account for the financial backlash of the,1970s.
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the general causal connections described by I lecquet, Ver-
niers, ',Ind Cerych are still highly app(.,ite to an unders.and-
ing of factors influencing institutional change in part-time
study policies, including practices in the universities ()I' the
province.



EDucATIoNAL
STRUC'FU RE AND

EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT

This chapter provides a brief description of the structure
of education in the province, with particular emphasis on
the interlinkages between varying levels and institutional
groupings. Some commentary is also made on changing
educational opportunities in the province, since it is one
as,touption of this monograph that part-time studies may

etirues be an alternative to Bill -time studies by those
persons.who for acadell ; r cultural reasons,
are unable to undertake full-time studies immediately after
the completion of high school. On the other hand, no
suggestion, is being made here that part -time studies are
seen by most students as a second-best alternative to full-
time studies (although some students undoubtedly do. see

them in this light). In some instances the decision to un-
dertake a program of part-time studies may be based on
preference Over full-time studies; or, young people who
were not interested in going to university or college on a
full-time basis after the completion of high sehool. may
later decide to enter a part-time program as a logical way
to combine demands of regular emplOyment or household
duties with heightened educational ambitions.

eyene-ral Background
Under the British North American Act of 1867 which es-
tablished the DOminion of Canada, education was identi-
fied as a provincial rather than a federal responsibility.
This has meant that the responsibility for overall planning

15
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and decision making related to elementary, secondary, iind
postsecondary education has lain in the hands of each pro-
vincial government.' So also has the direct responsibility
for financing education, although certain federal-provincial
tax agreements currently relate to expenditures for post-
secondary education: The federal government's direct role
in the educational sphere is limited, mainly to the provi-
sion of. elementary :ind secondary educational facilities and
services for treaty Indians-and Eskimos, the financing, of
manpower retraining programs, certain research grants for.
universities and university faculties, and overall planning
and financing of the Canada Student ,Loans Plana

The absence of any significant direct- federal authority
or involvement in the educational.isphere has resulted in
the growth of. ten distinctive provincial systems of public
education across the country. These systems show marked
differences in number of areas: Niariations in the number
of high school grades that a childnnist pass through in or-
der to matriculate; amounts and tripes of financial aid avail-
able to university and college students; and the structure
of the--nonuniversity postsecondary sectors. however, what
thCse systems tend to have in common, aside from certain
similarities in educational ideologies and in their subjection
to similar social, demographic, and financial pressures, is
their dominance of the formal educational sphere. Privately
funded educational institutions play a relatively minor role
in Canadian education.3 : \t the postsecondary level., the

1. At the levels of elementary and secondary sehooling, school
boards are generally charged with the function of raising a part:of
financial requirements through local taxation. .

2. The Canada Student Loans Plan was established-in 1964 on a
nationwide basis (although Quebec decided ultimately not to par-
ticipate) to arrange for loans to university and college students.
While the Plan is federally funded, theday-to-day administration
of the provisions and regulations is left to provincial authorities.

3. For example, pupils in private schools accounted for 4% of total
elementary and secondary enrollments in Ontario in 1960-61 and
2.5% in 1970-71. Catholic elementary schools in the province arc
counted as public :insofar as they are financially ''Supported
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privately funded university, which draws most of its in-.

come from high tuition fees, is not a feature of university
education in Canada as it is in the United States. Hence,
university and college education in this country is essen-
tially public education in that the major part of institu-
tional income derives from public funds provided directly
through the provincial governments, and government con-
trol in policy matters 'affecting postsecondary education is
correspondingly high.4

One implication of.the administrative structure outlined
above is that it is feasible to examine aspects of the educa-
tional system of any one of the provinces without perfora-..
ing an unwarranted surgical excision of the part from the
body of the whole, as might be the case in more ccn,al-
iywl -,hicmi(mal structure. .Ontari., S

of Canada's total population of 23 million, ind pro.
vides elementary and secondary education to approxi-
mately .36% of all Canadian school children. Furthermore,
the universities of the province enroll about 41% of all
Canadian students in university-level programs (Statistics
Canada, 1975: Table 27, p.. 146; Table 42, p. 198). Some
of the relevant social, ecological, and demographic charac-
teristics of the province are as Follows:
a. A high degree of industrialization and urbanization with

64% .of the population living in urban areas which arc
large enough t: he designated as metropolitan.5 The
through public funds, and are not, therefore, included in the
above statistics.

4. For example, in 1971-72, the direct sources or funds for postsec-
ondary education in Ontario were as follows; federal government,
9.4%; provincial, government, 77.2%; tuition fees, 10.4%; other,
3.0% (Ontario Ecochomic Council, 1976; table 1, p. 32). However,
the provincial government allocation includes a large fiscal trans,
fer to the province for postsecondary education by the federal
government. This fiscal transfer is a major form of indfrect finan-
cial support to postsecondary education from federal sources in.
Canada, but the provincial governments jealously guard the right
of administration and allocation of funds transferred to them.

5. There:are nine metropolitan areas, ranging fromToronto (2.6mir
lion in 1971) to 'fhundcr Bay (112,093 in,the same Year)-----
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b.

major urban concentrations of population are situated
along, or close to, the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrenc-
River, with of the total provincial population in the
nearby metropolitan regions of Ilamiltim, London, and
St. Catherines-Niagara.

A total land area of 363,000 square miles which, taken
in the context of a high degree of urbanization and in-
dustrialization in the south of the province, means the
existence of a vast and sparsely populated northern hin-
terland. The provision I adequate educational services
in this hinterland hats always posed difficulties for ethic:1.-
0011,0 administrators.

r, A p(pulati,,n \\Ili, 1 tel
1% \ enugtatiou to Canada of the postwar period.

While the ethnic distribution of population prior to the
Second World War showed a high predominance of peo-
ple of British ethnic origins, by 1971 only 59% of On-
tztrians were designated as British and 10% as French; the
remainder represented many other' ethnic backgrounds
including the native peoples (Forcese and 1Z:cher, 1975:
Table 7, pp. 66-67). The high concentration of first gen-
eration migrants and.their children in some of Ontario's
larger cities haS, in reeel+ years, focused much attention
on the special educational needs of minority language
groups. Ilowever, although some. provision is made for
the needs of the Franco-Ontarian popillation,6 English
remains the predominant official language of instruction.

Move from Elitist to Mass Iligher Education 1960-1975
In 1968-69, the level of full-time and part-time postsec-
ondary enrollments for all of Canada was estimated by the
OECD as equivalent to 30.1% of the 20-24 age-group
a percentage considerably higher than for most European

6, For example, 23,212 students were enrolled in publicly supported
nondenominational French language high schools in 1971-72. In
addition,. French is available as the language of instruction in
some universities and collegesnotably the University of.Ottawa,
Laurential University in Sudbury, Glendon College of York Uni,-
versity in, 'oronto, and AlgonquitiCommunity College in Ottawa.

2o
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countries at that time, but somewhat lower than for the
United States (Statistics Canada, 1973: 'Fable 8, p. 300).7
While caution must always he used in making international
comparisons of educational participation rates, Canada's
high rate does undoubtedly underline the clear commit-
ment which the Canadian provinc, Burin i In I (160;

to a distinctly North ;\ mcrican 1r.,1 m.,,
t unit

phy()I HMI of 1.11(

than, as traditional in many European
countries, limitation of higher education tc.) a relatively
small academic elite.8 This commitment to mass higher
education is worth stressing because, prior to 1960, school
and college education in all Canadian provinces exhibited
some distinctly elitist characteristics. As shown in Table 1,
full-time postsecondary enrollments in Ontario in 1951-52
were the equivalent. of only 4.7% of the then 18-24 age
group, and indeed had only risen to 7.7% by the beginning
of the 1960s. Enrollment in the nonuniversity postsecond-
ary sectc,r remained small until the mid-1960s; indeed op-
portunities for advanced vocational and technical education
were previously very limited. The decade 1960-70 (specif-
ically 1965-70) was a crucial period in the expansion of
postsecondary education in Ontario, as it was in the other
Canadian provinces.

The high birth rates during the 1940s and 1950s com-
bined with the high postwar immigration rates to produce
a dramatic increase in elementary and secondary school
enrollments in the latter of these two decades. Coupled
with a strong tendency for a larger percentage of young
people to stay at sch()ol longer and then seek admission
to postsecondary education, this youth population ,bulge

7. The postsecondary participation rates for the U.K., France, and
the U.S. in the same year were 13.4%, 18.7%, and 43.3% respec-
tively (Statistics Canada, 1973: 'Fable 8, p. 500).

8. For details on the concepts of dile and mass higher education,
see Martin "Brow, 1974.
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N.BLE 1 0

Full-Time Eurollmc,11 as a
Percent . If 1 Popu1,0

1975)

nUlus,
University ..tseconclary ,18-24

1951.52 21,170 1,628 4.7
1955-56 21,859 4,983 5.5
1960-61 32,100 9,803 7.7
1965-66 58,983 13,310 11.3
1970-71 120,497 55,017 19.3
1974-75 147,2312 58,400 20.0

1. Includes enrollment in Teachers' Colleges, Hospital Schools of Nursing, Col-
leges of Applied Arts and Technology for years when these institutions
were in existence.

2. This figure is Liken from Advance Statistics of Education 1975-76. The On-
tario Economic Council in its report on education gives an enrollment fig-
ure of 149,800. Sec OEC, Issues and Alternatives 1976, Education, Table 2,
p. 33.

Sources:
W. Illing and Z. E. Zsigmond, Enrollment in Schools and Universities 1951-52

to 1975-76, Economic Council 'of Canada Staff Study no. 20, Ottawa,
Oct. 1967, Tables A27, A30.

Statistics Canada, Education.. in Canada, A Statistical Review for the Period
1960-61 to 1970-71, Ottawa, Information Canada, 1973, Table 55, p. 402.

Statistics Canada, Advance Statistics of Education 1975-76, Ottawa, Informa-
tion Canada, 1975, Table 7, p. 47.

moved into the universities and colleges during the 1960s.
In Ontario, the accommodation of ever-growing numbefs
seeking postsecondary experience was largely -achieved
through epansion of existing universities, establishment of
a number of new ones 'and, most important, through the

'establishment of a new system of Colleges of Applied Arts
and Technology in 1965. In addition, a substantial expan-
sion in the mid-1960s of the hitherto meager 'financial aid
'schemes for university and college students provided some
measure of financial access to higher education for young
people from lower income families. As John Porter noted
in 1970, the growth of, and changes in, the universities dur-
ing the previous ten years had "given rise to a profusion of
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hoards, commit;'.'es and commissions, the submissions to
and the reports of which provide a running commentary
about a development which WS not quite fit with the
hitherto predominantly conservative nature of Canadian
society" (Porter, 1970: p. 327').

The contrasting postsecondary participation rates for
1951-52 and .1970-71 ('Fable 1) reveal, the significance of
of what might he termed generational inequality in educa-
tional opportunity in Ontario. For example, a man or w(i-
man horn in Ontario in the late I 930S would have partici-
pated in a secondary school system Which catered to less
than one half of the 14-17 age -group (the remainder having
left school) and from which 6% of children had actually
withdrawn before reaching the age of 15 (Kuban and horn-
ton, 1974: Table E2, pp. 1 18 -1 19 and Porter, 1965:
Table 14, p. 175). Ulm system itself was highly selective
and stratified academically, catering, as one observer noted
of Canadian educaLon in general at a much later date, to
the creation of a small atniversitv-bound elite (Rossides,
1970: p. 155).9 However, even if the student was fortunate
enough to join that elite, the gateway to the \university was
likely to be barred by the costs involved in attendance, and
by the absence, of adequate sinirces of !;tudent financial
aid.m The chance of attending a university or college was
relatively poor (especially for lower class youth), and sur-
veys of the period were consistent and insistent about the
wastage of talent at the' high school and university et:trance
levels." It would seem reasonable, therefur-e, co--conclude,
especially in the light of the far more liberal educational

9. Rossides' remark is certainly appropriate to the state of , radian
education in the I950s, but'one may question its appropria,eness
in 1968, which is when he wrote the remark.

10. For example, in 1957-58, total student financial aid expenditures
in Canada at the undergraduate level amounted to $39.09 per
student enrolled, compared with S396.00 in 1967-68 (Pike,
1970: Table 25, p. 157).

11. A number of these surveys are reviewed in Pike, op. cit.

J
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opportunities open to Ontarians boil) in the 1950s, that
part of the current demand for part -time credit studies re
flects the ambitions of older ;Molts who now wish to take
advantage or the postsecondary opportunities which they
were o.e denied.12 The concept or gnerational inequality
is dearly one which has considerable relevance to an exam-
ination of any system of education which attempts to in-
clude students considerably older, on the average, than the'
fall time student body."

.\t this point, it should be noticed (Table 1) that
though there has been a continued upward trend in enroll-
nients during the first half of the 1970s, the high rate of
expansion ()r the previous decade has not been maintained.

recent report of the Ontario Economic Council attributes
the declining rate to vocational factors:

The rate of growth) slowed for those population groups
with the highest university and college participation
rates. Young people became disenchanted' with universi-
ties when they realized that a university degree would
not necessarily ensure them a better job on the labor
market. Many young people chose to attend Colleges of
Applied Arts and Technology, where they would receive
job-oriented training. Greater numbers of students leav-
nig high school dropped out of the edLicational system or
were part of the new stn/.r -out phenomenon--they took a
Year or two to work before resuming their formal educa-
tion (Ontario Economic Council, 1976: p. 17).

12. This conclusion is supported in some measure by a recent large:.
scale survey of the demand for part -time education in Ontario
Which found that perhaps 18% of the Ontario population aged
18-69 (over:800,000 people) were interested in the possibility of
part-time learning but were not now engaged in it. This included
19% of the 21-24 age-group, 27% of the 25-29 age - group and '22%
of the 30-31 age group. Of these would-be learners, 18% of the
total group specifically mentioned that they would like to pursue
studies leading to credit for a professional or vocational certifi-
cate and 6%studies toward credit for a university degree (Wani-
ewicz, 1976: see esp 'I'able 3, p. 21 and p. 104).

13. Data on the age characteristics of part-time university students in
Ontario will be found in the next chapter.

)
Av
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This phenomenon extended to the level of graduate studies,
which, according to tL.- Or.tario hconotnic Council, ''lost
some of its appeal. \lam. students, %yin) upon completion
of an undergraduate degree would have continual into
graduate school in the I 960s, chose to enter the labor mar-
ket rather than proceed to a higher degree'' (p.,:ge 17). In
short, full-time postsecondary studies in Ontario (and, inci-
dentally, if enrollment statistics are any guide, we would
have to include the CAATs along with the universities, de-
spite the above 0.E.C. comment) du not seem to have
maintained their erstwhile appeal. One might assume that
some of this appeal has been transferred to the part-time
sector. I Iowever, as will be shown in the.next chapter, the
increase in part-time undergraduate level enrollments since
the early 1970s has also been rather small, (!espite a gen-
erally high level of involvement in varying kinds of part-
time studies.

One trend in the demographic- sphere may also have a
marked effect on future postsecondary enrollments, and
probably on participation in I.:to-time programs as well.
While.demogrlphic projections show. a"::ontintted increase
in the number of people in..the 18-24 age-group until the
I980s, the low birth rates of the 1960s and early 1970s will
thereafter begin to make themselves felt in the form of an
absolute decline in the numbers in the 18-24 age-group in
Ontario from about 1.2 million in 1983 to just over I mil-

lion in 1992 (roughly the 197-f level)." This decline may
bring an absoluft decrease in full-time postsecondary en-
rollments during the' 1 980s although much will depend on
prevailing market conditions and patterns of support for
higher education. In any event, as noted in the introduc-
tionto tais study, the threat of a decline in future
enrollments has led some universities to look long and hard

14. For an examination of the impact of future population patterns
on educational enrollment trends, see Z. Zsigmond, "Population
and Enrollment Trends 1961-2000" in Canadian Journal of Edu-
cation, Vol. I, no. 1., 1976, pp. 19-38.
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at the prospect of increasing part-time enrollments of older
students as a compensatory device.

Educational Structure and Opportunity Structure
The Structure of Secondary Schooling
School attendance in Ontario is compulsory for children

between the ages of 6 and 16 years. The public elementary
school system covers the first eight years of schooling and
offers education of a general nonvoCat ional nature. Second-
ary schooling begins at grade 9 in secondary high schools
based on a comprehensive pattern. Students attain a Sec-
ondary School Graduation Diploma (SSG I)) at the end of'
grade 12. If' they have the ability, and interest, they may
attain to a Secondary School Honor Graduation Diploma
(SSIIGD) at the end of the 13th grade.15 This latter grade
is usually completed at 18 or 19 years of age, after five
years of secondary schooling.

In terms of the well -known model of patterns and ideol-
ogies of educational selection developed by Ralph Turner
(1971), the Ontario public school system would be de-
scribed as conforming to the principle of contest mobility
rather than/of sponsored V. The goal of the system,
at least up to the end of grade 12, is to cater to the educa-
tional' needs of the majority of students rather than to con-
centrate on the Ideation and education of a small academic
elite group of students. Thus, there is no formal selective
examination barri between elementary and secondary
schooling, and no s lificant division of students between
different types of seCondary school for different academic
aptitudes and interests. Furthermore, within the compre-
hensive secondary schools which almost all student's
attend, the traditional\ intern of' streaming students at the
9th grade level into alts-native occupational and vocational,
and four-year and live-v\ar academic programsthese latter

15; In some parts of the pro ince, the secondary school program is
divided between two instit itions, a junior and senior high school:-

26
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two patterns corresponding to high school graduation at
grades 12 and 13 respectively has been strongly modified
in recent years by the development of the credit System.
This system enables students to accumulatc subject credits,
a minimum of 27 credits being required for the SSG!) and
a further 6 credits at an advanced academic level for the
SSIIGD.16 The credit system has the great advantage ()I' al-
lowing students to be promoted by subject rather than by
grade. In the vords of a recent official review- of educa-
tional policies in the province, this "allows him (the stu-
dent) to \yolk at his own level, to reach ahead in some sub-
jects, to engage in more basic work in others, and to accel-
erate or enrich his program all according to his aspirations
and ability. . Whereas students in secondary schools pre-

' yiously travelled from period to period as a classthat is,
each member of the class had the same timetable it is now
far more common for students to travel in many different
directions at the end of a period of instruction, because
each person in the class has a timetable different from any
other" (Ontario, Nlinistry of Education and Ministry of
Colleges and Universities, 1975: p. 76).

It should be noted that the modification of. patterns of
academic streaming through the introduction of the credit
system has not entirely Creed students and teachers from
involvements in the kinds of decision making which may
ultimately lock students into some study program options
to the exclusion ()I' others.17 I lowever, the organizatiOn of

16. A subject credit is awarded fur successful completion of work
that would normally be completed in 110-120 hours of sched-
uled time. It equates roughly with one 40-minute period per day
over the entire school year.

17. In the eyes of some researchers, the credit system has changed
patterns of academic selection relatively little. Currently, the
main decision which students must make is between studying
subjects at a general or advanced level, which correspond to the
four- and five-year program respectively (although sortie. non-
academically inclined students may be recommended to enter
shorter occupational and vocational programs) The decision to
to take a large number of subjects at the general level may cut

9 -
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secondary schooling in the province has undoubtedly en-
couraged the retention of a high proportion of young peo-
ple in the school system up to the end of grade 12. For
eXample, enrollment in grade 12 related to enrollment in
grade 12 ten years earlier was 7 ro in 1970-71, and in terms
of age, 75% of 17 year olds were in full-time attendance at
school in 1971-72a percentage, incidentally, which would
contrast very favorably with the-relatively low school re-
tention rates after the ages of 1 5 or 1(i in many European
countries.18 The achievement of a SSG1) at the end of
grade 12 marks the natural completion of schooling for
about halt' of the students who attain this diploma, since it
provides the basic academic credentials for admission to
many occupational fields and to further full-time educa-
tion at Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology. The re-
maining halfequal to. approximately 39% of the initial
grade 9 intakeproceed on to Grade 13, which is essen-
tially a preuniversitY grade offering advanced secondary

off the student from the possibility Of admission to the grade 13
year, and hence from direct access to university after high school.
In the words of three recent writers on the subject, "the credit
system permits more subject variety and more flexible progress
rates within a stream. The streaming, however, remains. It is only
marginally easier to change streams, and it often remains neces-
sary to backtrack if a switch is made after grade 9the system
remains that the student must select a specific kind of curricu-
lum in grade 9 which he will follow through high school" (Clark,
Cook and Dallis, 19,75: p. 85). In addition, recent research indi-
cates that few students in the high schools of the province con-
sider that school guidance counseling' acts as a major source-of
information on secondary and postseccmdary programs (see Por-
ter and Blishen, 1973: pp. 188-191).

18. For example, in 1968, 61% of 17 year olds in Canada were in
full-time education compared with 19% in France (1966) and
19% in the Federal Republic of Germaoy (1967). The figures are
somewhat outdated, and may not be ta:en as more than an ap-
proximate guide to differences' in age-retention rates (Statistics
Canada, 1973: Table 5. p. 491, See Statistics Canada, 1973:
Table 42, p. 36 and Statistics Canada, 1975: Table 35, p. 167).
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courses required by most Ontario universities for admission
to undergraduate degree programs.19

Articulation between Secondary and
Postsecondary Education

The Binary Structure of Postsecondarv.:Education

. It is evident from the above description that Ontario
high school students may apply for admission to full-time
studies in one or two major types of postsecondary institu-
tion. The first is to one of the l ti universities of the prov-
ince, all of which normally admit high school graduates on
the basis of the attainment of a SSIIGD with a certain'level
of academic standing (although the actual scenario for uni-
versity admissions in the province is, as we shall see, some -
what -more complex than this statement would appear to
indicate). The second is to one of 22 Colleges of Applied
Arts and Technology (CAATs), most of which (with some
variations between institutions and programs) generally ad-
mit students with a grade 12 SSGI) to .their certificate and
diploma courses. The CAATs, widely distributed across the
various geographic regions and population centers of the
province, are primarily vocationally oriented; the majority
of their students pursue one- to three-year programs in vari-
ous aspects of technology, commerce, applied science, and
the paramedical fields. However, insofar as the Ontario gov-
ernment intended them to be community institutions serv-
ing the needs of local communities, the CAATs are also
relatively heavily involved in the running of apprenticeship
training programs, manpower retraining, and in a variety of
general interest noncredit courses designed to attract and
involve local, residents.

19. According to statistics published by the Ontario Ministry' of Edu-
cation, retention rates from grade 9 in 1970 were 72% at the
grade 12 level in 1973 and 38% at the grade 13 level in 1974. En-
rollments for public and private schools are both included (On-
tario, Ministry of Education, 1974: Table 2.10, p. 17).
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The postsecondary structure described above is essen-
tially a binary one. At the time of their establishment in
1965, the CAATs were primarily. intended to meet the
needs ()I' those grade 12 graduates who were not ambitious
and/or not qualified to seek ;:dmission to a university. Con-
sequently, no formal provision was madeat the time or
since thenfor offering transfer courses whereby able and
titudified studenN from the CAATs could move, with ad-
vanced academic standing, into undergraduate programs at
the universities. The lack of any serious attempt to estab-
lish a transfer system during the past ten years probably re-
sults from the commitment of the Ontario governMent, and
of those educationalists and educators who support the bi-
nary structure, to maintain a division between one system
(the CAATs) which, in the words of one college president,
is "postsecondary, vocational and terminal" and another
(the universities) which is "postsecondary, general and
open ended" (Sutherland, 197 -f). More specifically, some
supporters of the existing binary structure fear that the
provision of large-scale transfer facilities in the CAATs
would, by focusing excessive attention on patterns of uni-
versity preparatory education, undermine the vocational
and community-oriented functions xvhich the institutions
were established to serve. Although supporters of a transfer
system rarely attempt to counter this argument, they point
to the creation of an unnatural academic barrier between
CAATs and universities, and to the dangers of more noble
and less noble categories in the division of postsecondary
education.N

The topic of transferability is relevant to the part -time
studies theme insofar as some CAAT students who are
blocked from transfer to full-time university programs may
embark on part-time university credit programs after the-
completion of a CAAT certificate or diploma (although

20. 1.9r a discussion of the structure and functioning of the CAATs
see Cecily Watson, ,Vero College Systems in Canada, OECD, Paris,

973.

30
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Table 9 of Chapter 2 indicates that not many part-time stu-
dents fall into this category). Before considering this topic,
however, a somewhat more detailed examination of the ad-
missions policies of the universities of the province with re-
spect to full -time students is called for.

University Admissions Policies

Although Ontario universities in general expect high
school graduates who apply for admission. tO their under-
graduate programs to have obtained the-SSI IGD, individual
institutions are not committed to an open door policy which
guarantees admission to any applicant resident in the prov-
ince who gains the required diploma. At the risk of exces-
sive generalization, it may be suggested. that admissions
policies of most universities in the province differ from the
open door in two major respects. First, in view of possible
heavy enrollment pressures, individual universities usually
reserve the right to set an upper limit to the number of
qualified applicants for admission whom they are prepared
to admit; hence quotas maybe applied both to admissions
in toto and also to admission toparticular faculties and de-
partments. Second, when the number of applicants for ad-
mission exceeds the number of places available, individual
institutions usually base their selection on the final grade
level average obtained by applicants in the SSIIGD; they
will. generally admit only those students whO have obtained
a grade average which higher (and often considerably
higher) than the grade average which is stipulat&I by the
institution as the minimum average for an applicant to he
considered for admission. This minimum average, moreover,
is likely to be higher than the minimum required by the
Ontario Department of Education for the conferring of the
SSI IGD.21

21. It is of interest to note that, until recently, candidates for gradu
ation from Ontario high schools were assessed on the basis of ex-
ternal departmental examinations. The final grade average ob-
tained in these examinations was found to he a fairly good
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The admissions policies outlined above mean that an
applicant with the required minimum grade average has no
guarantee that he or she will gain access to the institution
of his or her first choice or, if admitted, to the desired pro-
gram of studies. On the other hand, since there is no overall
provincial university adaiissions quota (and also since suc-
cessive provincial governments have shown themselves to
be very sensitive to the issue of the nonadmission of quali-
fied candidates to the university programs) even it mini-
mally qualified applicant is likely to be offered a place in.
one or another of the provinciai universities, although again
not necessarily in a preferred program. Some years ago this
author undertook an analysis of the extent of dropout be-
tween grade 13 and university in Ontario, and came to the
conclusion that it was not, in fact, %-; great, and that
about 70% of qualified Ontario high school students ac-
tually entered full-time studies in the Ontario universities
in the year following their graduation, others undoubtedly
entering later on, or choosing to go to a CA.NT (Pike, 1970:
Table 3, p: 25).

predictor of academic achievement in first-year university 'pro-
grams, and hence wasand still isused as a major basis for selec-
tion. The later abolition of the external examination system and
the substitution of ratings and assessments by individual teachers
however, had led to substantial variations in, and between, high
schools in the range of grades given to students showing particu-
lar levels of scholastic competence. As a result, universities in the
province have become increasingly worried by their groWing in-
ability to use Grade 13 averages as the basic criterion for admis-
sion to first-year courses.

It is somewhat ironic that the Service for Admission to Col-
leges and Universities (SACU),which was set up during the 1960s
to provide nationwide objective tests which could be used to aug-
ment traditional university selection procedures, has now been
largely discontinued as a result of lack of financial support from
provincial governments and universities. The irony is that some
Ontario universities in the early 1970s discontinued SACU sup-
port because Grade 13 averages alone were reasonably adequate
predictors of future academic performance. Many of these same
universities are now proposing the establishment of their own en-
trance examinations as quality control mechanisms.
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At this point, we should examine the implications of the
foregoing observations in terms of the demand for part-
time undergraduate programs. As the film! comment above
suggests, we would not expect substantial numbers of part-
time undergraduate students to be drawn From the high
school student body which, in past years, actually :ittained
the academic credentials required for university admis-
skon.22 On the other hand, we would expect substantial
numbers to be drawn from those who graduated from
grade 12 or who left from earlier grades, as well as from-
those grade 13 graduates who did not achieve a graduation
standing high enough to give them immediate admission to
a program of full-time university studies. The mode of en-
try to part-time studies for man'y such academically unqual-
ified students is through the mature student and special
student admissions programs, one or both of which exist,
with some institutional variations, at a!I universities in the
province. The mature student program IS generally designed
to enable older students (usually 21 years of age and over)
to qualify for admission as a regular full-time or part-time
student solely on the basis of successful performance in ap-
titude and achievement tests or, alternatively, on the basis
of successful performance in one undergraduate course at
the firit year leve1.23 The special student program, though
a less common mode of admission than the mature student
program, enables acaderincally unqualified students or any

22. Until a few years ago, however, one route to professional educa-
tion beyond the grade 13 level which- attracted many students
was a one-year elementary school teacher's certificate course at
an Ontario teachers' college. This course pattern, which no longer
exists, appealed to many grade 13 graduates who did not achieve
university admissions standing, as well as to many graduates
(especially women) who did achieve such a standing. AS shown
in Chapter 2, the impact of this pattern of further education
upon the demand for part-time credit studies in the provincial
universities has been profound.

23. In some) universities regular admission may be based on perform-
ance. in preuniversity preparatory courses: In other universities,
no formal academic criteria are applied.
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age to take a given number of courses, usually on a part-
time basis. Successftd performance in some or all o!. these
courses will qualify the special student for formal admis-
sion to a degree program, regardless of his or her age and
previous educational experience:-

The mature and special student regulations are of funda-
mental importance to an adequate appreciation of oppor-
tunity structures for part-time undergraduate studies in
Ontario. Since the majority of part-time university students
are mature adults, the mature student regulations provide
a vital means of access to university studies for the older
student who does not possess the required academic stand-
ing for admission to university. Most mature student and

o

-special student admissions schemes require that partici-
pating students commence their studies on a part -time
basis, irrespective of whether or not they subsequently
move into full-time studies.25 Acceptance by the universities

24. For example, Carleton University in Ottawa admits special stu-
dents to regular full-time. and part-time status in the Faculty of
Arts after at least four full courses arc passed with a C-standing
or higher in at least two full ,:ourses or equivalent. However,
higher achievement in a smaller number of courses may be substi-
tuted. In 1975-76, Carleton University enrolleda small number
of special students (139) in .the full-time day division, and 4,082
special students in the part-time evening division.

25. It is obviously of some interest, from the perspective of access to
higher education in Ontario, to ascertain the proportions of ma-
ture students and special students who ultimately move into regu-
lar programs of full-time studies. Such data are unfortuirely not
easy to come by. However, in a study of all full-time undergradti:
ate students at Queen's University who first enrolled on ajull-
time basis at the age of 23 or older, this author found that of the
139 students, from a total population of 198 students, who re-
sponded to his questionnaire, 80 respondents--58%had initially
qualified under the university's mature student regulations. This
statistic does not tell us the proportion of all mature students at
Queen's UniVersity who went on to enroll in full-time programs,
but it does indicate that the mature student regulations do pro

real opportunities for ambitious older students (see Pike,
1975).

9
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and colleges of substantial numbers of students in these
categories is one factor which helps to explain the increases
in part-time enrollments which we shall explore in the fol-
lowing chapter.

Social Factors in Academic Selection
Up to this point, little has been said about the interlinkage
between academic selection and patterns of social inequal-
ity in the Ontario educational system. It is, however, al-
most a sociological truism in Western countries that aca-
demic streaming in high school, combined with university
admissions standards designed to exclude those students
who are considered to he insufficiently prepared or poor
academic risks, will exclude from. university disproportion-
ately large numbers of young people of lower-class and
lower-middle-class origins. Among them will be large num-
bers of particular rac:al and ethnic minoritiese.g., in the
Canadian context. :`;orth American Indians, some Southern
European migrant groups, West Indian immigrants, and
others. There are two obvious explanations for this phe-
nomenon. 1. irst, such young people arc likely to perform
less well in school than middle-class and majority group
children and are therefore less likely to remain in school
up to the academic level at which they would qualify for
university admission.26 Secondly, a variety of motivational
and financial factors including the direct and indirect
costs of attending universitvmay act as affectivesbarriers
to participation for lower-class childt..-i even where they
show substantial scholastic ability. Furthermore, it is gen-
erally the case that in educational systems offering a choice
at the postsecondary level between a university system and
a community college system which accepts somewhat

26. This statement assumes that they have been attending school in
Canada, which in the case of many migrants, may not have been
the .case.
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lover academic qualifications and charges lower fees,`'` rel-
atively more lower-class and lower-income students vill be
found in community colleges than in the universities.

As recent research studies show, the processes ()I' social
selection in the Ontario educational system are no excep-
tion to the patterns just described. Fur example, a survey
of approximately 9,000 students enrolled in the provincial
schools in 1971 revealed that grade 12 students who were
the sons and datight(...rs of professional and m;imigerial fa-
thers were almost twice as likely to complete grade 13 as
were the sons and daughters of semi-skilled and unskilled
manual workers (Porter, Porter, and Blishen, 1973: Table
2-2, p. 46). Similarly, when asked whether they expected
to graduate from university after leaving high school, about
two thirds of the children from professional homes ans-
wered in the affirmative compared,with about 43% of the
children of white collar tiv (n-kers and 25% of children of
semi-skilled and unskilled mahual workers (op. cit., Table
2-3, p. 48). These differences in social class aspirations and
expectations were not eliminated in comparisons which
maintained a control for students' mental ability. Even
among the top third of grade 12 students in terms of Meas-
ured Mem ability, 68% of those from professional and
managerial families, compared with 46% from .routine
white collar and skilled manual backgrounds and 35% from
semi-skilled and unskilled manual backgrounds, expected
that they would go on to...university after completing high
school studies (op. cit., Table 3-4, p. 91).

This, and similar studies, makes it clear that a zubstan-
tial number of talented students from routine white collar

27. The standard Ontario. cAAT tuition fee (1976-77) is $125 per
semester or $250 per academic year for most full-time post-
secondary programs. Student activity fees in the ,egion of S20
may be added to this latter figure. In contrast, the standard On-
tario university tuition fee for a full-time 4ndergraduate student
in arts, or science is 5600 for the regular session, plus additional
interest and activity fees. All fees, both in CAATs and universi-
ties, are scheduled to rise somewhat in 1977-78.

36
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and manual backgrounds (with girls very heavily repre-
sented)28 either do not wish or are unable to pursue uni-
versity studies after the end of high schcol. This --bserva-
tion is generally confirmed by various studies in Ontario
which reveal that the children of the professional and man-
agerial classes, and from higher income families, are over-
represented among Cull -time university students in terms of
their numbers in the general population (see; for example,
Pike, 1970: passim). On the other hand, if the universities
tend to attract a particularly high proportion of upper and
upper-middle-class youth, the CAATs would appear to ap-
peal to a somewhat more representative cross section of
the Ontario populationincluding more scholastically
bright students from routine white-collar and manual work-
ing class homes. To return to the 1971 survey referred to
above, only 2% of the scholastically bright sons from pro,
fessional and managerial background in grade 12 at the
time of the expected to go on to community col-
lege, compared with 17% of the equivalent scholastic cate-
gory of grade 12 boys in the routine white collar and
skilled manual groups, and 18% of the equivalent semi-
skilled and unstdlled manual group (op. cit., Table 3-9,
p. 102)9 Nlany of the students from these latter two
Occupational categories would presumably be covered by
the general description of CAAT students provided to

28. The authors of the above report found that lower-class girls .,krere
particularly thwarted in their ambitions for postsecondary educa-
tion. The gap between the numbers of lower-class female respon-
dents who would have liked to go to universit; and the numbers
of this group who expected to go to university was wider than
for any other social category of the responding population.

29. The -"scholastically bright" again refers to the top third of stu-
dents in the survey in terms of mental ability. The equivalent
percentages for grade 12 girls in this top third. of ability who
wished to go to CAATs was 6% of the professional and mana-
,gerL2 group, 13%. of the routine white collar and skilled manual
grout and 12% of the semi-skilled and unskilled group. However,
6. 23 and 13%, respectively, of the scholastically bright girls in
these categories wanted to go to a teachers' college compared
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researcher Cecilv Watson by Ontario CAA" administrators
in the early years of this decade. The administrators, as she
noted in her review, "believe that the students come from
families with no tradition of postsecondary study. where
the parent-Si-TCHF;iiijirind -family income place them in a
class lower than the university student. The administrators
had the impression, although unable to demonstrate it sta-
tistically, that their students were drawn from upper work-
ing class and white collar homes; they were not middle-
class" (Watson, 1973: p. 83).

We can only speculate on the extent to which various
cultural, financial, and social factors explain these patterns
of social selection. For example, it is the firm opinion of
the authors of the 1971 survey referred to above (Nlarion
Porter, .John Porter, and Bernard Blishen) that financial
factors still play a substantial part in dissuading lower in-
come studcms front university attendance in Ontario, de-
spite the availability of various forms of financial aid (op.
(ii., esp. chaps. V and VI). On the other hand, it should be
pointed out that tuition fees in Ontario universities arc rela-
tively low, and that it has been official p(dicy to keep them
at a low level in order to facilitate access to higher educa-
tion for lower income students:3° In this author's opinion,
we certainly cannot discount the impart of financial fac-
torsand especially the indirect costs and foregone earn-
ings associated with attendance at universitybut we must
also pay due consideration to the less tangible impact of
many other social and cultural factors. Ti) take a specific
illustration, one examined in the following chapter, the

with negligible proportions of the male grade 12 student's (Porter,
Porter and Blishen, Table 3-9. p. 102). For comment on the ele-
mentary school teachers certificate course in Ontario, sec foot-
note 22 of this chapter.

30. For details of tuition fees see footnote 27. The elitist and expen-
sive private universities in the United States have no equivalent
in Ontario.
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participation of women in full-time university undergradu-
ate studies in the province, although it is gradually increas-
ing, remains relatively low. To explain this phenomenon
mainly in financial terms is doubtful, except insofar as par-
ents, especially if low income, might be less willing to send
a daughter than a son to university. Any such explanation
would certainly involve a detailed analysis of existing edu-
cational and occupational opportunities for women, their
patterns of aspirations, and prevailing patterns of family
structure and childbearing. In any event, as will be seen
shortly, many women appear to be overcoming current
barriers and restrictions to full-time studies through partici-
pation in part-time prograMs.

Concluding Remarks
In re View, we may briefly summarize some of the main
points made in the foregoing analysis. First, it is reasonable
to claim that the system of public education in Ontario is a
relatively open one; an absence of major academic barriers
permits the retention of the majority of young people in
school to the grade 12 level and offers substantial post:we-
ondary opportunities to grade 12- graduates in the form of
the Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology. Further-
more, while the grade 13 Year is essentially an academically
selective preuniversity year (somewhat modeled after the
pattern of the sixth form in England),.a substantial minor-
ity of students do proceed to grade 13; of those students
who graduate from this grade, the Majority go or, to uni-
versity or some other form of postsecondary education. In
addition, the impact of selective academic admissions poli-
cies at the university entrance level has been somewhat
modified through the establishment of mature student and
special student admission schemes. It seems fair tosay that --
in comparison with the highly academically selective edu-
cational systems in some European countries, the number
of scholastically talented students who do not go on to
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full-time higher education in Ontario is R.wlativcly small.
Secondly.tmd notwithstanding the foregoing conclusion.

the patterns of academic selection which do exist within
the public educational system of the province,especially if
taken in conjunction the influence of various social,
cultural, and economic factors, are suffici(eit to account
for a fairly substantial social bias it favor of the upper and
upper-middle classes among grade I3 students and students
enrolled in full time university programs. This bias appears
to persist even xvhen measured mental ability is controlled,
and probably means that there are still relatively large num-
bers of lower-class and lower-middle-c'ass youth in the
province with the mental ability to profit from university
who do not go on to Cull-time undergraduate studies (al-
though, as we have se n, some of these students :are at-
tracted to the CAATs'f. In addition, the element of inter-
ge'ne'rational inequaii!: linked to education,1 change in On-
tario points to the existence of :t substantial pool of older
adults of all social backgrounds who were initially denied
the opportunity for participation in any form of postsec-
ondary study after the completion of their high school
studies.

Finally, although we have not vet explored the matter
in detail, the participation of women in full-time university
programs is still relatively low (they constitute a somewhat
larrr proportion of students in community colleges). Until
recently, on the other hand, a substantial number of grade
13 female graduates entered one-year programs of teacher
certification in the provincial teachers' colleges.
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Part-time studies for credit have a long histOry in the uni-
versitk:, of Ontario. As early as 1889 Queen's University in
Kingston made arrangements whereby individuals not resi-
dent at the University during the academic year could ob-
tain credit towards a B.A. degree (Blyth, 1976: p. 9). In

1905 the University of Toronto began its first summer ses-
sion, the first venture of this type by any university in.
Canada (Blyth, op. cit.: p. 6). In these; as in most major ex-
tension developments of the following decades, emphasis
was on the provision of part-time credit facilities to teach-
ers employed in the public elementary and secondary
schools. The role of part-time programs as a means of pro-
viding degree-level education to teaching personnel has al-
ways been of grCat importance in Ontario, as in the other
-Canadian provinces. At the present time, however, this role
appears to be undergoing a relative decline in significance.

The publicatiOn in 1972 of the report of the Commis-
sion on Post-Secondary dUcatiim in Ontario (COPSE)
stimulated much discussion and debate on the provision of
opportunities for part-time credit studies in the province.
We have already noted the importance of this report, NJiich
was recently described by the author of a Unesco report
on international trends in adult education in glowing terms:
"surely there has never been, within a single polity, such a
clear call for wholesale reform of the whole educational .
system backed by such an abundance of solid evidence and

39



TABLE 2

Enrollments in Eli IITime and Regular Session PartTime

University Credit Studies

(Ontario: 1962-1975)

A, UNDERGRADUATE

Year Fulltime % Female Part-tini % Female %P '1' of

1962.63 36,058 27:6 11,904 38.1 24.8

1965.66 52,514 31.2 20,317 38,6 27.9

1970.71 106,304 35.7 50,312 43,4 32.1

1972.73 118,700 38.1 52,627 51.2 30.7

1974.75 133,500 NA 57,600 N.A. 30.2

B. GRADUATE

1962-63 3,328 14.0 1,828 19.0 35.5

1965.66 i 6,859 17,0 2,066 18.6 23.1

1970.71 14,811 21.2 6,812 21.2 31.5

1972.73 16,324 23,3 9,208 21.1 36.1

1974-75 16,300 NA 10,900 N.A. . 40.1 ,

N.A. = Not Available

Sources: Statistics Canada, Education in Canada, A statistical Review for the' period 1971.72 and 1972.73;°

1975 Table 42; and for 1974.75, Statistics Canada, Advance Statistics of Education 1975.76,

Ottawa: Information Canada, 1975,,Table 8, p. 48,
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hard thinking" (Lowe, 1976: p. 28). Among its many rec-
ommendations, 'he COPSE report suggested that "the part-
time- student should have a range and quality of learning
opportunities equal to those available to full-time students"
(COPSE, p. 44), and also favored the establishment of an
Open Academy of Ontario as a wholly new institution de-
signed to provide learning through innovative methods and
new settings (COPSE, p. 45).1 In the opinion of the report,
such an institution was necessary as an alternative to exist-
ing institutionalized education: "Although colleges and
universities are likely to remain leading centres of contin-
uing education in Ontario- we do not think that they can
accomplish this task_ alone without seriously eroding their
integrity through overloading" (p. 45).

Enrollment in Part-Time Credit Programs
Changes over a .13-year period in the numbers and propor-
dons of full-time and part-time students in various cate-
gories are detailed in 'Fables 2, 3, and 4. The main points
can be summarized as follows:

During the period between 1962-63 and 1970-71 the
increase in part-time enrollments in undergraduate pro-
grams given during the regular university session was
relatively far greater than the increase in regular session
full-time enrollments over the same period. However, be-
tween 1971 and 1975 the absolute increase in the num-
ber of part-time enrollments was fairly small, the rate of
increase actually lower than full-time undergraduate en-
rollments (Table 2). At the graduate level, the propor-
tionate enrollment of part-time students rose substan-
tially and consistently between 1965-66 and 1974-75
(Table 2).
When unduplicated summer session enrollments are added
to part-time regular-session enrollments, the proportion.

1. Some features of the proposed Open Academy arc described in
Chapter 5.
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of part-time students among all university. students can
be seen to have risen slightly between 1971 and 1974 (in
contrast to the slight decline seen in the regular session).
In 1973-74, part-time enrollments constituted almost
half of all student registrations (Table 3). However,
while Table 3 attempts to avoid duplication (i.e., count-
ing twice those students registered on a part-time basis
during both the regular and summer sessions), it is prob-
able that an unknown 'proportion of part -lime enroll-
ments consisted actually of full-time students registered
on a part-time basis in certain evening and summer pro-
grams.2 For this reason, it should not be assumed that
all -increases in part-time enrollments. consist solely of a
growing participation among persons normally engaged
in. activities other than full-time stuck'.
Long-term statistical data for full-time and part-time en-
rollments in the Ontario CAATs are not available. How-
ever, the most recent figures, for 1973-74, show that
over one half of student registrations in credit programs
in the CAM's were classified as part-time.

While the number of women in full-time regular session
undergraduate programs has been increasing rapidly
since the early 1960s, in part-time regular session under-
graduate programs the number of women has been con
sistfently higher than the female full -time participation
rates. 13v 1972-73 the rapid increase reached the point
of women constituting over half of the part-time under-
graduate student body (Table 2, A). While'-female partic-
ipation in full-time graduate studies showed some in-
crease between 196.2-63 and 1972-73' (although it was
still very low in the latter- year), the participation of
women in part-time graduate studies changed very little
over the same period; proportionately, it was actually

2 According to statistics provided to the author by Atkinson.Col-
lege at York University, which concentrates on teaching part-
time students, some 845 students out of a total of 10,029 regis:
tereci in the regular session were full-time York students. For the
1976 summer session at Atkinson, full-time York students consti-
tuted 2:^% of all summer session registrations.
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TABLE 3
Combined Undergraduateand Graduate Enrollments

in All Full-Time and Part-Time University Credit Studies,
Including Summer School Enrollments

(Ontario: 1970-74)

Year Full-time Part-time
% PIT of:

Total

1970-71 121,115 104,376 46.5
1971-32 134,419 111,077 45.2
1972-73 135,024 117,402 46.5
1973-74 138,743 124,111 (est.) 47.2

Sources;
Statistics Canada, Education in Canada, A statistical Review for the
period 1971-72 and 1972-73; 1975 Table 42; and for 1974.75, Sta-
tistics Canada, Advance Statistics of Education 1975- 76,Ottawa: In-
foimation Canada, 1975, Table 8, p. 48. Statistics Canada, Enroll-
ment in Continuing Educcition Programs 1973-74, Service Bulletin,
Education, Science, Culture Division, Dec. 1975, Tables 1 and 3.

TABLE 4
Full- and Part-Time Individual Enrollments

for Credit in CAATS
(Ontario: 1973-74)

%Pa of
Year Full-time Part-time Total

1973-74 :. 51,987 64,666 -. 55.4

Source:
UnpubliShed data from Ontario Ministry of Universities and Colleges.

lower than female full-time participation in graduate
studies in 1972-73. It should also be mentioned that in
1971-72 women constituted 45.5% of all postsecondary
nonuniversity enrollments, which a:t the time 'included
enrollment in nursing schools, teachers' colleges, and
CAATs,
The 1976 report of the Ontario Economic Council On

Education in the Province described the growth in part-
time enrollments, both in CAATs and universities,'as "tre-
mendous" (p. 18). There is certainly some justification for
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this adjective as a description of increases in part-time
credit enrollments during the 1960s, but it is hardly apt for
the somewhat sluggish rate of increase during 1971-75.3 On ...
the other hand, a complete analysis Dr. fulLand part-time
enrollment rates requires consideration of the populatioils
from which the students are drawn. Nlost full-time students
are drawn from the rapidly expanding 18-24 population
pool, whereas the expansion of the older population pool
from which most part-time students are drawn has been
much lessrapidin fact, between.1964.-65 and 1974-75 the
population aged 18-24 was increasing at a rate twice as
fast .that of the older population (Waniewicz, 1976:.
p. 4). This differelice obviously affects any assessment of
increases.

This point aside, it is still valuable to underline the sub-
stantial involvement of Ontario's adult population in some
form of post-high school studies. For example, the statis-
tics in Appendix I show a total of over 500,000 studentS
enrolled in credit and noncredit courses at universities and
colleges in the province in 1973-74. Even allowing for some
double-counting or students, the degree of enrollment in
that year was patently large for a total adult popiidationori
less than five million between the ages of 18 and 69. Nlore-:
over, it should be pointed out that these enrollment statis-
tics do not include people in a wide variety of formal and
nonformal learning programs which exist outside the school
and postsecondary system. Some indication of the actual
extent of participation in such Programs can, however, be

3 The Ontario Economic Council appears to have been talking
about trends in part-time credit enrollments rather than in non-
Credit enrollMents to which the adjective might more appropri-ately.apply. In any case, based on the evidence of their cited
sources.of reference, they appear to have been extrapolating from
patterns of growth in part-tim6 enrollments which occurrecrdur-
ing the 1960s,-although there is little doubt that the report meant
the description to apply to current as well as earlier trends in
part-time enrollments.

,16
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gained from the findings of a recent survey of the part-time
studies in the province (Wanicwicz, o /). cif.). This survey re-
vealed that about 1,40(1,000 peopleor about 30% of the
Ontario population between age 18 aml 69are, or were
recently, involved in some type of systematic learning.
activity. Such activities incluclUd not only formal study
within schools, colleges, and universities, but also courses
given by a number of other agencies, such' as employers,.
cultural. organizations and community groups, as well as
self-directed. learning projects (Waniewiez, passim).

Choices of Programs of Study
We now move from a general analysis of trends in part-time
enrollments to a comparison of the main fields of study
chosen by full-time and part-time students in the universi-
ties of the province. Statistics for the community colleges
are regrettably not available. Tables 5 and 6, although
based upon data limited to one acadeMic year in the early
part of this decade, reveal the following general patterns of
course choice and specialization among students enrolled

during the regular session.
In comparison with the full -time undergraduate body,
both male and female part-time students were heavily
concentrated in the humanities and social sciences. There
was relatively little involvement of part-time students in
"he various disciplines of the natural sciences. Commerce
._ttracted a relatively large proportion of men studying
on a part-time basis. In the case of women pursuing part-
time undergraduate programs, the disciplines within the
broad field of the humanities and social sciences were
overwhelmingly favored.
Among graduate students, the tendency for part-time
students to be concentrated in the. humanities and social
sciences was again apparent, although graduate studies in
education were a much more common field of speciali-
zation for part-time than fur full-time students. There
was also a relatively substantial part-time enrollment of
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TABLE 5

Field of Specialization in Regular Session FullTime and Paraime Undergraduate Programs

1971.72

Field

. Humanities and

Social Sciences

Pure Science

Education

Engineering and

Applied Sciences

Commerce

Medical Studies-

Nursing

Other (including no

specialization)

FULL.T1ME

Males % Females

PARTI1ME

Males % Females %

28,881 39.7 26,006 58.4 15,995 66.5 20,785 83.2

12,324 17.0 3,672. 8.2 ',1,270 5.3 389 1.6

4,200 5.8 3,576 8.0 303, 1,3 143 0.6

8,717 12.0 114 0.2 135 0,5 1

3,283 4,5 332 0.7 1,735 7.2 209 0.8

1,685 2.3 186 0.9 3 3

27 1,712 3.8 5 298 i1.2'

13,525 18.6 8,740 19.7 4,589 19.1 3,129 12.5

72,642 100.0 44,538 100.0 24,035 100.0 24,957 100,0

=less than 0,1%

Sprce: Statistics Canada, Education in Canada, 1975,4. cit Tables 43 and 49.

z
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men in the fields of engineering and applied science al-
though, as in the case of undergraduate studies, part-
time student participation was low in the physical sci-
ences, mathematics; and the health fields.

There is little reason to believe that these patterns of
program specialization have changed drastically since 1971.
What they undoubtedly reveal is the impact of the corn-
bined influence of student preferences and student oppor-
tunities: the choice of programs is determined not only by
the preferences of part-time students for particular fields
of studies but also by the varying extent to which different
program options may be partially or.Wholly undertaken on
a part-time basis. More pointedly, part-time studies at the
graduate level are well-established, and quite acceptable, in
the field of education, but it would be .a brash and naive
student who hoped to,convince a medical school that he or
she should be allowed to undertake and complete an M.D.
through courses taken on a part-time basis. However, what
is perhaps most relevant to the discussion at this point is
the clear fact that the growth of part-time enrollments for
credit in the universities of the province has been concen-
trated far more heavily in some 'faculties and departments
than in others. This concentration has usually necessitated
some expansion of teaching resources and facilities in these
faculties and departmentsand has made them somewhat
vulnerable to a variety of organizational problems which
might well occur if there were to be any. future major shifts
in the subject preferences of part-time students or a major
ovevall decline in thelevel of demand for part-time studies.

Finally, one feattire of the demand for part-time pro-
grams which is not really apparent in the data, is the strong
vocational orientation which. characterizes many part-time
students. Administrators of university extension programs
with whom the author had contact during his research fre-
quently described' part-time. students engaged in undergrad-
uate studies as mature persons who initially undertook

4



TABLE 6

field of Specialization in Regular Session FullTime and PartTime Graduate Programs

1971.72

FULL-TIME PARTT1ME

Field Males % Females Males % Females %

Humanities and

Social Sciences 5,613 44.0 2,256 61.9 3,462 56.7 ° 921 59.8

Mathematics and

Physical Sciences 1,842 14,5 168 4.6 279 4.6 33 2,1

Education 465 3,6 249 6.8 1,542 25.3 486 31,5

Engineering and

Applied Science's 1,63 12.8 33 0.9 615 10.1 12 0,7

Health Professions 1,965 15.0 495 15.6 63 1,0 57 3.7

Other (including

unclassified) 1,275 10,0 444 12.2 144 2,4 33 2,1

12,735 100.0 3,645 100.0 6,105 100,0 , 1,542 100,0

Source: Statistics Canada, Education in Canada, 1975, op, cit., Tables 45 and 50.
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these studies to obtain academic credentials which would
be of immediate value in the economic market.4 The voca-
tional orientation in part-time studies is certainly evident
at the present time in the heavy demand for admission to
part-time programs in such fields as ,commerce, public ad-
ministration, and social work. For example, at Woodsworth
College (the College ()I' the University of Toronto which
caters 'exclusively to part -time students), commerce enrolls
more part-time students than any Other field. At Atkinson
College (the equivalent college of York University), admis-
sions quotas are now necessary to cope with demand for
places in undergraduate programs in social work, bnsiness,
and administrative studies.' In the context of declining en-
rollments among the universities' traditional part-time cli-
entele of school teachers, this suggests that the next few
years may witness a substantial effort by many universities
to compete for part-time students through a wider provi-
sion of programs with a strong vocational content.

Personal, Educational and Social Characteristics
of Part-Time Students

Age. Distribution

Students who enroll in part-time credit programs at univer-
sities arc, not surprisingly, older on average than their full-
time counterparts. This is demonStrated in Table 7,.which
shows the age-distribution of full-time and part-time under-
graduate and graduate students enrolled in the regular uni-
versity session of 1971-75. Of.undergraduates 25 years of

4. A shift in interest towards vocationally oriented studies has also
been apparent among full-time students, a trend noted in the On-
tario Economic Council's Report on Education, p. 18: There is no
reason to find this shift, in either case, incompatible with intellec-
tual interests and rewards of university study.

5. InformatiOn received from administrators at both colleges. In the
case of the part-time students in commerce zind business, a sub-
stantial number already have degrees but are studying for qualifi-
caticos as chartered 'accountants.
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TABLE 7
Full-Time and Part-Time Regular Session

University Students
Distribution by Age
(Ontario: 1974-75)

UNDERGRADUATES

Age % Full-time % Part-time

Under 20 25.4 1.5

20-24 57.8 23.0
25-29 6.8 28.6
30-34 1.5 16.9
35-39 10.2
40-44 1.0
45-49
over 49

14.8

Unknown 7.5 5.0

100.0 100.0

Nos.. '130,615 56,875

GRADUATES

Age To Full-time % Part-time

Under 20
20-24

33. 5
9.0

25-29 42.3 36.2
30-34 14.0 25.6
35-39 _12.6
40-44 8.6
45-49
over 49

14.8

Unknown 1.6 1.8

100.0 100.0

Nos. 16,516 10,735

Source: .

Statistical data supplied by Ontario Ministry of Uni-
versities arid Colleges.

52
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age or over, only 9% were full-time compared with 71%
part-time undergraduates. At the graduate level, just under
23% of students aged 30 years and over were full time; 58%
of this group were part-time. Nonetheless, it should be
noted that the great majority of students enrolled part-
time in undergraduate and graduate courses were under 35
in 1974-75a fact which indicates that part-time studies
tend to attract people in their mid to late twenties and
early thirties. Presumably many persons in these age cate-
gories are still in the process of seeking academic and voca-
tional qualifications which will be of immediate, or future,
benefit to them in employment.6

Once again, it is regrettable that data on the age distribu-
tion of students enrolled in the CAATs are not immedi-
ately available.

Another limiting factor is that statistics on the age dis-
tribution of 'inalc and female part-time university students
are not based on the complete part-time population. How.:
'ever, Table 8, which draws its data from a large-scale sur-
vey of postsecondary students carried out by Statistics
Canada in 1974-75., provides good evidence that female un-
dergraduate students in Ontario who are studying part-time
tend to he older on average than their male part -brae col-
leagues. For example, 29.4% of the female undergraduate
respondents to the survey who were studying part-time
were over the age of 35 compared with just 19.5% of the
male part-time students.' This finding is hardly unexpected

6. In his survey of bachelois' degree students carried out in 1971,
Stager found that summer session students tended to be slightly
younger on average than regular session part-time students. The
mean age ft); summer session',. was 28.5 years and regular session,

31.1 years (Stager, 1972; pp. 6-7).
7. Some caution should be used in a comparison of the age data for

part-time undergraduate studtints contained in Tables 7 and 8
partly because some of the age categories differ slightly between
the two tables, and also because the age distribution in Table 8
excludes an age unknown category. In all probability, Table 7
provides a more accurate picture of the totge distribution of
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TABLE 8
Distribution by Age and Sex

Part-Time Regular Session Undergraduate Students
1974-75

Age Categories % Male % Female

Under 20 4.4 1.3

20-24 21.5 23.3
25-30 40.0 30.6
31-35 14.6 15.4
36-40 6.1 12.7
41-45 8.5 6.2
46-50 3.9 5.5
Over 50 1.0 5.0

100.0 100.0

Nos. 17,705 19,293

Source:
Unpublished data from Post-Secondary Student Survey 1974.75, repro-
duced with permission of Statistics Canada. A considerable- body of na-
tional data from this survey is published in Educational Support Branch of
Department of the Secretary of State, Some Cloiracterisacs of Post-
Secondary Stude-its in Canada, Ottawa: Thorn Press, 1976.

in view of a tendency for many women to enter part-time
studies after the early years of childbearing and childraising
(see !-he next section).

A kick of relcyantstatistics prevents tracing degrees of
continuity and change over time in the age-distribution of
the part-time student population. The opportunity for
more detailed research might be possible in the part-time
populations of those universities and colleges which have
age records easily accessible to the researcher. Although
not generally hacked up by statistics, it has been suggested
to the author by some exictision administrators that the
average .age of part-time undergraduate students in the

total !'111-time and part-time undergraduate populations, but Table 8,
nonetheless, provides a reasonably accurate picture of differences
in age distribution by seX.
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prbvince may \NTH he dropping as the result of a number elf
influences: most notably, the (lee-line in the size of the
teacher constituency (which has tended to include a rela-
tively large number of older students); the development by
some universities rII sj,c vial StIldc,11 programs for academi-
cally unqualified students beyond the age of compulsory
schooling; and finally, a possible shift of interest from full-
time to part-time studies among young peOple in the 18-24
age group.

Women and Part- fine Studies

The substantial, and increasing, participation of women
in part-time undergraduate programs- heavily concentrated
in the humanities and social sciences--should he viewed in
the context of a variety of social, cultural, and economic
factors: the relatively low participation rates of young wo-
men in full-time postsecondary studies; the tendency for
many married women to embark upon part-time studies in
order to fulfill their educational ambitions once their chil-
dren are of school age; and the likelihood that even those
women who have acquired an appropriate career training
will suffer to a greater extent from obsolescence of their
knowledge than male workers able to pursue an uninter-
rupted career. Since almost all relevant studies fail to break
down the occupational information by sex, there is little
Canadian data on the employment patterns of women who
pursue part-time university credit studies. But it is worth
noting that 20% of the 19,000 Ontario female undergradu-
ates studying part-time who responded to the.Statistics Can
ada Survey (1971-75, pp. cit.) claimed they were engaged
in household duties, while another 9% defined themselves
as not cmploved figures N,hich reveal a substantial number
of hcitsewives among the female part-time population.8 As

8, Unpublished stati.:tical data from the Post-Secondary Student
Survey 1974-75 provided by Statistics Canada and the Office of
the Secretary of State.
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Giselda Schack has noted, with reference to the admission
of substantial numbers of housewives to Britain's Open
University, one of the clear successes that the O.U. can
claim is that it offers married women a chance to conic
hack to study, since they tend to be a group which, in her
words, "had to drop out of the traditional educational and
occupational system" (Schack, 1972: p. 480). In Ontario
also,- the high participation of women, including house-
wives, in part-time undergraduate courses for credit, sug-
gests that the universities can claim a similar degiz:e of suc-.
cess in attracting a group %vhich would otherwise confront
serious difficulties in their efforts to obtain zi postsecond-
ary education.

Educational and Occupational Characteristics
of Part:Timc Students

Research carried out in a number of countries suggests
that part-tim university and college studies tend to have ti
strong appeal for those persons who already have a rela-.
tively high academic standing and who are, as this author
has himself noted with respect to the student body at Brit-
ain's Open University, "highly motivated men and women,
many of them of working-class origins, who have perceived
the relevance to them of further education through an
often long and hard struggle for various professional and
technical qualifications" (Pike, 1976: p. 127). The rela-
tively high educational qualifications of students in On-
tario undertaking part-time undergraduate studies are evi-
dent from the data contained in Table 9, which is taken
from David Stager's 1971 survey of part-time bachelor de-
gree students (Stager, 1972: op. cit.).

As the table shows, over 70% of the students had ob-
tained a high school diploma at the grade 12 or grade 13
level; 15% had obtained university degrees or diplomas;
35% of those in the winter session and 42% of those in the
summer session had received teachers' college diploma..

5;
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TABLE 9
Educational Attainment of .

Part-Time Bachelor Degree Students
Winter 1970-71 and Summer 1971

Educational Attainment Winter % Summer `!,I,

High school diploma 72 73

University degree/diploma 15 15

Teachers' College
certificate or diploma 35 42

Institute of Technology
diploma 6 4

Nursing School Diploma 3 2

Other 21 16

Suture: Stager. op. cit.: Table 15, p. 19.

Although not shown in Table 9, it shonld be noted that
39% of the students in the winter session and 30% in the
summer session had completed four years of high school 6r
less (i.e. they probably left school from grade 12orearlier
grades); hence, while some of these students would, un-
doubtedly have been eligible for admission to a Teachers'
College or CAAT, the universities would probably have
been closed to them immediately after the completion of
their high school studies.

When Stager undertook his research, the fact that a sub-
stantial number of part -time bachefor's degree students had
some prior postsecondary experience was largely a reflec-
tion of the predominance of school teachers (most notably,
elementary school teachers) among the part-time student
population. f fence; as shown in Table 10, no less than 54%
of those winter session students currently employed at the
time of the survey were school teachers, and the percentage
of teachers rose to 67% of the part-time students enrolled
in the 1971 summer session. Other occupational groups
well represented were members; of white collar and.semi-
professional occupations for whom a university degree
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TABLE 10
Occupational Characteristics of Part-Time Bachelor Degree Students

Winter 1970-71 nd Summer 1971

Winter Summer

Occupation No. % No. %

TeacherElementary 491 37.1 694 46.4

TeacherHigh School/
other 226 17.1 315 21.1

Sales, clerical work 147 11.1 141 9.4

Technician 68 5.1 51 3.4

Nurse 32 2.4 21 1.4

Commerce or finance 55 4.2 45 3.0

Outdoor or service worker
worker 18 1.4 25 1.7

Machine operator
or craftsman 18 1.4 11 0.7

Other 267 20.2 194 12 9

Sub-total 1,3" 100.0 1,497 100.0

No answer 16 31

Not currently em-
ployed full time 269 486

Total 1,607 2,014

Source: Based can Stager, op. cit.: Table 20. p. 26.

would presumably provide some opportunity for occupa-
tional advancementthat is, sales and clerical workers,
technicians and, to a lesser degree, nurses and social work-
ers. However, part-time degn:e studies offered little attrac-
tion to manual workers or, at the other end of the occupa-
tional class scale, to highly qualified professional personnel.

These occupational characteristics of part-time bache-
lor's degree students in Ontario raise two pertinent points:
one bears on the issue of access to higher education in the
province, the other raises a number of questions respecting
the future role of part-time credit studies in the provincial

.
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universities. The first point, which will he familiar to those
who have followed the debate surrounding the develop-
ment of Britain's Open University, is that, despite the exist-
ence of special and mat ti re admissi( ,ns programs, part-time
undergraduate studies in Ontario arc not a major instru-
ment of educational and occupational upward mobility for
those in manual occupations.. Such studies do little to in-
crease access to higher learning for working-class people.
:On.. the other hand, even if they do IVA provide a major

- equalizing function for this class currently, there is some
evidencedrawn mainly from a survey of 1966-69 gradu-
ates at Atkinson College at York University (Anise(' and
Jansen, 197 I )---that part-time credit studies in the universi-
ties do attract a relatively large number or people whose
social origins, if not their current occupations, are working-
class.9 For these people, part-time studies in Ontario uni-
versities are the second of two ur more sequential stepping
stones to upward social.mobilitv (the first generally being a
teacher's college diploma and/or a white collar job). More-
over, many of these people are probably drawn from that
group of grade 12 and grade 13 students who for any min-
her of cultural, academic, and economic reasons are unable
or unwillingto embark on a program of full-time univer-
sity studies directly after the completion of high school.

N

9. For example, the Atkinson graduate survey found that 37% of the
fathers of Atkinson part-time students were employed in manual
and routine white collar occupations at the time of their off-
springs' attendance at university, compared with only 20% of the
fathers of the full-time students at York University. Similarly, just
under 51% of the Atkinson graduates' fathers had obtained only
an elementary education. or no education at all, compared with
24% of the fathers of regular full-time students. However, a cer-
tain caution must be used in interpreting these statistics, not least
because the Atkinson students were considerably older on average
than the studews, and could, therefore, be expected to
have somewhat less Wel).-educated fathers, because their fathers
would have had fewer educational opportunities. See : \nisef and

,Jansen, pp. 8-9.

r
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The second point raised. by the occupational characteris-
tics of part-time degree students is the decline of the tra-
ditional elementary school teacher clientele ;Is a major
source of part-tim students. It is severe enough to warrant
the past rather than the present tense in referring to the
teachers' college part-time university sequence as a major
mode of social and ai:ademic ascent for older students in
the province. The importance of this change deserves sepa-
rate 'treatment.

Declining Teacher Clientele

Until fairly recently., a person could be initially certified
to teach in public. elementary school in Ontario) on the
basis of high school graduation] and one year's professional
training at a teachers' college. Those who followed this pat-
tern of entry to the teaching profession were thereafter en-
couragednot the least through the linking of degree cred-
its to income increments to undertake part-time studies
leading to a bachelor's degree. This pattern .01. continuing
education is the main explanation for the very high enroll-
ments of elementary school teachers in the part-time de-
gree programs of the universities; indeed, after 1970, cur-
rent and impending increases in the academic professional
standards for elementary school teacher certification in the
province meant that few people chose to enter this sphere
of teaching unless they. were prepared to work intensively
towards a university ciegree. In 197.2-73, however, the On-
tario Ministry of Education instituted the formal require-
ment that, as of September 1973, an applicant for admis-
sion to a one-year program leading to the elementary
teaching certificate at a teachers'. college would be required
to submit evidence of the successful completion of a mil-.
versity degree in arts or science.m Thus, by the beginning
of the 1974-75 acade=mic year, all persons newly cerlified

10. 1 am indebted to Mario Creet of the Office of Academie Plan-
ning at Queens university, for this information on teacher ccrtifi:
cation requirements.

6,.
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to teach. in the elementary schools of the province had
graduated from a university in Ontario, or its equivalent
elsewhere.

.1'his change in teacher education requirements is now
beginning. ti) have a substantial impact upon the size of en-
rollments in the part-time credit programs of some Ontario
universities. \lost of those teachers who complete their
training under the old regulations haVe now completed a
degree' by part-time studies (or alternatively., have dropped
by the academic wayside) so that those teachers. still work-
ing toward their degrees form a residual grOup which in-
evitably continues to decrease in size. A specific illustra-
tion is Atkinson College of York University. While the
number of primary -schot)1 teachers enrolled in that col-
lege's summer session rose slightly in abso);.le numbers
from 1.'780 in 1972 to 2,030 in 1974, it declined to 1,822

in the summer of 1975. Over the same period, a substantial
overall growth in the size of Atkinson College's summer
session enrollments brought the proportion of primary
school teachers among all part-time summer session -stu-
dents at the college from 37% in 1972 to 26% in 1975.11
further declines 'in both absolute and relative terms can
reasonably be expected. York University has the advantage
of being situated in a large metropolitan area which pro-
vides a substantial population base from which to draw
part-time students. However, not all universities in Ontario
are so ath ant aged.

In the light of earlier comments on.the high level of par-
ticipation of adults in Ontario in part-time studies, it may
seem paradoxical that administrators of extension divisions
in some universities have become uneasy over the reduc-
tion of their traditional teacher clientele.ilowever, the de-
mand for paint -time credit studies at the university level is
created by older adults with strung motives for working
toward a university degr,.:e. Whether defined primarily in

1 1. Figures prdyided by a senior administrator at Atkinson College.

G,
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terms of personal satisfaction or career July:nu:el-dent,
tnotiation outweighing the costs in time and money that
part-time studies usually entail is found in a relatively small
proportion of older adults. 'Fhe actual consequences of
of declining teacher participation !MIN', therefore, be a sub-
stantial and fairly swift decline in part-time enrollments in
some universities (with a concomitant loss of income in the
form of fees and.government financial support) 12 unless
new client groups can be attracted to part-time credit
studies or, alternatively, unless the inflow from traditional
client. groups other than teachers can he expanded. As al-
ready noted, those universities situated in metropolitan
itreas with large populations will probably ha\ e little diffi-
culty in continuing to attract more than sufficient numbers
of part-time students from both new and existing client
groups. On the other hand, for a university located in -a
small urban'tenter that draws most of its fall -time students
,i()in areas situated well ()inside of that center, :the prob-
lem of finding sufficient interested part-time students from
the local region to compensate for the loss or the teacher
clientele may be quite a serious one. Given current public
financial constraints on spending on higher education in
the province, the problem may place additiimal strain on
overcommitted operating bitdgets."

12. In Ontario, the provincial government prOvides'opentting funds
to each university on the basis of a formula which links iperating
income to level of enrollments, with built-in financial weightings
which are iMsed on the various levels and categories of students.
Currently, all part -time enrollments arc weighted on the basis of
a full-time enrollment, equivalency.

'3. Queen's University of Kingston, provides an excellent example
of the impact of declining part-time enrollments within a univer-
sity situated in a sinall urban center of 60,000 inhabitants. The
report of the Queen's Principal's Committee on Financial Con-
straint made the following comment in May bf 1975: "From
1971-72 to 1974-75, the part-time enrollment of extension stu-
dents at Queen's has dropped by about 5.6% from 1,826 to_.
1,726 students. All the evidence. we have indicates a further de-
cline through to 1980. A large part.of this decline is due to the

U.
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Finally then, one lesson which may be learned rom.an
examination of part-time undergraduate studies for credit
in the Ontario universities (although it is only of limited
relevance to the community colleges or the university grad-
uate schools) is that heavy reliance on the participation of
of students drawn from one major occupational sphere
may, when circumstances change, create some diffictilties
for those universities which cannot count on a compensa-
tory enrollment increase from other segments of the popu-
lation. Such difficulties are likely to include not only a po-
tential loss of income,but also internal strains generated by
the tendency for part-time students to concentrate heavily
in certain faculties and departments.. The more positive side
of the balance, as alread,.. suggested is that the loss of a tra-
ditional clientele (especially when combined with the dem-
ographic and enrollment trends referred to in the introduc-
tion) is providing the universities with a stimulus to 'reek to
attract inure part-time students from other segments of the
population through the provision of new modes and pat-
terns of teaching and learning. Some of these new modes
and patterns will-be- examined at a later stage of this report.

Part-ime Postsecondary Students in the ,CAATs
As stated in the introduction, this report giNil'es onlv.second-

ary consideration to part-time studies and part-time stu-
dents in Olt! Ontario CAITs. Nonetheless, iris appropriate
to make brief reference to the CAAT students undertaking
part-time credit courses and programs if only to observe
that little is known about their occupational and educa-
tional characteristics. Nlost CAM's admit students to part-

diminishing number of potential students in our traditional constitu-
ency. the elementary school teachers without degrees. There appears
to be little prospect that this declining constituency will be replaced
by other part-time students from our relatively low population den-
sity region. This is in marked contrast to the prospect for the metro-

.. politan univetsities" (Principal's Committee, 1975: p. 6).

U
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time credit studies on the basis of grade 12 graduation or
the mature student admission procedure (which, in the col-
leges, usually applies to studefits over t:ic age of 19 Years).
lloweer, there is little doubt that the relatively flexible
timetabling of many CAXI's cornbined with less program
structuring than the universities (for example, hierarchical
series .of course prerequisites) helps to attract many casual
students to their part-time credit programsthat is, stu-
dents who have an interest in a partictilar course or courses,
but not in obtaining formal academic credentials.

Clearly, a fairly significant casual clientele in many
CAAT courses is likely to reflect particular occupational
:ind educational characteristics. For example, one would
expect that, in other than highly technical or vocational
programs, the CA AT courses might attract relatively large
numbers of well-edUcated people, including middle-class
Innis, wives seeking sonic relief fromt household responsi-
bilities. However, this is clearly speculative, and must
await confirmation or rejection by the findings of future
research projects.I4 The most that can.be noted here is
an observation from the director of part-time credit and
noncredit programs at the CAAT in Kingston, Ontario.
It appeared to him that relatively huge numbers of the

14. It is worth mentioning that unpublished data from the Post-
Secondary Student Survey 1974-75 (op. cit.) reveal that one
quarter-of the 697 female respondents participating in part-time

. studies in Ontario CAM's 'claimed to be engaged full-time in
household duties compared with 20% of the equivalent female
undergraduate group. ..\lso, as might be expected, part-time
CAAT students are considerably older on average than full-time

. cAAT stuthmts. In the case of the Post-Secondary Student Sur .
vey respondents, 28% and 56% respectively of male, and female
part-time CAAT students were over 30 at the time of the survey
compared with negligible proportions of the full-time popula-
tions. The major difference in the proportions of male and fe-
male part-time students in the C: \.\ I's who were over 30 years
old may be taken as further evidence of the tendency for women
to participate in part-time postsecondary studies after the period
of childbearing and childrearmg.
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part-time students at the college were being drawn from
the prosperous middle class areas of the city and relatively
few from the economically poorer districts. Such a pattern
of recruitment, if it exists, could easily reflect social class
differences in the motivation for educotion, although it is

also true that in Kingston the poorer districts are relatively
distant from the college and ill served by public transporta-
tion facilities.

Conclusions
In one .respect, this chapter has reported on two somewhat
contradictory trends: the high overall participation of
adults in Ontario in part-time studies, including such studies
in nni\ersities and colleges; and 2) the generally slow rate
of increase in part-time undergraduate enrollments for
credit in recent years and the problems associated with the
declining participation of the traditional teacher clientele.
The source of the contradiction may well lie in the general
characteristics of those adults who are likely to undertake a
program of part-time undergraduate studies. Relatively
well_edueated, drawn.- from white collar and semi- profes-
sional occupations, and anxious to obtain degree creden-
tials in order to improve their employment :ind/or promo-
tions prospects, such adults (no less than many younger
high school graduates) may well have been discouraged, in
recent years, from pursuing part-time undergraduate studies
by the high publicity given to the decline in the marginal
financial returns of a university degree.''

lie this as it may, part-time credit, studies are clearly im-
portant as a means to a university degree for substantial
number of women and as a means of upward mobility for

Presumably too, there is some connection between the slow rate
of increase in part-time credit enrollments in universities and the
declining participation elementary school Leachers. although
the latter has tended to he a more recent phenomenon than the
former.

X''1)0
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many older persons with lower class social origins now in
white collar jobs. \lore generally, the future demand for
part-time undergraduate studies, in the context of the de-
clining participation of elemePtary school teachers, worded
appear to lie in attracting more students Irom other se
Ments of the trlditional part-time clientele, and also in ap-
pealing to hitherto untapped sources of potential demand.
However, the relatively high educational qualifications of
most part-time undergraduate students should discourage
false optimism about attracting substantial numbers of
part-time students from those segments of the population
with a relatively. low average level of education (les..; say,
than grade 12 graduation standing or equivalent). On the
Other_side of the coin, due cognizance should be taken of a

potential demand from the substantial numbers of bright
lower- and lower-middle-class students who either termi-
'nate their formal education at the grade 12 or proceed on
to a CA.AT..

Finally, we have noted that the declining enrollment of
elementary school teachers is likely to pose rather more
serious problems for Ontario universities situated in small
urban centers than for universities- situated in large-metro
politan areas. There is limited evidence that the makeup of
the part-time clientele of some of the metropolitan univer-
sities is already changing, as substantial numbers of adults
from immigrant minority groups gain admission to the in-
stitutions.I6 Hence, the next few years May witness a major
shift of the social role of part-time undergraduate studies at
some metropolitan institutions from agencies of ttpward
social mobility for a predominantly Canadian-born, Anglo-
Saxon clientele to zigncies of upward social mobility for
Ontario's sizable Nvhitc. and nonwhite, minority immigrant
groups.

16. For example, Atkinson College has a large intake of students of
West Indian origins.

CU



ORGANIZATION

WNIINISTRATION

This chapter examines the nature of the organizational
structures which have been established within the universi-
ties of the province in order to satisfy the demand for part-
time credit studies. Special attention will be given to those

-changes in the organizational structure of teaching and
learning which have been specifically designed to improve

the academic status and educational opportunities of part-
time undergraduate students. 'I'he organization of part -time
learning in the CAATs will also be touched upon, but in

less detail.

General Background
Traditionally, the status of the part-time undergraduate
student within the academic pecking order of the provin-
cial universities has been that of second-class citizen. A re-

\ port to the Senate ()I' NIcNlastcr University (1973) addressed
itself "..o eliminating the anomalies and inequities evident
from the most cursory comparison of the opportunities
available to and the regulations governing part-time verStis

full-time -students (e.g. the prohibition of part-time stu-
dents from entering honors programs; the failure to require
part-time students to specify their subject(s) of conccntra-.
tion upon completion ()I' Year I; the provision of unstrucL
tared programs for part-time students; looser credit retell-
tion,supplemental and withdrawal regulations For part-time
students. etc." (McNlaster-linivcrsitv; Senate Committee,

65
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1973, p. 17). More \videlv known, the report of the Com-
mission on Post-Second:try Education in Ontario (1972)
summed up Ih low status die par snylent in a Ire -
ciucntly statement:

only a few centres do adult and part-time students.
enjoy the status accorded full-time learners and have pro-
grarns specially tailored to their needs. In other institu-
tions, their low status is constantly reinforced and sym-
bolised by the fact that the teaching of most of their
courses is ,nganii.ed on an overload basis, as an extra
activity for staff pursuing SalafV sut.plcrncnts. Is it sur-
prising, then, that part-tim students re'signedly 'Immure
about the sorry attitude of some of their teachers----those
who seem 1.ss to he cultivating the vineyard of learning
than operatmg a mininA claim?:(COPS, p. 23).
The fairness of the Commission's remarks on the motiva-

tions of some teachers (0' part-time students might well he
.debated,1 but it is of more concern here to obserw some
of the changes in the organization of part-time undergradu-
ate studies in many provincial universities since 1972 which
have gone a long way to blunting many of the Commis-
sion's criticisms. The other side of the cointhe continued
existence of various structural barriers to equality of edu-
cational opportunn% for part-time studentsis taken up in
(Anipter IV.

The Pressure for the Integration of
i -nil lime and Part -Time Studies

At the beginning of the previous chapter. we noted the
recommendation of the COPSE report that "the part-
time student should have a range and quality of learning

1. For ex Ample, in private correspondence with the author, tile Prin-
vipal of a l7niveisity College which is heavily engAged in part-time
teaching criticized the Commission's remarks as follows: "Over-
load teaching does not equal had teaching. Indeed it permits you
to get rid of had tea: iers without worrying about tenure. You can
Operate a mining claim efficiently.-

LIj
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opportunities equal to those available to the full-time stu-
dent." This recommendation, which incidentally predates
some similar recommendations contained in the Carnegie
Commission's report, Tow001 a Learning Society (1973),
may he linked to it letter seat in 1972 to the provincial uni-
versities by the then Ontario Minister of Colleges and Uni-
versities. The contents of this letter {.\ppe:ulix II) note
that those universities willing to accept c....rtain criteria for
thc integration of part-time and full-time instruction %could
he rewarded with larger operating grains based upon their
part-time student enrollment." The major criteria may he
summarized as folhAvs:

Instructors of part-time students should be full meMbers
of the appropriate department and faculty with the lull
privileges and responsibilities of any regular or part-time
faculty Members..
Payment for service!, r( miffed in teaching part-time stu-
dents should he based upon a regular teaching load, with-
out regard to the time of day at which courses are
taught.
The developnwnt of cutuses for stud': for part-time stu-
dents should he handled within the normal university
structure under the direction of the Senate or appropri-
ate academic governing body.
Regidations for part-time students should be built into
the ocrall academic structure so that requireme'nts for
admission, promotion, degrees, etc., are identical for run-

.time and part-time students.

2. As noted in the Minister's letter, universities which adhered to
these criteria won'', he allowed a conversion rate of five part-time
student registrations as equivalent to one full-time student regis-
tration, rather than the existing ratio ( ) I 6: I , as a basis fur receipt
of operating grants. It should be again mentioned that in Ontario
government financial support to the universities is based mainly
on a formula which relines such financial support to the numbers
and categories of students enrolled in a given institution.
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The university should schedule its courses on an inte-
grated, extended day program which allows part-time
students to enroll in classes offered in either the day or
evening hours and would ;Mow full-timC students to at
tend classes specifically for part-time students when'
practical.

The above criteria. if strictly adhered to, would elimi-
nate must major differences in those university regulations
amenable to revision and reform which govern the aca-
demic status of partjtime and Cull-time students. Nlost sig-
nificantly, they would ensure that the majority °I. courses
aailable to part-time undergraduate students arc taught by
regular members of the university faculty as part or their
normal teaching Reform would thereby end the imn-
ing claim operations of some regular faculty members seek-
ing extra pay for overload work and Would also drastically
reduce the number of nonregular part -time teachers em-
ployed especially for part-time students.

The intentions of the Govcrninent of Ontario in framing
this policy were not necessarily entirely generous or philan-
thropic; on the contrary, as evidenced in Appendix III,
there appears to have been some official assumption that
the change to integrated studies could be made at no addi-
tional cost to the public purse.3 Furthermore, the actual
extent to which the universities of theprovince have proved
able, or willing, to meet the government's criteria shows

This observation may appear somewhat strange in view of the
willingness of the Ontario government to provide an equivalency
conversion factor of part-time to full-time students of 5: I, rather.
than of 6: I, where integration is undertaken. However, a letter
from the then Minis'.:r of Colleges and Universities to the Princi-
pal of Que n's University (April 26, 1971) contains the interest-
ing comment that "The Committee on University Affairs stated
that the change in the factor of part time students should not be
an "additional cost to the Provincial Treasury but rather a factor
to redistribute available resources." The Committee on University
Affairs is a body of officials and academics which adv ,es the
Government on university matters.
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considerable variation from institution to institution and
certainly, the province has not vet reached the point where
the integration of full-time and part-time instruction in the
full spirit of the Minister's letter is a total reality.:::,

The next three sectionq of this chapter explore various
aspects Of the move towards integration: the degree of in-
tegration of full-time and part-time instruction up to the
present time; second, the organizational structures estab.-

lished to administer part-time studies programs; and aspects
of admissions policies for part-time students. The main fo-
cus will continue to be part-time studies at the university
undergraduate level. Admission to part-time graduate stud-
ies in the provincial universities is generally a matter of de-
partmental or faculty pidicy,- its relevant structures and
regulations too variable and too complex to be usefully
cussed.here. The Ontario CAATs were not included in the
integration policy laid down by the provincial government,
largely. one supposeS; because their role as community in-
stitutions offering a wide range of vocationally oriented
courses was seen to require a substantial degree of flexi-
bility in staffing procedures. Nonetheless, there is a limited
move toward integration between full-time and part-time
students, am! between day and evening programs, in these
institutions [A. Thomas, et (11., 1975 (1i), p. 411.

integration of Full-Time and Part-Time Instruction
Complete details on the extent to which. full-time and part-
time instruction have so far been integrated in the provin-
cial universities are not vet available:1 Ilowever, a °1975

4. Much of the information contained in the following sections of
this chapter, as well as in Chapter 4, is based upon replies'to ques-
tions put to administrators of part-tim_ programs of all Ontario
universities in the fall of 1976. The questions were asked either
during the course of an .interview between the author and the ad-
ministrators, or included in a letter sent to the administrators. In
total, responses were received from 12 universities and two quasi -
independent affil iated colleges.

-
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survey of six universities and tiniversity colleges under-
taken by the Ontario Council for University Continuing
Uducation (OCUCE) revealed that in four of the institu-
tions between 75"10 and I00 of on-campus teaching dur-
tiu fall and winter terms was on an integrated basisi.e.,.
instructors; ..vre teaching both day and evening courses as
part of their regular work load rather than on an overload.
basis.' Of the two other inst:tinions, one offered no statis-
tical breakdown between regidar session but claimed to he
"50-60(.74, on the way to integration," while the other noted
that 70% of the fall and winter teaching was still on an
overload basis (OCUCE 1975). While this survey. indicates
some holding out against integrated teaching during the..
regular sesision, the trend towards integrated teaching (lur-
ing this session is clearly strong. It is confirmed by this
author's survey lo seven other universities which revealed a
high degree of integrated teaching in five and a substantial
overh.ad component in the other two. Discussions with a
number of administrators of part-time programs suggest
that the willingness of faculty members to teach part of
their regular course load in the evening varies between.de-
partm.ents, although this may pose no more problems than
recruiting faculty for extension overload teaching. 6

The integrated regular session teaching pattern just de-
scribecl is generally associated with the formulation of reg-
ulations permitting hill-time and part-time students. to en-
roll in courses for which they are academically qualified,
irrespective of whether such classes are taught (luring the
day or evening hours. In the OCUCE survey, all universities

5. The six institutions surveyed by OCUCE were Erindale College,
McMaster University, Ryerson College, Trent University, Waterloo
University and Wilfrid Laurier University.

.6. The administrator of part-time studies at a university which still
has a heavy overload component in teaching during the regular
session informed the author that his university was having diffi-
culty in recruiting regular faculty to teach extra courses for extra
pay (Source: Private correspondence with the author),
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and colleges claimed to have formulated such regulations (a

finding confirmed by the author's enquiries at the seven
other institutions), although one university did note that
full-time students were discouraged from taking evening
courses. Such discouragement presumably stems from the
not unreasonable fear that evening course quotas might be-
come filled with regular full-time students to.the disadvan-
tage of part-time students whose course participation is
usually limited to the evening hours. This negative poten-
tial of integration does not appear, as Yet, to be zi major
concern among part-time studies administrators. loWever,

two administrators did say that "if it came to a crunch"
they would seek to .give preference in evening programs to
part-time students.

The equal admission of full-time and part-time students
to courses which have traditionally been treated as extra-
mural generally extends to courses taught in the spring and
summer terms.? In many institutions, a substantial propor-
tion of enrollment in such courses consists of regular full-
time students who are attempting either to spread their
course load over the whole year (rather than during the
two terms of the regular session) and/or to hasten their
attainment of a university degree. It Should be noted, how-
ever, that even where admission to spring and summer
tour 's is normally integrated, much of the teaching during
the spring and summer months is still on an overload basis,

which 'inCans that it is undertaken either by regular staff
for extra pay or by specially hired instructors paid a spe-
rine sum for a specific course. Four of the six institutions
covered by the OCAX,F, surve% claimed that all of their
summer session teaching was still on an overload basis; only

7. The observations in this paragraph are not directly relevant to the
small number of universities in 01, ario which organize their aca-
demic years on a trimester basisi.e., on the basis of three regu-
lar terms extending over most of a 12-month period, with full-
time students pursuing regular intramural studies' in two, or possi-

bly all three, of these terms.
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one claimed to be entirely integrated (OCI:CF, 1975). This
overoad pattern, generally confirmed by the anchor's own
enquLries, results in part from the unwillingness of many
regular faculty members to teach during the summer
months (hence the employment of nonregular instructors),
or from their unwillingness to commit a substantial period
of potential research time teaching without additional
financial Lompensation.8 It should be mentioned here that
the author found little evidence of effort on the part of the
universities to oblige their faculties to integrate spring and
summer school teaching, ..although presumably such effort
was an intention of the policy formulated by the Ontario
government. Nor is, there much evidence that the existing
levels of integration have resulted in any widespread 'in-
crease in average course load.

To specify quite clearly the implications of the levels of
integration which have now been achieved in full-time and
part-time instruction: the full integration of such instruc-
tion within a givp university does not mean that the typi-
cal part-time student, who can only '1::.e courses offered
during the evening hours, will normally he provided with a
range and variety of courses and academic progranYs as
comprehensive or the same as those offered to full-time
students. The case is patently otherwise, as we shall see in
the next chaptei. Rather, what full integration during the
regular session does mean is that the university offers
courses taught by regular faculty on an extended day basis
(usually between .about 8 a.m. and 10 p.m.) and that those
courses which are offered during the evening hours, which
may he relatively few or relatively many, are open to both
full-time and part-time students equally.

8. There is often a substantial overload component in the teaching
of off-campus coursis qrfered, during the regular session. As with
spring and summer Berm teaching, attracting regular faculty to off-
campus teaching rnerally necessitates an extra stipend. Since dis;
lances between population centers in Ontario tend to be large,
off-campus teaching may require considerable travel.

t
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The system usually ensures that the part-time student
is not disadvantaged in the quality Of instruction; on the
other hand, it offers no guarantees that part-time students
will he offered a sufficiently broad choice of courses to
pursue degree programs in o variety of alternative subject
special iza tions.9

.A university's decision as to whether or not it shotild in-
tegrate teaching durin;,, the regular session is in some meas-
ure dependent upon the anticipated financial consequences.
A number of variables determine whether integration is

financially feasible. Some of these variables are elaborated
in the commentary on the economies of integration by
Nlario Creel of the Office of Academic Planning at Queen's
University (Appendix III). As Greet points out, the integra-
tion of full-time and part-time studies does not necessarily
Yield academic benefits to part -time students nor can it al-

.ways he undertaken without imposing additional financial
burdens on the institution. For example, if integration re-
quires hiring additional regular faculty at higher stipends
than would be paid to ,gaff teaching on an overload basis,
the additional costs IllaV inhibit the expansion of oppor-
tunities for the part-tim clientele. On the other hand,
when both full-time and part-time student demand for
courses can be handled by the existing staff, it may reflect
it decline in the demand from full-time studenrs for certain
courses. In this case, many of the integrated courses open
to part-time stiulents may be the less popular ones in the
university calendar.

Nlario Greet's analysis of the financial aspects of integra-
tion provides a healthy counterbalance to the generally

9. All ot'Aer factors aside, far fewer courses can be scheduled be- -
tweet', 6:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m, than during the daytime hours.
Also,. student enrollments in some evening courses may be too
small io permit them to be offered on a'regular basis. Part-time
students who can take courses only in the evening are therefore
inevitably at a disadvantage..- more detailed discussion of such
limitations is provided in..Chapter 4.
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favorable commentary on its academic aspects presented
here. Whereas I, for instance, point out how current finan-
cial constraints combined with actual or threatened de-
clines in full-time enrollments lead many universities to in-
crease part-time participation by older adults. Greet notes
an ironic effect of the effort: by vesting decisions on eve -
ning and summer course offerings, in subject departments
rather than, as formerly, in a Division of Extension, the
available resources may, during a period of increasingly
tight university budgets, be reallocated to full -time stu-
dents at the expense of' the part-time clientele. In other
words,.a measure designed to equalize treatment for part-
time students and to attract them to undergraduate studies
could discriminate against those it is designed to help.
Sociological re.,-arch abounds in examples of efforts with
unforeseen consequencesthat negate, the initial intention.
Integration may be yet another example.

Organizational Structures for
Part-Time Credit Studies
The great majority of Ontario universities maintain special
divisions, or centers, or colleges, which are concerned with
part -time. studies. Nlany maintain two distinct administra-
tive units, one concerned with part-time studies for credit
and the other with noncredit programs. Similarly, each of
the OntariO CAATs normally maintains a Continuing Edu-
cation division which is concerned with part-time credit
and noncredit studies.

Most U.S.. institutions, as reported in Toward a Learning
Society, utilize one or inure of three methods of accommo-
dating adult and part-time learners (Carnegie Commission,
1973, p, 83):

1:.By,integrating part-time instruction with the.instruc-
tion of erred by the regular departments of universities
and colleges.

2. By creating special evening or extension divisions to
accommodate these students.
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3. By creating separate institutions or organizations to
provide part-time Continuing and recurrent education
at the postsecondary level.

The traditional organizational pattern in Ontario was the
special evening or extension division which met the needs
or its own students largely through instructors employed
on an overload or contract basis. Recent developments
have moved the universities away from this pattern toward
one of four other patterns which, while they bear some re-
semblance to those outlined by the Carnegie Commission,
differ in various respects. A description of each of these or-
ganization patterns is provided below: It should be noted
beforehand that the first three attempt substantial moves
toward the integration of instruction, although in practice
the u-tual extent of integration will vary between institu:
tions. The fourth patternthe autonomous collegeis
thought to reflect the Ontario government's policy on inte-
gration, despite certain nonintegrated characteristics.rn

Full Integration

In this relatively uncommon organizational pattern, the
university has no particular division or.college specifically
concerned with the administration of the part-time student
body. Part-time students, studying on campus, are admit-
ted through the same administrative procedures as full-time
students and, except for the course limitations referred to
in the previous section, take the same courses taught by
the same instructors. The University of Waterloo's adminis-
trative arrangements for part-time studies is an example of
this pattern, whereby the part-time student population is
not singled out as a distinctive group within the university
community-11.

10. See'page 128. No. 2.
I I, As is frequently the case, however, the University of Waterloo

does employ a coordinator of part-time studies who works
through the registrar's office. It also runs a substantial corre-
dence program which requires specialized administrative arrange-
mentsl,
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The Partially Integrated Division of Extension

In this pattern, which exists with some variations in a
number of universities, a Division of Extension is responsi-
ble for a number of administrative matters pertaining to the
part-time population. l? Part-time day and evening students
arc normally admitted to the university through the I)ivi-
sion (in some instances .they arc admitted through a par-
ticular faculty in the same manner as full-time students),
and the' Division negotiates with various academic depart-
ments on offering integrated courses at times Which will be
convenient for these studt'mts. The acadeMic departments
usually have the ultimate responsibility for setting-up and
staffing of these courses, since they are open to full-time
and part-time students equally as part of the departmental
intramural program. The Division of Extension's only di:
rent concern with staffing ma\ be restricted to paying.regu-
lar or nonregular faculty when teaching on an overload
basis is necessary. The actual staffing of such overload
courses, whether taught on or offcampus by regular or
nonregular faculty, is likely to rest with departments.

The Integrated Part-Time College

This pattern bears certain similarities to the Division of
Extension pattern, but is genei-ally found in universities or-
ganized around a number of colleges. In Woodsworth.Col-.
lege at the University of Torontothe foreMost example
of this patternpart-time students arc admitted through a
central admissions process but arc nonetheless registered

12. The actual titles of these administrative units vary from one in-
stitution to another.

13.' The partially integrated Division of Extension pattern tends to
occur in those universities which are in the process of changing
from a special extension division to the full integration of part-
time students. In some instances, the process creates awkward
administrative arrangements -at Queen's University, for ex,imple,
faculty teaching integrated evening courses receive two hits, one
containing the names of regular full-time students and the other
the names of part-time students.
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at Woodsworth College, the only college on the main cam-

pus which ;.ulmits newly enrolled undergraduate students
undertaking part-timc programs."' ..-AVOodsworth College
does not itself employ any teaching staff, but arranges with
the departments in tl . Faculty of Arts and Science of the
university, and with professional faculties, for the offering
of integrated courses to which its students, along with the
full-time stud-ents of the university, will he admitted. In es-
sence then, an integrated college such as Woodsworth acts

as the administrative center for the organization of part-
time studies on the university campus. It may also provide
a home, including some leisure facilities, for pat-time stu-
dents (about 6,000 at Woodsworth College) who would
othcrwist: be isolated on an impersonal campus.

The .utonomous Part-Time College

The only autonomous part-time college in. Ontario is
Atkinson College at York University in Toronto. Part -tine

st:idents are admitted directly by the College (although

within the framework of admissions regulations established

by the university), and arc taught by. members of the Col-
lege faculty who concentrate their attentions almost eX'clu-

sively on evening teaching and the summer school program.
Like Woodsworth College at the University of "Toronto, the

student population of the Atkinson College is wholly part-
timel5 except for students from elsewhere in
York University in its evening and summer courses. Simi-

larly, since Atkinson College concentrates on evening stud-

ies, part-time students wishing to take day courses during
the regular session may enroll in programs offered else-

where ill the university.

14. Pal-lim students are also admitted to Scarborough and Erin.
dale Colleges of the University of Toronto, %vhich are not on the

main campus.
5. Woodsworth College has about 300 full-time students. These are

students who started their studies on a part-time basis and re-
mained with the College after enrolling on a full-time basis.
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Certain part-time administrative structures in sonic pro-
vincial -universities do not conform precisely to any of
these four patterns. These represent the major organiza-
tion forms for part-time undergraduate studies in Ontario,
however, and each has advantages and disadvantages. The
various integrated models, for example, offer a relatively
high assurance that part-time regular session students will
indeed be integrated into the academic mainstream of uni-
versity life, because the ;.eaching of these students is not
separated from that of the fall-time student body. Since
they do not maintain their own programs of study or aca-
demic faculty, integrated colleges on the Woodsworth pat.
tern are less likely to be viewed as "second rate" institu-
tions by the other sections of the university community..
This has been the fate of some autonomous part-time col-
leges. Not all the advantages arc with integration, however.
The atitOnomotts model ensures staff highly experienced in
teaching older part-time students and generally committed'
to Atilt education. In addition, the autonomous model is
able to provide its students with a clearly defined, and rea-
suitably guaranteed, program of studies up to the degree
level -a clear advantage over some integrated structures
which may have to rely on the goodwill (not to mention
the whims and foibles) of variotts faculties and departments
in order to map out programs to fit the needs of their stu-
dents. By and large, the trend in Ontario is toward one of
the integrated forms, particularly the integrated colter
pattern,16 not least because the autonomous college usually

I6.,J uhan Blackburn College, for example, at Trent University is siren
ilar to the Woodsworth College model. A recent report prepared
by Professor Donald A. George for Carleton University in Ottawa
recommends an organizational structure to be called the Henry
Marshal Tory School which would not itself present courses and
programs but would work "with and through the departments,
schools, and faculties of the University-- (and) act as :t catalyst to
:.ssemble and develop resources, courses, and programs for adult
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requires a source of ney faculty at some substantial cost to
the institutional budget.

The move toward total integration is understandably
based; in large part, on the conviction that only total inte-
gration can assure a reasonable equality of treatment to
part-time and full- time students. -Because of their part-time
status, many part-time student are inevitably at a disad-
vantage compared to fuil-time students in certain respects
e.g., trying to consult with members of the faculty or tu-
tors outside lecture hours; or finding c' tough free time dur-
ing university (lily _me office hours to obtain administra-
tive assistance with the tangled webs of university degree
regulations. In Short, part-time students confront special
problems not faced by full-time students; they May there-.
fore require the special support and assistance of an admin-
istrative unit specifically established for that purpose. Thus,
the danger is full integration may deprive the part -time stu-
dent of the only protector of its interests, should previ-
ously existing divisions of extension be either abolished or
drastically reduced in functions by the move toward inte-
gration. One advantage already macd of the integrated col-
lege model (or, indeed, of the autonomous college model)

is that it provides a home and meeting place for part-time
studentsand such a center is likely to disappear in the
totally integrated pattern."

learners, continuing and part-time studects, and others partici-
pating in life-long academic study at university" (George, 1976:
VI 6). In Professor George's proposal, the Ilenry Marshal Tory.
School would have some academic faculty associated wiin itfbut
nonetheless closer to the integrated college model (with,sone in-
structional research and development extras) than to"-the autono-
mous college model.

17. An interesting commentary on some the academic .problems
associated with-full integration i5..-to be found in M. Ferland,
1975: pp. 9-10. Mr. Perland ex-gnines some of the negative con-
sequences of trying to integrate adult part-time students with
regular students.

6
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Integration in the Colleges of Arts
and Technology
As alr:ady noted, there has been son-L! movemeni toward
integration of part-time and full-time studies in the CAATs,
although they were not included in the integration policy
formulated by the provincial governmen. In a 1974-75 sur-
vey of part-time studies in the CAATs, Alan Thomas et al.
(1975b) refer to CAAT administratorS" prevailing view of
the part-time student as an evening student who is nor-
mally handled by an administratively distinct DiYision of
Extension or Continuing Education. Although :orrie inte-
gration of faculty has taken place in the CAATs, it has
been highly the percentage of part-time continuing
education (evening) courses taught by regular .faculty was
found by Thomas et ;al. to range between colleges from
25% to 100% of faculty involved. Since CAATs, tend to
concentrate heavily on vocational education and training,
in some fields of study a measure of staffing flexibility is
maintained by hiring experienced business and industrial
personnel as part-time evening instructors (Thomas, p. 45).
On the other hand, the integration of full-time and part-
time studies at sonic CAATs has been propcised precisely

the grounds that, as community-oriented institutions,
they should provide equal access to courses and programs
for all interested members of the community irrespective
of tncir full-time or part-time statuses (see, in particular,
(lumber College, 1973).

The limited extent to which the CAATs have mo,ed
toward integration of part-time studies has not gone un-
criticized. For example, the provincial Select Committee,
on the Utilization of Educational Facilities (Interim Re-'
port 3, 1974) noted disapprovingly that' "even though
there may be four or five times as many part-time as full-
time students, the structures, lveilities, strategies-and pro-
grams of the community college system have been designed
primarily for full-time study" (p. 31). Two members of the

82
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Committee In ;i separate brier referred to the colleges as
"entrenched bureaucracies which have failed to carry Out
their mandate" of breaking down the academic walls be-
tween college and community (p. 3 7). The process of inte-
gration in the colleges appears generally to be less advanced
than in the unn.1/4..t.sities, although the available evidence is
admittedly sparse and somewhat outdated.

University Admissihns Policies and Standards
As we noted earlier, one of the criteria established by the
Ontario Ministry of Colleges and Universities For the 'line,.
gration of full-time.and part-time instruction was that "re,,-
ulations Ibr part-time students should be built into the
overall academic structure in such a way that requirements
for ;tdmission, promotion, degrees, etc.. are identical as far
as part-time and full-time students are concerned. Special
regulations, fur example, fin:. mature students, should be
university-wide or faculty-wide without respect to whether
a student is proceeding too.rds a degree on a part-time or
full-time basis" (Appendix p. 127): The main features
of the mature student admissions regulations examined in
Chapter 2 do not generally differentiate between full-time
and part-time students, even, though mature students may
b.,.! required to take an initial qualifying course through
what is essentially part-time study. Furthermore, although
some special student schemes may reqUire a number of
courses on a part-time basis, regular student stiitus may be
granted either as a full-time or part-time studen't..

Beyond these special regulations, the admission of part-
time students to degree pi-Ograms generally falls under the
miversity. regulations MIA stipulate a minimum grace 13
average for all new undergraduate students. While the letter
of these regulatiO.ns is certainly maintained in admission
procedures, the actual grade 13 average at which a- high
school graduate can gain admission to universities which
admit part-time students to a college or' through a division
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of extension will often be somcWh,tt Iower ( t hUtigh still
at jb()\'.' 'the established minimum eiitge) dial, the
grade 13 itveragc required for admission to lull-time so,dies.
This discrepancy stems from The quotas many universities
in Oniario have imposed upon ih numbers of students
which they will admit toifull-titne studies: in order to re-
main \vithin these quotas, such institutions iii have to
establish an academic cut-off point on ,almissions which is
in actuality far higher than the grade 13 average laid down
in the regulations as the minimum average for admission.
Since these admission quotas rarely apply to part-tune stu-
dents enrolling in colleges or throti!.411 departments of ex-
tension, the grade 13 cut-off point for admitting these stu-
dents is likely to be closer to the minimum average estab-
lished by the university regulations.

The procedures described above may permit some high
school graduates to enroll its part-time students at a Panic-
uli university which would not admit them to a program
of full-time studies. At the Unkeisitv of Toronto, for ex-
ample, some colleges admitting only full-time students
have established a cut -oft grade 13 average fur admissions
at around 75% in contrast to Woodsworth College's,require-
inert of 60%. Even though the abolition of external high
school examinations has made the value of grade 13 aver
ages its predictors of academic performance somewhat do-
biors, differences of this magnitude in admission standards
force the question of the extent to which part-time and
full-tune students are comparable in terms of scholastic
performance. This is, hoWever, a question which is not
only peripheral to the terins of reference of this report but
also extremely dif;icult to answer with any degree of cer-
tainty. Although Chapter 4 touches briefly on the gradua-
tion rates of part- time students. here it suffices to quote
from the \vide-ranging survey of adult learning and adult
learners by the Canadian ucademic refer-
ence to the performance of adult and part-time students in
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a number of countries. Prolessorls:idd notes that -i.e idence
continues to mount. particularly lrom univeisity extension
departments, that marks or mature students in university
courses are as high and often higher on the course examina-
tions than those of the aerage rc.:,,nlar students. al-
thOngh as one might expect. purl sindritt.i obtain
fewer places in the top percent of :nark, titan do /sill -lime
oadenrv i p.

NeW Course Structures. Course Patterns
and Time- Tabling Arrangements
The current decline in full-time enrollments, in combina-
tion with the probable drop in the size or the 18-24 age:-
group (luring the 1980 s and with the currently declining
participation of elernent.ary school teachers in part-time
credit studies. is urging many universities to seek new evays
of caterini2, to the potntial part-time buyer's market.18 The
term !'liver's marhei is appropriate to the pressure placed
on the provincial universities to "steel: warm budies- in or-
der to he assured of a reasonably ,idegt.at level of oper-
ating income from the provincial ,r;overnment. Vhile nee
suggestion is being made here that efforts to attract stu-
dents to part-time studies are wholly, or even mainly, mer-
cenary, one of the current realities or university affairs in
the pro\ ince is the existence of a form or academic imperi-
aiism whereby sonic universities seek to encroach upon the

IS. For, example, the report calling for the establishment of the
henry Marshal Tory School at Carleton University (see footnote
16) is replete with references to changing enrollment patterns. It
ends on the following note: "The impact of life-long learning on
higher education is evident, and a shift From full-time students in

.
early adulthood to more mature part-time learners is in prospect.
Ihis will become of major proportions in the 19805 when the
number of young Aults begins to decline. ifcarleton participates
it this movement, it will be returning to its original emphasis on
part-time studies. If it does not, the next decade will surely see
iccreasing financial difficulties and all that that implies. Carleton
cannot :!fiord not to act (George, 1976: p. VII
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traditional domains and clienteles of other universities,
especially through correspondence teaching, Such academic
imperialism may, of course, be viewed with a certain meas-
ure of wry amusement. I lowever, it is sometimes disturbing
to, and resented by, the institutional victims of the impe-
rialism, especially when accompanied by a publicity drive
in the local newspapers which may serve to underline the
limitations and inadequa.:ies of the home univcr.dtv's part-
time course offerings, 19

Degree StructureEstablishment of the Credit System

The inequalities in the regulations governing full-time
and part-time students, listed in the 1973 report of the
Nit:Master Senate Committee, underline the omplexities
which would be involved in a thbrough attempt to unravel
all those regulations gover,ing degree structures and course
patterns %yhich still, or longer, differentiate between
full-time and part-time students in the various universi,'"s
of the province. Given such complexities, it is perhaps most
useful to concentrate simply on one major change in de-
gree structure which has been of benefit to the part-time
student, namely, the gen,:ral move in the universities to
substitute a subject credit system for the old pattern of
separating general From Iwnors LII)jects.

Formerly. t..ndergrad,:ate students in many Ontario uni-
versities were streamed at a relatively early stage into gen-
eral and honors degree programs within their chosen disci-
plines, and normally each stream pursued a substantially
different -program of studies. 'Ms structure inevitably dis-
criminated against part-time students: in the context of
unintegrated part-time studies, few academic departments
were willing to undertake the long-term major effort which
would have been required to attend to !he needs of a very

19. This is a little-explored realm of interuniver.;ny politics in On-
tario, and hence its significance is not easily styported by docu-
mentation.
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small honors stream of evening students. Ibis system has
recently been abolished in many universities in favor or
one whereby the major differentiation is limited to the re-
quirement that honors Audent..... take a fourth year of ad-
vanced studies in their subjects of specialization.2° In the
context of integrated evening courses, the recent system
has undoubtedly proved something of a boon to academi-
cally ambitious part-time studentsthat is, academic de-
partments are somewhat rtore willing to offer a small
number ()I' required fo hat. courses at times which
will suit evening studs. they were previously to
cate,.. to a completely dirk:, .rated honors stream. On the
()Wei- hand, as we shall sec in Chapter 4-, the practical.and
occasionally formalbarriers for students who wish to
complete honors degrees through part-time studies remain
fairly I, inidable.

On-Campus Course Patterns and "lime-Tabling

As in honors degree structures, high degree of flexibil-
ity in 'course patterns and timetablinu, arrangements is im-
portant For part-time students wh: are fully employed
during the day. All the universities of the province have
traditionally met !he needs of this group through evening
courses during the fall and winter terms and summer ses-
sion d.;-time programs which parallel the summer vaca-
:ions of the school teacher clientele. However, the declining
importance of this clientele.has, as we have seen, led to a
substantial drop in day summer session enrollments, in
many institutions. In view of the academic requirement
that summer session students should be on the campus dur-
ing daytime hours each weekday over a six-week period,

20. The first three vca "s provide a largely common curriculum. In
some universities, honors students arc expected to take certain
prerequisite subjects during their first three years of tudy, but
these subjects are also open to studeras intending to complete a
general degree only.
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this drop is not likely to be compensated for by increased
enrollments on the part of other part-time clienteles.21 This
problem is partially respOnsihle for the move to establish
evening summer prorams. Some features of these programs
are outlined in the introductory section of this report.
Their most important teaptre is undoubtedly the oppor-
tunity to study dur7:b_,, the summer months (and sometimes
during both the spring and summer terms) \vithout inter-
rupting normal daytime activities. Although the available
iniormation is limited, it would seem that summer evening
programs are proving -to be among the most successful of
the relatively new c, Arse patterns established for part-time
studies,

\limy universities in Ontario have also made special time-
table adoptions in order to provide new opportunities for
part tine)- study. Recent, and proposed, developments at
the Univcrsity of Windsor are typical. In response to a
series of questions from the author on this topic, the secre-
tary to the Extension Division at the University of Windsor
made the following observations:

"One. (program) Which has been very \yell received by
the public was the. establishment of the 'University of
the Swing Shift. In this program; part-time students who
are on shift work or irregular hours (e.g. factory workers,

employees, media people, librarians, etc.) are
able to attend university courses because the same
.courses arc offered twice on the same ciao once in the
afternoon and again in the evt:ming. Another innovation
which we have just introduced is the Full Course at Mid-
Day. This is a regular credit course held in the middle of
,!,' day Fur two or three hours so that housewives and

21. It should be noted, however, that regular students arc often at-
traded to summer programs. especially where the summer em-
ployment opportunities for stud, is are limited.

22. 01 peint cannot be ,documented b enrollment statistics be-
- most universities combine their day and evening summer
-Yments for purposes of tabulation. However, the popularity
,mmer evening programs has been mentioned to me by a

runA:)er of part-time studies administrators.
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others who cnimot come Ili the (Aenings k 111111)1(1(' ,1

C()1115C gi it? the 11111%c/shy eat lief. in the day. \Vt..
,ire also %.( irking on a plan vhereby ve 11 :pc Inke
class at a downtown location such .1!i 'Midi(' librar\
during the noon hour for business men and men wllo
might be interested in taking, a course during, their Itinch
perio(1.-21

Programs of this kind, some III them designed to cater I.,
the needs of highl% ..specific clienteles, are 1)c:coming in-
creasingly common. 0!' particular interes `.runt this auth-
or's perspective, is the it:co)gnition by some universities
that there are curtain groups of people --for example, moth-
ers vith children of school age vho might well find an
evening ct )(Ilse less easy it) attend 111:111 one vilieh is given
at a specific time ;hiring, the day.

Off-Campus Courses

Some of the courses offered bv the University of Wind-
sor :Ire (qTrainpiLS c(ffirtis held at locations other than on
the campus of the universitv itself. 'Hie principle of faking
the court)' to the staticnt rather than brin;;;,ig sIndent
10 the courcc has lun14 been established in Ontario higbyt
education, and has enabled the ,universities zinc!. more re-
cently, the proVide for the educational needs of
teachers ;Ind other interested persons living in ommt:nitics
vhich vould otherwise he deprived of access t(.
learning. "Fraditionalki, off-campus credit progr'arns have
been designed for people living in population centers some
distance horn the link ersity campus. Recently, however,
the term imputation center has included place or area of
work, with courses offered in stu.h settings as factories and
commercial districts. For example, the University of 'Fo-
ronto offers a 11(11111)er oC first-vear courses in hoard rooms
in various locat,ons such as City 1 1;111 and the '1.() r0 rkt )-

1)(,) I111( )11 Cell t C r the (1011'n t (AV 11 t'')Ie of the city. The

23. Let ter from Ann Langmaid, University of Windsor, September 23,
1976.
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1(0'011h)-1)(011;11:oIl (.1"HCI ,:ppri)\011,ticiv I 8,P00
workeis and there are perhaps -.mother 311,000

1-1),Cibb people workin!:, in the imme(liately surrounding
area. Ube courses ;ire 1,10t.41.0 1110' CI10 tht vurking day
i5-7 p.m.) ,end proyidr a means of bringin? unkcrsitv .stud-
ies to a large body of people who would otherwise be in
home locati, ois spread mei- .1 -1.0 mile (It more rac

'Hie movement of off-campus courses to th, orkplace
reflects an important development in part-time studies in
in Ontario. 1 lowner, most off-campus course!, aye still of
the more traditional community-based character.. survey
of off-campus locations carried out hv the Council of On-
tario Unkersities (COL') am! the Ontario Council for Uni-
versity Continuing Nducation (OCUCI.: I in 1972-73 ascer-
tained that 11 of the 15 provincial universities \vcre pro-
viding oft, campus courses for degree credit. Lakehead and
Laurentian, the two major inn\ ersities situated in the
sparsely populated north-western am! north-central regions,
condm led degree-credit courses (in some instames corre-
sp-ondence courses) either in, or Ile;lr, 30 ;Intl 17 small pop-
ulation centers respectively. Despite the substantial scale
of such of 1- campus offerings, it is unlikely that the student

:Inv university- in the province would he able to com-
plete major part of a degree program through such ofter-
ings least not within .4t reasonable period of time. 1et,

the stir\ eV report points out, few :treas of north, rn,
southern, western and eastern.Ontario'' are not covered by
the off-campus location of some Ontario university (p. 2);
;Hid offcamplis courses do pro\ ide a v;illtable means of,
bringing university education to people located both in the
more populous parts of Ontario and in the sparsely settled
regions of the north of the province.

21. As another exampie, in September 1976, \Voodssvorth College
began offering courses to shift workers in the General Motors
Plant at Oshawa by scheduling classes for 4-6 p.m. between shifts.
According to the Prim ipal of Woodsworth College this program
is proving to be "very siwcessful.
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OPPORTUNITIES

FOR C1REDEF

In a recent review of continuing education programs in

Canadian universities, the pro-vice-chancellor of Lough-
borough University Of Technology in England pointed to
two major facets of higher education in North America
which facilitate access to part-time study, and which are
less ;.-ommonlv found in universities and colleges in his own
country. First is a high degree of flexibility in the schedul-
ing of courses, including the provision of dav, evening, and
summer programs. Second, the credit system allows stu-
dents to count successful completion of any apprmed
course toward a degree qualification, and also to some ex-
tent permits students to dropout of and reenter study pro-
grams without incurring major penalties (Cannel!, 1974:
13). These advantages (at least in terms of attracting stu-

dents part-time studies) should be kept in mind during
the following discussion of less pOsitive features of the
structure of academic programs for part-time studks in the
universities of Ontario.

Major Academic Limitations on
Part-Time Opportunities
Iii their report on part-time study in Ontario.higher educa-

tion, Alan Thomas and associates refer to some of the in-
, adequacies in the organization and administration of part-
time studies at the University of Toronto which are listed
in that institution's Report o/ the Subcommittee to :Win's(

89
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fret -lint( 1)Cgiro' in .10 and
Sc iclicc (. \. hum,i,1 al. 197 p. I and nixersitx
of Foronto, 1 972: pp. 1-6). subcommittee's list is r-
produce(I hen:, 1)e(. ause it p.,.ox !y11()1)1.1(' \ IC

of the major pi oblems xx hich max. conlroni part-time stu-
dents. It is \Nell to be axx,tir, lioxxexel, that sim di( report
of the sul)conimit tee substantial reforms ha\ e l)een niade
not only in Illy structures for part-time learniug at the [Ili-
xersitv of i oronto hut through the mediturt inte-
gration, at most other unixersities in the pro\ ince.

I lie list read.; as FvlIoxxs:

I. the range , ,,tirses outside regular (lax hours is too

too lex\ .I :li( senior academic stall teach evening
courses; ox,.t1):1(1 teaching hv jimior faculty n-len-1-
bets lit Cdonl Mat es;

parttline (b) nut h,ltr ul effectixe academic
dvocate;

I. there is a widesprvad belief that part-time students
produce inferior academic work;

5. too Few faculty are committed to part-time studentf ;

G. part-time students rarely have so al facilities avail-
able for their use;

7. instructional time in part-time classes is often cur-
tailed;

8. academnc counselling is inadequate and/or unavail-
able;

9. departments are insufficiently. committed to part-
time students; and

10. ox rload 'teaching prevents proper planning of
courses.

Sonic. or these conditions for example, the problems of
overload .teachinghave clearly improved since 1972.
Others, however, like the limited range of courses outside
reihn clay hours, still pertain, warranting further com-
mentarx. and ,1 broader review of sonic of the hrnitations
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on the opportunities of part-time students which ;ire en-
shrined vithi» the academic re,_:,tdations of the Ontario
universities.

First, certain types of acadvinic harriers, some formal
and some molded by circumstances rather than by the dic-
tates of university policy, place limitations on opportuni-
ties for part-time studies. Nlanv of tiles,: academic harriers
also exist in the CAATs for part-time students pursuing
diploma programs (sec 'I'homas rt a/., 1975 (B): p. 43-44).

In certain disciplines, the patterns of study .associated
with the attainment of degrees restrict the possibility
of offering these degrees through part-time studies. For ex-
ample, most prolession:d degree programsin the paramedi-
cal and medical fields, as well as in some ;Heats of technol-
ogy, require on the job experience. Aside from the resist-
ance of professional associations to part-time study in pro-
fessional programs, the difficulties of incorporating this net
the job element into part-time programs would in many in-
stances he insuperable. Thus, as indicated in Chapter 2, stu-
dents are largely excluded from qualifying solely through
part-time studies for many professional oceupations.1

In science and technology, an additional restrictive fac-

t,r is imposed b the laboratot% work required in under-
graduate programs. The costs, including the payment of
overtime rates to technicians, of keeping laboratory facili-
ties open in the evening, deter some uMversitics from pro-
viding evening (Tour '.s for a' potentially small number of
part-time students in science and technology. Even when
these cow-, ire integrated, the rationale for teaching

1, No doubt necessity of practical field experieni:e in some de-
gree programs helps lo explain the attractions of cooperative pro-
grams in which students alternate periods of full-time study with
experience in the field. Such programs are relatively uncommon
in universities in Ontario, although the University of Waterloo
maintains them Ic t number of disciplines, including engineefmg
and architecture.
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them during the evening, hours still rests on their con-
venience fo a possibly cry small number of part-time
students.

The above factors help to explain why the participation
of part-time undergraduate students in scienc engi-
neeringis '.yell .1.s most professional programs, tends to 'w
relatively small. On the other hand, the fact th:o the main
enrollment of part-time students occurs in the . inanities
and social sciences may reflect student prcferencrs as well
as litnite( nurse choices in other academic fields. Another
major type of :tcademic barrier is referred to in Professor
lienneth Ilare's Submission made to the Univcrsity 1)1

1 re in 1972 ((-)/). Two aspects of pro-
ced es in the University were, as Professor Ilare com-
mented, "clearly inequitable as regards the part -time stu-
dent- (I lane. Appendix I Li):

I. large differences exist betwcul departments in the
extent to which they arc %vil! p, to offer food e\e-
ning and slimmer programs;

9. The extent of evening and summer course provisions
decreases with increasing academic Years, so that few
third and for: -11 year ,-nurses are available. Hence a
part-time student must compile his degree from a far
narrower offering.

The main effect of these inequiiies, noted hare, "is to ren-
der the degrA! program open to the part-time student much
narrower and hence, norcompetitive with that open to the
full-time student" (op. cit.: p. -I). his critical obserVations
on this score were not necessarily aimed solelyor even
primarily at those University of Toronto departments and
faculties which would hate confronted severe practical
problems in mounting substantial part-time programs.
Rather, they appear t' have been aimed at the arbitrariness
of course offerings to part-time students in depqrtments
such as the humanities and social sciences where no such
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practic,i1 wcrc in-(.1%d.:2 Furilterii(ic, Nincc
Bigler academic le% el CMINCS ICSS 11V1111;ible li) p.111-tint(

111(1C11 IS, the 01(11'sCs r(illir(d 1(Ur thc ctmlpletittn
honors degree program might \yell i)(,)t for all 1)1.1p:tit:al pur-

imss, he open to part-iiink' students.
Although l law's 19 7') Awl% (it cisii% .1.,,runh!

111,1V no pe1111.111 in that particular 11111% CHI V, it nc/11c-

11CleSS aC(11111e11. describes the existing.; situation in many
unicrsities in the province. Part-time undergraduate stu-
dents must frequently choose their programs from a rail-

1111.1TMV range of courses offered by a few depart-
ments, because other dep,i. [men ts are concentrating almost
entirely to , 111C11. 1.1111-11111t: clicntrlc s. DepartMCIIIS neglect
evening awl :dimmer school teaching for a variety of rea-
sons, includini.; limited demand for certain courses by part-
time students, heavy full-time student enrollments,
last but no. necessarily least, a belief on the part of depart-
mem members that the essanti tls of th.ir.particular aca-
demic discipline can he adeqtia«. ., grasped only by SRI-

dents eng,a(,ed in full-time study.
Although it is now fairly uncommon to find university

regulations which overtly discrimii ate au,ainst paint -trot( stu-
dents (i.e. whili 'ire published in university c lend 11.5 or in

faculty or departmeniad requirements), institutilans
still explicitly exclude part-time students front pinsuing
honors degree programs in certain disciplines. Sonic tui:v,..r-
sit4 faculties impose residence r quiremcnts which oblige
their students to ,gage in full-time studies for a given pc-.
riod of time.Eurthermore, the absence of foi.iialized ,egu-
lations in university cAeridars does no necessarily indicate

2. For example, at "Queen's University on-campus undergraduate
evening courses offered in the fall and winter terms of 1976-77 by
the Humanities and Social Sciences Departments range from 10
courses in sociology down to one course in politics. No eve-
ning courses arc offered in commerce' at Queen's University dur
ing the regular session, although it is proving highly attractive to
Part-time students at some universities.
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a Lick of Oiscriminat(iry deL.,rc

one Ontario uni%ersi7v. for example, (-ninon', no specific
statemen! Hiller than %vith rclerence tt, (degree studies in
music) which ,Aeludes port-tirrie students from taking
c(ntrsus 11()11(1.; d(-2,i-ces; the cxteusioN Nessimi

however. gives prospective part-time students spe-
cific information only oti 11.A. zinc! B.Sc.

tin h )11tIvs de!2,7-ei: programs. In this particular in-
stance, the lack of any reference: to the honors degree in
the ex:ension calendar may he taken as indicitt:.' of a

policy at the, university that part-time sum are, as
the extension administrator informed this iiitthw. "nor-
mally ha r(.-(1 from honors rograms." Moreover. this ad-
ministrator unsure whether this restriction reflected a
forrnJ uni ersity pnhey a lack of integrated fourth-year
honors course offering'..

The vari,ns factor. outlined above ennsiitute the major
forms of harriets t. hill participation of pact-time
stied zits iii undergraduaty studie,:. That they (In indeed
eomnione maim' limitations on the (opportunities of such
strident:; was confirmed by responses from the part-time
administrators of (welve'prnvincial universities to a series
of questions 1),1 by the author, either in corre-
spondence or personal intervk'ws. A brief summary of the
Findings frow this small-scale survey is outlined below:

in general, part-time programs tend to he concentrated
in the faculties of arts, s, ier;:e, and mathematics, with
corresponding!': little iircvision for part-time stitcly in
the major prolessinm,1 fields. engineering, and technol-
og-y. Scorn,: universities dc,, however, offer mtinductorY
cnurses in engineering and tcchnniogy through part-time
study. while other.: provide for part-time study in a [mi-
ned number of prok'ssional programs.

Administrateors a.t all of the universities claimi.d that it
was possible for a part-time student in obtain a'gc.neral
elegll-e in the i-ts anO, social sciences thi:itigh part-time
study; tin 'great majority also claimed that a general
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degree Minh science wa accessible through this
route. llowe\er. three universities explicitly noted that
part-time students would find it difficult, because of uri-
%ersity policy or .1 lack of Fele% ant evening courses, to
obtain a general bachelor of scit'nce degree. In addition,
administrators at seven universities %VCR' e about
"the more limited range of courses" open to part-time
,t tit k-nts---in most at-Adt-in-it

'Many administrators were uncertain about whether it
was possible for students to meet degree requirements
solely by taking courses taught in the evening without
some additional study in daytime spring .indim summer
courses. In some institutions even the more accessible
general arts degree appears to necessitate spring or slim-
mer daytime attendance. Other institutions- -for exam-
ple, 11"oodsworth.and Atkinson Colleges-provide oppor-
ninnies for completion (Cr general II.A.'s through eve-
ning studies only.
1)..espite the movement to the credit system (see Chap-
ter 3), opportunities for part-time students to complete
honors degrees, e\ in in the humanities and social sci-
ences, remain very limited. One university administrator
claimed that part-time students at his institution were
"normally . . . barred Flom. honors programs," M an-
other university "no part-time honors courses are pro
vided.' Other universities colarnented that "the scope
of honors For part-time students is very limited." Two
additional universities stated that part-time students
were able to take honors degrees in the humanities and
social sciences but not in natural sci!..nce. Overall, only
rive of the 12 universities surveyed made no reference to
restrictions of this kind. Generally, regulations excluding
part-time students from honors programs are not ex-
plicit, and restrictions reflect the inability or unwilling-
ness of universities to devote instructional resources to
evening courses for which the anticipated cicmand is
small.
These responses appear to justiry the strictures of Ken-

neth flare and others on the subject of the unequal

O
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educational opportunities for p.trt-time students. Criticism
is all the more apt, given the high degree of personalinoti,---
ation and strking over 1)CrOJLI-4-4--N-Cal'S needed to at-

tain a degree_thrkmgh-raffriiim- studies. Nlore specifically,
-by successfuilv completing three courses each academic
year, a part-time student could conceivably obtain a gen-
eral arts or science degree fnim most Onta'ho,nniversines in
five years, Six or seven years is a more realistic average, so
that in comparison with full-ihne students the proportion
of part-time students who finally complete their Clgree
programs are, not surprisingly, somewhat smaller. Even so,
the limited amount of data available on degree' evmPleti"n
rates for part-time students suggest that the final degree
completion rate may approach 50e:o in an institutiron able
to minimite the educational harriers to the completion of
general and honors degrees through a_teaching staff de-
voted solely to part-time teaching. Thus, of Atkinson Col-
lege students at York University who first registered at the
beginning of the 1962-63 and 1963-6-1- sessions, 35% had
completed their degrees by the summer convocation of
1975..3 Insofar as some students undoubtedly withdrew
from the college in order to become full-time students or
to enroll in part -time programs elsewhere, a 50% comple-
tion rate for -students commencins.; their studies at the col-
lege is a likely estimate. Indeed, some of the 1962-63 and
1963-64 intake received degrees in 1975 after 12 or 13
years of part-time study -a revealing illustration of scholas-

. tic 'motivation and tenacity.-Two students of Woodsworth
College of the University of Toronto graduated in 1975
from a course of studies commenced prior to World War

Financial Barriers and Student Financial Aid
The costs incurred in attending an Ontario university or
college on it part -time basis may constitute an effective

3. Statistical material provided by Atkinson College.
4. Information provided by the Principal of Woodsworth College.

e:
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harrier to further studies to people from certain socio-
economic groups. Currently, most universitic:, in ihe pro%
ince charge tuition fees per intramural t wo -term under-
graduate course within the range of ;thou( S115.00-120.00
plus certain incidental fees. 'Huts, a part-time student who
wishes to pursue IWu j'u1.11SCS 11111'111,2, the regular session

could expect to pay ;thou[ S250.00 in fees, the cost of
tex thoOks, of travel to :Ind from campus, and possibly of
child-care services. In his [971 survey of part -time under-
graduate StIldentS in Ontaio, David Stager found that the
students' mean total expenditures (based on 'a mean course
load of 1.38 during the winter term ,unl in the sum-
mer term) were 5266.00 (winter) and 5275.00 (summer).
This was equivalent to a per course expenditure ot. S193.00
for the winter term and $191,00 for the summa term
(Stager, op. :31).5

Stager found that in order to I Mance these levels of ex-
penditure most van-time students in Ontario relied heavily
on current income :Ind, where they were married, on sup-
port from the income of a spouse. Relatively few of the
students 'surveyed received financial help from employers
(only ;(bout °_O of those enrolled in the winter 'term and

of summer students). Support from public student
financial aid schemes was negligible (Stager, pp. 32-41 )
The general provisions of the Ontario Student Assistance
Program (OSAP), ,...hich is tht vehicle for channeling loan
and grant assistance to 101-time university and CAAT stu-
dents in the province, do not cover those students who are
studying on a part-time basis. The rationale behind this ex-
clusion clause is not entirely cleat: it would appear to be
based mainly on an official belief that most part-time stu-
dents have sufficient economic resources from personal or
family income to meet the costs of further education.

5. These costs do not include forr.gone earnings which Stager's
sample amounted to an estimated mean total cost per course of
5312.00 in the winter session and S315.00 in the summer session
(Stager, p. 37).
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The Govelattnent (if Ontario's rigidity toward p.trt-time
student linancing has been .-,ufficiently relaxed since I 97:2
to permit the establishment of two small-scal financial aid
prygrams Our ci insisting of bursaries and the other of
loans .whit.h arc designed to pro\ ide limited inancial
to part-tim students enrolled in unkersi:y and (:. \.\ I
credit programs. Fhe Ontario Special Bursary Programme
(OSBP) is specifically intended to aid only those paint -tint
students who, in the words of the OSBP brochure. are re-
ceiving social assistance, are unemployed, or have a low

dues make,nailable Hp to a maxi
mum of nonrepavable ;till per academic year to
sonar part-time student who ho \could otherwise have been
faced by almost insuperable financial barriers to further
studies for example, to mothers supporting children on
mother's Alm...ince the Bursary program looks more like a

form of weltaro support than of. general student financial
aid. The loan scheme, entitled the Ontario Student Loans
Plan (OSI.P), provides up to S901) per term in loans to part-
iitne students, with ;I maximum loan of S-4,000 user a
three-year period. latans are provided to part-time students
on the basis of demonstrated Financial needsand, in the
Opinion of this author,as well as a number of part-time stu-
dents to whom he has spoken, the regulations which govern
the :twarding and repaving of loans restrict applications
mainly to students with very pressing financkauccds..6 Both
programs eater to very small numbers orstudents, and are

6. For example, a loan is given only ;ifter a detailed assessment of in-
dividual and family income. h becomes repayal?Ic in installments
not later than six months softer the conclusimi of the academic
peri,Al for which the loan was provided. or SiN: months after the
student withdraws from the course, or 31/2. years after the start of
the term in which the loan was first received!. Since most part-
time students take six years or more to complete a program, loan
repayment with interest, is likely to begin long before completion.
Also, the interest rateth.ough not incurred until loan repayment
begins, is."the 06111c-rate plus one percent," wl,hich can hardly be
regarded as preferential;

I
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lar(2,e1N. irrcic\ :1111 t( 4real 111.iHrit of the part -titer c()11-
stittlencv. in 1974-75. the (;o eminent made 579 bursary
.1\vards to uniersity and C.A.V1. students Studviih:, part-time
1.4)r t()1:11 (ffillav of ' I :i9,1)(11). S.11(1;1;111\ the numl)er of
loans thiow.2,11 ()SIT amounted to 301 in that year, tor a
total loan otttla of S(.):;,()00.7

The absence of .1 more ,.2,encrotis Financial aid scheme in
Ontario doubtless inhibits p..rticip:itiol-, in part-time studies
for many poteinial students .virli discretionary incomes
\v1iich arc barely sufficient for essential 1i\ in expenses and
limited recreational needs. ( )n the other hand. it \could be
simplistic to take the mainly middle class occupational
characteristics of current part-time students as evidence of
financial barriers .112ainst lo\%cr income groups. As men-
tioned earlier, many reasons other than those associated
directly \vith the costs of und,rtakim2, part-t.ime studies
help to explain the ..iPpeal studies to relatively \yell
educated people in \vhite collar and semi-professional
occupations.

7. In addition. the Government provides a certain number of.short
term loans to full-time and parttime students-616 loans totaling
S273.000 in 1974-75. All statistics are unpublished data ft'om the
Ontario Ministry of Universities and College's.
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A Di STANCI.

The story of teaching at a distance in Ontario can be sum-
med up in one wordcorrespondence. But the impressions
created by this statement can be mistaken. The stereotype
of faded notes accompanied by a reading list dispatched
through an uncertain mail is false (all but the mail part);
also, fhe predominance of correspondence does not mean
that other modes have been ignored. On the contrary, after
relative neglect correspondence teaching has undergone a'
renaissance in favor of newer technologies. This chapter.
aims to describe proposals which have been influential dur-

ing. the 1970s and to explain why correspondence is still

predominant for teaching at a distance.

General Background
During the burgeoning enrollment prior to the (ark. 1970s,

programs for part-time studies had been treated as adjuncts
to full-time programs, and suggestions about new ways of
teaching had focussed on economies in the classroom. Such

distinctive modes for part-time students as summer schools
and correspondence work, which appeared to share in the
general .giowth, were continuations of existing traditions.
During this period, some observers pointed out that ap-

plication of innovative technology could help to econo-
mize, improve learning, and increase participation in higher

1. Written by Mario Creet, Office of Academic Planning, Queen's
University.

101 !
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education, brit only by undertaking a fundamental.reexam-
olobjectives combined with their systematic match-

ing with outcomes.
The Open University- of Britain became the visible em-

bodiment of these principles, and was widely accepted as
the model to examine, if not to follow. :\ 1970 study pre-
pared by Bernard Trotter took as its point ()I departure
these principles and this model. The study was meant to
apply to higher education in Ontario as a whole, not just to
the part-time sector. Indeed, the recommendations of the
study \yene aimed zit providing economically for further
growth in full-time study, should participation rates con-
tinue to increase, without major expansion of existing in-
stitutions or addition of new ones of the same kind. At the
time of the report in 1970, it was felt that the universities
would be able to accommodate part-time students but
could not absorb large increases in admission from the pro-
vincial secondary schools. Such increases, if they occurred,
might well fall again for demographic rea.ons.

. The Trotter report observed that demographic and tech-
nological-differences between Ontario aild Britain made it
imprudent to imitate the Open University too closely. Un-
like Britain, the population was much smaller and was con-
centrated in areas already well served by universities. The
higher participation rate in Ontario meant that the unsatis-
fied demand for university education in the adult popula-
tion would be much smaller; moreover, the opportunities
for part -time study were by comparison already consider-
able and constantly improving. Nor did Ontario then have
the delivery capabilitieS of the BBC.

Nevertheless, there was some justification for establishing
an institution with the Open University's style of course
development and instruction, although confined to three-
year degree programs. The style and model were explicitly
put forward by MacKenzie, Eraut, and Jones, in terms
of the 'systematic -development of curricula from first

1I"
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principles by course teams (t\laclien/ie et al.: 970). Partly
becaty.: the expected bulge did not take place. this propo-
sal was ignored by the Ontario universities and the govern-
ment, but it influenced the concept of the Open Academy.
The other main proposal of the report was to establish a
center fOr instructional development, a watered-down ver-
sion of which was instituted jointly by the university cu:
lectivity and the government agency and the Ontario Uni-
versities Program for Instructional Development. -The Pro-
gram ILL; had some success in disseminating imaginative
methods among university teachers. but it has had no ef-
fect on teaching at a distance, a fact which is important in
the present context.

The Open Academy

The reference point for almost all current discussion of
part-time or adult or recurrent or lifelong education in On-
tario is the Report of the Commission on Post-Secondary
Education in Ontario, entitled "The Learning Society"
(COPSE: 1972).2 Its influence arises less from the presen-
tation of seminal ideas than from its capture of a wide-
spread belief in education as the key to both personal de-
velopment acid the reali4ation of social equity. Those who
missed the chance of higher education the first time round,
whatever the reason, should have a second chance, what-
ever their circumstances. A major thrust of the report was
therefore towards giving second- timers a place of their own
the Open Academy. This was to he somethin,. like, but
also different from, the institution suggested it c'l',o' ter
report, which in turn was also something like,.bu: ,ierent

2. Another document, which is sometimes quoted as an "also ran,"
is the Repc-t of the Select Cornmitte.e on the Utilizatiori of Edu-
cational l'acilit;7s of the Ontario Legislative assembly. however,
since i; fo'.owed the COPS[: Report in theme and sequence, little
is gained in consulting the Select Committee's specific advice.

1
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f-min, the Open Eniversity in kitain. Ilowe%cr, both re-
ports cave be same ground, i or recommending, a diSlinCtIV
neW institution: namely. that attention tm the numerous
demands of .1 co'nmunitY. hmwe% er le:2itimate. could dis-
tract universities from their major .icadeinic objecti\
that method, of sv,ternalie course preparation exploiting
the new media, technolo,4,.. were unlikely to diffuse rapidly
enout...,h. within eNiting, institutions tti satisfy identilicd
anticipated need,. The Open Academy wa, coneci% ed ats
fuliillint three maitii function,:

I. developing, new proLgams stilted tm the needs id .,1
dents not presently served in existing institutions;

2. providing a testing, and evaluating service On request:
awardnui degrees :Ind diplon.as on the basis.of such
programs evaluation. 4

i he Open .\cademy was tm be supported by iiugmented re-
sources in public libraries and museums. "Moreover, it
should broaden its mutreach by enterin.2, into agreements
with the Ontario Educational Cmininunications Authority
to develop educational prmi.2rams at the post-secondary
le%el for transmission to the far corners of the province bv
ra(lio, tlevisimn and Cassettes.

3. The trotter suggestion waN deliberately vague, though notitinbig-
uous. The relevant section began with a question mark and this
quotation from NIallarmt.::

Tu t/c/itic to ha/
It) (realt'.

The COPSE report was ambiguous, th.mgh not deliberately so; it
simply gave little evidence of coming to grips with the paradoxes.
implicit in its recommendations.

4. The actual text of these recommendations appears in Appen-
dix IV.

5. COPSE: 1972, p. 45. The Ontario Educational Communications
Authority was and still is) a breadcasting facility supported by
the provincial government for the purpose- of deliYering educa-
tional programs to educational institutions and to the public at.
large. Although the OECA has grown in the interval, its broad-
casts are still used formally chiefly in schools, and are received
only -in selected areas of the province, which exclude a quarter of
.the population.

1 :
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he concept of lifelong learning is ;RR anced as (pith
prescription and a right M /7n LarniuL, SHciety. The re-
port embodies of society as it should he, without
distinguishing between the role of education in britu2.in12.

about such :()CietN.' and the rule of higher education in the
ideal society. Ilms, antagonisms vanish. Furtherniure, the
report endows the medium of television, favored Itv ad\ ',-
caws of new technology in education, with the most_signif7
leant potential for promoting access to higher education,
i.e. vs.ith tin capahility ofovercomin, arious barriers -dis-
tance, time, prior level of education. The report crystallites
a number of commonly .issociated ideaslifelong learning,
individual fulfillment, part-time study, teaching at a dis-

tance, 'nicdia-Imsed instructionaround the proposal of
the Open AcadentY, lfence there emerges the equation be-
tween lifelong learr,ing and teaching it a distance (with.par-
tienlar emphasis on "media-based techniques) which 11,is

become embedded in public discourse,
The evolt tion of this equation suggests at one and the

time why the hopes embodied in the Open Academy
'a..e become practically synonymous vi,,i1 teaching at a
distance and why there is likely to be .1 gap between expec-
tation .1nd possible achievement. The implication Of two
assertions made by COPSE serve to clarify:

a. "society should broaden its con-cept of learning to ill-
clude a wide range of life experiences?' (p. 40);

h. "degrees and diplomas should be awarded both for
learning undertaken %Vithin institutions and for com-
parable achievement without (p. SO).

In plain language, this says a) that people learn in settings
other than formal institutions and they deserve credit for
what they have learned, and h) that people should be given

the credit they deserve and awarded degrees on the strength
of such credits. Now, if formal knowledge :u id accredita-
tion for is acquisition are to preserve meaning and value,
they cannot he mixed indiscriminately with whatever each
individual makes of "life experience." Nor does the insertion

1 u
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of -comparable" save the argument; clearly tension would
arise between th- !..;elf-evaluation and any con-
ceivable criteria which could be publicly administered.
Implicit in these recommendations is rejection of the uni-
versity as an institution based on the mganization of
knowledge in an evolving structure of disciplines. Ilium:L.,
the COPSE report seemed to support the image of the Open
Academy as almost an antiuniversitv. Also, aith(nigh the
Commission had several studies Ltlr..uady at its disposal and
prepared many more, failed hi acquire descriptive infor-
mation which might hate offset the hazards; inherent in the
Commission's chief. method of operation, i.e. public hear-
ings at which individuals and groups presented briefs or
Voiced their wants. The Commission thus put itself in th,-
position of articulating and advocating the wants of a large
number of very diverse interest groups. Even if the Report
is valuable as .a social document, it is .unreiiable as a guide
to polic.6 "Fhe major omission in the Commission'i work
was a means of ci.mparing the stated wants with some ob-
jective (or, at any rate, alternative) assessment of need.

Closing the Gap
A recent study of the demand for part-time learning in On-
tario (1Viniewicz, 197(i), does provide answers which were

.110l available before. The purpose of the study is dcscrip-

.

tive rather than explanatory. Based on it sample of individ-
uals surveyed bY'an interview technique, the data permit
estimates of "demand'' in the psychological rather than
the economic sense, and create thr.ue categories: learners,
vvOuld-be learners, and nun- learner,-

Excluding those who are full-time students at some in-
stitution, just over half of the adult population (defined as

6. It will be evident that the criticism here is at odds with the glow-
ing evaluation quoted in the introduction to Chapter 2 (Lowe, 76:
p. 28). The 'difference can be attributed, I suspect, mainly to the
perspective: mine' is that of someone seeking guidance on imple-
mentation if the recommendations were to be adopted.
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18 to 119't are not interested in learning. i.e. in a delib 'rate
.)effort to acquire knowledge or skill either formally). by
self-directed study. 'i)i the remainder \vho ,irrinterested,
about two. thirds are en.4.1ged in some learnin, acti% ivy and
one third would be if they could. 1 he fact that half the
adult population is interested in more learning supports the

. strong demand for adult education: the fact that half are
emphatically not interested is an equally powerful rebuttal
of excessive enthusiasm. Narrow mi the focus, it can be es-
timated that 150,000 .tdults ,n engaged in degi:ee-credit
work .ind another 70,0001,1 so in "adult education," for a
total of' 220,000 people other than full-time students in the
universitles. This is less than five percent of the adult popu-
lation, but it is nevertheless a large number.

However, it is the accreditation picture which is most re-
vealing: first, the study reconfirms the well- substantiated
discovery that "the. !nor( credits people have, the more
they seek new credits;"' second, the study "shows that
large proportions of those interested in personal develop-
ment, hobbies and recreation, home and family, and other
educational purposes ha% ing very little to do with formal
steps, lexels, grades, eft., would still like to have some kind
of offic.ial recognition for their learning effort. "`' Ilere are
two brute facts which are sobering for COPSE stipulations
of suiting "the needs of students not presently served" and
providing "a testinog and evaluation service."

There is one last shibboleth to cast down, lVaniewicz
itSked all learners (excluding full-time Si t(lents) and would-
be learners which method of learning they most preferred
for their particular subjects. (4 interest.. The responses are
shown in Table I I.

7. Waniewicz: 1976, p. 33. This sva. of putting the matter is some-
what ambiguous. The converse is more strictly accurate: the fewer
credits people have, the less likely they will be to seek new credits -

8. Ibid.. p..:105. "[here is an important distinction, in other words,
between "credit" as recognition of desert and "credit- as an ele-

. them of accreditation.
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TABLE 11
Preferred Modes of Study

Face-to-Face Modes

111

Learners
!YO Would-

be-Learners

Attending regular classes 56 61
On-the-job training 14 11

Interest or action groups 6

Short Conferences 7 5

Sub-total 83 '84

Distalce Modes
Correspondence 6

1..:ducational Ty 2

Educational radio 1

Sub-total 9

Private and Other Modes
Sub-total 11 7

Total, percent 100 100

The data ;n TUble 11 show the force of traditional meth-
ods. Nor do age groups and genders alter the basic pattern.----'-- -=
For degree credit work, regular classes are favored ten to
one over teaching at a distance. Furthermore, correspond-
ence is the preferred mode for distance teaching twice as
often as educational programs on TV and radio. The survey
data suggest a range of 15,000 to 20,000-potential 'lumber
of learners through teaching at a distance in Ontario. But
there are reasons for believing that such an estimate is too
low: as data already show, preferences tend to endorse fa-
miliar Modes; moreover, the old stereotype of correspond-
ence is still prevalent and may have been reinforced by the
questionnaire.10 If these factors came into play, the poten-
tial might 1)e considerably higher than estimated. Even so,

9. Waniewicz, 1976, p. 100. Data from Tables 83 and 84 have been
rearranged in this presentation.

10. The survey questions grouped audio-cassettes'with radio, leaving
the respondent to infer that correspondence meant the old-

1 y
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possible candidates for teaching at a distance are likely to
be many fewer than had been envisaged as participating in
the Open Academy.'" The Open Academy has not been_
brought into being. The recent evidence hits led to more
modest expectations for teaching at a distance. With sights
lowered to this level, how much of a gap is there between
what could be and what is

Current Activities,
If the term "teaching at a distance" is confined to formal
university work in which the student and instructor ..tre not
oresent facc,to-face in classroom, laboratory, or studio,

rsus can be placed in the category "correspond-
Ihis.term does not imply that the sole medium of°
nication is the written or printed word; there is a

prescribed curriculum of study based on texts or reading
lists and a mixture of written material; ,telephone, audio-
cassettes, and slides, the exact composition of which can
vary greatly. With minor exceptions, broadcast programs
have had no role in university teaching at a distance.

The scale 01 correspondence work is shown in Table 12.
The numbers are unbelievably small, even when compared
with the potential of 20,000; in terms of total university
enrollments, they represent less than one percent of the Un-
dergraduate degree work at Ontario universities. Annual
growth' rates are, nonetheless, around 10% and rising; it is
the fastest growing sector in the university sv:4em. On the
other hand, certain changes are occ-tuTing.--Three-unive-rsi
ties, the University of Ottawa, Queen's University, and the
University of Western Ontario have had long traditions in

fashioned stuff. Thus the questions might have exerted a slight.
although quite unintentional. bias against correspondence.

Il. For reasons to be developed later, TV and radio do not appear
to have a large role in teaching at a diStance by universities. As to
the scale envisaged for the Open Academy. COPSE. was not spe-
cific. Its cyc was on the adult population as a whole, a large seg-
ment of which was expected to take advantage of the services of
the Academy.



TABLE 12

Enrollments in Correspondence I in Ontario Universities

University .1972173 197.;;17,1 19.K 197416 1961.1?...2_....... __.

Guelph 34 23 8

Laurentian 46 178 231 325

Ottawa 440. 302 330 244 113

Queen's 1,009 '875 765 837 657

Waterloo 801 1,219 1,437 1,921 2,714

Western 126 149 131 238 254

Total 2,410 2,614 2,849 3,471 4,063

I. Undergraduate enrollments in courses during the fall/winter session, Enrollments have been ad

justeil for term length (halfession) courses,

2. Data for 1976177 are estimates only,

Source: Ministry of Colleges and Univmitie, Statistical Services Branch,

11
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work by correspondence courses. The University of Water-
loo began in 1968 by offering- a few courses in physics,
then adled more in the physical sciences and mathematics
and finally in humanities and social sciences. By 1974 full-
bodied programs could be undertaken by correspondence
work. Waterloo had already overtaken the traditional uni-
versities in 1973, and by 1975 had eclipsed them to sach
an extent that they were considering whether they should
abandon the field. hiked, there is evidence that Ottawa
and Western have transferred their priorities in part-time
Nvo r k to vigorous development of face-to-face teaching in
off-campus locations. It is uncertain what Queen's will do,
The other growth of interest is at Laurentian. Remote from
the other universities, new, bilingual and, by virtue of its
location. dedicated to the service of its hinte-!and in the

..nirentian appears in a real sense to he fulfilling the
(.:OPSF albeit in a humble way.

I tic onk, in,-.!',,ation offering degnc rk throuy,11
broadcast medi.r is the Open Collegi tolleg..
Toronto. :\ few courses for radio delivery have been devel-
oped there; these are broadcast on V\1 (also available on
'cassettes at specified centers in libraries) and hence limited
to the Toronto region. These courses, in biology, psychol-
ogy', 'arid the Canadian novel, have a small core of students
registered for credit, some registered ailditors who receive
supporting material, and a much larger occasional audience,
estimated to be 15,000 at its maximum. The courses are in-
sufficient to constitute a program by themselves; they are
designed to fit as entry points to programs at Ryerson and
elsewhere. A major aim of the Open College, at least for the
present, is to attract to higher education precisely those in-
dividuals who feel inhibited by their lack of "credits" and
by their supposed incapacity for academic work. This fo-
cus, along with .other programs aimed at students not other-
wise served, makes the Open College/Ryerson the closest
thing there is to the Open Academy advocated by COPSE.
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The distinction of Waterloo seems to be its success in
evolving a systematic approach to teaching at a distance in
which. there is both breadth of program and consistency of
method. Spoken instruction recorded on audio-cassettes
serves both for the lecture material and for the tutorials,
which provide comments on the written assignments sent
in by 'students. The instructor substitutes tapes for the
words spoken in the classroom, and slides for the visual dis-
plays; the personal' quality of these methods benefits stu-
dents both in the classroom and at the receiving end of the
tape. Tapes and slides are also used at other universities; in
addition, individual and group communication by tele-
phone and weekend seminars are used to promote personal
contact between instructor and students. These techniques
are not generally used at Waterloo. A significant difference
at Waterloo is the more consistent methodology than else-
where. At other universities instructors in the correspond-

irn need not cvitn;qc the consequences of th,.
particular combination of media they adopt; they also lack
an organized focus by means of w\hich experience can be
exchanged.

At Waterloo the department (or faculty, in the case of
mathematics) provides a viable grouping of courses and su-
pervises the quality of its offerings. As a consequence,
a balanced pf5gram in Arts and Sciencehas been developed.
A student may obtain a three-year B.A. or B.Sc: entirely
by correspondence; in the, case of science coursesrequiring
laboratory work, a two-week program is to begin shortly.
These degrees may also be obtained by 'a combination of
6n-campus and correspondence work. The significance of
this arrangement is that both the correspondence work and
many of the full-time programs in science, mathematics,
and commerce are on trimester timetables. It is expected
that in the near future four-year degrees may be obtained
by similar combinations of correspondence and on campus
work.
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The crucial difference between Winerloo's and other cur
respondence programs lies not in the regulations permitting
certification by correspondence but in the breadth of
higher level courses available. Table 13 shows the number
of courses offered at Waterloo in 1971/75 compared with
Ottawa, Queen's, and Western. The figures support (but do

not prove) the statement about the distribution of courses,
and it is confirmed by the respective calendars. Waterloo
has not only covered the fields of the natural sciences and
mathematics which the others have left bare, it has already
provided a broader distribution within the social sciences
than the others. Moreover, as most of the program's enroll-
ment and course growth are now occurring in the arts sub-
jects, it is quite likely that before long the Waterloo c trre-.
spondence program will have an amplitude which will make

it unique in Canada.

TABLE 13
Courses Offered in 1974/75

Ottawa Qieen's Waterloo Western

Modem Languages 3 6 9 9

If urnanitie's 36 13 17 10

'Social Sciences 7 7 , 28 4

Natural Sciences 9 0 38 0

Mathematics 10 20 0

One further significant difference is in the Organization
of the correspondence programs at W...terloo, 'the program..
has a'director who controls the budget, and ccintrac.ts pro-

gram provisions with subject departments and course atH
rangements directly with cad, instructor. Because it re-

ceives a major .portion of the "revenues" from correspond-
ence courses, the budget is relatively large,-and a significant
part of the funds cim be put toward development cost:tby
staffing the program at "bargain prices." The alternatiViv
a budget that other sectors of university work appear to

11
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underwrite- -holds little hope of funding systematic devel-
opment- of correspondence work. This subject is treated
further in Financial Implications of Integration (Appen-
dix III).

It would be a mistake to conclude that Waterloo has dis-
covered a "shoestring" alternative to the expensive cow-se-
tt:atm approach' of the Open University in Britain. First,
there has been considerable trial and error at WaterlOo
which would not have been feasible within the scope and
planning time of the Open University. Second, for the pur-
poses of rapid and reliable development, the courses at the
Open University were prepared by teams ()I' several aca-
demic and technical people, each of whom was put in the
unaccustomed (and highly beneficial) situation of
ting to colleciive ;m1,_hu"
And thud, tuversity had to be
publicly acceptable academically respectable' while in open
view±and instructors had to be persuaded to teach courses
which they had not put together. These are very stringent /
requirements..At Waterloo, as at other universities. gener- /
ally, teaching is "private," i.e. the instructor and class. are a/
closed, autonomous unit, and the instrictor is essentially
the judge ()I' the course contents and standard's.

The course-team approach has been applied through the
the support of the Ontarh) Universities Program for In;
structionafDevelopment, but as vet little of such work/has
diffused into correspondence programs. In developing' the
brOadcast program of Open College/Ryerson, the Cnllege
has independently applied the course-team approach and
encountered the expected problems of obtaining instruc-
tors who are willing and able to adapt to the conditions im-
posed by the medium and %Vim will risk the exposure it en-
tails. The latter is perhaps the greater barrier. Until:a partial
transformation from the "private" to the ''public" mode
of teaching occurs in regular intramural \vork,;. programs
broadcast through Tv or radio will have little ,Significancc

iJ
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in teaching at a distance. Nloreover, although such a trans-
formation might he justifiable on other grounds, to advo-
cate it for the sake of promuting the use of broadcast media
in teaching at a distance is misguided. Other significant
drawbacks to broadcasting- loss of flexibility, high initial
cost, geographic limits on reception- could he offset only
if the potential clientele were much larger than it seems to
be. Hence, it is not surprising that the contribution qr-
()EGA to degree programs in Ontario has been peripheral:
TV Ontario broadcasts in 197G/77 form part of one course
at On College/Ryerson one at an 41 01,;

of Sir Kenneth
(tile ,iterloo.

Concluding Remarks
Does the success of Waterloo's correspondence program go
hand-in-hand with a lowering of standards? That question
cannot be answered on the basis of direct evidence because
there is no Way of systematically monitoring what occurs
in any classrbool. Indirect evidence, however, points to the
inappropriatenQss of this common question. The corre-
spondence courses appear to cover the same content as
campus courses and require equivalent student perform-.
ance. Moreover, the University of Waterloo enjoys a high
reputation for its work in applied mathematics and related

fields: it is'in precisely these areas where its initial coUrse
development and enrollnient growth occurred. The aca-
demic profession would (riscredit itself if any of its mem-
bers seriously entertained the suggestion that highly re-
garded departments would deliberately choose to risk their
reputation. Seen 'in this light the University of Waterloo

can be fairly cited as uniquely successful in the teaching of
science and mathematics at a distance:

Among the prospects for teaching at a distance arc fur-

ther development of correspondence; perhaps mainly at
Waterloo, Broadcasting media are unlikely to perform more
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than an occasional part in such development. One Mode of
teaching at a distance vhich has remained virtually untap-
ped is supervised independent study. A relatively large pro-
portion of learners in the Waniewic/. SUI'Ve' indicatcd a
preference for learning on their own. I'here is no prima
facie reason vhy indcpendu it stud\ ;mut accreditati
not 11,i .1 lit work
guid Nor.or.



CONCLUDING
REMARKS

The foregoing review of policies-and practices in the organ-
ization of part-time undergraduate studies in Ontario has
provided few, if any, examples of strikingly new educa-
tional modes for part-time students. No equivalent will be
foun..1 ;n .Ontario of the major break with traditional struc-
tures and modes of learning which occurred with the estab-
lishment of Britain's Open University. Yet, it can be rea-
sonably argued that the lack of major new developments of
this kind is not a function of educational conservatism but,
rather, the 'consequence of the already existing opportuni-
ties for part-time and adult studies in Ontario. ,Reviewing
educational policy in Canada in 1975, the OECD external
examiners observed that "without doubt, educational insti-
tutions in Canada appear to have been exceptionally suc-
cessful in establishing programS that attract adults, and
meet some of their needs" (Canadian Association for Adult
Education 1975, p. 5). Again, during.a visit in February of
1977 to Queen's University, the vice-chancellor of Britain's
Open University, remarked on various occasions that the
Open University was established to provide a, "second
chance." for adults in .a society in which the conventional
universities had traditionally catered .,to a small full-time
academic elite. In his opinion, an equiva!ent institution was'
not needed in Ontario precisely because the conventional
institutions were substantially more liberal than in .Britain
in the opportunities for study which they offered to both
full-time and older part-time students.
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These points aside, however, the impact of actual 'and
predicted changes in full-time patterns of enrollment has
stimulated manv. Ontario universities to give more atten-
tion to the search for new clientele; with, inevitably, the
effort to attract older part-time students. 'Fbis change-haii-
also been stimulated in recent years by the decline in the
importance of the traditional school teacher clientele.
among the existing part-time undergraduate population. In
the years ahead, the universities in the larger urban centers
may he catering to an ethnically and intellectually more di-
versified part-time population than in the past. In turn, uni-
versities will need to reevaluate the content and delivery
systems of instructional programs available to part-time
students. Since some of the potential new clientelesfor
example, upwardly mobile first-generation immigrants
may less prepared to meet the demands of
university education than the school teacher clientele, such
a reevaluation may be essential to avoiding a decline in de-
gree completion rates by part-time students in future years.

Many of the developments which have taken place in
part-time undergraduate studies in Ontariofor example,
the substantial long-term growth in part-time university en-
rollmentshave occurred in th-c other nine provinces of
Canada. With few exceptions, institutions of higher learn-
ing in all provinces have shown an increasing interest in
providing wider educational opportunities for part-time
students. It is regrettable .that no federal or interprovincial
coordinating body is specifically concerned with the col-
lection of up-to-date information on major developments
in the educational sphere in the ten provinces. The lack
prohibits even a cursory analysis of organizational and in-
structional developments in part-time studies across the
nation. Fbr this reason, a perspective on national develop-
ments in part-time studies must be given by a limited sam-
ple. Tw.o significant devehipments in the part-time Studies
field elsewhere in Canadathe establishment of Athabasca
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University in Alberta.and of the University of Quebec in
the province of Quebechighlight the general ferment of
ideas, policies and practices in part-time and continuing
education throughout the country.

Athabasca University is unique in being the only under-
graduate degree-granting institution which provides the
greater part of its instruction through independent study
after the fashion of the Open University. The institution
was founded in 1970 with the support of funds from the
government of Alberta and registered its first students in

1973. Any individual 18 years of age or over may apply,
and no formal academic admission requirements are im-
posed. In addition to the printed materials which are, usu-
ally prepared by the University's course teams, admitted
students receive assistance from local course tutors and
participate in student discussion groups. Furthermore, the
University provides a certain amount of television program-
ming in support of the printed materials)

Athabasca University is :similar to the Open University in
several aspects of its educational philosophy and educa-
tional delivery systems. Although its precise role as a new
university in the province was unclearft defined and in flux
for some years, some of its current functionsfor example,
acting as a production and marketing center' for learning
materials and, on occasion, as a service center for instruc-
tional services to other universities and colleges (LW. Dow-
ney Research Associates 1975: Op. 15-16)--also character-

ize the Open Universit On the other hand, the resent-
.

Hance boween the ..wo institutions car easily be over-
stated: Athabasca University remains small in scaleonly
about 1,200'; students were enrolled in its courses in 1976
77and ,the list of course offerings limited.2 Part of

1. Most of the information given liere on Athabasca University is
taken from the Athabasca University Calendar 1976-77 and from
The Athabasca University Pilot Project: Report of an Assessment
(Edmonton: .L.W. Downey Research Associates, 1975).

2. The University Calendar for 1976-77 lists eight courses.
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Athabasca University's mandate is to provide credit toward
degrees which may be gran ted elsewhere, and also to act as
.t credit cobrilinaling service for students with diverse quall-

'fications who are interested in working toward a university
degree. This flexibility in the opportdnities to gain degree-
credits is not necessarily apparent in a simple evaluation of
its, course offerings, and may, help to explain why the
Alli.erta government, after some years of uncertainty about
Athabasca's future, granted the institution a permanent
status in 1(j75, despite the fact that it is not currently able
to deliver undergraduate services as economically as the
conventional universities in the province.';

in contrast to this recent and, as yet, small-scale develop-
ment in Alberta, the recent changes to facilitate access to
university studies for older adults in the predominantly
Francophone province of Quebec have been both large in
scope arid deeply influenced by Major changes over the
past two decades in social structure and sociopolitical ide-
ologies. The OECD. examiners noted the changes as indeed
major: "an entire educational system has moved from a

closed, fragmented and elitist structure to a unified and
open mie, from an archaic arrowly-centered classical cur-
riculum to a modern and cPmprehensive one, from a
church-dominated restrictive philosophy to a lIthised and.
permissive one; this move hfis accompanied has also
triggered. at movement of the whole society which in the
process has been profoundly changed" (op.' cit., p. 5).

3. The Downey Research Associates report quotes a total direct cost
figure per student as 51,275 per course for Athabasca in 1975 as
compared with $784 for the other -universities of the province.
This figure does not, of course, include students' foregone earn-
ings, which the report as it in the case of Athabasca
and $1,000 per student per course in the rases of the other uni-
versities.-Llowever, foregone earnings aside, the institution pre-
sents an interesting casestudy- of the economic problenis of dis-
tance learningthat is, the initial cost of,,preparing courses tends
to be high, and in order to become relatively cost efficient, a dis-
,tance learning institution must: spread these costs over a relatively
large student body (see L.V. DoWney Research Associates, pp.
11-12).
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In this process of educational change (which, inciden-
tally, has-directly influenced the Francophone majority of
the province far more than the Anglophone minority t), at
-major generation gap in educational ziccomplishments has
opened between older Francophones subjected to the
Church-dominated and rigid educati,Iflal system which ex-
isted prior to the early 1960s and younger, relatively better
educated Francophone men and women. 'Ellis, in addition
to some belief that participation in postsecondary educa-
tion has tended to be smaller in Quebec than in many other
provinces, constitutes a major reason for the emphasis on
providing part-litnc educational facilities for older adults.'

In practical terms, the trends and beliefs outlined above
have manifested themselves in the formation of a multi-
campus univorsity which focuses its _efforts heavily, al-
though certainly not exclusively, on the education of older
part-time students. This UM versit the University of Que-
bec founded in 1968consists of ten semi- autonomous in-
stitutions, including four university campuses strategically
situated in the urban areas of Montreal, Rimou'ski, "Frois
Rivi6res and Chicoutimi, and a Teleunivcrsity which pro
Fides a' limited number of distance education courses

4. The Protestant school system cf. Quebec, which most Anglo-
phoneS attend,. provided a full range of services through primary
and secondary school long before equivalent services were avail-
able in the Francophone Roman Catholic school system. For ex-
ample, the first Francophone Roman Catholic secondary school
curriculum was not approved until the 1950s.

5: The report of the University ol'Quebec working group looking at
the prospects for a Tcicunivcrsity commented to the effect that
in 1968.62 the proportion of the 18-24 age group enrolled id
postsecondary education was 8.6% in Quebec Compared with
11.4% in Ontario and.14.9% in Alberta (Universite du Quebec
1972). It should be noted, however, that such calculations de-
pend on the definition of a postsecondary student. This author
calculated a far higher participation rate for Quebec in 1966 -67-
10.6% of the age grt-Tp in universities and 15.2% in all types of
postsecondary institutions. The difference would appear to lie in
the exclusion of CEGEP students from the University of Quebec
figures (see Pike, 1970).
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mainly through the means of correspondence units, local
group participation in discussions and workshops, and
audio-visual aids.(' TheC s.rategic role of the University of
Quebec in the provision of degree studies for part-time and
older students can he gauged by die fact that in 1974 -75
14,943 full-time and 23,087 part-time students were in-
tending the University.'. Of all these students, 60% wel-e
over 25.8 The attraction of the University for older,part
time students stems from both the outreach of the institu-
tion to population centers which were previously lacking
significant postsecondary facilities and from the adminis-
tration's effort to integrate adult part-time students into
the regular program schedules of the University.

In -some quarters of ()lichee, institutional specialization
in plirt-time higher education has a long history. Sir George
Williams University, which merged with Loyola College in
1974 to form Concordia University, long performed this
role for the Anglophone minority of Montreal. However,
the efforts of the University of Quebec are clearly focused
on the 80% or the provincial population which is Franco-
phone, and it must therefore he seen as ct major second
chance educational institution for the substantial numbers

6. Some other major institutional components of the University of
Quebec include L'Ecole de Technologic Superieure which awards
bachelor's degrees in technology; I. 'Ecole Nationale d'Adminis-
(ration Publique which offers higher degrees in public administra-
tion; htstitat National de Ia Recherche Scientifique which pro-
vides higher degrees in fields of study linked to the economic de-
velopment of Quebec. The eieuniversity was established in 1972
for an initial five-year period in order to develop and experiment
in teaching at a distance. Up to 1977, it offered three major course
programs, two of which were mainly concerned with the profes-
sional upgrading and certification of teachers of mathematics and
French, and the other.1Ian and the Environmentfocused mainly
on various aspects of Quebec society and history. however, four
new courses were added in 1977 (sec Universite du Quebec. La
Tigt-Cniversite L'Education pour tons h Domicile, Quebec,
1976).

7. Commonwealth Universities Year Book, 1976: p. 1040.
8, From a supplement of the newspaper Ix Devoir, 19th August,

1975.
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of French-speaking adults who, within the ethnic stratifica-
tion of Quebec society, have generally been less education-
ally privileged than the Anglophone minority, Certainly
the establishment and growth of the l'niversitY of Quebec

is one of the most significant institutional developments in
the field of part-time degree studies to have occurred in
Canada during the past decadenot least, of course, be-
canse of its indirect connection with the rise in national
and political .consciousness among the Quebec Franco-
phone population.

The two ease studies cited here could be supplemented
by many other examples of major participation on the part
of Canadian institutions of higher learning'in part-time un-

dergraduate steRhes. The report 1)1 the OECD external ex-
aminers provides a summary of Canadian involvement over-

all in the education of part-time school, university, and

college students:
l'he number of part-time students (working towards de-
grees or for credit) it the (Canadian) universities rose
from 86,000 in 196(; to 178,000 in 1975, that is more
than doubling in less than ten years, and the number of
mature students is also estimated to have multiplied
many times over. It is estimated that the total number
of part-time students in continuing education courses in

1973-7-1-. was over 1.3 million persons, or more than
5 per cent of the entire populaC .n of the country (p. 8).

The latter stafistic of 1.3 million persons includes partici-
pation in credit :inn noncredit programs and in courses of-

fered by school boards and departments of education as
well as by universities and colleges. Nonetheless, it remains

gratifyingly large.
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Total Enrollments

Fidl-Time and Part-Time Credit and Noncredit Secondary S*udies
Ontario 1973-74

Institutions Programs Enrollments!

Universities Regular full/part-time credit 204,698

Summer school 59,284

Noncredit 63,081

Subtotal 327,063

Colleges Full/Part time credit 116,053

Formal noncredit 58,925

Subtotal 174,978

Grand Total 502,041

1. Unduplicated students for regular part-time credit and summer school.

Sources:
As in Tables 2-4. Noncredit enrollments taken from Statistics Canada, Enroll-

ment in Continuing Education Program in,s, Dec. 1975, op..cit.

1 2 5



APPENDIX II
Criteria for the Operation of Integrated

Part-Time Study Programs in
Ontario Universities

In his letter to the universities outlining grant support for
the coming years, the Minister of Colleges and Universities
stated:

"The noticeable trend towards complete integration of run-
time and part-time instruction has now convinced the Com-
mittee (on University Affairs) that the allocation of funds
on the basis of an increased equivalency factor would re-
sult in the better distribution of grant support (for part-
time students) provided that each university adopts an in-
tegrated program of instruction wherein the quality and
character of programming for part-time students is equiva-

lent to that offered to full-time students, and is incorpo-
rated into the actual academic structure, including the
scheduling of classes."

Accordingly, any university in Ontario wishing to qualify
for grants calculated on a conversion i.uctor of five, rather
than on six as is currently applied, will be expected to meet
the following criteria:
1. Faculty and Teaching Staff

Instructors of part-titm: students should be full members of

the appropriate department faculty with the full privi-
leges and responsibilities of any regular or part-time faculty
member. Appointments to the faculty, terms and condi-
tions of work including remuneration, should be consistent
within the institutiim irrespective of whether a faculty
member is teaching full7iime, or part-time students. Pay-

ment for services rendered 'should. be .based upon a regular
teaching load, without regard to the time of day at which
courses are taught.

127
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9. Academic Structure
The development of courses of stud or part-time students
should be handled _Within the norm-al university structure
under the direction of the Senate or appropriate academic
governing body. In universities where a college sy,:tem is
operative, it may be deemed appropriate to establish or
maintain ,t special college having specific responsibility for
part-time students.* In such cases, the college itself, as %veil
as the members of .the teaching faculty and students, should
have the same relationship to the university, including par-
ticipation in the goVcrIlillg structure, as would prevail with
any other college.

3. Admissions, Examinations and Academie Regulations
Regulations fur part-time students should be built into the
overall academic suet Jure in such a way that requirements
for admIssion, promutii degrees, etc., are identical inso-
far as part-time and full-time students are concerned. Spe-
cial regulations, for example for mature students, should
be university-wide, or faculty-wide, without respect to
whether a student is proceeding towards a degree on a part-
time or full-time basis. While it is recognized that some spe-
cial academic regulations may be required particularly to
accommodate part-time stiLlents, these should be de el-
aped and administered by the same bodies and in the same
manner as those responsible for all aca;lemic regulations of
a similar nature.

4. Scheduling
The university should schedule its classes on an integrated
extended day program which allows part -time students to
enroll in classes which are offered eithtl.r in the day or eve-
ning hodrs and would allow full-tittle students to attend
classes specifically scheduled for part-time students when
practical.

*Note dlat it is the opinion of the Committee on University Affairs
and the. Ministry of Colleges and Universities that the organization of
.part-time programs at Atkinson College generally reflects the inten-
tion of this statement and would therefore qualify for grants calcu-
lated on a conversion factor of five.
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5. General Notes
a. It is agreed that the criteria noted in the foregoing do
not apply to work done through correspondence courses.
b. It is also agreed that overload teaching is nut precluded
during the transition period and in_special circumstances..

c. Lastly, in the event that there may be questions of in-
terpretation with respect to the eligibility of universities
for increased weighting for part-time students, it is a' reed
these questions will be referred to the CL'A/COU ,Joint
Subcommittee on Finance/Operating Grants, for advice.

Issued September, 1972



APPENDIX III
The Financial Implications

of Integration

The integration of part-time with full-time undergraduate
degree credit work in Ontario is taking place in a political
and economic context that bears importantly on its finan-
cial implications: At .the beginning of the decade, courses
for part-time students were either given in evening classes

on campus during the winter and in concentrated summer
schools during July and August, or taught in off-campus
locations and through correspondence. Most of these

courses had a fixed stipend, whether paid to regular faculty
as an addition to their annual salary or part-time (and non-
faculty) appointments made specifically for the occasion.
The budget for the stipends and authority for the appoint-
ments were within a university agency such as a depart-
ment of extension or a center for continuing education. (A
notable exception to these arrangements was Atkinson Col-

lege at York University.) The course offerings were de-

signed generally to meet the needs of their major constitu-
encies, predominantly school teachers and the business

community.
Early in the 1970s, the Commissiom on Post-Secondary

Education animated public discussion of educational policy
with advocacy of lifelong learning. Seen by the Commis-

sion as the key to the fulfillment f every person, whatever
his or her present level of education, lifelong learning was
to be the instrument to mitigate- inconalitieS of age or
social background; educational opportunity would come
by way of a vastly expanded scope for part-time studies

131
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and self-directed work accredited by existing or new insti-
tutions. At the same time, and in uneasy partnership with
this social vision, the Commission was cuncerne:l with ex-
penditures on higher education, which had been rising rap-
idly even on a per student basis and showed no indication
of slowing down. Such escalation seemed to point to con-
siderable waste and featherbedding in the universities, and
some, if not all, members of the Commission were enthu-
siastic supporters of the Minister's slogan for 1971: "more-
scholar for the dollar'' Improving the efficient-y of univer-
sities was aimed initially at class size, then shifted. to fac-
ulty effort and extended use (over the day and across the
year) of university facilities. By "rationalizing human re-
sources,-" and "reorganizing the academic year," universi-
ties could achieve the dual goal of opening doors to all po-
tential students and reducing costs per student, thus solv-
ing the political problem and eliminating the economic
problem which were at the fore front of the provincial gov-
ernment's concern ovei higher education in Ontario.

Such arguments were not confined to .,he Commission
nor were they unique to Ontario.. They Nver..2 given practical
application in the changes then taking place in the status of
part-time students. The government ministry was prepared
tO accede to the universities' request to reise funding of
.-part-time students to a level equivalent to that of full-time
students proVided that equity alsz; prevailed in their aca-
demic treatment and that the. total allocation to universi-
ties would not increase. The government could solve the
economic problem by fiat, but the political problemnar-
rowed down to academic equitycould be ;approached

.

only by imposing criteria which were expected to improve
the lot of part-time students. In popular belief, their stilt --
mata had been the special conditions of teacher appoint -'
ments and the separation of day and evening timetables; as
a consequence, barriers to day classes and stipends for in-
structors became the symbols of discrimination to be elim-
inated by "integration."

1 :3 Li
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Thus, integration," in the discussion which follows, is
to be understood as the -parallel actions of consolidating
day and evening timetables and reassigning all overload and

occasional teaching to the regular work of full-time or part-
time faculty responsible for the main programs of a univer-
sity.l Thus, Atkins(m College at York University, which has
consistently aimed at equal but separate treatment of part-
time students, itS well as other similar institutions in this
respect are not integrated in the sense defined. and the fi-
nancial implications of integration are not likely to be
applicable. "The word "financial'' is used here to suggest a
more restricted relationship between the allocation of pri-
orities and the flow of money than is customarily described
by the !Ford economic," which bears a connotation of
optimal allocation of resources. The contention here is
that, having swept the economic problem under the rug
and, then attempted to resolve the problem of equity by
regulating the process rather than by specifying the out-
come, the provincial regulatory agencies have unintention-
ally encouraged narrow financial considerations to steer
developments.

The academic plans and decisions of a university cannot
avoid being colored by the relative level of funds in each

Year.2 Since 1971, total allocation each year for higher
education has been decided on grounds other than enroll-
ment and has been related to total enrollment secondarily,
However, the distribution of funds'among the universities
has contitaed to he based on the 1967 ( nrollment forthula
which fogy :he purposes of this discussion has not changed

1. Also, as of 1976/77, the Ministry of Colleges and Universities
abolished the distinction between full-time .old part-time stu-
dents and now counts all students in terms of "fiscal full-time
equiviticnts."

2. As 95°7 or more of university support in Ontario is under sate
control through a formula -which subsumes government grants to
institutions and student fees, other sources of funds are ignored
in this discussion.
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significantly except for the redistribution of formula sup-
port between full-time and part-time undergraduate studies
during the years 1971/72 and 1973/74. Also, in real terms
(i.e. constant dollars allowing for inflation) the grant sub-
sidy per student has declined more or less steadily during
the decade and the total subsidy has gradually levelled off.
Thus, the Ontario universities arc now in a zero-sum situ-
ation: one institution can gain only at the expense of an-
other by the strategy of increasing its share of total
enrollment.

Against this background, let us inspect the possible ef-
fects of the twin aims of integration, looking first at the
reassignment of duties from special appointments paid by
stipend to the normal workload of regular faculty. The
process of costing university programs has the discipline
neither of art nor of science; nevertheless, some broad
statements can be made reliably. The ,overload stipend is
typically about a tenth.of average annual salary, while an
undergraduate course might compose a third of a normal
teaching load. Thus, staffing part-time programs by regular
teaching assignment will cost about three times as much as
through overload stipends.3 Though beaelits will accrue
from the change, they must be demonstrably high to jus-
tify the higher cost. However, the greatest objection to the
change comes from the potential loss of flexibility. When
teaching contracted for the occasion- is replaced by teach-
ing incorporated in regular departmental assignments, two
separate shifts are involved: 1) the shift from contracts
with no continuing commitments to appointments with
sonic expectation oc continuity (tither term or tenure),
and 2) the shift from th,: agency responsible for extension

3. Although full-timi: faculty membv.7.; do more than teach in classes,
they also incur additional overhead and service expenditures
which do not p:frtain to payment by stipend, so that both the
other duties and the additional expenses may be ignored in this
approximation.
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work (the department of extension, center I or continuing
education, etc.) to the subject department in terms of
power over the appointment and control of what to offer
and when. I he crucial consequences of 1 his I.ecome clear
\Olen the second aim of integration the consolidated time-
tableis examined.

'Me merging of day with evening classes and winter with
summer classes involves much more than putting them to-
gether in the timetable and in the c;dencl:i.r. A whole set of
attitudes, regulations, and constraints ha, to change. The
potential increase of opportunities. for both full-time and
part-time students through removal of barriers and effect-
ing the same academic standards for both categoreis of stu-

_ dents is the best feature of integration. In themselves,-these
changes carry no financial implications: they illustrate the
importance, suggested above, of the specification' of out-
come as preferable to- the Nlinistrv's regulation of process.
On the other hand, the merging of classes can also lead un-
der certain conditions to unequal opportun:,ties for differ-
kinds of part-time students.

The distinction between part-time and full-time studies
hal;;..,-4enerally been based on the amount and timing of the
student's academic workload; at the same time, the typical
part-time student has been seen as an older person with an-
other occupation, more specific career ambitions, and more
disposed to choose job-related courses than the full-time
student. recent years, these assumptiwrs and the ac-
tuality matched fairly we l: indeed, the archetypical part-
time student was the school teacher. There is now, how_

ever, the part-time student who is like the full-time student
in virtually all,respects except .Hadcmic, workload, as well
as the full-time student in an accelerated or enriched pro-
program- who is counted as "part-time" during summer pro-
grams. Both these "quasi-full-time" types are seldom (Hs-
tinguislled when reference is Made to the growth of part-
time enrollments, nor is it generally recognized that the
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traditional participants in continuing education are tending
to diminish. Though precise data are not available, the gen-
eral change appears to be toward a less homogenecitts part-
time student body. The transfer of teaching instructors
with continuing appointments, the merging of timetables,
the shifts in the part -tithe student body are the structural
factors which impinge on decisions about programs for
part time students. Another major factor is enrollment,
which changes from year to year.4

As already shown, enrollment is related in only a periph-
eral way to the total subsidy. which does not depend on
the proportion of part-time cut oilments. At the institu-
tional level, 'because a zero-sum situation exists for the
province as a whole, each institution will attempt to maxi-
mize revenues while minimizing costs. Part-time enrollment.
will tend to be treated as a variable. In those institutions
where integration prevails, part-time enrollment will appear
as a high cost clement be- :cruse, other things being equal.
part-time students arc seen to incur higher administrative
costs than full-time students in proportion to the revenue
they bring. Conversely. institutions (or faculties within
them) which have escaped integration of instructors will
-find the margin of revenue to expenditure attractive and
arc likely to encourage vigorous growthin part-time studies.
11 an integrated institution has declared a ceiling on full-
time enrollment, it may be tempted at first to maximize
enrollment through growth of part-time .studies; i' new
appointments are necessitated by such growth, the addi-
tional costs will outweigh the expected gain in revenue,
and the institution is likely to plan growth only in ;elected
areas where spare capacity exists. The selected areas may
not coincide with student demand.

4. Enrollment is a portmanteau term signifying subtly different
things depending on its reference. It is applied here in terms of its
potential effects going from the total enrollment in higher educa-
tion to course enrollments.
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MatIV interesting possibilities cat: occur at the micro-

level of courses. The "paradigm" is a course taught in sepa-

rate day and evening classes; combining both into one eve-

ning, class. achieves :1 clear sa Mg. This is the case which is

trotted out as conclusive.during partisan argument: unfor-

tunately for advocates of integration, the case is a rare one.

Far more unmi is the ease where the combined enroll-

ment after merging day and evening classes justifies holding

as many classses as before; under these conditions. integra-

tion of faculty (i.e. replacement of stipend bk. one third of

average annual salary) Would jump the cost of the-,evenirg

class. The added cost could be offset by reducing the nun.-

ber of classes, a likelihood only if the course enrollrnt--.t

were r() decline. Another likely case, the simple shift from

day to evening, provides a clear gain for the part-time stu-

dent at no added cost. In general, the merging of timetables

has been of benefit to yin -time students provided they are

within "reach of the campus and make the same choices as

Full- and quasi-full-time students. If they are to be offered
face-to-face classes at a remote location, the integration of
faculty inhibits staffing because costs go up and incentives

go down. An alternative might be "teaching at a distance"

by other modes, but that is a subject of its own. What if
the demands of full-time and of part-time students com-

pete for resources which cannot satisfy both? Whose needs

will be met first? Once integration has occurred, the power

of decision lies within the subject department, where it

would tend to favor full-time students within the discipline.

In a situation of declining enrollment, ,1 department might

he disposed to seek out a part-tiine clientele, but success is

likely to be contingent on developing new, initially costly,

approaches to the subject.
Beyond the annual support for operating expenditures

in universities, funds for facilities, both new and renovated,

arc provided through separate capital support arrangements.

For. a brief period, from 1968 to 197.2: capital -support
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was determined by a formula analogous to the Operating
one. In 1972 the formula was suspended and funds
major new building were cut back: since then, approval
of money for the considerabk reduced building program
has reverted to a project by project basis. While it was in
effect, the formula carried the implicit assumption:311m no
additional facilities were required for part -time studies: it
was based exclusively on actual and projected enrollments
of full-time students. Distinct facilities, like those of Atkin-
son College which was built under the earlier regime of
project approval, were not encouraged by formula funding.
Nor has there been room for change in this respect during
the "frieze." Thus assimilation of facilities for part-time
prograMs into a common space was already implicit in cap-
ital funding at the start of the decade, and events during'
the decade further reinforced the interstitial quality of tra-
ditional part-time programs, i.e. the propensity to slot
them into unused capacity (evenings, week-ends, summer).

AltIonigh there may appear to be little Cause for concern
over a policy which reinforces what seems simply to be a
natural practice, there are hidden constraints. First, the su-
perficial view sees only the classrooms and laboratories,
which compose less than half of a campus, and ignores
offices which take an almost equal portion of the space.
The use of offices cannot he slotted in the same way as
classrooms. Extension programs typically suffer from a
chronic shortage of such space, and the process of 'inte-
grating" faculty aggravates the problem now that each reg-
ular faculty member must have a separate office. Moreover,
if the demand for part-time programs were to change in
ways that could not readily be accommodated in the tradi-
tional pattern of evening and summer work, additional fa-
cilities would have to be rented (either on or off campus)
at an extra cost for the operating budget for these. pro-
grams. These then appear far more expensive than full-time
programs whose capital and maintenance costs are hidden
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by virtue of being contained in separate budgets. (Attempts
at full program costing have SO far not been successful and
have usually done more harm than good.) Thus, capital
support policies have a tendency to reinforce the undesir-
able- steering, effects implicit in the method id. integration.

Given the circumstances of funding and enrollment
which now exist and are likely to prevail for the rest of the
decade, the financial implications of integration tend to
disadvantage -rather than benefit the part -time student or
to inhibit the anticipated gains. The situation might have
been avoided if the accent had been on equality Of treat-
ment rather than identity of means. It is noteworthy that

.

institutions which initially attempted integration are now
following the example of Atkinson College, which was
granted special exemption from integration, at least to the
extent of a deliberate accent on distinctive treatment. In

defense of its policy makers, integration of means could
have worked better had the introduction of the policy not
coincided with the abrupt end of the era of rapid university
expansion and of increasing funding per student.

If it is true that integration of faculty (in the special
senses of eliminating payment for overload by stipend and
leaving course decisions to subject departments) is an ob-
stacle to supplying the needs of pail-time students, then it

should also be true that satisfaction of these needs implies
nonintegration (i.e. payment by stipend and sharing of
course decisions by extension and subject departments).
The example of correspondence courses at the University
of Waterloo demonstrates that such is the case. This pro-
gram is under a separate director who controls its budget
a major portion of the revenue (fees plus government sub-
sidy) deriving from course enrollmentsand who invites
departments -to contribute a viable grouping of courses
taught by the department faculty. At the same time, the
setting of performance criteria and arrangements for de-
livery of the course proceed directly with each instructor,
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who is paid a stipend on the basis of overload assignment
out of the program's budget. It is the combination of these
provisions that matters: correspondence programs else-
where may have some but not all of these elements and
hence lack either 'the means of control or the provision of
incentives. The successful -models are in part-time programs
at Atkinson College and Correspondence at 11'aterloo. The
latter is better suited to innovative development under eco-
nomic constraintthe mode of the entrepreneurJhan the
autonomous arrangements prevailing at Atkinson'College,
which could not now be established without special fund-
ing arrangements. Furthermore, for correspondence work
the space needs are relatively so small that the steering el.-
feet of capital grants policy is inoperative.

The vigorous pursuit of programs for part-time siudents
is clearly incompatible with integration that accentuates
procedural rather than substantive equality. Procedures
tend to solve problems which belong in the at and re-
strict options for dealing with the present. The economic
problem facing part-time studies today is how to finance
the development of new programs out of revenues which
are based on the norm of equilibrium conditions. The prob-
lem of development, costs is a gener:hd one, i.e. it is not
peculiar to part-time work; but very few new full-time
programs are now being instituted or increased to any sub-
stantial extent. In other words, the race or the part -time
student is at present very mobile while the full-time (and
quasi-full-time) student is seen as unchanging (except for
growing a little bigger or a little smaller). It is the constant
face which policy makers ip the Ontiirio universities and
government agencies and their criticsfiave in view. So long
as reforms rest on immobilization of the part-time face, the
gap between intention and achievement will persist. To the
extent that the Ontario universities have succeeded in
_evolving successful strategies to encourage lifelong learning,
they have done so by retreating from or avoiding the re-
strictive implications of integration.

1,
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Extract from the Report of

the Commission on Post.ISecondary
Education in Ontario, 1972, p. 175

Recommendation 23
There should be established within the open educational
sector an Open Academy of Ontario. It should:

l- .-- Provide educational services at the post-secondary level

by
a. developing new programs suited to the needs of stu-

dents not presently served, in existing -institutions by
using the educational resources of the open educa-
tional sector as well as those of the other sectors, and

b. entering into agreements with the Ontario Educational
Communications Authority to develop appropriate
posI-secondary educational materials and programs
that would be offered by radio and television;

2. Provide a testing and evaluation service available to the
people of Ontario; and

3. Award degrees and diplomas formally earned in its own
programs or on the basis of criteria established for serv-
ices provided under 2.

Recommendation 24
To provide supporting materials for courses given by the
proposed Open Academy of Ontario, libraries beyond com-
muting range of post - secondary educational institutions
should, where needed, be given special grants to expand

their holdings.
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GROWTH OF
HIGHER EDUCATION

Higher. education in Great Britain has a long history.
Twenty-three of the Oxford and Cambridge colleges were
founded before 1500 and the ancient Scottish universities
also date from the 15th and 16th centuries. Access to
higher education, however, has always been restricted to a
tiny minority; change has been slow, and expansion a.rela-
tively recent occurrence. The "University of London" was
set up in 1825, and officially became University College in
1836. In the meantime, Durham was founded irr 1832 as a
backlash to "that godless institution in Gower Street." By
1900, there were still only 20,000 full-time students in Lll-
versitieS in England, Wales, and Scbtland. This century, and
in particular the period after the Second World War, has

seen a revolution in higher education. The number of places
in universities has expanded enormously (Figure 1), but
this has been matched if not surpassed by developments in
other sectors of higher education.

In this paper we' wish to look at the post-1945--expan-
sip') of higher education, concentrating particularly on the
last fifteen years. Basically our aims are to chart the nature
and causes of the expansion, tosexamine how increased

.

(fess-has. affecta- hi_;en affectedly government policy,
to determine whether the expanSioh in numbers has led to
a greater eqiialitv of opportunity, and to look-for indica-
tors of future developments in this area.

For our present purposes we haveldopted the Organiza-
tion for ECO-nOrriid-Coopreration -and Development (OECD)
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definition of what constitutes "higher education."' This
led us to consider students in universities, colleges of edu-
cation, poMechnies, colleges of further education, etc..
%vim %vere stialying at the appropriate level. We decided, re-
gretlidly, that we had to conliiw this study to England and
Wales. It was felt that the inclusion 01 ti( (01,uid,
seprately published statistics and different school exam.
structure, would complicate the analysis unnecessarily. Un-
less otherwise stated, therefore, Figures given relate to full-
time students in England and Wales.

We begin vith an overview of recent changes in the
structure of higher education.

FIGURE i
Fhe Number of Full-Time Students in Universities

1900-1974
(England, Wales, and Sr:otland)

Thousands
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100 -

Si)

1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980

Source: The Robbin% Report and Department of Education and t:ienee (here-
after referred to as DES)S'Iatisticy of Education, Vol. 6.

The DES produces an annual series of MatiNticN of Education. updated each
year. Ilis/Iler Majesty's Stationery Office, London. In this. paper they arc
identified by volume number rather than year since data on trends come from
several volumes.
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The Changing Face of Higher Education2
Before the Second World War virtually ali higher education
took place in universities. The students were mainly fee-
paying upper- .and middle-class children with .."matricula-
tion," the equivalent of .six Ordinary level passes in the
General Certificate of Education (GCE) today. There was
also a small number of "scholars:" working-class children
of exceptional ability who had been awarded a university,
state or local authority scholarship by achieving an unusu-
ally high standard in the Higher School Certificate (the
equivalent of very good Advanced level passes in GCE
today).

. Teachers' training colleges trained bright working-class
children,.especially girls, to become teachers of the mass of
ordinary children in state schools. This type of.training was
designed to be vocational.- as opposed to academic and
courses lasted only two years. Teacher training continued

ipredominantly in this form until the introduction of the
three-year course in 1960.

Between the two world wars a number of technical col-
leges developed courses for full professional qualifications
in engineering and commerce, and for external degrees of
the University of London. These courses tended to be de-
veloped in large cititzLand, since they were part-time4.ca-
tered for sonic of the students who could not afford to go.:
to a university.

The 1939-45 war was inevitably a major pressure for
change. The Further Education and-Training (FET) scheme,
whereby discharged ex- servicemen were offered free places
to pursue degree, courses, created a demand which the uni-
versities were unable to meet. This unsatisfied demand was
mainly in the applied sciences and technology and as the
government saw, the need for this type of education for in-
dustry, they allowed FET grants to be used elsewhere. This
encouraged the.growth of degree courses in the technical
colleges.

1 is
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The Percy Committee, set up to investigate the need for
higher technological education, reported in 19433 that it
envisaged the expansion of courses in technical colleges as
well as universities. The government did nut, in fact, act on'
this report. It may be that they regarded the growth of
higher education in the technical colleges as a temporary
-measure until the universities were able to meet the de-
mand for plitces.

During the early 1950s there was a fall-off in demand
for higher level courses in the technical colleges, and they
turned more towards other types of students. In particular
they met the demands of students from overseas and those
transferring from schools to complete studies at sixth form
level. These pre-universit courses gave work to the col-
leges but they had more important effects. First, they pro-
vided a source of students from which the advanced, de-
gree and diploma courses could be sustained. Second, the
colleges by their initiative in meeting their difficulties sug-
gested to government officials that major developments in
higher education could be carried out through local author-
ity institutions.

Until the mid-fifties then, it was felt that expansion in
higher education and should take place within the
university' sector< Then the climate altered. The pace of
technological change was accelerating,- particularly in the
U.S. .cind Russia, and the need to modernize British indus-
try was becoming :ipparent. An increased demand for high-
er education was also being envisaged. This, i: was realized,
would inevitably come in the mid-sixties simply as a result
of the postwar bulge in the birthrate. However, even in the
fifties some increase in demand was already being felt. The
reform of secOndary education undr the 1944 act was be-
ginning to take effect and the number of people qualified
to enter higher education was increasing. Some local au-
thorities were using their new powers to make available
granti to students tO cover both lees and mainten:ince.
There was a growing feeling among working people that

I C.
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their children had a right to higher education and, in
this time of national prosperity, it had become less es-
sential that children should start \cork at the earliest
opport unity.

-I he. immediate postwar expansion in universities took
place mainly within the existing frams2work. Several prewar
university colleges such as Leicester, Reading and Notting-
ham were granted full university status, but Keele (founded
in 1949) was the only new university created during this
period, although pleas for expansion Were made by other
places Slid] as Sussex and Canterbury. The University
Gruits Committee (UGC) at that time did not feel that
new establislnents would be able to guarantee the stand-
ard of their degrees unless they were att:tched to older uni-
vrsities.4 It became evident by 1958 that the expansion
deemed necessary could not be achieved within the exist-
ing universities. In that Year the establishment of the Uni-
versity of Sussex was approved and in the Following years
those of East Anglia, Essex, York, Kent, Warwick, and
Lancaster.

Alongside these developmentS, and as a further attempt
to obtain the required growth in higher education, came a
major result of the 1956 White Paper on technical educa-
tion:' nine of the 24 colleges already recognized as doing
university level work were designated as Colleges of Ad-
vanced 'Technology (CATs). They were to be institutions
with a national catchment and would concentrate on uni-
versity level work. 'rhe remaining 15 were to become re-
gional colleges, retaining a wide range of work with full-
time and part-time students.

As part of the same pOlicY the National Council for
Technological Awards (NCTA) had also been set up in
1955. "this council was to award students the Diploma of
Technology on completion of authorized courses in au-
thorized colleges. The award was designed to be of honors
degree standard and was indeed accepted as such by the
universities, industry, and the civil service.
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The next major landmark was the Report of the Rob-
bins Committee which was set up in 1961 "to review the
pattern of full-time hi,iher education- and "to advise
on what principles its long-term development should be
based."6 In the Report the Committee envisaged what then
appeared to he .in amazing, growth in the years to come. It
proposed that the CATs should become technological uni-
versities and this took place in 1966. The regional colleges
were to remain untouched. As the committee was consid-
ering full-time higher education, and as it felt incompetent
to deal with professional education in general, it excluded
much of the regional colleges' work, thus making incom-
plete any recommendations as to their future. Ilo Weyer, it
did recommend that they remain under local authority
control and that they should continue to provide higher
education for full-time and part-time stUdents. Their provi-
sion of full-time higher education was seen as only a tem-
porary measure pending the adequate prOVision of univer-
sity places, although a small number of the colleges might
be given university status by 1980.

. The main benefit for the regional collegcs,was derived
from the Report's recommendation that the NCTA should
be converted into the Council for National Academic
Awards (CNA.\) \vhich would be able to grant degrees in
all modes of study. It was designed to concentrate on col-
leges which were death. en route to full university status
but its impact was to be much wider than that.

The Robbins Committee had recomMended that colleges
of education Should come under the financial and academic
control of the universities. This recommendation was su-
perficially attractive but politically unrealistic. With the
gi,:at increase in public expenditure on higher education
\vhich the implementation of Robbins would necessitate,
it was inevitable that a greater measure of public control
over universities would be demanded. The achievement or
this control would lw difficult enough in itself; to transfer
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the .L.krge and critical sector of teacher training from local
autkVitv control to university control at this stage wou!.(1
only incrcase the difficulty. Furthe:anure, neither political
party could afford to antagonize the local ;uithorities by
diminishing their role in teacher education.

The new Labour government of 1964 was confronted
with the problem of paying for the expansion of higher
education at a time when education could no longer he in-
sulated from the generai economic crisis facing the coun-
try. Nloreover, the necessary expansion Wati proving very
quickly to be much greater than the conservative estimates
made by Robbins. In 1965 it wasannounced that colleges
of education were to be put on an emergency footing to
undertake maximum expansion with the minimum of re-
so rce_s, 'and to double the munbei of teachers in training,
then 60,0',10, byQ.73. Although existing universities were
allowed substantial ,g-i.hwth, there were to be no new uni-
versities within the next decade -iind universities would not
be permitted to incorporate regional colleges. The growth
of higher education was to he in the technical college sys-
tem under direct public contrail. In 1966 came the White.
Paper7 which proposed the incorporation of some 68 col-,
leges of technology, building, art and commerce into 30
new polytechnics and the concentration of courses of full-
time and part-time higher .education mainly in these cen-
ters. I lowever, polytechnics were not designed to emulate
the university pattern but rather were to be "comprehen-
sive" institutions offering courses on many levels. Anthony
Crosland, in his 1965 Woolwich speech, had made it clear
that he expected the new institutions to fulfill a three -fo,ld
role.

"First, they will full -time and sandwich

for students of university qualityl,who are attracted by
the more vocational tradition of the colleges and who
are more interested in applying knowledge to the solu-
tion of problems than_ in pursuing learning for its own
sake . .
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"Their second function lies outside the scope of normal
university work. They have the primary responsibility
for providing full-time and sandwich courses which,
while falling within the higher education field, are of a
1 somewhat leas rigorous standard than degree level
courses
"Third, there are tens of thousands of part-time students
who need advanced courses either to supplement other
qualiilcations, or because for one reason or another,
they missed out on the full-time route, "8
The rationale for setting up the binary system has been-

documented elsewhere.9 Its growth has been rapid. Over
the last decade the number of students studying full-time
advanced courses in further education has more than treb-
led. The policy continued to receive support from bOth the
Labour government which initiated it and the following
Conservative government of 1970. Margaret Thatcher, then
-Secretary of State, is recorded its describing the develop-
ment of the polytechnic policy as both "consistent and bi-
partisan, ,, if)

There were, of course, practical grounds for this: salaries
were generally lower in polytechnics and staff-student

-ratios worse. A fair number of existing buildings were avail-
able. The expansion of polytechnics, therefore, was seen to
be a cheaper proposition than that of the universities,
though this cost advantage is now less clear since salaries in
polytechnics are frequently higher than in universities and
their terms and e(ificti-tikinv-o'f service as, if not more,
iii,dyantageotts.

By 1973 all 30 polytechnics had been finally designated.
And so full-time higher education outside the university
sector was finally legitimized and recognized as more than
just a temporary measure prior'to further university expan-
sion. The so-called "binary system," which in fact had ex-
isted for many years, became official policy. The colleges
of education remained somewhere in the middle, still under
local authority control but Vvith close connections with the
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universities. It is now, of course, the turn of those colleges
to undergo major_ reorganization. While it is too early to
assess the outcome, we shall !mik at some of the implicit-
cations of this reorganization hi the final section of this
paper.

It is, therefore, within the structural framework dis-
cussed so far that we now proceed to look in detail at
trends in access to higher education in recent,vears.

Overall Numbers in Higher Education

BetWeen 1963 and 1973 the numbers of full-time students
in higher education in England and Wales .rose from.174,000
to 408,000an increase of 135 percent. During this period
the numbers of 18 year olds in the population actually fell
and so in a quantitative sense it is correct to say that access
to higher education had greatly increased. However, the
growth was not uniform over all sectors, nor was 'it con-
stant throughout the decade.

The greatest increase took place in the further educa-
tion sector where numbers rose by 235 liereent (Table 1).
The numbers in teacher training rose by 140 percent and in
universities by only 104 percent. The low base on which
the rate of increase is calculated tends to emphasize the
growth of the further education sector, but it was nonethe-
less substantial.

Table 2 shows the annual growth rates in each sector.
The peak rate. of growth was in 1966 which corresponds
with the arrival of the peak in 18 year olds from the post-
war bulge in the birthrate. (In the case of the Universities,
the percentage for 1966 was affected significantly by the
designation in that year of the Colleges of Advanced Tech-
nology.) Growth rates have declined since then to an al-
most "steady-state" in 197,3. In the heyday of the expan-
sionist sixties, such early levelling off was not antici-
pated. We must now examine what has led to this apparent
plateau in higher .edncation.
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TABLE I
The Number of Full-Time Students in Higher Education

England and Wales

Universities

1963-1973

Teacher
Training

Further
-Education "total

1963 98,431 47,228 28,000 173,659
1964 104,524 53,436- 33,270 191,230
1965 113,428 61,434 39,630 214,492
1966 141,220 72,167 46,970 260,357
1967 154,964 84,373 5.t,490 293,827
1968
1969
1970

168,016
177,668
184,304

95,731
104,309
107,278

65,387
75,215
81,588

It-:,1.31-
3357:1T,197...

1971 191,552 109,773 85,383 386,71 :B
1972 197,181 112,295 91,369 400,84
1973 200,999 113,521 93,742 408,262

Source; DES, Sian' Atics un Ed u c a i ir,n, Vols. 3 and 6.
Notes:
"Full-time" includes those on sandwich courses.
University Department :. of Educaticin are included in the "Universities"
category. .

Polytechnic Departments of Education are inclined in "Teacher Training,"
as are Art 'reacher Training Centers and Colleges of Education (Technical).

Growth and "Private" Demand
Three approaches to the estimation of necessary growth in
higher education have been considered by planning agen-
cies in this country. The first, which is generally termed
"manpower planning," involves calculating what supply of
different kinds of highly educated persons will be required
to meet the needs of the nation. This.approach, while hav-
ing a superficial attraction, has usually been rejected on the,
grounds of impracticability." There appears to he no
able. basis for calculating the long-term future need forre-
cruits_across a variety of professions, some of ,which may
not even exist at the moment.

The "rate of return" approach is complementary to the
manpower approach in that it too concerns society's need

u
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TABLE 2
Annual Percentage Growth Rates in Each Sector

of Higher Education
1963-1973

Teacher Further
Universities Training Education Total

Base: 1963 n = 98,431 n = 47,228 n = 28,000 n= 173,659
1964 6.2 13.1 18.8 10.1.

1965 8.5 15.0 19.1 12.2

1966 24.5 17.5 18.5 21.4

1967 9.7 16.9 16.0 12.9

1968 8.4 13.5 20.0 12.0

1969 5.7. 9.0 15.0 8.5

1970 3.7 2.8 8.5 4.5

1971 3.9 2.3 4.7 3.6

1972 2.9- 2.3 7.0 3.6

1973 1.9 1.1 2.6 1.9

Sourcc: DES, Statistics of Education, Vols. 3 anti 6.

for higher eduCation, but in this case is measured in terms
of the total benefits expected from educational investment.
Attempts to estimate the educational contribution to a so-
cicty's economic growth in the aggregate have raised for-

midable technical problems. Research has'tencled 'to center-
on the rate of return to investment from particular educa-
tional qualifications, calculations being made in either pri-
vate or social terms. The rate of return expresses the rela-
tionship between benefits and costs for an individual or for
society as a whole arising from a given education. Benefits
have almost exclusively been equated with earn:ngs-and
this approach has its own attendant problems. One of.
the difficulties is to estimate the extent to which higher
earnings result from education rather than from superior
natural ability, family background, or oth'er advantages.
Another problem is to make allowance for the fact that
earnings differentials reflect not only differences in pro-
ductivity, but also conventional relativities, professional
entry restrictions, and the relatively high proportion of
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qualified manpower employed in public sector occupations
partly i.olated from the competitive labor market. Further-
more, to the extent that there are other gains from educa-
tion besides the direct economic advantages, this approach
underestimates the total social benefits of education.

The third apprOach considers what the demand for
places from potential students is likely to be. This involYes
estimating from present trends the number or younger peo-
ple who will be suitably qualified to enter higher education
and whci %Yill wish to do so. This was the approach adopted
by the Robbins Committee and it has been favored by
planners ever since. Therefore, if we are looking for the
reasons behind the declining go)wth rate in higher educa-
tion, we must. look for indications of a relative decline in
the demand for places.

Numbers in the relevant age group

As shown in Figure 2, the number of 18 year 01(15 in Eng-
land and Wales fell from 1966 until 1971 thus redticing the
poter tial pool of higher education entrants. However, the
upturn in the birthrate which continued until 1964 means
thta the number of 18 year olds will peak once more in the
early 1980s and we may, therefore, see another increase in
demnd, particularly over the 1979-1983 period. Modest
increases iRapplications for 19.77 :anal 1978 may be an early
indication of this.

Since 1964 the birthrate has declined steadily. The ef-
fect of this decline on the demand for teacher training has
alr:ady been swinging anal is discussed in Section IV. The
impact on the school system is now being felt. On a
straightforward analysis it would seem inevitable that high-
er education will be similarly affected by the mid-eighties
unless there has been a dramatic, change in the pattern or-
demand by then. However, the relationships between sup-
ply (of births) and demand (for higher education 18 years
later) have not behaved consistently over the last 30- years,
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FIGURE 2
The Population of 18 Year Olds in England and Ica Its

1950-2001

1950 1960

,---- Projections

1970 1980 1990 2000

Source: Population Projections: OPCS, (1976).

and Rudd12 has pointed out that the drop in the birthrate
has been much greater among lower class groups than
among the middle and upper classes where birthrates have
been stable or even increased somewhat. Since in Britain,
he argues, it is still predominantly these classes who feed
higher education, it may be that fears of a marked decline
may be groundless. Looking further ahead, it is still too
early, of course, to tell whether the higher birthrate in the
early sixties will produce in its turn a small bulge at the
end of the century.

The numbers staying on at school
The, tendency fur people to stay on at school after the

compulsory age has increased over the period under con-
sideration (Table 3). 1 lowever, once again we see that the
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TABLE 3
The Percentage of Each Age Grciup Still at School

1963-1973

17 year olds 18 year olds

1963 12.2 4.3
1964 13.3 4.2
1965 13.8 4.8
1966 .14.7 4.8
1967 16.0 5.3
1968 17.3 6.1
1969 18.6 6.3
1970 19.6 6.3
1971 20.1 6.6
1972 20.6 6.7
1973 20.8 6.7

SOUrCe' DES, Statistics of I:ducat:an, Vat. I.

growth rate slowed down in the later years. Of necessity
this will affect the numbers gaining the necessary qualifica-
tions for entry to higher education.

The qualification rate
The normal minimi:m entrance requirements for universi-

ties and for CNAA degrees in polytechnics are two 'A' lev-
els in the General Certificate of _Education. Until recently
colleges of education have requirM o:dy five '0' levels but
this has now been raised to one 'A' and five '0! levels or
two 'A' and three '0' levels. However, due to the competi-
tion for places, the acquisition of these minimum require-
ments does not- guarantee entry to higher education. In .

reality, the majority of successful entrants had qualifica-
tions well above the formal minimum as is shown by the
fact that as long. ago as 1962 some 39 percent of entrants
to teacher training colleges held at least two 'A' levels.

Table 4 shows the percentage of the relevant age group
gaining two or more -`A' levels in a given year. Once again
we see 'a steady growth follow2d by a flattening .out, over
the last few years. It should be noted here that the
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TABLE 4
The Percentage of the Relevant Age Group Gaining

Two or More 'A' Levels
1963-1973

In School
in Further
Education Total

1963 7.4 0.6 8.0

1964 7.7 0.6 8.3

- 1965 8.5 0.7 9.2

1966 8.8 0.8 9.6

1967 9.9 1.0 10.9

1968 10.7 1.1 11.8

_
1969 11.2 1.4 12.6

1970 11.7 1.6 13.3

1971 12.2 1.7 13.9

1972 12.2 1.7 13.9

1973 12.3 1.7 14.0

Source: DES, Statirtics o Educoion, Vol. 2.

flattening out is almost exclusively a function of the exam
, .

sitting rate as pass--rates--11,-B'C'+e-Mairle0 Imlay constant over

the period.
What is of interest here is the rise in the percentage of

students who are gaining 'A' levels in further education
rather than in chool sixth forms. The percentage rose, from

6 percent in 1952 to 12 percent in 1972. Some people will
have transferred to a college to complete their studies be,

cause their school did not have sixth form facilities, while
others-. will have preferred the relative independence of
being a "college student" rather than a "school child."

The transfer rate
Table 5 shows that the percentage of school leavers with

two or more 'A' levels who proceed to full-time degree
courses has declined steadil in recent years. However, the
1974 figure suggests this trend might have been halted: The
transfer rate depends upon two factors. First, it depends
upon the number of suitably qualified people who actually
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want to enter higher education and second, upon the ac-
ceptance rate of applicants by the relevant institutions. Un-
fortunately we do not have enough detailed information to
separate these factors in a precise fashion.

The Universities Central Council for Admission's (UCCA)
ant the Central Ret.,rister and Clearing llouse and Graduate
Teacher Training Registry monitor applications for univer-
sities and colleges of education but applications for ad-

TABLE 5
The Destination of SchoO1 Leavers with

Two or More 'A' Levels
1967-1974

Full-time
degree course

Any Full-
time course Employment

1967 55.7 78.7 17.4
1968 55.9 79.3 17.1
1969 54.9 79.6 1G.8
1970 54.5 79.6 18.4
1971 53.3 77.7 18.4
1972 51.5 .76.0 20.3
1973 50.2 72.9 22.6
1974 52.6 72.9 22.4

SM1rel.: 1)ES, Stall Oli% Et/ '1%)1. 2.

vanced further education arc not collated in a way which
enables comparisons to be made across the whole field.lif
higheLeducation.

Polytechnics, unlike universities in the U.K., do not
form a homogeneous group with a centralized funding
body and admissions system. While the Council for Na-
tional Academii: Awards determines academic standards; it
exercises no control over the academic organization of in-
dividual- -polytechnics-which arc autonomous bodies con-
trolled financially and politically through Local Education
'Authorities. The CNAA limits its published statistics to the
numbers and types of degree courses, the- numbers and

1 L, r)
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educational origins of registered students, their methods of

study, and awards made.
Some submission of statistics on registered students is

required from each polytechnic by the Deparonit of Edu-
cation and Science, but these do not extend to cover appli-

cations. More seriously, 'here is no way in which informa-
tion on applications can he related over the whole poly-
technic sector, nor can any information that is obtainable
be related to that from-the university sector. It took the
universities many years to achieve agreement on a central
clearing house for admissions. The polytechnics, it is true,
have been in existence for only about ten years. It will be
interesting to see for how long the polytechnics can post-
pone what seems to be inevitable. It is possible to argue
not only that the country needs a centralized polytechnic
admission system urgently, but also that it should go fur-
ther and set up a centralized admissions system for degree-
level education. It is to be hoped that this is one task which

may be given some impetus by the formation of the new
National Council which is currently being proposed for the
management of higher education in the public sector.

In the absence of any such centralized system it is im-
possible to make any estimate of the real demand for
higher education since there is no way of knowing whether

or not students are -applyihg for one sector o: the binary
system or both; and if they are applying to the polyte,!hnic
sector, to how many institutions they are applying. Not
only is this not .helpful to individual students who have to
make a large number of duplicate applications, but it is

also relatively inefficient for institutions that are rle.reas-

ingly spending money on advertising for students and do
not know, until quite late on, how many are really .firm ap-
plications. For statisticians attempting to interpret overall
demand in an absolute sense, the figures provide no assist-

ance, although as indicators of relative differences over
time and between institutions they are of some help.
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Even Jr all the three sectors were accurately monitored
it would- still be difficult to understand total demand for
higher education because potential entrants have tip.. right
to make multiple applications without if-ye:ding their pref-
erences between the se-.:o)z.s. At the moment, even if appli-
cations for admission to advanced course, are down in all
three sectors, we cannot say with absolute certainty that
demand is falling as it may be that fewer people are making
multipk applications.

However, there is some evidence to suggest that it is a
decline in willingness among qualified applicants that ac-
counts for the de.:lining transfer rate. First, the pUblished
UCCA figures sh.iw that a fairly constant percentage ()I'
candidates was being accepted each year until 1975 (Table
6). Second, if qualified applicants were bi'ing turned away
from nigher education one might expect them to settle for
for some lower level course. Ilowever, Table 5 shows that
qualified school leavers became less likely to proceed to
any form o1 fullAirrie education. Finally, we can look at
the behavior of those leaving school with very gOod 'A'

:FABLE 6
The Percentage of Candidates for
University Undergraduate Courses

Who Were Actually Admitted
1966-1975

Number of
candidates admitted

1967 101,580 49.7
196/: 11(1,419 48.6
1969 114,289 50.4
1970 116,735 50.4
1971 123,984
1972 124,359 48.7
1973 124,634 49.7
1974 125,730 50J
1975 131.478 54.2

SMIrl o':
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level passes. These people should normally be able to gain
"admission to a degree course yet 'fable 7 indicates that
they are becoming less willing to do so. The percentage of
those with a high 'A' level performance proceeding to full-

. time degree courses has dropped steadily from 84.4 per-
cent in 1966 to 77.6 percent in 1974.

TABLE 7
The Percentage of School Leavers wtih Two or Nfore
'A' Levels Who Proceet1 to FullTime Degree Courses,

Analyzed by 'A' Level Performance
1966-1974

Ifigh Low

1966 84.4 3S.2
1967 83.2 37.8
1968 .83.7 37.3
1969 83.1 35.6
1970 81.9 36.4
1971 81,3 34.8
1972 79.9 32.5
1973 76.8 32.9
1074 77.6 36.4

Spun i.: DES, .Statistics of i'altieftion, Vol. 2.

`our: 'fhr distinction is made between those with "high gratis.
comiiiiiiitions9 and those svith 4r;i4r combinations'. as
(leaned ,m(.151,5.111) the DES in their.Statistirs 4P:di/cation

Planning of.Expansion in Ifigher Education

'Hie Robbins Commit tee took it as axiomatic "that courses
of higher education should be available for all those who

are qualified by ability and attainment to pursue them and
who wish to do so." Ilowever, they did not mean by this
that all with two or more 'A' levels should go to university
if they wanted. What they did was to assume that the pro-
portions of people with each level of entry of qualification
who actually go to higher education should remain con-
stant (at their .1961 proportions) up to 1968, and then rise
somewhat. This increase is the transh:r rate would be due
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to an increase' in the application, rate for full-time higher
education. At no stage -did they envisage a decline: in the
degree of competition for entry :among qualified applicants.

4 4
. . in a system where ahrtost all home students are as-

sisted from public funds it is inevitable4hat there should
be some degree Of selection, and hence some degree of
competition for entry. However, we are anxious not to
overstate. the number of places needed. For these reasons
our estimates do not allow for any relaxation of the de-
gree of competition. It follows that the number of places
For entrants should be assumed to rise at the same rate as
the number of qualified applicants."13.

By taking current population figures (the 18 year olds of
198 I had already been horn,, extrapolating trends in-quali-
fication rates, and assuming the fairly constant transfer
rates as outlined above, the Robbins Committee was able
to project, that there needed to 1;\ places for 558,000 stu-
dents in full-time higher education in 1981 in Great Britain
(England, Wales, and Scot!:.nd). However, the rapid up-
surge in the qualification meant that the Committee's
deliberately conservative e4iates were swiftly overtaken.

Educatimi Manning I'a /i"r .Vienthrr 2 in 1970,14 using
the same assumptions, had to increase the 1981 projection
to 835,000. However, just as Robbins did not foresee the
coming "boom," neither did the 1970 paper foresee the
coming "plateau." The projection of linear trends is hound
to come unstuck when the trend turns out to be S- shaped.
Figure- 3 shows exactly how things \vent awry in the case
of boys leaving school with two 'A' levels. While the 1970
Planning Paper seeded to produce overestimates for the
qualification rates it must be noted that the projections
were less inaccurate for girl school leav:Ts and in fact un-
derestimated the numbers gaining '. \' levels in further
education.

The 1972 kVhite Paper, Education. .1 Framework for Ex-
vansimt15 lowered the target figitre for 1981 to 750,000
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FIGURE 3
The Percentage of Boys in the Relevant Age Group

Leaving School with Two or Nlore Levels

25 -

Planning Paper No. 2 ,
projection

10-
-E- Robbins projection

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980' 1985

Source; DES, Statistics of Education, Vol. 2,

students. In 1974 this figure was reduced to 640,00Q and
in 1976 it was lowered still further to 600,000. In each case

there was no change of principle invoked, merely a read-
justment of the forecast using the methods outlined by
-Robbins.

Reasons Behind the Slackening.Demand
for Higher Education
Some observers of the situation would say that the levelling

off in the percentage .obtaining two or more 'A' 'levels

means that we are approaching the limit of what was once
called the "pool of ability."' This is the proportion of the
population considered inherently capable of obtaining The
minimum entrance requirements for higher education and
hence capable of belie fitting from it. The Robbins Commit-

tee, on the other hand, believed that there were vast re-
serves of untapped ability, especially among the poorer sec-

tions of the community. It pryc',uced substantial evidence
to show that children of manual workers were on average
much less successful than children of the v me ability in

other social groups and stated:

vt'"
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"In short we think there is no risk that within the next
20 years the growth in the proportion of yoUng people
With cluidifications and aptilMICS tillitabI for entry to
higher education will he restrained by a shortage of po-
tential ability. " ti'
Although there ma,: he no shortage of potential ability

we may well have reached a limit in terms of the number of
parents who can afford to allow their children to stay on at
school and proceed to higher education. The level of main-
tenance allowance available to parents whose children have
wished to stay on after the statutory leaving age has been
very low. Able children from low-income homes are given
no Iinauicial incentive to stay on in frill ,tine education. The
barrier for many occurs, therefore, at 16+ rather than 18+.

Williams, using a more general economic argument" has
suggested that the -fall" in demand can be explained by
changes in the individual's perception d t..c costs and ben-
efits of higher eilnc..ition. By calculating the reLitiye .spend7,_
ing power of a student grant he shows that being a student
is mudt less attractive economically in the mid-1970s than
it was in the mid-1960s. Ile also provides evidence to show
that the economic benefits obtained by ,;radnates are un-
dergoing a relative decline. Ile believes that this economic
explanation of human behavior is the only one to account
for the explosive rise in the demand for higher education in
the 1960s and the very much slower rise today. Similar hy-
potheses are currently being advanced ab(utt the decrease
in the number of children going into apprenticeship as the
pay differentials between skilled and unskilled manual
workers decrease. 1s

The reorganization of secondary schooling along cum-
.prehensive lines which has been taking place in Britain has
.1)(.(2m blamed by many for an apparent decline in educa-
tional aittainn,rnt in terms of exam passes, entry to univer-
sity etc. However, Woodley19 and Travers2() have both ar-
gued that this apparent lack of success is due largely,to the
coexistence of comprehensive schOols and grammar schools
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in the same area. These grammar schools tend to "cream
off" the most intelligent pupils so the comprehensive in-
takes do not represent a true cross-section of ability. When

allowances are made- for the amount of coexistence in the
country and the effects of "creaming" then comprehensives
appear to have done no belter and no worse than one might
have expected. In theory, as comprehensives begin to open
their sixth forms to a wider range of F!t .ents, more of
them will be able to take 'A' levels and tnerefore poten-
tially qualify for entry to higher education. In realitv,.over
the time period we have been discussing, the titist tradi-
tion had continued to dominate education, selection still

existing either between or vithin schools. The use of' band
ing, streaming, selection into GK.. or '0' level groups, and

a sixth.form open only4to those passing '0' levels are all
'Mechanisms which continue to be used and are likely, there-

fore, to keep down the numbers aspiring to sixth form and

consequently level work.
The student unrest of the late 1960s mtst also be men-

tioned as a possible factor affecting the level of demand for
higher education. .:\Ithough the troubles were less severe in

this country than in the U.S., and parts of .Europe, they
were. certainly sufficient to convince many parents and
school children that a university campus was not the "glit-

.tering prize" it had once been thought. If this were a signif-

icant factor, then one might expect demand to pick up
once more as these events recede into the past.

qJ

The Part-Time Tradition
I f we are to consider access to higher education in overall

terms then we must include the contribution made by part-
time, evening, and correspondence courses.

hi comparison with most other countries, British uni-

versities have provided relatively little in the way of part-
time opportunities for students. There are, of course, no-
table exceptions such as Birkbeek College of the University
of London which caters almost exclusively to part-time

1 (1
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students. In recent years part-time students have consti-
tuted around 9 percent of the total university population
(Table 8) but the vast .majority of..them are postgraduates.
In 1974, for instance, there were only 2,600 part-time un-
dergraduates. This figure does not inrInde the Open Univer-
sity which of course changes the picture dramatically. We-
shall consider this later on.

TABLE 8
Part-Time Students in Universities in England and Wales

1966-1974

Number of
Part-Time
.Students

As a % of
Total

University
Students

% Who Were
Under-

graduates

% Who Were
Post-

graduates

1966 11,007 7.2 33.5 66.5
1967 14,183 8.4 23.7 76.3
1968 14,666 8.0 20.2 79.8
1969 16,658 8.6 20.2 79.8
1970 19,15L 9.4 17.8 82.2
1971 19,254 9.1 19.3 80.7
1972 "..',,518 9.0 14.3 85.7
1973 19,623 8.9 12.9 87.1
1974 20,228 9.0 12.9 Si.!
1975 20,843 9.0 12.;) 88.0

Source: DES, Statistics of Education, Vol.

The provision of part-time opportunities for advanced
level courses has traditionally been the province ol' the fur-
ther education colleges and this tradition continues today.
In 1973 there were over 100,000 students engaged on ad-
vanced courses in this sector, thus increasing by some 25
percent the total number of students in higher education.
Table 9 shows the distribution by type, of: course and mode
of study. Over three quarters of all part-time students were
studying for a I ligher National Certificate (mainly on day
release) or for advanced professional qualifications. In the
case of first degrees more day students were studying for a
CNAA degree, whereas more evening students were study-
ing for a university degree.

:
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TABLE 9 .

Part-Time Students Taking Higher Level Courses
in the Further Education Sector in 1973

Type of Course

University first
degree

CNAA first degree
University higher

degree
CNAA higher

degree
Postgraduate and

research
1iigher national

certificate
Professional

qualification::
College diplomas

Sc, certificates
Other courses

Mode of Study
% Part- % Eve- TotalTime Day nings Only

n = 72,598 n= 35,658 n = 108,256

0.4 4.1 1.6

2.8 1.4 2.3

0.3 0.4 0.3

0.5 0.5 0.5

6.0 5.6 5.9

41.4 11.6 31.6

38.5- 63.1 46.6

2.4 2.0

7.6 12.3 9.2

Source: DES. Statistic,. of Education. 1973,

With the exception of the Open University, part-time
advanced level study has'not been a growth area over the
last 10 years or so. Between 1966 and 1974 the number of
full -time university qudents increased by 82 percent while
the :number of part-time undergraduates in universities
dropped by almost 30 percent. Over the same time period
the number of full-time students taking advanced courses
in the further education sector 'nereased by 138 percent
but the numbers of part-time students increased by only
17 percent.

One possible reason for this change may well have been
the creation of the Open University which admitted its
first students in 1971 and perhaps attracted some of fur-
ther education's former clientele. The Open University pro-
vides degree level courses for aduhs studying in their own
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homes. "[he teaching system invokes the use of correspond-
ence texts, television, radio, and other media combined
with some face-to-face tutorials and residential schools. No
educational qualifications are required for entry and the
basic principle underlying the admissions system is "first-
come, first serYed."21 In 1977-78, its seventh year of oper-
ation., it had 60,000 students, 45,000 of whom lived in
England and Wales. This represents a significant increase in
the number of students in higher education. We shall con-
sider its impact and the general question of the admission
of mature students in Section 11.
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ACCESS FOR
WHOMP

The Notion of Equality of Opportunity
The increase in absolute numbers entering higher. education
has been great over the past ten years. The questions we
now want to ask are concerned with quality rather than
quantity. Has access been increased for all? Does "more"
mean "different" or are we,,,in Fact, simply ..talking about
"More. of the same"?1A recent report published by the Or-
ganization for Economic Cooperation and DeVelopment
concluded that "Big increases in education in the 1950s
and 1960s , .. brought about only marginal advances in
equality of opportunity."' We wish to examine whether
the same types of people as before are simply bcnefitting
proportionately more, frOm the increase in available places
or whether there has been any real change in the nature of
those receiving higher education.

The notion of "equality of educational. opportunity" is
a slippery one. As Neave points out, the concept is essen-
tially relativistic, being dependent on ideologies and beliefs
concerning the educability of individuals and the nature of
the type of society one should be aiming for.3 The various
interpretations are based on different axioms related to in-
telligence; they result in different educational structures
and they require different variables For their evaluation.
Neave goes on to deliueate three id, al-type interpretations
which are briefly summarized as follows:

179
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a. The elitist interpretation
Intelligence is innate and can be measured by psycho-
metric tests taken in early puberty or, slightly before.
Secondary education acts as a screening device to distin-
guish between the "able" and the "less able."
Equality consists in the right of all children judged
"able," regardless of their social origin, to pursue studies
to the highest level without financial hindrance. The sec
ccss of an education system is judged by the quality and
attainment of those students entering university.

b. The socially 'oriented interpretation
Intelligence is influenced by "private environment." It
can be measured but is sbjeccto change and therefore
can be determined only over a long period.
Secondary education is still a screening device but the
period during which a pupil can gain qualification is
prolonged.

Equality consists in educating all children through simi-
lar programs, with a certain degree of compensatory edu-
catior >r the environmentally disadvantaged at the sec-
ondary level. The success of an educationsystemis'
judged by the proportion of students remaining in school
after the statutory leaving age.

c. The' individual-centered interpretation
Intelligence is influenced by both private and public en-
vironment and is a cultural phenomenal. which cannot
be meaningfully measured.
As far as possible the secondary school is 'free from fil-
tering mechanisms.
Equality is measured in terms of the possibility of the in-
dividual to make use of and have access- to the means of
knowledge.. The 'success of the system is judged by the
degree to which it can provide for the diverse needs of
all classes and individuals.
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Although these three categories tend to overlap, the
postwar developments in education systems, both at the
secondary and postsecondary level, show a transition from
the elite interpretation to the socially oriented or the indi-

vidual-centered interpretation.
The extent to which this transition has been made varies

greatly from country to cow ary. Table 10, for instance,
shows that little filtering out occurs at the secondary level

in the U.S., with three quarters of the 18 year olds still at
school. The traditionally selective nature of the British
school system, only recently starting to -Change, has ,effec-

tively meant that large numbers of children have been
screened otit well before thw could even have been ex-
pected to have aspirations to higher education. The rigor-

ous admissions procedures employed by conventional uni-
versities have built on this selective basis, and in effect
screened in only those likely to succeed.

TABLE 10
The Percentage if 18 Year Olds Still at School

United States 75 I lungary 28

Belgium -17 Finland 21

(Flemish-speaking) England 20

Belgium 4 7 Italy. 16

(French-speaking) Netherlands 13

Sweden -I.; New Zealand 13

Australia 29 West Germany 9

Source: International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achieve-

ment: Stockholm 1973,

To some egalitarians, to deny access to college is_to deny

equal opportunity. In the U.S. this principle requires that
all who want to try should have access to some form of
postschool education. However, the extension of access al-

most invariably leads to an increase in dropout. S:Ane advo-
cates of egalitarianism, Burn4 notes, confuse equality of
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opportunity with equalit d outcome. But higher educa-
tion is essentially meritocratic in nature: it seeks out and
selects talent, differentiates between it, in the process wi-
dens disparities between people rather than levelling them
and finally certifies those different A university cannot
grant equal certification for unequal talent:;. Clark com-
mented:

"The conflict between open door admission and per-
formance of high quality ()ken means a wide discrepancy
between the hopes of entering students and their means

re,1117;tion."5

But it is vital both to the academic faculty and to external
educationalists .,tnd ktYmen that standards of performance
and graduation are equivalent to.jother comparable institu-
tions. It is even more vital to the students. Frank
commented on this dilemma in the following voids

"In interpreting these findings, we can assume that Svc:I-
ety fulfills its obligations simply by providing the oppOr-
tunity for as mat people as possible to enter college.
Success cannot ;Hid should li,ot he guaranteed. Iligh
dropout rate; at, not inconsistent with ,our commitment
to broad -acre . but rather reflect the maintenance of
rigorous academic standards ;Ind our insistence that a
college (Icgr!erepresents real achievement. Or we can as-
sume that s, ciety's obligation (and its own self-interest
as %yell) is !.) pro\,:rcie morethan just the chance to
walk through the college gate. There must also be ac-

.

cess to a useful ancl personally signifiCant education
experieRce."6

It is no use cxtcndin,_ access and giving to more people
the right to enter. if that ri,iht simpl% becomes a right to
fail.

England and 'Wales are still far from the provision of
mass higher education, nor by any means does eve.rybody.
agree upon it as a goal. Entry continues to depend upon
the attainment of more Ics, rigorous entrance. require-
ments. In what hollows we take a %Vide-ranging look at the
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"btirriers" to access to higher education to see whether this
basically system is succe:tsfully drawing more "able"
:ancients fr(Iti underrepresented groups such
as the working class and women. We also look, at the devel-
opment, of more .oriented" institutions such as
comprehensive schools and polytechnics and evaluate their
impact on access. Finally we consitkr the Open University
which, with its absence of entry qualifications repxsents
Britain's largest, if not only "individual-centered" institu-
tion of higher education.

Barriers to Access
There are several vell-doer mented discussions of the prob-
lems involved in extending opportunity .or higher educa-
tion to minority groups. Crossland' piovided a cogent
summary of the barriers to 'access to higher education in
the United States. Ile discussed the testing barrier, the bar-
rier of poor preparation, the money hairier, the distance
barrier, the motivation barrier, and the racial barrier. It is
interesting that he omitted sex. The majority a Crossland's
barriers also apply to working-class students in England tind
11'ales. Even the racial barmier may well become significant
over the next decade, as more second generation immi-
grants become qualified for, an(l expect access to, higher
education as of right. These problems are common to many
countries as the OECD teport._Group Disparities in Educa-
tivnid Participation and ichievenient8 shows. Much selec-
tion, in terms of background, has already taken place be-
fore the decisive exams take place, and it is these
exams which delerminc eligibility for selection for higher
education.

Social Class and Universities

It is worth looking at some of these "barriers in more de-
tail. 'Fo do this in our context is to realize that many'of
Crossland's barriers are sub:aimed under one heading, that
of social cl,...s. Social class is more of a European than a

1 ,
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North American. phenomenon. It is still in Englan.' '1,1

Wales a powerful though difficult concept to define. I

is not the place in which to embark Upon a dISClisSion of its
complOxities. Much as the concept is attacked, it 'continues
to be the main discriminator used in much social and edu-
cational analysis.

Tlw Robbins Committee`' was well aware d the "class
problem in higher education and discussed itt great d
tail. The report noted that there is. a "vast mass whose per-
formance, both at entry to higher education and be (Ind,
depends greatly on how they have lived and been taught
beforehand.- This was quite clearly shown by the Robbins
Committee when they looked at the progress o' children in
their sample who had the same 1.Q. ratings but belonged to
different social class backgrounds. Table I I shows how the
middle-class children had a far greater chance of entering
into higher education and degree courses than their work-
ing class contemporaries. Itt terms of entrance to universi-
ties this trend has not changed much, if at all, over the past

years. Although greater numbers nave been entering uni-
versities, in terms of their background they are still enter-
ing in the same proportions. Although both the 1966 cen-
sus and the I 9 7 I Census Alch effectivel cover this period
showed just under two thirds of economically active males

'FABLE 11
Progress of Children Born in 1940-41 with

an I.Q. between 115 and 129

Level Achieved:
Middle Class Working Class

5 '0' levels 56 45

2+ 'A' le%'.els 23 14

Entry to full-time
higher education

15

Entry to degree
courses,

17 8

Robbinv Report, 196:1.
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were employed in manual work, their offspring have con-
sistentlyrepresented less than a third of accepted UCCA

candidates (see Table 12). In contrast to this the children
of professional staff/skilled technicians accounted for just
over a third or UCCA accepted candidates in 1973 while
their parents represented only 8 percent end 9 percent re-
spectively of the working population in the 1966 and 1971

censuses. Indeed, the Middle classes have actually gained
ground over the last few years, a sorry state of affairs, 20

years after Robbins.

TABLE 12
The Percentage of Accepted UCCA home Candidates

by Father's Occupation

Manual
Worker

Routine
Non-Manual

Admitistra-
tors and
Managers

Professional/
Technical

etc.
%

1968 28 23 14 30

1969 29 27 15 29

1970 29 17 15 29

1971 29; 28 14 29

1972 27 27 14 32

1873 26 25 15 34

1974 26 25 15 34

Source: MCA Stattsti(ul Supplements.

Social Class and Polytechnics
The situation according to this criterion does not seem any
better in the polytechnics. The polytechnics did not, of
course, leap into being overnight. They are very much still
a function of their past, many of them being formed as a
result of the merging of two or more disparate institutions.
Any analysis of their current structure has to bear in mind

,,their origins. Some had strong technologi,:al traditions
while others already had a major commitment t'o teaching

1St
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Percentage Distribution of Advanced Students in Various Courses in polytechnics

I965-19A

Post-
First higher

gradu. Proles- Total
Year degree degree

ate + re.
UNI) IINC Art Other

sional students

Univ CNAA Univ CNAA search studies

1966 14,0 4,9 0,7 - 2,6 6,0 29,1 4.4 30,5 6.5 77,920

1967 13.0 6.9 0,4 0,04 3.4 6,9 23,5 5.3 34.0 8.3 95,066

1968 12.6 9.4 0.6 0,07 3.5 7,6 21.2 5.0 32.7 7.4 100,813

1969 11.2 13,0 0,6 0.13 4.2 8.6 14,8 3.6 31,2 12.6 101,994

1970 9.7 20.0 0.3 0.32 4.8 10.6 12,4 3.8 28.7 9,4 91.080

1971 9.6 22.1 .0,5 0,12 4.4 10.1 11.7 3.8 273 9.9 111,283

1972 7.9 26,0 0,4 0,65 4.6 9.4 10.9 4.0 26.3 9.8 114,147

1973 5.1 30.3 0,3 0,75 4.7 8.8 10,1 4,3 25.6 10.0 116,496

1974 3,0 373* 0,2 0.96 4.3 8.0 9.4 0.31 'a9 10,5 126,106

Sources: Neave, G. and DES, Slat/silo. of Education, Vol. 3, Further Education, HMSO, by year,

*The changes in 1974 relate to amalgamation of the National Council for Diplomas in Art and Design with the

CNAA.
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London External degrees. Others were to incorporate art
colleges w;th separate ,ind distinct traditions.

The main thrust of the development of the binary policy

was that these new institutions would be able to provide a
compreliensive array of opportunities so that students
could move up or down or sideways within them anci SO

that conTsN. at similar levels could be studied full- or part-
61172. Crosland made this clear in his Woolwich speech.10

"There is an ever-increasing need and demand for voca-
tional, professional and industrially based courses in

higher educationat full-time degree level, at full-time
just below degree level, at part-time advanced level and

so on .... In our view it requires a separate sector with
a separate tra;!'tion and outlook within the higher edu-
cation system."

"Fable shows, since the in( eption of the polytechnic pol-

icy, the range of "advanced" provision within those insti-

tutions which were to b. o designated. The early years

show' significant proportions of university degree work,
mainly representing the external degree of 1 andon Univer-

sity, and of work in the,area of professional studies, As the
opportunity to moVe away from the straitjacket of the
London external &wee was increasingly taken, so the pro-

portion of CNAA degree students increases. The other
main trend to emerge , qualitatively, a Inure significant

oint The numbers taking Higher National Certificates, a

part-time qualification, have decreased dramatically. For
some this is likely. to have meant a real loss in opportunity
Since these courses have not beenbeen transferred to other
institutions, but have often been phased out. This intelpre-

tation is supported by Burgess and Prattil who state:

"A quite cle,n. trend of the polytechnics had been to be-

come less comprehensive in the most important ways.
The substantial growth of Full-time and sandwich ad-
vanced students has been at the expense of not only non-
advanced students, as the (DES1 policy implied, but of
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groups not implied ill the pdiev. Pat-tint, .indents are
struggling to retain their position in the colleges, and
those on IINC: courses are steadily being shed."

,thernative :Ind more sanguine view argued ill gm ern-
mcnt is that many who were pre\ ionsly forced to take part-
time courses are now to study full -ti .le much more
constructive situation. It is difficult to tell from available
statistics which of these propositions is correct. It is cer-
tainly the case that such courses continue to he p lvided in
f:olleges of Further Education.

Both the stated objcc,ives of polytechnics, and the qua il-
Jtative increase in numbers to he achieved through their
establishment, might have been expected to lead to a quail-
ur,ive change in the nature of then- student population.
'Filer(- is little evidence of this. 1)onaldson12 was already
conccrned that "there is no ilutitutionaliird police of mak-
ing the pol,-techuit.s more accessible to the working class
and We current evidence suggests that they :Ire ,issimilating
to t',e university pattern of social class composition." Bur-
gess and Pratt" commented on the "social academic" drift
that ,ypeared increasingly to he taking place in polytech-
nics. "As part-timers are shed, the proportion of advance(`
full-time vorking-class students declines." Both of these
comments are supported by the findings of the first na-
tional sm.\ ev of staff and students in polytechnics carried
out in 1972-73. Whitburn, NIcaling, and COx14 ',.)ond that
although there vere differenct b;iween l'egiiti:S and be-
tween subject areas, (if) percent o all strdents oat( fathers
who were vorking in nownantuil uccupations.."1,'he 'figure
for students on degree courses was 6-1- percent, and only
among part-time students did it drop to nearly one half
(5 1%). The tendency for polytechnics to discontinue lower

;ifid part-time courses is likely to have implications for
this aspect of "success."

It has been argued that the higher :;talus an institution
has, the more remote and inaccessible its range of offerings
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will appear to potential students. Coupe,. ;old Ilaris15 stud-
ied the transition of Bath from a technical college to a Col-
lege of Advanced Tee hno lo*. to a technological university,
and found that the proportion of working-class students

declined as the 111,;1111.1111/11 1)1:1:;1111C ;1 CAT and fell e\ en fur-
ther %%lien university status was conferred. They suggested

that one reason for this could he that the \vorking class

might perceiv a unkersity ethos and degree type work as
unattractive or irrelevant for them. Windmill et a/. NVCre
also concerned about this, noting it is possible that the,
composition of the student hotly in polytechnics partially

determines and reflects their image or the perceptions
student; bane Formed of what polytechnics

have to offer.I6 Of course this hypothesis is relevant only

for that proportion of the population which remains in-

tere.sted ill educatiyu. The majority of the working class
are not in the business of discriminating between what two
basically similar i:Yaitutis,Ils ill higher or further education
are providing, since they .ire not in the market for that
pn,duct

It is possible, with the increase of comprehensive school-

ing (76 percent of school leavers in 1976 were from com-
prehensives), that this situation might now start to change,

ilthough the tracking that has traditionally taken place

within the British educational system is unlikely to cease
overnight. The past dominance of the private, direct grant
and grammar schools as feeders for the older universities is

well documented. There has always been a clearer route
from the secondary modern or technical school to the lo-

cal further education or technical college than to the uni-
versity. And working-class people are more likely to be
,Kiore reliant On and influenced by the in-school network
for advice- and their image of "college- in the absence of

lowledgeable parental support, There is also a much
greater awareness of polytechnic opportunities in further
educat it in colleges than there is in, grammar schools or even
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in the sixth forms of comprehen:;i\ theory, provicled
polytechnics do not select out-potential applicants by re-
ducing the ianve of pro\ ision a\ailahle too drastically, they
should he able to continue to attract 'wore working-class
students. If, on the other hand, thisv continue their current
emphasis on the development of (.:NAA degrees, often in-
corporating in them studies that would previously have
been at diploma level, aim at the sante time reduce the
number of part-time courses, then this is likely to result in
a smaller l'"Inber of working-class students- Looking at
such a scenario it is not difficult to intay,ine polytechnics
quite soon wishing to follow the route taken by the Col-
leges of Advanced Technology and beeornim2, effectively
full-fledged universities. It is possible to suggest, if this
were to happen, that the result of the polytechnic policy
would be to ha've locked Britain into ntaintaining an elite
system of higher education, rather than to have provided
an impetus to the development of a mass system,

There has never, of course, been a clear commitment in
Britain to the provision of mass 114;11er education. One
might . have expected to find it :-.(iind for its %a natural
concomitant of the move ':owiti(1% c(nriprehensive educa-
tion. It may be that it is still h. early for this to have
startedlo happen. It ironic that the sinne Labour govern-
ment which engaged it the abolition of selection at eleven'
in order to introduc comprehensive schools was at the
same time effectively introducing more division at eighteen.

If the early ideal (outlined in Crosland's speech at 1W'ool-
wicb17 had been achie":tl, then the 1)o1ytcchnics would
have been the best placed of 11 h t;all r,t,s- institutions to pro-
vide opportunities for mass higher education. With their
tradition of being more accessible arid receptive to the
needs of the hical community, with less rigorous zalrnis=
sions criteria than universities, and with a range. of oppor-
tunities available at it variety of levels within and between
institutions, more students could have been offered a real
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and c.atinuing opportunity it one c,r other ls of hi,hur
education.

The Qualification Barrier
Much prior selection for higher education is, as We have
noted, carried out 1.vithin the !;chools. Until the raising of
the school leaving in 1972, a substantial propor-
tion of children lel! .ith no qualifications at all. A further
group took only '0' levels Or CSE exams at a;ound 1(3. Al-
though these proportions have increased substantially:over
the last decade (see Table 14), the proportion of each co-
hort continuing on until 'A' levels and thus in a position to
take the key examinations is.still

TABLE 14
Output from Schools

'the percentage of
age-group leaving with 19(11-62 -1966-67- 1971-72

5 or more '0' Ie..els 15.4 18.7 29.7
1 or more 'A' levels 8.9 12.4 15.6

2 or more 'A' levels 7.1 9.9 12.2
3 or more 'A' levels 4.7 6.4 7.9

Source: DES, Staticticv of Education, Vol. 2.

There ;ire also signs that further education is becomiug
an increasingly important additional path to 'A' levels. The
number of other children 1 ,ho got one 'A' level in further

education rose over the decade from 7,000 to 24,000 and
the number who got two 'A' levels from 3,000 to 11,000.
Despite these advances, the use of 'A' levels as the criterion
for entry to higher level courses continues to act as an ef-
fective filter to remove many potential students, ticu-
larly those from working-class backgrounds.

Polytechnic admissions policies have to operate Nithin
the framework set nationally by the CNAA. This is roughly
parallel to that operated by universities. But many poly-
technics, particularly on some of their more innovatory
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programs, interpret this liberally and demand only the min-
imu, formal requirement.

It .could he argued that this formal requirement, stiptt-
kiting as it does only two subjects at Advanced level, and
making no condition about level of grades, creates the low-
est possible qualification harrier. I lowever, a two 'A' level
requirement is in itself a formidable selection device. The
new Diploma of Higher Education, now hcing offered or
planned in nearly 40 colleges or polytechnics, also has a
minimum entry requirement of two 'A' levels. In this re-
spect it is unlike the Higher National Diploma which has
the less rigorous entry requirement of one 'A' level or
more. This is a curious difference in policy and one that is
even more curious since the change in grant regulations
that made grants for I ligh,:r National Diploma courses man:
datorY was a recent one (1975). Whether or not such an
anomalous situation can or sinurld be allowed to continue
is a matter for discussion. Why should one set of students
have. mandatorY-grants.on. the Visis of one 'A' level and not
others? From the point of view of educational accessibility
one could argue that it is the Dip.IIE that should be down-
graded in .terms of its entrance requirements, not the other
way around.

Another problem arises with the reduction of places
available for teacher educirtion and their replacement by
places on Dip.IIE courses. Until the 1975 .entry it was pos-
sible for students entering colleges of education to proceed
to the degree of Bachelor of Education Without first having
to matriculate with two,':' levels at the beginning of the
course. The regulations for the new degrees mean that this
facility is now not available except for a small minority,
e.g. mature students. Some colleges, it is true, are prepared
to make retrospective matriculation arrangements allowing
students to switch to a degree course on the successful
completion of a first year on another course. But the snag
is that the other available course, the Certificate of Teacher
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Fducation, is itself the subject of swingeing cuts. Thus op-

portunities for these with less than two 'A' levels are cur-

rently being substantially (4duced. It could be argued that
this will lead to a welcome raising of standards. It has on
the other hand been argued cogenTly by Evans 18 th=at it will

have a pat tieulariy damaging effect on opportunities for
girls who have hitherto provided the bulk of the students
in teacher education courses. In 1974 Colleges of duca-
tion admitted 32,000 students of whom 24,300 weic wo-
men. In 1975 again the w mien numbered 22,300 of te
30,000 entries. Of these a sizable proportion will not have
had two 'A' levels and on current form would he extremely
lucky to gain one of the few surviving teacher education

places.
"Fhe question of sex as a barrier is one to which we shall

return, but it is'worthn-ating-here-that-the--introduction of
the Diploma of higher Education with its traditional quali-
fication barrier is likely to diminish rather than increase
opportunities for girls unless some new formula for provi-
sional matriculation is used on a large scale.

School Background
Although m ,ny more places J.::: now available in the vari-

ous seetois of higher education, there can be no doubt that
different types of schooling still play a dominant role in
the selection system. "[his- becomes most apparent when

we compare the destinations of school leavers from state
schools with those of leavers from the independent sector

(Table 15), Pupils from independent schools are much

more likely to enter higher education ;n general, and 'urn-

versities in particular. Furthermore, their dominance is
most marked in those institutions generally accepted to be

the "it'-mate'' 7 in higher education, namely Oxford and

Cambridge. In 1976, 55 percent if the male entrants and
44 percent of the female entrants to Oxford were educated

in direct grant or independent schooil:. The state sector,

1



Destination:

Oxford or Cambridge

Other universities

Degree courses in polytechnics,

and elsewhere

Teacher training

Higher National Certificate/

Diploma

Total entering full-time

higher education

TAli11 15

'fir Destination of School Leave% in 1974

(b)' type of schot4 attended)

Type of School Type of School
G

All state All State Direct grant

maintained independent grammar grammar

n : 638,510 ii z 26,900 n :-. 70,520 n = 16,040
ol

% 11/0

0.3 6.7

3.9 17.4

0,8

9 9

0,3

1,7

1,0

7.5 2.7

1.5

16.1

3.0

7.2

1.0

28.8

5.4

26.9

4.1
z

7,4 >

z

tri

0.7

44.5
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while catering to more than 90 pert en[ of the school popu-
lation, Imo.% idea out% 43 percent of Oxiord entrants. This

pr,,portion has rciri.iitled cinls1.1111 cr 111c la clec.ide.

Diruct grant y.r.triltruir ;chools, qCtiliV .111 .111W11.ilotis1),si-

Ckin, being neither completely financially "independent-
nor "state maintained.- The majority of pupils pay fees
but a certain number of tree olaces pr,,\ ided 0ll a ('orn-

1ietit1 \ t' for local children. In recognition of this serv-
ice past governme have supported these schools \vial

"diteet grants." Tht. .Kinevetnents, when compared with
those of state grammar Nt 111 UIN, tire obviously great (Table
13). However, the present Labour .iovernment is at the mo-
ment phasing out direct grant grammar schools. As their
grants are retno,. cd, such schools are forced to decide be-

tween hccoming completelv independent or being absorbed
into the stale system. Supporters of the direct grant system
.1.1.4tie that ste.h MU\ not ICA to equality of oppor-
tunity but kill 'nerd\ deny the opportunity of higher edu-

cation t, hose bright working -class children who benefit

ted und the old system. tVhether this is a correct view or
not will depend upon [ht....performance of Britain's compre-

hensk c schools.
There has been a large-scale move towards comprehen-

s:ve secondary schooling, in Britain mer the last ten Vcarti.
r,unpreliellSIVC school pupils formed 76 percent of school
leavers in 1976 a opposed to It) percent in 1966. There
has been much concern, especially in educational "Black
Papers,- that this has produced .1 decline in standttrds. Evi-

dence has been cited which purpoits to show the relatively

small percentages of comprehensive school pupils entering

higher education. However, is was p Atcd out earlier,
other studies have shown that wherLon controls for the
"creaming off" of bright pupils by coexisting grammar
schools, comprehensives appear to ()tier equal access

highcr education. It is the hope of many supporters of
comprehensive schooling that more and more pupils will be
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encouraged to stay on at sc.-,0)1 hence overcome the
qualification barrier to higher education. However, the
cent raising of the NC111)()1 !Ca\ ing age, coupled with the
widespread reorganization of secothiary education means
that,it is to() early to see if their :,apes will be ICZLIIZed.
The fact that s-,(idents entering university from st.o.te.
schools formed .1 constant proportion of du: total uni-
versity intake during the period of 'passive reorganization
in secondary education provides further evidence com-
prehensive schools do not disadvantage aspiring pupils.

Subject Areas

Although for some courses the simple possession of two
'A' levels is sufficient academic qualification for entry, in
some subject areas the excess ()). demand over places has
meant that some institutions have been able to ask for and
obtain much higher standards than the minin.um formal re-.
quirements. In the univers:ty sector there IL.ve always been
certain .subjects that are considered to of ler easy access and
other., 'nal arc oversubwribed ',v suitably qualified appli-
cants. In recent Years in the case of Art subjects it has been
possible tor universities to ask for and obtain entrants with
'cry 11-.;11 'A' level gracks indeed. In engineering subjects.
however, many students have obtained university places
with the minimiiin entrance requir cot of two grade

Access in terms of subject area, i:ieen, will vary ;Lecording
to both the number of phccs which educati.mal 'planners
considered in the past to be appropriate for national needs,
and also the popularity of a given subject ar.-.env, people
currently applying ,or plac,..s. Taking the last point, there
appears to be a trend towards vocational subjects (Table
16). Given the present ec-onomi, climate and the fact that
some 8 or 9 percent of new gra( nes are still unemployed
at least six months after graduating, it is perhaps not sue
prising that- applicants are favoring courses which lead to
specific jobs.
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"1-1131-11 16

Changos in the Preferred Subjects of Study of Applicants
for Unis-ersit v Admission

Number of Applicants
1975 as

Subject 1971 1975 of 1971

Dentistry 1,442 2,969 206

Pharmacy 1,471 2,679 182

Business management
studies 1,805 2.675 148

Law 6.205. 8,351 135

Medicine 8,911 12,04 5 134

Civil engineering 3.625 4,818 133

Combinations of languages
sr.i other ;sits 3.412 3,774 111

Eiectrical engineering 4,123 4,392 107

iiis..zor:' 3,809 3,905 103

English 5,897 5,666 96

Mecnanical engines-ring 3,510 3,350 95

Geography 4,432 4,128 93

Combinations of social,
administrative and
busioess studies 7.622 7,078 93

Economics 3,417 3,107 91

Sociology 3,166 2.820 89

Physics 3,017 2,295 76

Mathematics 6,041 4,595 76

General Arts 2,978 . 2,210 74

Chemistry :3,405 2:292 67

Source: UCC.-1:ststica: Supp!etnehl to 'hr 13th port, 1974-75.

The increased demand for t i ()lid subjects has meant
that applic;:nts !rave raced stirrer ,:ompc;:tion for entry. In

1`.?67, 13.2 percent of the students accepted for courses in
medicine had tr:rr levels with Grade B or hight_r where-

as the correspondinv, pl-pc,rtion in 1.975 had risen to 38.1

1
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percent. The proportions of highly qualified students ,tc-
cepted for engineering courses also rose slightly between
1967 (15.3'N,) and 1975 (19.3"..). However, fur both sci-
ence and social science subjects there W;LS ;1 drop in highly
qualified students.

The Financial Barrier

Alexander Astin 19 in a discussion of equal access in the
U.S. looks at finance not as a barrier to access, but as a
measure of equality of oppoa tunny. Who pays what part
of the costs? Ile found substantial differences in institu-
tional expenditures both for tuition fees and for financial
aid. Ile calculated a figure to indicate the extent to Which
student costs at public sector institutions are subsidized,
and found that the smallest subsidy was in two year col-
leges and the largest in the most selective universities. And,
of course, the poorest students were found in the two-year
colleges which were then the least subsidized.

This sort of effect is not likely to be so marked in Brit-
ain, since the possession of the offer of a place, together
with the minimum entrance requirements, brings. with it for-
full-dine students the guarantee of a mandatory grant cov-
ering both tuition and maintenance. The maintenance ele-
ment is, however, assessed on parental means, and neither
the. income scales employed nor the level of grant itself
have kept up with inflation. Many students eligible for a
partial grant have found their parents unable or unwilling
to make up the difference. Students are likely to be better
off coming from either rich or poor parents rather than in
the middle of the income scale. There are also anomalies
with respect to women who marry while studying, and
problems about when students are judged to be independ-
ent of their parents.

In principle, however, the level of state suppoft for full;
time degree level study ensures that finance is not such a
harrier as it is in the U.S. Tuition fees have been set by the
government at a level designed to bring in 10 percent of the
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total income of the universities, the remaining 90 percent
coming .directly from central government funds. Approxi-
mately 90 percent of all full-time students get a full or par-
tial grant.

There are signs, however, that students are finding it in-
creasingh: hard to manage, and Gareth Williams2° has ar-
gued that this is one of the factors involved in the declin-
ing level of demand. Al the same time the government is
consulting with universities about the possibility of cut-
ting hidden subsidies in the form of residence and catering
services, and charging a more economic price for such serv-
ices. Unlike the U.S., there has been no tradition in Britain
of paying economic fees for educational tuition at degree
level. Even the elite universities are in that sense free.
Again, unlike the U.S., the nature of the traditional British
three-year tightly integrated degree program is that it really
has to be studied full-time. It is not possible to hold down
a job and study at the same time in the way that many
U.S. students, for example, expect to be able to do.

Given this background, the financial barriers to access
are more indirect. The basic decision rests with the govern-
ment' to expand the absolute number of place:: since it
knows it will effectively have to find, at minimum, 90 per-
cent of the total cost. The individual's commitment at this
stage is a lesser one.

For the individual the critical decision is likely to have
been taken earlier. For many children, particularly those
from working-class homes, the real selection takes place at
16+, rather than 18+, when there is little or no financial in-
centive for them tO stay on in full -time education. The
level .of maintenance grants for children who stay on at
school after the compulsory school leaving age is very low
and for many parents and children the need to earn is
overwhelming.

The lack of financial support for those two critical years
is one outstanding anomaly in the ,range of educational
support in England and Wales. Awareness of it has been
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heightened by recent government policy in respect of the
young unemployed who at the same age may now be given
grants fur pursuing training courses in colleges of further
education. This early financial barrier is difficult to quan-
tify, but is likely to continue as a significant one unless
there is .a change in government policy. Provided young
people can survive those two years they are reasonably well
provided for from then on thr(mgh the mandatory grants
system.

Support is not necessarily uniform as Wagner and Watts2I
argued in a recent study on the costs of being :1-student.
They showed that generally speaking it was less costly to
pursue full-time education at 18 than to wait till later on
in life. They also showed that part-time higher education
was cheaper than the full-time alternative but that the gap
was not large enough to make it an attractive option for 18
year olds. A more unexpected finding was that students
living away from home are financially better off than stu-
dents living at home since the extra grant more than com-
pensates for the extra cost. Nut surprisingly, perhaps, in the
light of this, the Public Accounts Committee is asking the
DES to examine the case for increasing the number of

22home-based students "as a matter of urgency. .0
The policy concerning mandatory grants is set nationally

and is reasonably equitable, although there are some cate-
gories of students excluded from benefit as an act of policy
while small numbers of others are debarred for more acci-
dental reasons.

Prior to 1977, when tuition-fees were set h1w for all but..
overseas students, these exceptions did not cause great
hardship. With the planned rise in tuition fees to £650 for
undergraduate students from both home and overseas in
1977, although the vast majority receiving mandatory
grants will be no worse off, and those previously on mini-
mum grant will be better off, those few with no grant are
likely to be very hard hit. Indeed, initial estimates made by
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DES officials indicated that the swingeing increase in f --es

was expected to result in 7,000 fewer students in higher
education in c)1. _ 77-78, a drop of 2.5 percent. Many of these
it was anticipated, however, would be postgraduate and
many would he from overseas.

We do not propose to discuss the difficult question of
overseas students here, but there are other categories of de-
barred students which are of concern to us. Little is known

about students who are not eligible for grants and how
they have managed or will manage in the future. In an ef-
fort to find out about them Ernest Rudd studied all such
students at Essex liniversity.23 One major group he found

was those who already hold it quali:'ication for which
grants can be given. Note that they may m.t actually have
received a grant for their studies. The previous qualifica-

tion is frequently at subdegree level, e.g. a teaching certifi-

cate. People in this category may be married women re-
turners, people who did badly in their first qualification
and wish to return, or people who need further qualifica-

tions for promotion. Another group consisted of people
who seemed to be eligible but who had been put off by the
complexity of the form, by other people telling them they

were not eligible, or by other misunderstandings. Other
regulations concerning time of application and residence
qualifications also hit some home students, often Unfairly..

Ile found that one in 15 of all undergraduate students at
Essex had not got the minimum grant. Of these he esti-
mated that one quarter already held a .qualification which
precluded them from a new grant. One third had fallen
foul of the regulation,:.;.n some way. :\ ;very small number
had chosen not to apply. The balance -,tre part of the more

difficult overseas case. They are effectively overseas stu-
dents who have acquired eligibility for the homel tuition
fee by dint of being resident here for ever three years:but

have in some way become ineligible fdr maintenan4,.e.g.
by not being in the country in Septemqer.

1 Li
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This last category is of less concern in this analysis
but the other home students are likely to find the in-
creased fees a major barrier to continued study and they
are the types of groups. which may occur more frequently
among mature students, particularly more transferability
between institutions develops and there is any substantial
move to continuing education.

There is much greater inequity in the area of grants for
part-time study. Stich grants c()Ine under the category of
"diserctionarv- awards and local education authorities
make their own decisions about what are or are not deserv-
ing categories of students or types of courses. There are
wide discrepancies in policy., even between adjacent areas.
'lite assumption is that part-tinie students are usually
adults who are working and ean afford to pay. Many can,
it is true, but many cannot, and the burden on younger

low-paid workers, or housewives with no accessible income
may be very gt-e-tt. The Equal Opportunities Commission
has argued in evidence to the DES that the area. of discre-
tionary grants is particularly. discriminatory against women
who frequently cannot study full-time or \vish to study on
lower-level ccttrses.24

The Sex Barrier

In Great Britain, women in higher education are quite clear-
ly a minority group. The tradition, prevalent for so long,
that the education of girls was less important than that of
boys, and the cultural and social imperatives that have un-.
derlaid this, cannot be changed overnight. The Sexual Dis-
crimination Act of 1975, together with the setting up of
the Equal Opportunities Commission will, it is hoped, start
to have some impact on existing practices, but old atti-
tudes die hard, and the structure .of, existing institutions
still continues to militate against women.

It is true that there are now 'signs of change. NIoregirls
arc staying on longer at school, and more are applying to
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:aid being accepted by UniVersitics and polytechnics. Fif-
teen years ago Robbins had noted a cumulative negati'.e ef-
fect: fewer girls. were staving on it school, therefore, ob-
taining fewer lexels, and of those who were staNing on
fewer were attempting to take two or three If...vels, as

Table 17 shows.

TABLE 17
Percentage of School Leavers with 5 or More

'0' Levels Obtaining Passes at 'A' Level
by age of leasing)

1961

`A' Level Passes
3 or 2 or 1 or Numbers

:1ge of Leaving More More More (= 100%)

IS and over:
Boys 51. 73 85 26,940
Girls 34 58 78 19,450

Boys and girls 44 66 82 46,390

17:
Boys -3 34 41 11,430

Girls 12 21 3(1 12,480

Boys and girls 18 28 35 23,910

Sourer: Robbin, R,porr, Appendix One, Part 1, Table 5. p. 9.

By '1974, the situation had improved appreciably. The
proportions of the sexes staying on at school (Figure 4)
shows that the gap between girls and boys staying on had
narrowed.

Tu have stayed on at school and gained qualifications is

only the beginning of the story. As Eileen Byrne25 made

clear, it is important to discover where school leavers go,
and it is here that the differences cntergc more strongly.
While more girls overall go on to some form. of further or
higher education than boys, they go on to a lower level

study. More go to colleges of education and colleges of fur-
ther education, while Fewer go to universities (Table 18).
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Boys

18

17

16

15

FIGURE 4
Proportion of Boys and Girls at School at Given Ages

1974

20.6% 2:0.0%

49.9% 49.7% I

Girls

18

17

99.1% I 99.4%

Source: DES, Statistics uj Education. 1974, Vol. 1

16

15

This is not in itself a serious difference, provided the lower
level courses lead on adequately to desired occupations.
However, the cuts in teacher training places (discussed in
a later section, Current nerelopments), will certainly di-
minish opportunities for girls. Nlorc significantly, while de-
gree courses provide the main source of recruitment for
many higher level jobs, the smaller number of girls getting
'A' levels, and even smaller numbers entering on degree
courses, provides a serious limiting factor to the. pool of
women available for recruitment to top jobs.

TABLE 18
Destination of School Leavers

1973-1974

Boys Girls
Destination: n = 349,650 it= 331,810

%

Universities
Colleges of Education
Polytechnics
Other further education

full-time further education

Source: DES, Statisticc o [ Education. 1974, Vol. 2.

6.9 4.2
0.9 3.9
2.3 1.4

6.8 13.5

16.9 23.0
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For the remainder, the number who do not go on tu any
full-time education, there is a more seriote; differ6:nce. The
opportunities for girls to continue their education part
time through thaw release are far less than for buys, Fewer
than 10 percent. of girls in the relevant age groups get da\
release education as compared \vith 4)) percent of boys.

The number of women applying to and being, accepted
universities has increased steadily but slowly over the

last few years, as Table 19 shows.

TABLE 19
Applications and Acceptances for Universities,

Analyzed by Sex
. (excluding overseas candidates)

Applicants----
Men Women

Accepted
Men

Applicants-
Women

1969 67.7 32.3. 69.0 31.0

1970 68.7 31.3 67.2 32.0

1971 67.7 39.3 (i6.6 33.4

1972 66.9 33.1 65.5 34.5

1973 65.8 34.2 64.1 35.9

1974 64.8 35.2 63.6 36.-1

1975 64.4 35.6 63.6 36.4

Source: UCCA Supplement,.

Howeverthe figures in the table also reveal that women
are not favored by the admissions process. Female appli-
cants are slightly less likely to be accepted than male
applicants.

Similar figures for polytechnics are hard to obtain, since
as we have noted, there is no central clearing house for
polytechnic admission. For comparative information be-
tween sectors of higher education, then. \ye are confined to
enrollment figures. These show The proportions of \vomen
steadily increasing over the dec ark both in universities and
in polytechnics,although the fignrc for polytechnics is con-
sistently lower han that for universities. Women co, tinue
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TABU.: 20

Location of Students by SeK

Further Colleges

Educatioh of

Universities (advanced courks). Education......

`lair Female Nlale Female Nlale Female

1965;66 73.5 26,5 76.8 23.2 28.4 71.6

1971/72 70.2 29,8 73,9 26,1 28,4 71:6

l'rl

1972/73 69,1 30.9 72.3 27.7 29.5 70,5 Z

(*)
1973/71 68,0 32,0 70.7 29.3 29.8 70.2 r
1974/75 66,9 33.1 69.2 30.8 27.7 72,3

Source: Crniral Statistical Office >1 icial Trenli, London: IMO, 1976,

z
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to dominate in colleges of education but the figures do not
show any clear trend (Table 201.

Subject differences have an important effect on oppor-
tunities open to girls and are likely to become more. not
less, si5-nificant, at least in the short term. 'danv of the new
colleges of higher education are developing CNA:\ degrees
and diplomas in Arts, Social Sciences and Liberal Studies,
capitalizing on their existing staff and experience. and these
will provide some opportunities for girls provided they
have two 'A' levels. However, the national pressure fair ex-
pansion of science and technology will certainly benefit
men .rt.,ther than women as the current Secretary of State
for Education, Shirley Williams:. pointed out somewhat rue-
fully in a recent speech (Guardian, 10 February, 19771.

It is ironie and'potentially very serious that the growing
interest and concern in the education of women conies at a
time when economic anti demographic factors are liable
not just to militate against its expansion. but potentially to
cut back on what is being curreto.N achieved. The cutback
in teacher training, the emphasis on science and technol-
ogy, the Lfrival of the Dip.11E with its two 'A' level entry,
are all developments 6.1C11 are more likely to disadvantage
than to advantage women.

If the country were to rethink its education of girls and
if the social and psychological climate were to change suffi-
ciently so that it similar proportion of girls as of boys
gained 'A' levels and went on to take a degree, then maybe
we would discover th;t.t. the forecasts of demand in the
eighties would be too low. On current form this seems an
unlikely prospect and a much greater urgency both within
schools and in the country will be needed if women are not
to continue as a minority group on degree courses for at
least the next decade.

The Age Barrier
Mature students have become, both in the U.S. and in
Gret:t. Britain, a group of much interest to administrators
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educationalists, and now inci"asingly to politicians.
They tie seen, in particularts a possible ..l11SW121 to those
1.1111;11Cd pl.R.C, in ( LT( Ntd*Ti areas and in the future as
a possible source of supply of students to rill the places
which will become available in the mid-eiOities as the de-
mographic trends .work their remorseless way through the
education system. Some workers in adult education could
he forgiven for looking at dn..; newly awakened inte,est on
the purl ttl eunkenti,inal unkersitics with a somewhat jaun-
diced eve.

There is little agreement on what constitutes -maturity."
Some institutions class students as. mature at over 23, some
at over 35. Institutions vary ill their entrance requirements
for mature students: some demand standard qualifications;
some set- '.`special" entrance tests and some accept essays.
).lature students are not the homogeneous body that the
widespread use of the term implies.

recent aspiring applicant to it Research Council for a
grant to study mature students in the wished to study
them as people -marginal" to an institution, Ironically,
only 25 ve"Irs ago they would not have been a marginal
case, but rather a very common occurrence in British uni-
versities. The Forces Education Training scheme ensured
that large numbers of mature students front a wide varicty
of backgrounds entered and succeeded ill higher education.
It w'as the younger students xvho were often then more un-
usual. Now the situation is reversed. It seems unlikely that
it was either Lli.. curriculum or the structure of higher
education that %vas changed postwar. It is much more
likely that it was the more, practical questions, such as the
provision of adxquatc financial support, that were the key
to successful sway then. These, allied with their rn,,,ti\-
tion, 'enabled many, adults to catch up on past missed
opportunities.

The important distinction is not the question of what
constitutes maturity, but the distinction between full- and

2,,J'
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part-time study. On the basi.. of the Op.n UniYetsitY expe-
rience we %vould propuse that it may- of be nonacademic
facturs which determine yvhethel )'i MO Matti IV [ 1.16 I t

S [(1 V SUL' S 11 :\ I rj them I I ,( I j C,t( I In m.lrricll

V t 11 dint I IV n and e/fteit h I II )'.4 p )/) ,11)11 ( 1)1,11

jots. IC ( RI, a I it. 11 I I,, ctl,tlrte that they
can study without 1111(11IC stVS, ) 11111'.. spouse .111(1 l';u11i-

lies. Rarely 1%S. this now :I.V1111.11/1C. It ..11) ri2(11111U S(11.11('

of the sets of bureaucratic and academic yet! .ir-
ments %vluch have been de\ eloped, maybe quite , 'I) !II,

priately, for 11111.1(.1' 2k, lout totally inapprupri auk fur
mature students. Some educationalists argue tile ease fur
a different and -relevant- curriculum fur adult students.
We ;Ire not convinced by this argument. On the oilier hand,
the east' fur different structures, regulations, and finance

is (A el whelming.
The normal definition of -matur...- is over 25. Over the

List decade the proportion ut mature students 11111111VCI.S1-

tie, has crept up trum -LW:, in 1967 to in 1973. In
polytechnics the percentages ha\ t been rather higher, cul-

minating in 12.0',') on courses in 1971. In the uni-
versity s,:ctor, each insti,ution determines Its own policy
toward the admission of mature students and the chances

of being accepted thereizit' .11A: 11.1(11.1y. For exan-iple in

1975 mature students formed of the student popu-
lation at Essex compared with only 3.0''';) at Leicester. As a.

generalization, it seems t., he the most pupular universities
that often take the smaller number 01 mature students.

Several universities have shown interest in developing
agreements between themselves and the Open University
to enable mature student's to transfer between them. It is
(Aar that some of the initial interest in these arrangements
was motivated by the desire of those universities to find a
new source of recruits for some (4 their empty places, par-
ticularly in science and technology.

The CNA:\ sets the overall policy for admission of ma-

ture students to polytechnics and is currently engaging in U.
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TABLE 21

Age of FullTime Students in higher Education

in the United Kingdom

Women

1971 1972 1973 1974 1971 1912 1973 1974

liaseall fulliimc

students 283,5 286,1 290,2 289,0 189.9 195,9 205.3 207.1

(10001s1

10.7 10.6 10.3 10,,' 17,0 16,6 15.6 15,5'

tri.

35,8 35,6 35,4 45,0 44,8 43,5 43,2

37,7 36.7 36,8 24,5 24.9 26.7 26.1

25 and over 15.8 11,2 17.6 16,2 13,6 18:7 14,1 14,6 Z

Note: Higher education includes universities, teacher training, and advanced further education.

Source: Central Statistical Office, Social Trends, 1976,
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major review or this policy which may c11 'cod to a
change in their entry requirements. While the number of
full : me migure students in the country is increasing (see

Table 21) thr.. number of part -time students has, with the
exception of the OU, barely increased. Existing universities
have nut been successful in developing part-time courses
vhich have proved attractive to significant numbers of stu-
dents. they appear to-) have been more concerned to bend
mature students to their existing structure and courses
than to change the form ()I' the courses to) Meet the needs
of the students.. And, surprisingly, it is only relatively re-
cently that th polytechnic sector has started to increase
it' the, itrses significantly.

overcome. It is difficult to
undec,t,,1 ,.entional institutions arc so
reluctant h) change then nalms. It is obviously far cheaper
for adults to study hart -time, .tIthottgh it is nut necessarily
easier in terms of their personal life. The more people who
can be encouraged and enabled,to study part-time, the bet-
ter it is likely to be for the country. If, on the other hand,

all that existing institutions .arc prepared to do is to) admit
adult students on the institittion's'own "irrelevant" terms,
then it vill not_be surprising if many potentially very valu-
able students decide not to apply.

'The experience of the Open University has shown clearly
that there is a large ancl continuing demand from adult stu-
dents to study at degree le el part-time if the opportunity
is provided in an "ac essible"vity. It is highly unlikeiy that
the majority of these will ever be prepared or interested in

studying full-time. Figitre 5 shows the number of appli-
cants, provisionally, registered and finally registered sin-
den'ts to the Open University over the last few years. The
demand has consistently been higher than the university
has been able to Meet, and although increased fees ancl the

current economic climate appear to have been the cause of

a downturn in 1977, the number of applicants was still
over -11,000.
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FIGURE 5
Applications for Open University Places,

Provisionally and Finally Registered Students*
1971-1977
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S,,urce: Open University Statistics,

2
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Of course OU students cover a wider age range and are
on average older than mature students in conventional uni-
versifies. The median age ()int ,v students in 1976 was 32-
and the mean age was 36. The mean age is very similar to
that of other comparable institutions Everyman's Univer-
sity in Israel has an average age of 32 and Empire State
University in New York is similar. The OU has no upward
barrier on age at all, and continues to attract significant
numbers of older students, as Figure 6 shows. Students of
over 80 have already graduated.

Some OU students find after starting their studies that
they are motivated .enough to wish to switch to full-time
study. Maw; universities and 1)0h:technics have, accepted
OU students on an individual basis either for entry to the
beginning of a degree course, increasingly giving them
advanced entry ,hg of the secOnd year. One

polytechnic al. 1' students direct into the
second .(..11 .q '., COM' In !976.
Lancaster, the first university to sign a reciprocal arrange-
ment with the OU,, has taken in over 60 OU students, sev-
eral of whom have now graduated. Reciprocal arrange-
ments have now been concluded with several universities
and as such interchange becomes more widespread; the tra-
ditional rules about entry for other mature students may
well also have to be reconsidered. Certainly the CNAA, as
noted earlier,,is now undertaking a major review of its pol-

icy Concerning the admission of mature students. At the
same time the CNAA and the OU have negotiated an over-
all agreement for transferability between the two sectors
which, given the numbers involved, cannot but have a ma-
jor effect on the whole higher education system, particu-
larly as it affects mature students.

Similar discussions are being held with the Committee of
Vice-Chancellors and Principals,, but the tradition of uni-

versity autonomy dies hard and it will be more difficult to
achieve guidelines covering the university sector since each
individual Sen.,oc has to consickr the question for itself.
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The real pressure for. change here will undoubtedly be
the same as that which has already been felt in the U.S. In
the mid-I980s when the size of the conventional age group'
has dropped dramatically, the attraction of mature stu-
dents as an alternative clientele will prove irresistible..I adg-
Mg by the experience of the 01; to date, it will be neces-
sary for conventional institutions to change their structures
and become more flexible if they arc to meet the needs of
mature students adequately. If universities continue to as-
sume that it is the mature students who have to change to
fit pre-existing structures, then many potential students
will continue to find their way barred.

By admitting students of all ages and, perhaps. more im-
portantly, by demanding no entry qualifications, the Open
University represents an attempt to create an establishment
based on l'eave's "individual-centered interpretation" cif
educational opportunity within a system which, in varying
degrees, contains the two other ideologies as well. In this
model, education is no longer seen as a sequential process
with pupils feeding directly into higher education having
followed. specific school "tracking", systems, but rather
may be taken up whenever the individual perceives the
need: To judge the success of the OU in introducing greater
equality of opportunity in higher education in this context
we ..must look at the nature of its students and their
'performance.

The OU has undoubtedly fulfilled a compensatory role
in that it has admitted many students without the nornial
minimum university entrance requircmf.:nts. In 1971, 29
percent.of the new students did not possess two.`11" levels
O'r them equivalent; by 1975 this lifidrisen to.43 percent. In
1975, one in ten of the new students possessed no public
certificates whatsoever. Preliminary figures from a survey
of new entrants in 1975 indicate that.a quarter of the stu-
dents held no qualifications at the time they left school.

If we classify OU students by theft father's occupation
we find that over half come from Working-class homes-and

2 1 0
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an additional f28 percent of the Fathers were htroutine non-
manual occqpittions. This is a dramatic. improvement On
the situation/in conventional universities as outlined earlier.
When''we look at students' own occupations the 01: does
not appear: to have done so well, with only 5 percent of
working students in 1971 being in manual occupations.
However, /by 1976 this had risen to 10 percent For new
students....

What ihese analyses revealed is that the majority of OU-
students/ have been upwardly mobile. Although starting
froM working-class backgrounds, over one half had at-
tended /a selective grammar school and large numbers went
directly into teaching or some other white collar job. Nlany
used part of the intervening period between school and en-
try to a degree level course to y,aio lii ! pt

ednt Ational qualifications in thi di( sec-
tor, thereby in addition achieving a great deal of intragen-
eratiunal occupational mobility. If the OU is to become.
.truly "open'," more attention must be paid to those With
low/ educational qualilations and "shop-floor workers."
These groups are less likely to have heard orthe OU, they

more likely not to apply having made an initial inquiry,
and they are more likely to decline the offer of a place.
Also, ,although many people in.these groups havesucceSs-
fully graduated from the they find studying moredit-
ficult and fa: less well than other students, especially in
their firs( Veal .26
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The new Labour gpvernment of 1964 had been faced with

the problem of meeting the growing demand for higher
education while the country was experiencing a long -term.
economic crisis. It is all the more surprising, therefore', that
it was during this period that the Open University, Perhaps

the most significant development in higher education hi
the 1960s, was planned and came into being.' Harold
Wilson first outlined his plans for such a university in .1963

in a pre-election campaign speech.`' In 1965 Mr. Wilson, as ,

Prime Minister, put the project into the hands of Jennie
Lee, Minister of Arts. It is now. generally acknowledged
that it was to a large extent her dedicatea efforts which
overcame. the scepticism about the university in the

Department of EdUcation, in the 'universities, among

and among adult educators. The Open Univel-sity was

granted its charter in 1969 and the . first. 24,000

undergraduates began their studies in 1971.
In the words of the Planning Committee, the,objects Of

The Open University were to be:

"to provide opportunities,. at both undergraduate and .

post-graduate levels, of ..higher education to all those,
who for any reasititi, hale been or are being precluded

from achieving their aims through. an existing
institution of higher education." 3
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By requiring no entrance quali!'ications and by allowing
adults to combine degree-level study \vith full-time work,
the Open University was to be a uni\ ersity of the second
chance. It ',vas designe d to help those people who were
fully capable of obtaMing a degree bat who lacked the nec-
essary entrance requirements, or had been born too early
to 1_)nefit. from the post-Robbins expansion in higher
education, or were currently being barred from entry duc.
to the grei.it competition for places. The UniversitY was
not designed to be in competition with other universities

.. and it set out specifically to meet the needs ()I' adult
students.

I t was decided that 21, the age of majority at-that time,
would therefore be the appropriate lower age limit. (This
requirement would be waived in exceptional circumstances
tor younger pplicants who were unable to go to conven-
tional universities for reasons of physial.disability, or early
marriage am( young children.) Several reasons lav, behind
this decision.

First, it was felt that -to follow zi course of study in iso-
lation demanded qualities (..)1. maturity that would usually
be lacking in people as young as 18..1. Second, it Nr,ts felt.
that what the Open University .c(mlil offer, although intel-
lectually of a high level, could odly be a second best in
terms of personal zinc! sL':)cial experience for people aged un-
der 21.. with all that it,has to Her in
the way of so( nil life..and the stimulation 011 colleagues
in the case...(4 those in employment, a sandwiefl course or
day rcleast;, would almost zilways.he preferable .tor peril!()
in this age group. Third, students who had tried and failed
to get into conventional universities or polytechnics might
end up al*Ijhe Open University as a last resort. Such stu-
dents mighT., be embittered and disillusioned and would
therefore lack the right sort of mottyation. Finally, the
University was anxious,'not to appear to enter intv compe-
tition .\vith other institutions for students of The
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cooperation of these institutions was necessary to provide
the part-time staff and the space needed for study Centers

and summer schools.
Nlany influential members of the Conservative Party

were hostile to, the idea of an Opim University and when
the Conservatives returned to power in the summer of 1970
there was a strong possibility that the whole project would
he cancelled. 110\N/ever, Margaret "Matcher, then Secretary

of State for.Education, decided to approve the government
grant, albeit at a lower level than had been anticipated and
stipulating a lower plateau of student numbers than- the
University had been planning for. She also requested the
University to say what contribution it felt it could make to
the provision of higher education in the future.

It is important to place this suggestion in the context of
the higher education scene at that time. In the early 1970s

the demand for higher cducatith; was still rising and it was

too early for demographers and civil servants to be clear
that the downturn in the birthrate from 1965 onwards was
going to be a continuing trend. The' possibility that the
Open. University might have some role to .play in the edu-

cation of school leavers was indeed mentioned by the then
Prime Nlinister Harold Wilson in his speech at the Open
1-,;.'Aiversitly.'s charter c'eremony in 1969.5 The fact that the
suggesdon Was pursued by a Conservative government as
41emand continued to increase and resources became scarce-

should not have been surprising.
The Senate of the Uniyk.sity did not on the whole re-

ceive the suggestion favorably. 'the 'possibility that the ex-
periment could' haVc been conceived in a genuine spirit of
educational curiosity was not considered. Combined as it
was with a reduction in. the planned budget and in the
planned student numbers, it was seen by mans.' members of
OU staff very much as a political act of the then Govern-

ment whose attitUde towards the OU continued to remain
unclear for some time.

2 I
:
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In its initial_ response the Open University made it 'very
clear that any tontr:bution which it couid make would
best be made in combination with other institutions of
higher education. A detailed plan was put forward as to
how students at a college of education could combine their..
normal studies \vith Open University courses so as to ob-
tain a degree as well as their Certificate of Education. It
was also felt that such integrated combinations could be
adapted to the different .situations pertaining tn polytech-
nics and univcrsities. Another possibility 'which was put
forward -was for a sandwich system. Under such a scheme
students would continue their studies through the Open
Univ6rsity while working full time. This could be before
completing their degree at a conventional polytechnic or
university or after an initial one or twn years in such an
institution. These ideas received some support from the
government and in fact a pilot scheme involving a college
of education was set up and is still proceeding today. How-
ever, initial interest really. focussed on the question of the
direct admission of qualified school leavers.

After. prolonged discussion the Open University said
that it was prepared to admit 18 Year-olds on an experi-
mental basis, provided that. unqualified youngcr students
were also included. Consequently a pilot scheme was

, , r.agreed upint whereby the Universitywould admit 'we. hun-
dred 18 to 21 Year-Olds in February 1974 and a further five
hundred in li.ebruary 1975. (Subsequently it was.decided
ti) admit a third and final intake in 1976.) Both intakes
were to comprise two groups, each of two hundred and
fifty, one grouli. having two 'A' levels or:1-1''eir. equivalent
and the other group without thesequalifications,,the mini-
muta entrance requirements for higher edit-cation. A five-
year research project was designed to monitor their prog-
ress, to test to what extent the Open University is suitable
for 'younger students, and to estimate the level and nature
of the demand for Opeh University places from this age
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group. This project will be completed by the end of 1978,
but some initial findings arc now available.6

The Level and Nature of the Demand
from Younger Students
Assessing the level and nature of the demand from this age
group presents its own special. problems. First, demand will
depend in part upon the level of knowledge and awareness
among the relevant population as to the opportunities
available. As a great numbr of people in the 18 to 20 age
group have not heard of the Oper University itself,- let
alone the special pilot scheme, it is likely that the number
of applications from this age group could be raised sub-
stantially by the use of more publicity aimed dirctly at
them. As it was, the limited publicity for the scheme re-
sulted in approximately one thousand applicants in each of
the three years. It is from their background and .their be-
havior as applicants that one can derive certain hypotheses
as to demand.

Only 43 percent of the younger applicants actually reg-
istered as students. This heavy withdrawal was purely vol-
untar,y as the Open University offered places to all, those
who had completed the application procedure. About 30
percent of the applicants each year, despite a reminder, did
not return a card confirming their academic qualifications
in the .shmnicr after 'A' level results were available and
therefore their applications lapsed. As it result it proved
possible to offer a place to all the remaining applicants.
However, some 35 percent of these declined the offer.of a
place. The true level of demand from this age group would
seem to be substantially lower than the numberof applica-
tions would suggest. One suspects that any increased pub-
licity designed ,to- attract more younger applicants might
indeed result in. many More applications but these would
not necessarily result in more places.being accepted. For a
great -variety of social, domestic, financial, work and
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academic reasons these younger applicants come to realize
that the Open University teaching system Is not suitable
for them, or that some other mode of education is more
suitable, ur is imlec -1 available.

Vho Are the Younger Students?

The characteristics of the younger students in the pilot
scheme arc verY important. They simultaneously
show us who was attracted by the scheme and limit the
extenr to which we can generalize our research findings.

The younger students did not turn out in fact to be as
young as expected. In each intake slightly over one half
were aged 20 when they be ;an their studies, one third
were aged 19, and only one in seven was aged 18. Also, al-
though it was the intention that one half should be "quali-
fied" and one half "unqualified," only one third of the
younger students in each year held two 'A' levels or their
equivalent.

It had been expected that the scheme might attract
school leavers who (a) were falling hack on the OU, having
tailed to gait, entry to a conventional university, or (b)
were %veil qualified, but actually preferred to study with
the OU. In reality only 4 percent of the 1975 intake had
left school in the previous year and only 8 percent had
applied fur a place on another course as well as for the OU.
Those with good qualifications who did apply had quite
often attempted and failed to complete some other form
of higher education, or had been prevented from entering
it due to personal or domestic circumstances. By and large
they were not unsuccessful qnclidates from UCCA, the
national scheme for admission-4-6 university.

The absence of school leavers is interesting. Although
schools were circulated with details of the scheme it is not
certain whether the information got through to pupils or,
if it did so, whether teachers encouraged participation in
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Open University and conventional universities there is a
strong possibility that many' in their last Year at school
would have arranged their route into higher education be-
fore the application period for the Open University had
really begun. Also it must be remembered that although
the experiment was conceived at a time when national de-
mand for higher education was relatively high the earlY

70s, by the time die experiment took place in 1974 and
1975, demand had dropped substantially and indeed va-

cant places were becoming a greater cause for concern.

Not surprisingly the occupational distribution of

younger students was unlike that of older OU students.
Taking 1975 as an example, teachers formed a sizeable

proportion (26%) of the older student group. The numbers

among younger students were of course negligible. Almost

a third (32%) of the Younger group were contained under
the heading "Clerical and office workers." This far exceeds
the figure of 11 percent for older students, told also For
younger people nationally. They tended to be junior civil
servants (clerical officers, income tax officers, etc.) latherii;ff,
than typists and secretaries, and were Often receiving finan-
cial support for their studies from their employer. "Tech-
nical personnel" formed the next largest group of younger,
students, constituting some 10 percent in each of the three
years. Housewives formed 17 percent of the first intake
but only 9 percent in 1976.

Women outnumbered men in the first intake of younger
students but the opposite was true in 1975 and 1976. This

was mainly accounted fur by the drop in the number of

housewives. Despite this the 1976 intake included propor-
tionately more women (48%) among the younger students
than among the (Ars older students (42%).

Almost half of the Female younger students were mar-
ried compared with one in twenty of the men. Of these
married women almost two thirds were housewives with

-------Fizi1T1-riltdren. Some 1111-very high 'A' level qualifications

2 cl
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but had chosen marriage instead of higher education or a
career on leaving school. Others had withdrawn from
higher education to get married.

Each intake of younger students contained a small num-
ber of physically handicapped people. The Open Univer-
sity has always felt a duty to admit younger applicants
who were prevented from attending a full-time.institution
and so these people would have gained a place regardless of
the pilot scheme. Nevertheless, their progress is being fol-
lowed with special interest.

The Progress of/the Younger Students
In general the younger Open University. students have not
fared as well as their older counterparts. New Open Univer-
sity students pay an initial "provisional registration" fee
which entitles them to receive the first three months teach-
ing material. If they decide to continue they pay the "final
registration" fee and then receive course material up till
the end of the academic year. Each year some 25 percent
of the provisionally registered students decide not to pay
the final registration fee. However, for each year of -the__
pilot scheme, the corresponding figure for younger stu-
dents has been close to 40 percent. The youngest group of
regular OU students, those aged 21 to 25, have always
withdrawn in greater numbers during the provisional regis-
tration period and the figures for those aged under 21
would merely seem to follow an existing trend.

Of those younger students who did proceed to final reg-
istration, some 38 percent failed to .obtain a course credit
at the end of the year. This figure includes students who
either (a) "failed" academically, (b) wrote in to withdraw,
(c) did not fulfill their summer school requirements, and
(d) did not turn Lip for the exam: Overall they fared much
worse than-, students aged over 21, for whom the corre-
sponding figure is only 20 percent. However, those in the
older age ranges were also less likely to obtain a course
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credit. Those aged over 65 fared as badh as those aged un-

der 21.
Once they have successfully cleared the first year bar-

rier, the younger students seem to continue with their
studies at the same rate as older students. Those who do
continue attempt as many credits per year as older stu-
dents

still studying in
at the same rate. (Both groupsdents and also gin credits

1976, had so far gained an average of 1.8 credits towards
their dcgrees../ however, the younger students do not pro-

gress as quickly towards their degree due to the On
credit exemption policy. Credit exemptions are awarded
for successfully completed years of higher education out-
side the OU and inevitably few of the younger students
have ohtained any. It will, therefore, take younger
students longer on average to complete a degree than older

students.

The Progress of'the Younger Students
Although work on an explanatory model of success and
failure is still in its early stages, we can already distinguish
certain groups of younger students who fared very well or

very badly with their OU studies.
As one might have expected the "qualified" group make

better progress than the "unqualified" group. For instance,
taking the 1974 intake of finally registered younger stu-
dents, 63 percent of the "qualified" group were.still study-

ing in 1976 Compared with only 43 percent of the
"unqualified" group. Female younger students arc staying
in the system longer than men..Of the 1974 intake, 59 per-
cent of the women were still studying in 1976 as opposed
to 41 percent of the men. If we consider sex and qualifica-
tions together, them "qualified" men are the least success-'..

fed. 'Liking the 1974 intake once more, 71 percent of the
"qualified" women were still studying in 1976 and Only 35

percent of the "unqualified" men.

2"
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However, in the context of the Open University "sur-
vival" cannot always be equated with "success" and simi-
larly withdrawal is not necessarily a sign of failure. For
instance, there are sinAl but significant numbers of stu-
dents who continue to register for courses without ever ob-
taining any course credits. On the other hand there are also
students who use their Open University credits to gain ad-
mission to, and possibly advanced standing on, full time
course's at conventional institutions of higher education.
Subsequent analyses will obviously require more sophisti-
cated definitions of such terms as "success" and "academic
progress."

It is clear that the Open University is providing a suc-
cessful route to a degree for some younger students. How-
ever, taken as a group, it appears to be harder for younger
people to succeed. As 'a result of the present study it
should be possible to derive predictive indices which could
be used to indicate applicants with a high probability of
success. It has already been shown that previous educa-
tional qualifications, while being related to performance,
are by no means perfect predictors. This is because on the
one hand such qualifications are often not true reflections
of ability. (lite to "accidents" of secondary education, and
on the.other hand successful study at the Open University
requires far more than just ability. The whole study en-
vironment and the reasons for studying assume a much
greater importance than in the case of a conventional
university.

The younger students who were attracted to the scheme
were not choosing the Open University instead of a full-
tiMe 'degree course. The latter was unavailable to the
majority due to their lack of qualifications, to others due
to their family obligations, and to some because they did
not wish to give. up their career or their financial indepen-
dence. There would seem to be little demand from school
leavers choosing work plus the Open University in

tJ
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preference to a conventional university. It school leavers
were 'directed to the Open University against their will,
then one indeed would doubt whether they would bring
with them the positive attitudes required for successful

study.
Finally, one would doubt whether the majority of

school leavers could successfully make the transition from
school to full-tin work and also take on an Open Univer-

sity course at the same time. SUCC14SSIIII younger students
in the pilot scheme tend to be settled in jobs or marriage
or both. Changes of address, jobs, marital status, etc. on
the other hand are frequently cited as reasons f,>- with-

drawal. In fact the main conclusion in the final report may

well be that student withdrawal is largely caused by
changes in personal and job circumstances and that these
changes occur inure frequently it. 1.1e 18 to 20 age group.

In Conclusion
Since the inceptii-ku of the pilot scheme the Labour Party,
with its commitment to the basic aims of the Open Univer-
sity, has resumed power. At the sank time the drop in
demand for higher education and the fall in the birthrate
had appeared to have led to a decline in interest in the re-

sults of the scheme. However, it is possible that the plan-
,

ners may be confounded and that current trends in the

demand for higher education may change. A major
"bulge" in the population of 18 year-olds will occur at the

end of this decade and possibly again at the turn of the
century. Rather than attempting to: re-open colleges Of
education now being closed, or building new institutions,

the Open University might be considered as an alternative
means to meet these temporary peaks in demand. Alterna-

tively, if Britain were to move towards a "mass" rather
titan "elitist" system of higher education, then Open Uni
versity teaching methods, either used separately or as part

of an integrated course of study, might well be necessary
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to help meet the costs of such a development. Finally.
whatever the developments in Britain, the results of- the
younger students' pilot scheme will be of great interna-
tional interest, especially, in developing countries.
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The Colleges of Education
When the history of higher education over this time period
is written, the reorganization of the colleges 'of education
is likely'to emerge as one of the most significant happen-
ings. Contemporary commentators differ in their interpre-
tations.4 how it has happened and how it has been hang
Bled, but there is no escaping the sheer scale of the
operation, and the speed with which major ship s in policy
and planning have occurred.

In the late 1950s it was clear that the demand for
teachers in the next dr,:acle had been seriously underesti-
mated. By 1964, when the Government was belatedly im-

plementing the massive expansion of teacher training to
meet the shortage of teachers, the birthrate had already
reached its peak, and since then has continued to decline.
Inevitably .it took some years for forecasters to realize that
the decline was likely to be of a more permanent nature
than heretofore. In 1964, the peak year, the birthrate was
18.6 'per thousand population. By 1975 this had dropped
to 12.1 per thousand' in England and .Wales, the lowest
figure since 1933. The' DES 'currently forecasts a fall of
some 600,000 at school over the next five years, the
equivalent of at least 25,000 teachers' jobs. They haVe
b6en much criticized for inadequate planning. This criti-
cism is 'misplaced. As Gerry Fowler, then MiniSter of State
at the DES,' commented:1 "FirSt, governments do not yet

231 2.2 U
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control the birthrate. Nor tan they forecast it with preci-
sion.' Ile coneluded -no greater sin had been committed
than to confuse projections from existing trends with
forecasts fur the future.-

The publication of the White Pai)er, Educt'ttiuti: .1

Fraincuwrk for ExminNimt,2 in Deccinhcr 1971 %vas tilt.
first public indication that there might need to be substan-
tial cuts in teacher training. The White Papei-...made it quite
clear that an independent third sector would not continue,
and that a strengthening of the public sector was proposed.
It proposed a merger in the oublic sector of polytechnics
aced colleges of further education. The emphasis of the
Whim 'Paper, as its title suggested, was, however, still on
expansion. ..I.110 hidden agenda, that many colleges would
have to close, was not 'brought out into the open.

The ,Jamvs Report3 had attempted to lay down a rat-
tern ho the reorganitation of teacher training and its aca-
demic future. It rude firm proposals for a consecutive pat-
tern, of teachcf. training, either in the him of a degree
followed a year's professional training or iii the form of
a new P.co-Year general qualification-to be called the
Diploma in Higher Education, to be followed by a further
two Nears to qualify. for a professional degree. 'rhat degree:.
was lot to be awarded until the teacher had successfully
cou.'oleted an induc'tion Year, and all teachers were to In'
released for one term in every seven years for in-service
training. Perhaps its most significant recommendation was-.,
to end the t-aining-of teachers in mc.notechnic institutions
by combining it with the training e social workers, other
professional people and more general liberal arts provision.
The key to this was to be the new Dip.IIE, which we dis-
cuss in more detail in the next paragraph. Implicit in these
recommendations therefore was the likely demise of those
monotechnic institutions which were ttot viable on their
own or could not easily be merged.
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The acceptance of this recommendation by government
has undoubtedly. shaped the way the reorganixation has
taken place. However, since the government of education
in England and Wales is a partnership and among the part-

ners ale local education authorities who have traditionally
played -a very significant role in this area, as have the
churches, the final outcome inevitably represents a degree

of comproMise On all sides.
Even so, the sheer impact of the numbers had not been

foreseen. The White Paper showed that numbers on
teacher training courses would need to fall from a maxi-
mum of 114,000 to between 75,000 and 85,000 initial and
in-service. places by 1981. This was followed rapidly by a
DIES circular4 which asked local authorities and voluntary
bodies for their plans for all the institutions within their
remit tobe formalized by April 10-74. It was not a propi-
tious time for such a request since local authorities Were:
themselves in the midst of a 'reorganization. 'the strict
timetable the Department laid down could not be adhered

to. As discussions continued, so new. calculations were
made, the economic crisis deepened, and above all the

birthrate continued to drop.
The first change to the numbers was made in NIarch

1975, in .a DES report entitled Teachers for the P,30s.5.
This indicated that the Government now estimated that
between 20,00,0 and 30,000 fewer teachers were required

in 1981 than the 1972 White Paper had estimated, re-
ducing the total required for teacher training outside the
universities to 60,000. The immediate effect was to add 2,5
mole colleges to the five already on the closure list. The
amazing chops and changes in policy over the next two
years-have been well documented. by David Hencke.6

By the summer of 1976 a DES, paper to the AdvisUry

Committee on the Supply aml :Training of Tcath:. :3 dis-
closed that the number of places planned for was being
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reduced to 57,000. By November 1976 reports were
emerging of a further cut to 45,000 places. In the event
this report was confirmed and the beginning o' 1977 saw
the publication of official proposals by the current Minis-
ter, Shirley Williams, Vilich ..111)k cd the possible closure
of a further tWt-MtV colleges. Several months of discussion
and representations finally culMinated in an agreed list of
closures announced in July 1977. Commentators have
described the profess variously as -traumai-R., and
lYptiel- The final number of colleges to be closet! is four-
teen. This is not the place to discuss the whys and where-
fores of college reorganization. Suffice it to say that such a
major reorganization taking place in such a relatively un-
planned way is bound to have unplanned results. It is diffi-
cult to speculate about these, particularly in the long term.
In the short term, it does seem likely that if the,niajor re-
placement of opportunities is through the Dip:11F,, the
opportunities for women may suffer unless, as Shirley
Williams' recently suggested, girls with only one `A' level
are rapidly encouraged to enter Higher National Diploma
courses in subjects they have not traditionally chosen!

. I he effect on the teaching profession will be dramatic,
and the short term effects will not be beneficial. Many.
teachers will become redundant. A shrinking ,Profession
will age and there will be fewer promotion opportunities.
In the longer term, however, the quality of entrants should
improve and there should be more stability of teachers.
With the commitment of the government to making teach-
ing a ;:irofession, ill- service training will become increas-
ingly significant since recent 'forecasts shoW that even in
the mid-80s it is still likely that fewer than three in teh.
teachers will he a graduate.8 It may not be very attractive
as a pr.id.cssion to new entrants particularly since it seenis
to have become a political Ioothall.

TakiRg the longer view\ however, it is obviously desir
able f..,)r teaching to becoMe a gradhate profession and for _
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potential teachers not to be trained in isolation from other
professions. Provided the opportunities for higher educa-
tion through teacher training are replaced by opportunities
for other forms of higher education, the short-term price
may 1w worth paving. If all the institutions .,ire closed and
there is a general reduction in higher education opportuni-
ties then educational planners will have been shortsighted.

The Diploma of Higher Education and
Transferability of Credit
A discussion of this area would not be complete without
some consideration of the genesis and future role Of the
Diploma or Higher Education.. Although it emerged as a
specific-prbposal in the-James Report on teacher training in
1972,9 and l'as therefore continued to be inextricably
linked with the discussion of the future of teacher training,
it was originally mooted in September 1969. Shirley Wil-
liams,. fhen Minister of State for Education, suggested to
the Chairman of the University Grants Committee and
some Vice-Chancellors a number of ways in which the cost
per head of university education could be reduced. These
later became known as the "thirteen points" and included
among them was the proposal that some students should
take different courses lasting only two years, leading to a
different qualification from traditional degrees. It was sug-
gested that there were many students who wished to go on
to higher education but for whom a two year qualification
might well be more approprine. This is the pattern found
in many countries, notably the U.S., where two and four
year qualifications are more 'common. The suggestion at
that. time was not linked to the reorganization of teacher
training and clearly was not looked.at in that way.

The James Committee, as we havenoted, had attempted
to provide a blueprint for the academic future of teacher
training. It laid down firm proposals-for a consecutive pat-
tern of teacher training, either in the form of a degree
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followed by a V car's professional training or by taking a
new general qualificationto he called the Diploma of
Higher Education. This could he terminal in nature fin
some students, or could lead on to further qualifications of
one Or two years in length at Ordinary or II hours Degree
level. Thes,.: higher qualifications could either be provided
through the same institution or students could transfer to
other institutions. Transfers could either be made strai-ght
away or could be delayed. From the point i)fyiew of man-
power planning, it would be easier for the country to re-
train or divert partially trained people to other=occupa-
tions. If the current pessimistic for. casts proved wrong and
the country becanie short of teachers again, there would,
for example, be a pool of people available for fairly easy
conversion. The main objective of the new Diploma as it
was ultimately introduced was not to provide-a new quali-
fication to be' more cost effective, nor to provide an addi-
tional opportunity for higher education for a new student
population. It was almost entirely related to the possible
restructuring of teacher training.

It is still too early to assess the impact of the Diploma.
No clear Government directive about its introduction :was
made find it was left to individual institutions to break new
ground. Two institutions, North List London l!ilytechnic
and Bulmershe College of Higher Education were particu-
ku-ly adventurous and mounted Diploma courses in 1974,
which have alre'ady produced their first small number of
graduates. Seventy-seven courses have now been approved
by the CNA1\ in nearly forty colleges or polytechnics. The
Government, which had adopted a rather passive attitude
initially, changed by the Spring of 1976 to a more positive
stance of promoting the newDtp15.;ma.10

Inevitably the Majority orthe present Diploma- courses
have so far been in former colleges of education. Many of
these. colleges .ciie small, and the range of post-Diploma
offerings that they themselves are able to make available is
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bound to be ihnited by their sift- and by the sort of facili-
ties and staff they have. Hay has already been made of the
type of courses, both Diploma and Degree, that .ire being
proposo i. It is tai .easier fur colleges tot move straight into
Liberal Arts courses than to face the challenge of respond-

ing to the country's more urgent needs, particularly when

it: is not government policy to direct coliegePpositively
into particular deed, of work.

While some colle,es can make adequate provision for
those students who wish to continue in the same institu-

tion beyond the Diploma stage, other colleges \ill not be
able to, and mane students may either prefer a change or
find it necessary or preferable to go.) into paid employment
and part-time sunk.. Thc reaction of "receiving" insti;u-
tions to student, who wish to transfer will be of key signif-

icance in this respect. A leader in The Times Higher
Education Sulydemcoll noi.ed "The wort possible reac-

tion would be une which aLepts the diploma as equivalent
to the first tw() years of a degree in principle, but hedges
this qualification around with so many qualifications and
caseates that few actual students will be able to transfer."

The CNAA, as the validator of these courses, took an
early initiative to discuss the problems involved for stu-

1dents and institutions ill such developments. 9

The Open University from its inception haS ,ad a partic-

ular commitment to the notion of transfertbilitv. The
Vice-Chancellor is on record as saying that the University

was "determined to act as a catalyst for credit transfer in
Great Briiain."13 The credit structure :ulopt,..d by the Ot.'
was at that time unrisual in Great Britain. Modular degrees
are .now being developed on an increasing scale, particu-
larly in pol ytechnics. Nobody expected that other institu-
tions would change their traditions quickly.

By 1976, however, the OU had already rk'egotiated recip-

rocal agr'eernents for transferability with' Five universities

and with one college of higher education. The stimulus of
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the CNAA's discussions on the Diploma, the increasing
number of students anxious to move between the OU and
conventional institutions and the growth of modular
courses have all combined u, increase the pressure for
transferability across the country. Two recent develop-
ments in this area are likely to be of particular significance.
The CNAA and the OU had been holding discussions on
transferability for sonic time and in July 1977 concluded
an agreement enabling general transferability between stu-
dents on CNAA validated courses and the Open University.

The significance of this agreement, covering as it does
over 100,000 students on CNA:1 validated courses and
over 60,000 Open University students, and also enabling in-
terchange between full and part time study is likely to be
very great. In parallel, the DES has taken the initiative in
calling together all parties in further and higher education
interested in the problem of transferability, to discuss the
feasibility of setting up an educational credit transfer
agency to provide information to students on the negotizt-
bility of their qualifications. A feasibility study is to 'be
commissioned urgently. Both of these moves are likely to
improve real access within the education system, partial-
larly for mature students.

'AceessThe Futtire?
Crystal ball gazing in this area is not easy. Even as we
write, demand for places in universities and polytechnics is
increasing again. Applications for 1976 and 1977 both
showed an increase over the previous year of around 6 per-
cent. Current UCCA forecasts indicate a smaller increase in
home applications for .1978 of around 2 percent. While
some of this increase can obviously be attributed to (4cm..c.).7.,...
graphic trends,. it. does appear that there may also be an
increase in the percentage of school leavers with two 'A'
level pasws. There was certainly a significant increase in
absolute ,numbers in 1976, the numbers topping 90,000
for the first time. There has also been a small increase in
the transfer rate ui higher education in the last two years.
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One suggested reason for this is increasing unemployment
among the young. :

The 18 year 01(1 population peaks in 1982. This bulge
combined with a steady, or possibly slowly increasing qual-
ification aud t!ansfer rate, is likely to ensure that demand
for higher education remains reasonably buoyant through
most of the eighties. However, Shirley Williams in a recent
speech made it quite clear that planners expected a sharp
decline in the numbers entering higher education in the
1990s.14 In the same speech she confirmed that despite col-
lege of education reorganization there had been no fall in
the numbers of girls entering higher education in 1976.
She 'pointed out that there was a wide range of courses
available to them, including engineering and other subjects
which arc traditionally male preserves And in the univer-
sities, she noted, there were, 41976, 20,000 unfilled sci-
ence places. It does seem a little sanguine to suppose that
the mere availability of such places is enough encourage-
ment for girls tb change their traditional routes into higher
education. It is likely that some more positive encourage-

ment will be needed if girls arc not to continue to be disad-

vantaged in higher education.
The 1972 White Paper.hadplanned_foran-equal share of

numbers between the universities and the polytechnics by
1981. Current government proposals'do not adhere to that
plan, and propose that -universities should be allowed to in-

crease to 310,000 while.advanced further education places.\in polytechnics and colleges are to be pegged at 250,000.
This disparity is almost exclusively a Consequence of the
&tstic cutbacks in initial teacher training, It is perhaps a
little ionic -that., despite-the- fluctuations during the inter-
vening ..,ars, the -Robbins' target of 560,000 places in
higher eclaition will now be achieved only one year later
than the OriO -nal proposal. .

In the short\t\erm, higher education faces a particularly
difficult few yearn which the demographic pressure will
hit hardest at a times when increased resources arc not

2. .;
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likely to be available fur higher education. Even if money
was available-in the country it is nut likely that any gov-
ernment would invest in bricks and nnortar for the last
bulge at present in sight. Current governmnt policy as
recommended by the Central Policy ReView Staff is one of
"tunnelling through"a graphic description of coping with
the temporary increase in numbers with little in the way of
extra facilities. By November 197415 the then Minister of
State, Lord Crowther-llunt, had indicated publicly the
nature of the problems that were to occur at the end of
the decade. It now seem:. possible that government, in pro-
posing the experimental intake of under 21 students to the
Open University, may well have had in mind the possibility
that the OU might have been "able to play a role in relieving
part (.,1 the on-off pressure on higher education over this
time period.

In the medium term, the mid-80s, the peak of demand
will have passed through higher education, and the situa-
tion will seem much easier. This relief is likely to bj short-
lived. The decline in the birthrate is likely to be as
dramatic in its impact as it has been on other sectors of
higher education. Will this impact he negative in its effect
or does the educational system in England and Waleshave
the capacity to respond at all levels constructively to the
challenge presented to it?

It would be possible for government to breathe a sigh of
relief, close down the unneeded places and divert the re-
sonrces to Other infinitely worthwhile projects. This would
he to accept .in perpetuity the notion of an elite system of
higher education as being the most appropriate for the
country. It would be to deny the experience of an in-
creasing number of other countries where opportunities
for postschool education have been opened to much larger
fractions of the population. The step to be taken is not a
large one, after all. The Open University has shown that
many adults, screened out through the traditional system,
are able to study successfully at degree level.

9
0
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Fundamental changes will have to be made in the educa-
tional system both below and at degree level. The most sig-
nificant difference between this country alid many other
Western countries is the numbers of children who leave full
time education early and well before the age or eighteen.
The "16-19's" age group is increasingly being recognized

as the major Priority area, particularly by the Labour gov-
ernment.' It has recently been described in a Times Higher
Education Supplement leader as "the last area of expan-

sion the English educational system will see.in our life-
time."16As so often, it is possible:to argue that advances in

this area are being prompted not by altruistic reasons of
educational desirability, but by adverse economic pres-
sure's. It is ironically not the DES which has proposed
major new initiatives in the area but the recently set up
Manpower Services'Commission (1175) responsible to the.
"Department of Employnient." The Holland report17 in

attempting to deal with the increasing unemployment of
school leavers has made a recommendation which. cannot

but have an effect on gove'rnment policy for financial st

port fbr all postcompulsory education. It proposes to pay
a. flat .rate allowance of around £17 a week to all jobless

youngsters participating in their education and training
schemes. Not surprisingly, the education sector h-asinot

been too happy about the Manpower Services Com-6s-
sion's proposals. Apart from the professional question of

some other government department having substantially
more money than the DES, the proposal points' up the
anomaly of a situation in which the state provides mini-

mum support for children who choose to continue in nor -
mal education in school and a far higher level of support
for those who leave early, and then, typically, continue in
an approved program in a college of further education. The
proposal is seen by the teaching profession, in particular,

as a direct incentive to children to leave school early, and.
this is obviously a real danger. However, if it provokes, as
it looks as if it may, early action on.behalf of government

C
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to correct the anomaly and alter the grant support system,
then the advances, although- made in an unorthodox way,
will prove very welcome and may provide an important
bridge for' those who have traditionally left school at the
earliest possible opportunity and realized too late what
they had missed.

Change at the bottom end will increase the poid of
people potentially interested in carrying on some torn of
postschool education. Change in the conventions of the
existing .institutions of higher education would at very
little cost, and with a minimum of disturbance, ensure that
many more adults, formally` unqualified, could in fact en-
ter, participate in and benefit Iron degree level education.
The majority ()I' universities and polytechnics have now de-.
vised alternative forms. of judgment about a mature stu- .

dent's academic ability which they ;ire prcpai:ed to accept
in lieu of conventional criteria; selection tests, essays, pos-
session of OU credits and other devices are utilized. Other
barriers 'are often structural and are enshrined in "Char-
ters" or "Statutes." The Northern Universities, for .ex-
ample, arc bound by a clause which prevents students grad-.
uating less than three years after they have matriculated.
Such artificial. barriers need to be recognized and changed.
They' have no .`intrinsic' value.

In a real sense, though, such changes are only tinkering
with the main. problem. If "the education of adults" is to
become a reality, then at degree level and elsewhere the
country will need to map out an overall policy for the pro-
vision of educational opportunitcs, and the appropriate
financial and personal support which will ensure that,
across the board, people who wish to may participate in
some form of lifelong learning or education permanente;
Much is .being written about this concept, under ,a variety
of names, and it is the current fashionable idea, to which
most pay lip service. Few. countries arc Yet turning the
rhetoric' into a reality. The more limited problem of the
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provision for adults of "higher educatiOn- in the tradi-

tional sense, the initial remit of the Open University, is an

easier one.' Existing institutions, by changing their systems
and access_structitres, combined with government em-

ployers changing their financial and personal suppc.irt,
.

could probably cope with the vast ma'iority a people wisn-
ing to study at degree level providing the institutions had
the will to change. They might then have the incentive to
do so. It is to be hoped that they will. provision at this

level would then take its 'place as one part of an overall
governmental strategy' for recurrent edneatinn

pt/oblem of extending, effective opportunities for
.postschool education below degree level to all
more difficult one, and should be distinguished frOm the
question of the needs of the 16-19 year olds. The cOn-

'fusion between the age of 'the target group and the
educationid level at which they need io study was the
Cause of Much muddled thinking about the desirability of
an Open College. While it is true that many adults would
benefit from subdegree level courses. and hence from an
Open College', the ,.idea that this would be the most appro-
priate form of expanded Provision for 16-19 year olds is a
much less happy one. The progress made by the ex:peri-

mental intake of younger students to the Open University,
discussed earlier, suggests that younger students find this

method of ,study harder. It is not one in our view to he
recommended as the preferred route either for the young

or for the disadvantaged; it is a very hard way to learn.
Much of the wider provision required by adults could be

made available through the existing network of further and
adult education. Structural ',Ind financial barriers, together
with rigid educational attitudes will 'need changing, but it
is wrong. not to build on the vast strengths z'dready in exist-

ence. It may well he that distance leJrning techniques and
resources' proSiced centrally can enrich this rAnge of pro-
vision and enable it to, c provided more flexibly. Ii may

2
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also be that 'adults studying part.. time ,will need course's
repackaged into smaller size units than heretofore, to
enable .than to study !lue easily while working. The
notion of the accumulation of educational credit at other
than degree level is also gaining ground in Europe.

While opportunities for continuing education for adults
are undoubtedly important, the key to the real expansion
of opportunity lies with the 16-19s. This is the point at
which sO many of the children in England and Wales lose
out in comparison with certain other Western countries...
Once out of.the educational.system it is still not easy for;
them to return. It is 'not that we would argue that they',
should all continue at school; but that there should be .bet-r
ter provisiOn for day rele'ase for all early leavers, better
grant support, and easier re-entry. In partiCular the oppor-
tunity shoUld be taken of using sonic :,01. the .redundant
teacher training facilities and staff to experiment with and
expand tertiary colleges. It would be nice to think that the
twin pressures of; the 16-19 year-olds and the increasing

.

needs of adults might mean that this is politically the right
time to press for a Move towards a more open type of
coMmunity college structure §1.1C11,<exists in the United
States. There seems little sign of any rC1-11-iLmetus building
up since the 16-19s do-not seem a real priority in ech
tional as ,opposed to employment terms of eithe party,
and the teaching professions seem more interested in bat-
tling amongSt themselves than in pursuing a more general
educational ease. Perhaps the most hopeful sign is the in-.
creasing interest being taken by trade unions in the wider
question of the education of winking adults.' Their de-
mands are likely to carry more weight, as they tlid in .

Sweden, in the development of s'ich Policies as "paid edu
cationalleave."

The next few years will not be easy ones for higher edu-
cation. "Tunnelling through" is likely to be followed by
"retrenchment" as the birthrate drops. It will be irnportzliit

2:1zy
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for those who wish to see change over this time period to
plan a coherent strategy, for the development of recurrent
edUcation, such that as resources are released from higher
education over the next decade, these arc secured .for the
expansion of the education of adults and not lost from the
overall education budget in the country. If this is not
done, then the elitist front end tradition that has domi-
nated education in England and Wales for so many decades
may well continue on into the 21st cebtury.
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I NTRODUCTION-

.The 1977 Reform of Higher Education
On July I, 1977 Sweden took a major step m reforming
higher education at the undergraduate 4!vel into one coor-
dinated system of colleges and universities. The reform is

the latest step in a series of chanties which started with the
comprehensive school experiments in the early 1950s, fol-
lowed by the general comprehensive school act. in 1962
and acts. regulating an integrated secondary school system
in 1964 and 1971. The 1971 higher education reform has
been planned mainly by the 1.968 educational planbing
committee (U68). It is partly an adaptation to an already
emerging pattern of recurrent education and partly an
effort to pave the way for such a pattern in a more sys-
tenkatic way. In general, the basic aim Of the reform may
be said to be to promote social equality, to widen access to
higher educationespecially among underprivileged social

groups and regions-and to democratize and decentralize
the decision making (cf. Dahlia 1977,1). 6).

The reform implies, among other things, an integration
of the traditional universities with colleges outside the uni-
versity system into a unitary system. Thus, new colleges
have been set up mainly through merging a local school of
education formerly administered by the National Board of
Education, a school of social work or some decentralized
.university courses into one administrative unit in middle

size towns. In some cases, university branches have. become
the core of new, independent units as.in Karlstad,--brebro

251
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and V:ixP..A new regional administrative level has been in-
troduced to coordinate planning and resources for local
and individual study programs and for single courses.
(Single courses, intended for adult students, are ()I' shorter
duration than a degree's program. "Their length is most
'often one semester's study, while a full program generally
lasts for six semesters, although there also are shorter ones.
Sin.* courses are often included in a full program and
may also be combined to form the basis for a degree.)

The universities, region!, and colleges are shown in Fig
ure 1.1. A general sulrvey of- the reform has recently been
published by Dahlliif (1977), who also gives detailed refer-
ences to 'various sources. The revised system for quantita-

',-

tive planntog, which is also part of the reform, has been
subject to *a special analysis by B.ergendal (1977). Finally,
Berg and tistergren (1977) have published a series of stud-

.: ies of more or less successful cases of recent innovation'
efforts which the reform as such is expected to promote."

The following is a survey of some means used to
broaden access to higher -education as part of the current
reforms in Sweden. We Will start with

different forms for external undergraduate studies,
especially di-stance education,

but we will also include

the new rules of admission and their predecessors in
terms of a limited experimental program (luring the late
(960s and early .1970s.

Before going into) details, the importance of context and
comparability for any cross-national conclusions should be
emphasized. Sweden is often held to he an economically
and- technologic.Lilly advanced nation which gives priority
to a deliberate.,policy 01 social equalization by means of
a centralized administration which imposes educational
reforms ''frUm above." While this. strategy may be a pre-
requisite for bringing about more profound structural
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changes, it is often regarded as inferior when it comes to
problems of new curricular contents and changes of in-
structional methods and teaching.

In any case, conclusions about the relevance or .ipplica-

bility of any single reform or general inno'?ation strategy
should be drawn with regard to the specific context eco-
mimically and socially, administratively, and culturally.
International stitches of educational systems in general and

governmental planning committees in particular not to
mention the political debate on educational mattersoften
suffer from a lack of concern for the. comparability in fun-
damental matters of the countries or systems under discus-:
sion. A general reform or a specific administrative solution
might be (lithe appropriate for one country but not for an-

other simply because of trivial differences of area ttnd de-
mography or general pattern of administration.

In this particular case it should be kept in mind that
`8%veden has an area roughly. comparable to that Of France

or Spain (which is a little greater), California, Montana and

Japan (Which are somewhat smaller). The area of Western
Germany is about half the Size of Sweden. The popidatiotz

of Sweden (8 million) is most comparable to the number

of inhabitants 111_4c..1.gtria, liAden-Wiirtemberr Michigan, or

New Jersey. The popalalion densily is consequently low,
18 inhabitants per square-. kilometer, which is somewhere

between the general mean fur the United States (23) and
Soviet Russia (11). The biggest city, Stockholm, has only

about 800,00Q inhabitants, and there are many small
towns. The..northern part of Sweden is sparsely populated

with a population density approximating that of nu)st
Canadian prhvinces or Australian states (cf. ll.chllill 1977,

3).
The education system has developed rapidly since 1950.

Secondary school matriculation from university

preparatory lines amounted in the late 1960s to about 25
percent of the 20 year-old population (Fig. 1:2). More
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FIGURE 1:1
Regions of. Higher Education, Universities and

Colleges in Sweden 1917
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FIGURE 1:2
Secondary School Matriculation and Enrollment to Higher Education

(Percent of population aged 20)
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GO 70

than 7 percent of the Gross National Product was spent on
public exoenditure On eduction (Fig. 1:3). In the 1970s,

the proportion of adult students ainong'the new entrants
to university studies has increased considerably (Table 1:1)
in spite of the fact that students who register only for
single courses cannot be expected to stay as long at the
university as those who intend to take a full degree. Stu-

dents 25 years of age or older now are in the majority at
,miversities and colleges (Fig. 1:4). These trends have de-
velopc:i consistently since the late 1960s.

2.1 I
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CASE STUDY NUMBER 1

Distance Courses and Other Forms
of External Studies*

The problems of comparability touched upon in the pre-
ceding section arc, indeed, relevant.' for comparisons be-

tween,different forms of external studies as well as be-
tween Main policy steps taken in various countries. This
becomes especially evident when one takes distance educa-
tion into consideration. The impact of the Open University
in Great Britain OR the international debate often seems to
lead people to identify distance education with instruc-
tions over the air.

In this particular case it is important to remember that
Sweden faces the problem Of distance education as a
means of widening access to higher education in a quite
different context. Creating a largeCentr.d institution like

the Open University can only work when there is a widely
diverse target group of prospective viewers and listeners
who have access to textbooks and other study materials, in

quite specific subjects. In contrast, Sweden has one-
seventh of the population of Great Britain as well as a
much lower population density. In addition, Swedish uni-
versities already seem to have opened themselves to new
groups of students to a much greater extent than British or
Gel-Man institutions. Both in regard to basic demographic
characteristics and to the actual planning situation, Swe-
den has much more in common with a country like Austra-
lia than with its big European neighbors or the United

States.
*Parts of this chapter have earlier been published in Dah11.61 (1977,

ch. 5).
257
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A systematic comparison between Sweden and Australia
with regard -to distance education has recently been pub-
lished by liahlICLI (1977) In this connection it may suf-
fice to point out that the basic Australian planning
report covers an interesting change of events. It started
with terms of reference very much directed towards the
British solution and ended up few years later with rec-
ommendations to adopt a qui.e ent policy, which
does not make use of air merlia of any central organi-
zation (01T. 1974, 1975; PanlICLI 1977, Chapter 3). A
corresponding bias was found in the first phase of the
Swedish planning. A governmental committee on radio
and television was autholized to design the basic mod-
els. The main report (SOU 1975:75) was heavily loaded
with examples from systems in other countries based on
air media. The Australian ease, which, indeed, has a long
tradition in this field, was almost neglected and the few
lines written about it were heavily biased. In spite of
this, the first Swedish experiments, initiated by the
1:68-committee as a matter of fact, very similar to
the Australian nu m. "...l1 1 The planning committee finally
its did its Australian counterpart arrived at basic modek
which did not favor any cuntral model dominated by air
media.

The context is also impo...t ant for the relation betwt.L':n'
distance courses and other forms of external study in a
country like Sweden, where low population density may
preclude different forms of study from existing side by
side, at least in the long run. This problem will form the
starting point for the analysis to follow; it will conclude
with discussion of some problems specific to distance edu-
cation. In both cases out empirical data have been col-.
lected. as part of More limited evaluation studies, the main
purpose of which has not been a tomparative.one..N'et, our
data seem to be appropriate as a basis for limited com-
pa risonS. since international readers no doubt have an in-
terest in a small country like Sweden not so much for its-
own sake. but For its potential as a positive OF IlegatiV6

C jI
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source of inspiration for domestic planning in :mother set -

ting.

Forms of External Studies
As underlined ahme, external studies arc one of the main
lleans used in Swedish policy to widen access to higher

education socially and geographic:111Y.. The social aim is

also promoted by an increase of internal, part time studies,

mainly in the form of evening classes.

A certain evaluation study of part time courses has been

initiated by,the Central Bureau of Statistics and the Off-
ice of the Chancellor of the Swedish Universities (SCB &

1976). This study may sometimes he used for pur-
poses of comparison, since part time classes are specif-
ically intended for adults in the university and college

towns who work alongside their studies. Unfortunately,
this study also contains data concerning students taking
the distance programs who have not been treated as a

separate sub-group. The population in this study is at
present not very well defined in other respects. There is
no general breakdown with respect to basic area of
study, to mention only one example. It is to he hoped
that the data will he subjected to a further, more de-
tailed analysis. At present they can he used only for
very limited comparisons.

External studies for academic degrees in Sweden have in

recent years taken the following five main forms:

I. 'University study circles" organi;:ed by any or the
free edui:ational associations in collaboration with a uni-
iversity or college department. Such circles can be set up-

any place in Sweden as soon as there is a sufficient num-
ber of in terest ed participants, a competent course
leader, and qualified teachers. No formal entry require-

Ments arc laid down, but only those who fulfill existing
ret.i.aircients for the c:nreSponcting university course
have.the right to'be examined by the university. An in-

spector is generally appointed by the university from

4- t..) 1.
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among the professors or senior lecturers, and usually the
staff of a university department is responsible for the
teaching, even though this is not included in .the
ordill.a ry teaching, load_ ;the main difference in relation
to other- fw.kku,s....11.e*rternal studies is that the partici-
pants pay a tuition fee, often several hundred Swedish
kronor, although the association also gets some state
support for Sr..:1711 courses. Otherwise, all higher c(luca-
tion is entirely fl-CC of charge in Sweden, except for a
small sum paid to the student's union.

The number of tunversity'study circles is very great and
has risen in recent years from about 250 in 1965 to ap-
proximately 1,700 in 1973 (UKA 1974, p. 19). But ex-
rcpt for all administrative survey (S.\ N1SUS 1969), no
systematic evaluation has been carried out in this field
from .111v t .1( Mal 1)(6111:"-4 view.

2. ,Ns part of the experimental program initiated by the
U68 Committee, a specific type of circle studies was or-
ganized in the early .1970s in English and economics.
The Universities of Linkiping and I.:m(1 took the -major
financial responsibility for the local study circles, organ-
ized in cooperation With a free educational association
iind run mainly by local teachers. The whole system was
planned to be supported by videotape lessons ;.tnd other
technical aids. For various reasons this was never carried

t. Administrative complications also became quite
heavy, so the program was cancelled as a separate one..
and has been integrated into the distance-education,
program.

An evaluation study was performed by Andr6. (1973),
who, among oilier things, reached some interesting pre-
liminary conclusions. especially about the interaction or
different motives for university studies among adults,
based on a. small sample of questionnaires combined
with free responses to Open questions and interviews.

3. As the result of another U68 initiative, the first part
of a' full degree program has in some 'c-ases been de-
centralized to another town outside the uniyersitY:c

ti
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Formally, the local School board has been responsible
for all arrangements, including the hiring of teachers,
but this has been done in close cooperation with an in-
spector nominated by the university from among its
professors or senior lecturers. The corresponding univer-
sity department has been' responsible fin leaching and-
examination. Both lull time and part time Onirses have
been organized. but seldom both types in the;same sub-

!

ject. Originally this program was organized as a InCallS of
relieving the_ universities of a 'great .increas

(
in enroll-

/
inent, and so far these programs have beep, )12 a late par-

allel to the university branches est ablishe in 1967 in

V:ixjr), Unkr)ping;,Karlstad, and Orebro. I these, Lin-
kr)piug became, ar, "-independent university in 1975. The
di f Terence in relation to decentralized single courses
(presented below) lies in the fact that the students are

1enrolled for a full academic .. or in nil that a guaran-),,, a

Etee is issued that they will be able to\take at least the
first two', years of the three-year program in their own
!unite towns.,,

This type of program was called "systematic decentral-

ized educatiOn", ,(s.r s te ma 1 iserwl acceli:traliscrad uniticrsi-
L'Isundervisning or SDU) and a limited number of these

programs were organized in three northern Swedish towns,
-Iadeft, Sundvall, and iistersund. These towns later acquired

'independentIndependent colleges, in some cases through a merger with

other existing, forms of higher education, e.g., a teacher
training college, a college of social work, or a technical
coll,:ge. A series of evaluation 'studies were made by a re-

search team at the University of Umez'i by Franke-Wikberg,

j ohansson and ItAberg' ..( 1971, 19-72).

4. Single courses. are sometimes decentralized on the
same principles as for (3). In both cases, up to the aca-

&Mk year 1976-77, the URA made the final decisions
at the insistence of local communities. During the eXper-

imental period, the [K.\ has had a limited budget allo-

cation at its disposal, except for higher courses than
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those corresponding to the first semester's :tuck' of a
subject. In: these cases, the government has taken the
final decisions.

Decentralized university courses (M.) have been offered
since 1962.- From 1963-66 to 1972-73, about 40 courses
were offered each year, %%nk the number of partici-
pants, according to I lammarberg and I riggstirni (1974,
Table 5, p. 17), has varied between 87(1 and 1,540. En-
rollment 'peaked in the academic year 1969770 with 62
courses and 1,830.:participants. 'Ibis has to be compared
with the university.' circles arranged by the free educa-
tional associations, with, their 813 courses and more
than 12,000 participants iu 1972-73 (op.cit. '_'able 6, p.
21). Further details about the participants in both kinds
of decentralized university courses will be found in an
evaluation by the SCB and the L'IKA. We shall return to
that stinv in the following sections..
The latest form of external university studies in Sweden
is distance education. it has been in operation on a
try-out basis since the fall semester of 1972 and is one
of the family of U68 in.tiatives. The Swedish experi-
ments arc very similar to the basic 'Australian model.
These consist fundamentally of a correspondence
course, With additional stitch; guides to the booklist.
Other technical aids are also used, mainly audio tapes.
Television transmissions have nut been used (except. in
one early -experimental course in economics outside the
()Uncial program), nor have radio broadcasts, except: for
one experimental series of support programs which Was
not very successful (Will6n, I 975c).

'the Swedish model differs, however, from the Australian
in three respects:
I. The number of residential schools is greater, which

has to be related to the fact that the units are also
greater. With Some minor exceptions, the courses corre-
spond to one semester's study but arc spread over two
semesters. In general, the participants concentrate on
on.e.course 'at a time, particularly those who study as
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v''ll as work. (The course may naturally he divided into
.subcourses or units, in',which the students arc often ex-
arniPed separately, but which still form part td the same
general course.) In the typical case, there are at least
three residential schools, one at the very:beginning, one
in the middle and one at the end, but there are also ex-
amples of courses which have more meetings,

2.-A speCial telephone service is operated so that the stu-
dents of a certain, course have an opportunity to call -.

their teacher at certain times in the week. Ile calls them
back at the university's expense, either at once or at a
tinie they decide on during the' student's first, short
call.

3. Examinations were generally held -At least during the
first few ,years tiring the residential schools.

The short description above is based on reports by Will6n

(1975a, I 9;151.0, who is responsible for the evalnation pro-

gram which is still in progress.

Basic Enrollment Problems
Space, time and the available data compel us to limit the
following discussion to some basic problems regarding en-
rollment. To what extent have: the different Main 1.1)1111S of

external studies sue.xeded in attracting new student.
groups to university studies vliu otherwise would not haye
been enrolled, due to social factors and geographical elk-
tance? Do the different forms compete with or supplement
each other? Finally, what does the preliminary information
about the student's reactions to the distance programs tell

us about the basic problems concerning the media of pre-
sentation, the feedback and the division of labour between
universities and colleges, according to the Australian net-

work principle?

Selection of Data from Evaluation Studies
For the reasons just'stated, we have to confine ourselves to
a discussion based on four primary sources:
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1. A study by Hammarbery and 1114 ggstri'nn (1974) of the
enrollment in u; .versity circles (1:(:), systematic, de-
centralized courses (SI)l.), and decentralized, sinnle
courses (DU) in the academic year 1971-72 in the north-
ern counties or4Sweden, corresponding to the new mea
region. 'phis study is the. only available one which con-
tains comparable data ..rUm three types of external.stud-
ies, though the available information is limited only to a
few basic variables.

2. Another special study in the northern region about the
enrollment in distanCt,, education in the fall semester
of 1974, related to the'-other types of external programs
offered. This study is part of the evaluation program of
distance education by Tengling and 1Villn (1975).

3. A nationwide stink of the enrollment in both types
of decentralized, university courses (SM.: and DU) in the
all semester of 1975. This repot't by Szymczak (1977)

was made during the first part of the fall semester and
contains mainly data on the background of the students
and their present study situations. Very few, if any, vari-
ables about the educational problems and the students'
reactions are included.

4. Nationwide data from the distance-education program
about enrollment, as well as some student reactions to
methods and study situations, reported by NVillim (1976,
1977). The findings ;Ire based on information for the
academic Year 1974-75;.Some enrollment data stem
from all new entrants (.V -= 1,548), while the student
reactions are taken fmm a smaller panel of students who
have all responded to two questionnaires, one at the be-
ginning of their studies and one at the end, when all
teaching had been finished.

Even though the studies are not based on information
front the same academic Year, we shall discuss them in this
order: Special studies of enrollment for different types of
external .studies in the northern region; then nationwide
enrollment studies for decentralized (1)U) and distante

f)c.
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(Dili)_ programs; finally, a ,pecial section dealing with
specific problem's concerning distance education be

included.

Enrollment for Different Types of External Studies

in the Northern Region
As Table 2:1 shows, the four most northerly counties in
Sweden have low population densities. Except for Vister
norrland County (Y), where there are 12 inhabitants per
square kilometer, the population density does not exceed
four inhabitants per square kilometer in any of the other
three counties. The western part is a sparsely populated
mountain area; the central part is dominated by vast for-

ests; and the eastern, coastal region is an agricultural area
with several small towns engaged mainly in the wood and

wood-pulp industry..
High up in the country, north of the Arctic Circle, there

arc two important mining towns, Kirtina and Gallivare/

Malmberget, from which iron or is transported by rail to
the port of Narvik on the Norwegian west coast or to
Lulea, a big industrial and commercial centre: Some data

for the biggest municipalities in these counties also are
shown in 'Fable 2: 1. It should be observed thai the munici-
palities in Sweden are often very large and include the pop-

,,lations of big countryside areas.
With regard to institutions of higher education; the

towns at the time of the investigation had the following-

pertrialiairtdeilitie"s; including systematic,- decentralized,

university c.)urses (SDU):

Z: Ostersund: School of Social W(irk, SDU
Y: Sundsvall: SDU

Hiirnosand: Teacher-training College
AC: Ume.A: University, Teacher-training College,

School of Social Work
BD: Lulea: Technical College, Teacher-training

.College, SOU



TABLE 2:1

Population of Main and Selected Municipalities in the Northern Swedish Region

by County, December 31 1975

Visternorrland Viste7botten. Norrbotten

(Z) Pop. (Y) Pop. (AC) Pop. (BD) Pop,

Ostersund* 54,100 Sunds Vail 94,000 Umea* 75,300 Lulea* 66,300

Stiksund 17,700 OrnsPldsvik 60,400 Skelleftea 72,500 Pitea 35,300

Hirjedalbri 13,000 Kunsfors 27,900 Lycksele 14,700 Kiruna 31,200

ifirnosand* 27,000 Boden 27,800

Solleftea* 27,000 Vilhelmina 8,700 Gallivare 25,400

Storuman 8,400

County

total 133,000 265,000 236,000

s

Flaparanda 9,000

264,000

*County Town,
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The rilaP in 14i g. 2:1 shows the unkersity circles (Us)
and the decentralized courses (DU) in 1972-73, according
to Ilannharberv, .ind (197-1 p. 87). They sent
out questionnaires in the spring semester of 1973 to all
participants in external courses registered for th 1972-73
acadcinie Fear-, The response rate ,A:ati not 1, .,.her than
about 67 Percent (see 'Fable 2:2), but, with regard to an
estimated early drop out of about 21) percent, they ap-

. .0proximated the true response rate among the remaining
students to about 85 percent. The respondents are distrib-
uted over the course types as shown in Fable 2:2.

Althotigh the available informittion is incomplete, the
Lll\ erY:itY circles- at least those which attract the greatest
Illinlber partiCipalltS per course arc in the fields of so-
cial science and liberal arts (u /).cit. Table 369.p. 88). The
S.1)1; courses iii 1972-73 \vele distributed as shown in
Table 2:3.

A preddininance of science courses is reflected in Table
2:3, which is in accordance with the policy For these
courses. Thus, in these places, university circles in social
science and liberal arts supplement the Sill.; courses with
re_:ard to subject matter area. It shoult he noted that the
number of 51111 courses shown in Table 2:2 is only 14.
The difference, which is not commented upon by.the with-
ors, was Probably due to the fact that four courses had fin-
ished durin,i, the fall semester before the questionnaires
\ve..e sent out. Finally, we have to be very cautious about
the programs, 'since only three courses and 41 respon-
dents arc included: 5k one ()r these courses is not a
"true" PU course, since it is a full-time course given in
Cinea by the Universit). t,l Uppsa la. a subject (religious
knriwledge),yvhich is not tatu.;ht at Unica University but is
included hi the program for qualification as a secondary
School teacher. One ..target group for this course is, there-
lore, ordinary university students (Ilammarberg and 1.1."igg-
strCun 1974, p. 91),
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FIGURE 2:1
External Studies in the Northern Region of Sweden, 1972/73
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TABLE 2:2
1.0

Courses, Participants and Respondents in the Study by, 0
Ilammarberg and IliggsirsOm (1974, Tat+. 34, p. 84)

Numbers Registered

of courses participants Respondents

Response

rate, %

University circles (UC) 54 631 431 68

Systematic, decentralized

courses (SDU) 14

Decentralized' courses (DU) 3

Total 71

291

61'

983

192

41

664

66

66

67.5



TABLE 9:3

Distilbution of SDU Courses by Subject and Le.d.

Levels: A Semester 1;B= Semester 2; C z Semester 3,

Total

Subjects Lule',1 Sundsvall iistersund Number

Mathematics AB, C All A, B 5

Physics AB All Al 3

Chemistry All 1

Computer Science A A 2

Statistics A 1

Economics A 1

Business Economics A, 13 2

English AB 1

Swedish li, C 2

Total 18

Source: Data from Itimmarberg and Iliggstiiim (1974, Table 36).

U
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Table 2:4 presents informenion about the social back-
grounds of the respondents to the questionnaire from
llammarberg and II:iggstr6m (1974). The difference be-
tween the systematic, decentralized courses (SDU) told the

university Cif-t (UC) -is- quite clear. The SDUs enroll
younger people with a secondary school background at the
beginning of their careers, often single and concentrating
mainly on full-time studies. In the UC group it is interest-
ing to note the high proportion of participants older than
35 years (5011A)), the high rate of full-time employment and
the educational background. It is not clear [ruin the report,
whether this reflects the fact that there arc many teachers
in this group or is a .statistical artifact, insofar as many ()I'
them have been members of another university circle be-
fore. The high proportion of full degrees in the postsec-
ondary group points to the former explanation, but both
factors may be combined. In any case, the parents' educa-
tional background is relatiMy limited in all cases.

Finally, 95 percent of al! participants live within 50
kilometers of the town where the courses are given and
about 80' percent in the ,town. Thus, all of these external
course.' have it quite restricted area of enrollment. Ham-
marberg and II:iggstron (1974, Table 47, p. 96) have also
shown 'that 8 to 24 percent of the participants have their
homes outside the 50 kilometer circle, but, this is difficult
to interpret, since there is no breakdown of the data with
regard to full -time and part-time teaching,. Full time teach-
ing is probably common in the SDU courses and also prac-
tise(I in the Umeh course. This strongly influences the DU
data, which in turn has the highest proportion of students
with their homes outside the 50-kilometer region. So far,
this case reflects the traditional pattern of full-time uni-
versity students.

Let us now proceed to the problem of enrollment for,
distance education. in relation to other forms of external'
studies. Tengling and (1975) first reported on the



Variables

TABLE 2:4

Social Background of Participants in Three Forms of External Studies

in the Northern Region of Sweden

(Percentages)

University Circles Decentral. Courses Syst, Dee. Courses

UC DU SDU

(N =431) (IV 41) (IV 192)

Age

-24 1 26 56

25-34 39 36 , 34

15-44 31 15 5

45- 19 23
5

No in formatio 4

100 100 100

Nlarried or cohabiting 78 JJ7 r
43

Children 7() 42 28

Full-time employment parallel to studies 76 28 16

Whitecollar occupation 92 85 87

Educational Background

Lower than secondary., 6 10 3

Secondary 26 27 670

Postsecondary 67 63 27

No information 1 4

100 100 100

Paren is' Education

Lower than secondary: lather

Mother

Distance between Nine and Course Locale

Within 50 km

In course locale

Source: Data from Ilammarberg and lEiggstrilm (1971).

73

14

95

80

80 66

85 73

95 95

80 76
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programs of nondistance, external courses in the northern
region for the academic year 1974-75, A summary is given

in Table 2:5. here, the number of DU courses is much

greater. It is striking how many university circles were of-.,
fered and how few of them feally got started (only 18 per-
cent). The strong concentration of all kinds of external
courses in the large county centres is ;Os() remarkable. Only
four of 47 courses are located outside the industrial and
commercial centres, Burtr:isk, Lycksele, Ilaparanda, and
Jokkinokk. In the last two cases, the courses deal with the
Finno-Ugrian languages in local centres for the Finnish- and

Lappish-speaking minorities,
Thus, it seems that the free educational associations

have also had difficulties in acquiring a sufficient number
of participants outside the regional centres.

What subjects are taught and what about the distance
programs? Answers to these questions are given in Table

2:6. In the nondistance programs, the social sciences pre -

.dominate. Of these, business economics Ims nine of the 19
courses. English has five courses and mathematics four. In
the distance programs, only courses offered by the liniver,
site of UmeA are included here, due to the region's site and
enrollment (cf. Will6n 1976). During 1974-75 Umet dis-

tance courses covered 17 subjects, eight in the social sci-
enres. Of the 17 subjects, five were also offered as a non-

di.. .nce external course at one or two places within the re-

gion during tN same semester (Fall 1974). Asa rule, peo-
ple did not enroll for the distance courses if they lived in
the tirm.;t area (except for a verN few persons with serious

handicaps). The remaining p.issible overlap between dis-

tance: and nondistance enrollment is shown in Table 2:7.
The geographical enrollment for the distance and non-

distanee external courses ;IV summarized in Table 2:8.
It is quite evident that when the same course is offered
both as a distance course from U111(;';c and as a nondistance
external course in thevicinity, people prefer the local

4 r.)



TIE 2:5

Number of Nondistance Courses Offered and Started

US DU SDU Total

County Town or Offered Of which Offered Of which Offered Of which started

locality ' tarteil started started

Ostersund
9

Iiirn'osand

Sundsvall I I

6mskoldsvil. 2

6 6 3 3 9

a

liurtr:isk I I

Lyckscle
1

Skelleftea 4 2

Unica i 1 1

5 5

1

3

2

BC) I laparanda
1 I

jokkmokk I 1

Kiruna 14 5

Lulea 34 6 5 4 4 15

l'ajala 1
..._

?ilea 1., - _ (1)

Total 81 15 21, 20 12 12 41 t1

tri
Source: Ott (rom Tmgling attd 975, Thle 2

(it') z



'TABLE 2:6

Distance and Nondistance Courses Related to SubjectNatter Areas in the Northern Region

1974-1975

Z
Nondistance

Distance 0
Univer- Decent, System. Total Same as Others Total I.,

city courses atie (lee, non. nondist.
Subject area circles DU SDU. nondist. same term _
Science , 3 3 3 9 1

Social Science 5 9 5 19 3

Law 2 2 4

Liberal Arts 3 2 5

Languages 2 6 2 10
1 3 4

Total 15 20 12 47 5 12

8

,3

Source: Data from "f ogling and Wilk (1975, Tablts I and 18),

17

J

In

1
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TABLE 2:7
Subjects Offered in Parallel as Distance, and Nondistance Courses

in the Northern Region in 1974-5

Distance Nondistance courses
Subject course

from
Syst. dec.

SDU
Decentral,

DU

Physics A" limed ilisteisund
Statistics A Umed Lulea
Economics Umed Sundsvall
.Education Uma Ostersund
English A limed Lulea b bstersund

Sundsvall
Lulea

the courses vary somewhat with regard to contents.
b An AB course planned foi. two semesters.

Source: 1.. A from Tengling and Wilkm (19; 5, Tables 1 and 19).

course when the physical distance is no longer than 50
kilometers. Local external courses have difficulties in en-
oiling participants living further away than 50 kilometers.

In the latter respect, the findings agree with the data from
another independent sample by Ilammarberg and lEigg-
str6m (1974), as shown iuTable 2:4.

TABLE 2:8
Distance Between Home and Course; Locals in Nondistance

External Programs for Students Participating in Distance
. and Nondistance External Programs

Distance between home and
nondistance course locale

Distance
program

Nondistance .

external program

Within 50 km 8 93
Further than 50 km 92 7

Total 100 100

N 158 175

Source: Tengling R Witten (1975, p. 30)

2
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So far, there are strong indications that distance and

local external courses do indeed supplement each other
and that distance-education programs have a unique poten-
tial for enrolling people living in small commimities and in
the countryside far from a regional centre. The distance of
Sc) kilometers as a critical commut it»; limit for workers has
long been ..recognized by Swedish geographers
glass 1975, I lammarberg et al. 19.7 7a, I 97 7b).

(cf. \Vciss-

Enrollment Trends for Distance Studies
and Local External Courses
In this section we shall look at an investigation which
is more representative of decentralized, local, external
courses. The data reported by Szymezak (1977) cover the
whole population, but no distinction has been made so far

bet %%vett Si U and DU courses. This means that a lot of
full lime udents are included, especially in the science
'area. These data were collected in the fall of 19-

1,539) and they are compared here with Panel c,
from the distance program (.V=--- 799) for the academic year
1974-75 (WiUn 1977).

A first survey of the two sets of data is given in Table
2:9. As another point or reference, the distribution of stu-
dents by subject fields is also included for internal part-
time studies in general, according to the study by the SC13;

and the UK' mentioned briefly above. That study
also contains data From the distance courses, so there is
some overlap. The population is not quit6 dearly defined,
hut, on the other hand, it is the only available set of data
from internal arrangements aimed at enrolling adults..

The data shown in 'rabic 2:9 indftate that both sets of

external data are quite evenly distributed over ail: different
subject fields, with somewhat greater stress on languages in
the distance courses and on behavioural sences in the .

local external programs.
The ratios between the sexes vary between the subject

fields (Table 2:1-0), with a high proportion of women in

12 ),
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TABLE 2:9
Distribution of Students by Subject Fields for Distance Courses,

Local External Courses and Internal Part -Time Courses
(Percentages)

Distance
Courses

Local
External Internal

SUbject Fields UiU DU + SDU Part-Time

Languages 25 9 17
IlistoricalStudies 10 7 15
Behavioural Sciences 10 29 14
Administrative Subjects 19 22
Economic :subjects 18 2 I
Law . 16
Natural Sciences . 18 12' 14

Total 100 100 100

N 797 1,539 2,977

Svurees: Wili,".1) (1977), Szynicza1(J971) and SUB and UNA. (1976).

langttages mid behaviottral skicticus mul .1 male 1)1TC101111-

MIIICe in 'CC( )11( )111IC subjects and hit sciences. In all
there is only a slight majority of male students.

Table 2: I I presents "some examples of bacl:go quill vari-
ables. for the t%%() main types of external studies. Findings-.
are reported for the totals as %yell its for three subgroups,
representing both different ratios bet \veen the Sexes and
types of study.

The overall trend shown in Tal)le 2: I I is that both types
of external studies have been quite successful in attracting
adults. The great majority of them kc.ep on \vorking \vhile

part -time courses which c( >mprise the distance pro-
grams. A tnajorit \ of the students register for single courses
rather than for full programs.

'Fbe educational Imekgri0)(1 varies greatly in both cases.
..( :()Titinild 1 o) data, 1ht' proportion of teachers
(as part 1)1' the 'postsecondar%. ,,.,coup in this case) is rela-
tively Imv, %yin: the proportion of those vwitty a loss-than-
seconday education is 20 to .10 percent. In tl-ts ri.speet,



MU 2:10

Ratios Between the Sexes Related to Subject Field for Distance Studies,

Local Externa1Courses and Internal Part. inie Courses

(Percentages'vithin each group)

Nonce Courses Local External Internal
Subject Fiekls

l)iU ....1)U + S1)U . parttime
NI N1 1:. NI ' 14'

La'guages 91)
...,., 78 15 85 31 69

Historical Studies 44 56 41 59 30 70

Behavioral Studies 51 49 29 72 33 6?

Administrative Subjects 75 25.J 61 39.

Economic Subjects 75 1.),5 78 22 13 27
Law

19 21
Natural Sciences 76 24 86 14 79 21

Total 56 44 53 47 56 44

A 448 349 808 731 1,656 1,32,1

Sources: Willij (1977}, 19'17 ad SC11;11(1[1;ti (1916),



TABLE 2:11

Background cf Students in Distance Courses (Dill) and Local External Courses (LE)

(Percentages within each group,)

Of which Akin, Natural

Total..... languages .subjects sciences.
Variables DiU Li DiU LE DiU DiU LE

.1ge

.24 9 21 3 17 4 16 13 45

25-34 47 44 40 36 53 46 53 38

35- 44 35 54 48 44 38 34 17

100 100 100 U)0 100 100 100 100

Educational Background (highcsi)

Lower than secondary . 21 31. 15 36 16

Secondary 33 33 38. 35 30

Postsecondary 45 36 44 30 54

Goal

Sinile course

. Work parallel with studies

99 100 97 101 100

61 63

78 66

Sources. Wilke (1977) and Szynnak (1971),

63 64 55 70 76 68

65 47 8C 74 85 60
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TABLE 2:12
Geographical Enrollthent for Distance and Local External

Studies

Variable Distance courses
Umet All others

Local
external

Within 50 krn 3 23a 92

Further than 30 kin 97 77 8

Total 100 100 100

N 577 971 1,539

a Of Which Opt- -,t1a 9, 24, GF)teberg 41, Linki-iping 17 and Lund 41.

the variation between fields of study seems to he great.. As

many as 36 percent of those taking administrative subjects .

did not conwlete secondary education, while 54 percent of,
the distance students in natural sciences have postsecond2

aryttraining,
In regard to age, we have to remember that the system-

atic, decentralized courses, with their stress 011 full-time

.studies itt natural sciences, are include d in the local exter-

nal group, which partially explains tilt high proportion of
voting students in that group. About 45 percent of all dis-
tance students are 35 years of age or older.

The geographical enrollment (Table 2:12) for local ex-
ternal courses, within the 50-kilometer radius is still very
high (92 percent). In this particular case,. we have been

able to rise more comparable data than elsewhere, since the
Ilistattee Courses are represented het e by information on all

students at the beginning of their first seines:or, parallel to
data concerning the local externals.

The great variation for distance studies- Utnci is ex-
tremely low (3 percent) while Lund and Giiteborg are rela-

tively high (about 40 percent) -can probably be traced to
.

at least 1 wc, factors.

Unlefl took deliberate steps to enroll people from re-
mote areas a:,(1 excluded applicants from the Urrkei

..)



TABLE 2:13

Conlparison of Distance Between Home and University for Face Categories of Prospective Students

in Distance Education

(Percentages)

Category

['flied: Fall 197.1

-19

Distance in kilometers

50.99 100:199 200.

Total . Nn. of

courses

Inquiries 9. 112 1 S 68 100 137 1

Applicants n.a. 22.. 3 19 56 100 NI 3

Participants 2. 1 31 51 100 98

(,'Hied: Spring ;9 75

Inquiries 8 23 65 1011 128

Applicants n,a. 7 .30 63 100 16

Participants 2.3 71 1141 34

Uppsala: li'al: 1974

..Applirants rt.a;: 3 12, 58 26 IOU '31

Participants . 10 17 50 23 100 66 9

; Linlolping: Spring 1915

Applionts ti,a.
9.,
.1 12 35 26 100 230

Participants 16 19
r 9
J I. I3 100 128

Giiieborg: Fall 1974

Applicant,; n,a,

Participants

68

35

19

35

,,, 8

17

5

13

100

IR

I 1 1

66

..

2

Goieborg: Spring 1975

Applicants n.a. 71 15 11 100 48 1

Participants 14 23 21 12 100 61

Note: 3.a. not aclptetl:

Source: Data from IVillcn (19'16, Table 5, p. 16),

co

tic
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O

v11() vre referred --kki internal, part-tnne c()tirses
(see abkive). C;Citel-irg Lund InaV 1L.IVC befell in( )re

al ill t liti 1' ell )11111Cl1t p(

t hey (1()11:1. ct )11-11)',1re ) cities like S-dric..\ and 131k-
1)ank. ill size ;.tild Grittbw-,) and Lund/
N1,11-u11i.) inctrip()litan abstilute ntim-
het adults N.11() difficulties in 1()I1ki\vin-,.2, internal,
part -time irt.m.,;(s regtilarl\- is prkihablv much greattr
there titan it-. 1..-meA, with its relatively c( )neent rated set.-
lement. S() it is p()ssible that the higher figures f(;-

1)()1 g and Lund shwtid, al-ter all, he interpre.ted as indica-
a "Svdne\--syndritric..-," its discussed in the pre-

c ding chapter.
This int erpretat receives sLime independent stippw-t

antither anal\-sis by (1976). In (ir(ler t.(.) test
,vhethr it)ng c()mrrinte I() tht univt_H-sit v disc7(-)Ltrages

(i)inpard:
(11()se inquiring but n(11 scndini2, in ;ipplicati()11
api)licarits mit acccw-f
pikrt icipan ts
Table 2:13 shi;-,ws n() indicati()ns ()f any sx-stc-rnatic, ,in-,

!lit) )r-t. effects 1()11g distance kill partic.ipati()I1 in the
distiince-edutiticin pi-() rams. The. pr()pcirtikin ()f shurt-dis-
lance applicat kilts is very high in the Ciltchorg area, Nvri-lich

seems t() supp(irt the preliminary ckinclusi(ms abwit the
difficulties ,that stime pekipIe ha-e in riitlo-wing internal,
p;111.1 irne C4)1.11.5('5 1n Met r( tan areas. The data From I.,in-
krping c()rrkih()rate tills. Iii this case, antither industrial
t (iwn and actin inist native cent re, Nt)ri-k(Vping-, Nvith 119,000
inhabitan.ts (1,iiik;iping has 10(3,000), is sittiatecl.within the
50-kiliirnetc..r radiLts.

In her analysis ()f the high number Lir appliatitin reje-
,"i1147-11 (1976, (li..7) has stressed the impact () ;Aver-
and hill-tit-mat i()n enr()11ment. !MI.- distinguishes Ile-

. twee' nati(inal and 1()(.7a1 in fwm and general and
select i e h)runatitIn. Ftir tine ()f their physics c(rurses,

,..

1_4,0
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FIGURE 2:2
Geographical Distribution of External Students Participating in

Distance Courses in Economics at the Universities of Lund
and Umea*

One student in Umea

Lund

r/I
)

r-

1

Utne6

Lund tOO 200 km

*The enrollment areas do not overlap.. The University of Lund enro Is students
far norC-i its own region. r) ,
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Linroping irformed specific target groups by selective
Lifleil, the University disirilnilcd

pamphlets to every in ale region inc:1,

Some other' univrusitieS ildVc crlitid ill
papers but not in the local press.

The enrollment from other regions differs as much as b'e-
tween universities. To son-u.' extent, this also has to do with

the sizes of the re,gions and the location of a university .1
II/ tilt' borders of at region. Despite the high pro-

portion of paic:T:111'0i living fair ilWaV Irons 1:1110, only

2 percent of the distance students do not belong to the
Umei't region (Will6n 1976, Table 6, p. 46). On the other
hand, se eral others have proportions of about 20 to 35
percent, especially when a course has been the only one in
the country and been designed for specific targot groups, as

in the exceptional case of LinkOping (69 percent). In Grite-

borg, the regioital border south of the city cuts off a great

man people ,.silo commute daik to work in GCnebor!,!, or

NliiIndal. In this connrrtion, regions forth clusters of coltil-

lies that %yew priMarilv formed for pianning adminis-

trativc and rtuollmcnI are not af-
fected by the regional borders,

Finally, Will6n (1976) has made a special investigation
of enrollment when two .or more universities offer the same

study mr.,e during the same semester. ,All in all, there are

nine such cases. !ri six of these, and one other uni-
versity are involved. There is as yet, only one ease in which

three universities are inyolyccl, one of which iS Line t. Fig-

ures 2:2 to 2:4 show the distribution of participants in the

following three cases in which (1 ) Lund and Cineft (eco-

nomics; (2) Grneborg and LinkOping (English A); (3) Go-
teborg, LinkC)ping and UnicA (English B) are involved. To-

gether with the other maps published by Will6n (1976), Figs.

13-21, pp. 53-61), it seems justifiable to draw the follow-

ing preliminary conclusions: The large but sparsely popu-
lated Utneft region is never affected by parallel courses at
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FIGURE 23
Geographical Distribution of External Students Participating in

Distance Courses in English Arranged the Same Semester
by the Universities of GOteborg and I.ink4ing*

G5te-
borg

= On SIL1(14Pit LIfilnOPMC)

Gott:001g

I
r/

I- -

\--sx
I \

0 'co zoo km

'file enrollment areas do not (edal) «msiderably. ,.)10 each university enrolls
students outside its own region.
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Flo:RE 2:4
Geographical Distribution tti fs.ternal Studies in a Case when the

Same Course 111 English* is Arranged by the Three

Universities or 011(i. Linkoping and Goteborg*

\--s\, One studenl,n /
= Gclte,org

Linkoping

1

t,

1

0 190 200.km

,Sccor.d semester's
ffhe overlap k small hlAt tl IlliicerSiti" in the southern par) of the country

to some extent enroll student\ otside their own regions.

2
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other unixersities. In the southern Dart of the (-canary, each
uniersitv seems to have its own ch:traeteristic enrullment
,11.C.1, W111(11 is 1/1.(ell sumewhat gre:tter titan the regiun to
vhich the university belongs.

With regard to future p,dic must bear' in mind the
recency- eiFcct ,dien a new subject ur form or studs' is
introduced. The accumulated need results in a high rate of
participatiu.. at the beginning, which, other things being
equal, is Followed hy a decrease 111 relative enr(dlmeni. We
must :t1su remember that enrollment has been quite re-
stricted during the experimental period (down to 30 sitl-
dents in 'c-se offered for the firsi time), When such re-
strictiuns are removed_ front the systc.n, C1C1)(111.111ent

(11s1:111C(' C11(1C:11.11111 Will nn (11/(11)1 111C1*CaSC its Cal):1(.1'

ity considerable.
.\s fir as we can see, it is doubtful vhethr there gill be

any long-run need for distance education in the swne sub-
ject from more than three orflottr unkersities, Ifine;!t in
eluded. This seems to he an upper limit For popular sub-
jects, pruvided that the same course is offered he parallel
institutions every semester. Fur less popular subjects, the
number of distance-education institutions will .probably
have to he still more limited. The situation will change if
the pattern distance education is rnotliFied, as discussed
beluw.

In ally CdSC, it seems probable that the participation of
all the universities in a traditional distance education pro-
gram in the same subjects would be too repetitive. Sc far,
Sveden seems to have a IRA for cooperation between uni-
versities and colleges corresponding to the network princi-
ple discussed in Australia.

Study Problems in Distance Courses

At :!ie end nl the study period, the 1974-75 students were
sked a series of questions about their reactions to distance
thicanun in general, as well (.1) 111CLIAMIS and

2.L)



Variable

(I)

rl

C
LIEF 2:14

Some General Reactions to Distance Education, at 'the End of the Study Period

(rrcentages)

...... --Type I.,' study Background
fotal Lower than

Lang. Adm. Sri, sec, Univ.

797 2I 147 144 167 216

Goleral

Vet Satisfied

Telativelv satisfied 911 91 94 88 92 89

Residential schools arc

important 77 75 82 83 82 73 C\

Source: Data from 11977



TABLE 2:15

Components of Distance-Education Programs Rated with Regard

to Their Importance to the Participants

(Percentage "very important" + "important."

0

Type of Study Background

Component Total Lower than

Languages Ailm, subj, Sc;ence secondary University
... . . ....... .... .._.. _..._,.

lure A courses 78 67 90 70 82 71

Marc 8 courses 63 54 69 60 53 67

Longer study time 22". 31 17 51 .7 23 26

More residential schools 31 29 31 1!) 35 19

Fewer residential schools 3 3 3 2 2 6

Study circles 3(i 39 32 26 40 33

[cuter contacts 48 511 43 46 51 41

'relephone contacts 46 46 52 37 48 39

'Study guidance 43 4.1 49 38 51 28

Taped lecture 51 68 52 35 48 46

Radio broadcasts 30 31 28 26 28 31

Television broadcasts 29 29 24 25 31 25 cn

trl
1 ,

Sony: Data 10 \'illil (1971), C)

,.
9 11

44 : to z

;',
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nait:ral that V."( iriHtt(1illL.; 111:1,11\- 1)1.(

Sh()Ul(1 11k)t 117.CCI .+1.11(1'1/4 4I.It1.171ce 111

SC-11(1()1 S IA) the same extent as those less -0.ccustomed
to higher studies.

About 30 percent of the. nonde!2,rec scc.onolary students
xvould increased radio and tele\ Isi,)r) bt-{)a(lasting
well aS Ill; )re ItSi(le:11 t I.tl St11,1)4)k. We 1:114N: With It2,111-(1

their present CrequencN- (cf. Table that the residen-
tial schools arc highly appreciated. flit' figures for the in-
crease in Table 2:15 must be seen iii )t.lation t() the fact
that they alread\ (1o) ploy quite an important vole for the
system.

In regard t() radio) ;.in(1 television broadcasting, the situa-
tion is the opposite. These media are not used for direct
transmission over the air. Una 1)111V ab()Ut 30 percent of the
students ask for them. Despite the general popularity of
the media, the finditvgs in Table 2:15 do not give any
strong support to their use in higher education programs.
So far the.practical conclusions are .the s.,1111e those of
the TRU-committee (SOU 1975:72), even though they
were based on a somewhat biased presentation of the con-
ditions in other countries.

In general, the -total pattern of findings- in Table 2:15
seems to) corroborate the Australian exOcriencc, support-
ing the conclusion that strn,thening feedback processes
should take precedence over embarkini on expensive
means of presentation over the air. The high figure in favor

"of taped lectures also supports the Australian conclusions
about thenced presentttion

So Far we have been deziling mainly with some general
attitudes and ratings. The next step is to) take a further
look at the real study situation for the students. We re-
member ro)m Table 2:12 that the great majority of the
students worked in addition t() studying. The number of
Fixed teaching hours was limited to the few residential
schools at the university. Their number varied somewhat
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pri s. ,!;(011t. ,:11(.1.11 ,ttlin11riz(0
.)1.1c : I IRAOre, hac Rpor:ed the findings hu-

some stilwroupC...*cside:. the ,rand total. The ich-
ral le%el stti,,faction e% en at the residential
elu I,. though J son e\vhat lo\vcr this

should IR :1(1(11(1 that about 71; percent of the participants
in the not thern region \e '111(1 not ha\ 1).(.0 studying if
there had been no distance prograni (Tungling .ind
I9,5. p. I 9). The corresponding figure I:or decentralized,

e\trnal courses (1)1: + S1)1:j was 50 percent for the
\vhole country (Szvin('zak 1977, Fable -17).

..'so ated the impOTtartee l,f diffet cut compo-
nents in di .1T Ill()!1,1',1111'.., main findings are shown in

able 2: I I,. I 1,re the most impi,rtant thing is not the ahso-
tut,. ,i,,

1 the percent.tges 1)111 the relations 1.)etNyeen con-1-
poncots and ..abgroups. It of course, difficult to inter-
pret the p,1,1(..111 ()I 1111(1.111:4 161111)1H more detailed knowl-
cd,,, the extent I() \\111(11 (11 IT(1L'Ill ( ()1111)()11CIllti IlaVe
'(ill Used.

11) tact, the in- a important needs 5t1111 not to he con-
nected \vith the forms distanee education but rather

,with the basic content structure of tile prograirt. :111
sulpi,runi), (even those not slto\vii Tahle `2:15) .,iked,
above all, for more courses to choose fronl, especially at
the .\ level (i.e., first semester courses) 1)01 also at hither
le\ els. In this respcci there is a typical and understandable
difference ill regard to educational 1)ackti,rouncl. It is pri-
marily We teachers atul other people \yid\ a university
trainin4 \du) \vain mole ad\ aneed courses, but the differ-
nce kiwi. great;

Another main finding is relatively Ili t411 figures for
tfoinponent. 1-A:fen-in(, 0) fectlhael: in terms of letter and
telephoite contact; \vell.aS circles. Study guidance

stressed to all oitt the :s.unie e\ lent. especially -4 those
of a more limited educational 1?,1yk))tottii(1.- It seems quite
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between the subject fields according to Table 2:16. They
nio,tt common and lasting for a greater total number of

days :n the natural sciences, winch is clue to the greater
need of supervised laboratory work in tee suhjects. This

idso :iccounts fur the greater number of teachers
in the sciences. In general. howeer, in all kinds id tillbiertS

one teacher was responsible for the main part of t he 'HI-

S( Rid ion program and for student contacts. At times, other
teachers assisted on special topics or on h neral survey of

trends in research.
Thu panel technique allowsus to study not only how

the participants planned to perform their studies in the
very beginning of the course, but also how they actually
behaved according to their retrospectbe reports at the end
of the second semester. This is done in Fable 2:17, which
among Other things, shows

that 68 percent planned to work full-time besides study-
ing and that 6.i percent actually did so;

that full-time employment was less common among
those who studied languages but more prevalent among

teachers;

that 64 percent had to iflake a break in their studies at
different occasions and that 28 percent carried on other
studies as well (at least tint some time);

that breaks, and other studies were less common aiming

science students and teachers;

that about 50 percent planned to study at least 10 hours
t but that only 34 percent succeeded in doing so;

reduction from planned to actual number of
study hours was not so great among those who took sci-

ence;

that those with the most limited educational background
spent we hours per week on their studies, both ac-
cording to their plans and in actual practice.

4 kJ
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.1-ABLE 2.16
Residential Schools and Number of Teachers Involved

in Distance Education

Number of Total number
Number of

teachersSubject Field Sessions of days per course
Languages 3,3 1 4.4 5:1I listorical Studies 3.0 7.8 4.5
Behavioral Sciences 5.4 1? ! 5.3
Administrative Studies 5.3 13 :. 4.2
Economic Subjects 4.6 10.4 3.1
NaturiSciences 5.7 18.0 7.3

Total 4.6 13.2 5.1

i he telephone service is a special arrangement which was
highly appreciated. Tal:le 2:18 shows that about 70 per-
cent of the students had called their teacher at least once,
on their uvn initiative, while al,out one third of the teach-
ers had called the students.

Another set of questions as ed the participants to rate
the extent to which their teachers were successfu! in differ-
ent aspects of .their teaching roles. In most respects related
to traditional teaching aspects, the ratings indicated quit
successful performance. I lowc-ver, students raised a limited
number of complaints (Table 2:19) about study techniques
and research in f(»-matio,i.

Pass Rates

Full-time students ha-.e often shown pass rates in open ac-
cess departments in the region of 40 to 60 percent (UK..,
1970;1971, 1972), which at a. closer inspection are lint as
bad indicators of efficiency and success as might be be-
liev-ed. Almost nothing is known ;Lbotit part-time students
in this respect, although they might be expected to be gen-
erally less succes. nl than full-time students due to the
ternatives to take another course, e.g., arranged by a free



n

TABLE 2:17

C.:Planned and Actual Study Situation in ',he Distance Courses

(Percent iu each subgro!,p)

ZVariables Total Of Which Lower 'teachers C
lag, Adm. Sci, than sec,

EplAott Situation

Fulkiinc workplanned 68 50 79 79 64 89

-.actual 65 43 78 75

Study Situutio (acual)

Breaks at times 64 71; 65 57 66 62

Other studies besid's 28 24 38 15 36 27

Siu:,'.. Hors per Week

lore than 10 planned 50 56 ld.,1 44 57 49

.actual 34 38 32 39 45 39



Variable,

fetal

TABLE 2:18

Use .411(1 Appreciation of the Telephone Service

(Percent in each subgroup)

Of which Lower 'feathers

Lang. Adm, than sec,.
Students' Initiative

At least once 72 7f,' 81 65 75 79

Of which "helpful" 78 8:?. 98 78 76 86

Teachers' Initiative

At least once 35 29 54. 24 38 14

Of which "helpful' 91 "9
1,, 62 91 67 82
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study association. Another reason may be the difficulties
connected with combining work and studies during a
riod of two or three semesters.

A preliminary analysis of the pass rates in the distw.c,
education programs described above reveals a patte-
shown in 'Fable 2:20. A distinction is made between the
entire group, corrected for early tiny outs who never
started any distance studies, and the panel, who might be
expected to have become more involved in,their studies in
terms of at tending residential schools and answering ques-
tionnaires. The figures, as expected, are consistently higher
for the panel. But the main finding is that the entire group
has a pass rate (about 58 percent) which is relatively and
unexpectedly high for Swedish standards according to what
has been said above. It would be surprising if internal part.
time students and local external courses could maintain
that standard.

Discussion

It is unusual for an evaluator to have difficulties explaining
"too good findings:" But in this particular case, we must
hear in mind the following circumstances: (1) Distance edu-
cation is new, so the relatively good results may be ex-
plained by a "recency-effect." The new courses may have

attracted the "cream" of the reserve of talent living outside
the commuting areas of both universities and local external
courses. (2) The distance courses have had a limitednum-
bet. of participants (a maximum of 30 students was the
normal intake in a course offered for the first time), which
has made-it possible to establish good teacher-student con-
tacts. (3) The distance courses were subject to deliberate
planning efforts to overcome the expected specific diffi-
culties. Thus, in most cases, 011Q teacher was given the main
responsibility for tutoring, telephone service, and other
student contacts. A number of teachers indicated that they
felt they knew their distance students better. than their
ordinary full-time or part-time students.

2 1.Li



TABLE 2:19
Complaints from Distance Students about Teachers' Ability

to Fulfill Different Aspects of Their Teaching Role
(Percent "seldom" + "never," within each subgroup

From less successful items out of 13 and the most successful

Total Of which Lower Teachers
Variable Lang. Adm. Sci. than sec.

Less successful .

Teaching study technique 46 38 53 55 47 46

Information about research 32 33 29 33 31 26

Lead discussion 16 10 12 26 15 14

Ilelp students 15. 23 10 19 15 16

Alost sucerssi'it/
Stick to the subject
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In any Cdtie, t :lit )\\ it 1111 t11-12 '2111'1)11n-will ts )1. hit._

!,2,cr gr()ups \\ill result ill equally ),,d pass rates. l It is (-hal-
for the responsibIL. depart meats to, take all necessary

precauti(ons t( prevent a 1.11111Ft' drop in the pass rates %Own

(listatICC t )11 11.1 hCc-i )111c when the initial
motivation and (.-apacitY (d- the students n1i111t be lower
and \\-hell greater ,'roups .,tre accepied. Thus, this carlY eval-
uation program may fill a threefold function: to report a
relatively successful start: t() disclose some weak points in

the system: and tt give a In, )1 ive and set a norm for further
action to keep U!) or even increase t s.t',1111(1.11'd (d the edu-

catiomal processes involved.
The distance program seems III have been quite success-

ful in attracting students lit 111 outside the commuting area
from universitieN, et )11e es and decentralized 1( )cal external
('( )11 rscs. )- far, the distmce model seems to supplement
these ()the!- study forms especially -,tmong those xv11() iii
these areas have an interest in university studies but 1.vh()

cannot or (lo) not vant to) move or commute to a place
where ordinary university i-t )ttrses are .,iven. Distance edu-
cation ;.olso pro\ ides an al I CIA) VC II university cities for
those who are handicapped or who for other reasons can-
not follow ri.,-talar eyenin, classes. Distance education pro-
vides maximum Flexibility in reading
sponding challenge to the participants t() make plans and to
follow them. The pattern of specific steps taken to bridge
the distances seems !-,encrallY to w()rk well, especially tele-
phone service used in the Swedish experiments.

Vet problems are predominantly related to the need of
feedback and contact between teachers and students."rhere
are few, it any. indications of ally demand for air-mediated
1;1dio or television prgrams.- l'he further development or
the system as in Australia- should Comcentrate on pr()mot-
ing feedback by means of supplementary study circles, in-
creased tett:phone service or local weekend schougs. In the
Uppsala regi0 )n, a 13.'10)1 program is ilanned with modified

( )
-L
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TABLE 2:20
Pass Rates in Distance Courses.

Percent Passed Examination after Three Semesters
in Relation to Number of Active Students Enrolled 1974/75

%Vilely Group Panel
Subject field = 1165 N.= 796

Languages 52 57
Historical studies 65:1) 79
Administration 68 76
Behavioral sciences 58 62
Economic studies 45 56
Natural sciences 63 69

Total 58 65

distance educatiun. in which the university department
has the main responsibility for the program but cooperates
with the local colleges and their senior lecturers in ar-
ranging local study groups and other means ()I' tutoring.

Finally, the comparison with Australian experience
(1)alt 11r)1 1977, ch. 4) has also revealed some inherent bias
risks in planning which might also appear in the Swedish
context. The main risk is that the program planning might
become too dependent on the arranging departments' own
need to acquire resources or to keep their staff busy in-
stead of concentrating on the needs felt by the target stu-
dent groups with regard to contents of the program and lo-
cation of responsible departments. The new regional boards
in Sweden have a specific responsibility in this respect to
allocate resources to different university and college de-

{

partments so that a diversified and balanced program is of-.
fered. We noted in connection with Table 2:15, for exam-
ple, that one lid the most important demands by the par-
ticipants wits more varied supply of courses. A main task
for the planning bodies is to coordinate the programs
offereaTn diffrent regions, to avoid duplication. There:"Will
prObablY be a) need for cooperation between the regions,

2"
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especially in the middle :Ind southern parts of the country.

but also for intermittent offerings of less commor subjects.
Such educational planning puts demands on Ihe staff of

regional boards in regard to their competence to pursue
different kinds of demand analyses and evaluati,m studies

as a basis for resource allocation.
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CASE STUDY NUMBER 2
A New General Admissions Policy

Pilot Programs before 1977
Changing admissions schemes is a time-consuming process.
The Government Commission's work started in 1965 but
the new admission rules were not put into effect until
1977. The Commission was set ti for the purpose of cre-
ating new rules for widened adinision based on real rather
than formal competence. The COmmission began its task
by adjusting the existing admission scheme to the reform
(in 1964) of the secondary schoOl system. Asa next step
the Commission proposed a pilot program on-special ad-
mission regulations for adults, covering a limited nun:ho-
of courses at the universities. This proposal Nvas submitted
to the Government without a thorough anak'siS and Wide
circulation for comments, as is the normal process in Swe-
dish administration and decision making. However, the ex-
perimental period was the beginning of a new admissions
policy in Sweden. A pilot program was proposed in 1969,

iMplving that adults 25 or over with at least five years
working experience had the right to enroll in certain fields
of study at the universities (the so-called 25:5 rule), In
1970 the schools of social work were also included in the
pilot program.

The motives behind _this-experiment were the following:
Since 1966 students without completed secondary school-
ing had the right to enroll in extramural higher education,
and the number of students admitted through individual
exemption at the universities was steadily increasing, Fully

303
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aware of the time required t, make a general change in the
admission requirements, the Commission wanted to use atl
experiment to analyze the real effects of \videned ;Iccc;5 tc;
111:211er education. Rut. :ibove all, the basic motivation was ;1
gene 11 policy trend towards extended adult edmation
efforts to reduce the generation it in education witnessed
in the 1960s.

According to the 25:5-rule, .Molts were granted general
eligibilitY to certain parts of the higher education system,
but they also had to satisfy the special qualifications re-
quired for each course tttsuallv the equivalent "isec""dary
school knowledge in one or two subject areas relevant to
the studies). Such special .qualifications were not always re-
quired. For instance, they were not tt required for some
vocation-oriented courses while, on the other hand, intake
capacity was often restricted. knowledge of English was
required for .tdmission, but it was left to the students
themselves to ndgc their own competency. From the start
the interpretation of working experience was extensive:
both child care tool military service could be included in
the required five-Year working period. Originally. the in-
tention was to widen access primarik vocation-oriented
studies, :tnd the 25:5-rule was applicable mustiv to .courses
in social sciences. business administrakioo, and, in particu-
lar, to special vocation-oriented courses which were intro-
duced during the 1960s at the universities.

The number of courses covered by the 25:5-rule \vas
subsequently increased during the 1970-75 period, and ad-
ditional courses in the arts. natural sciences, and several
new vocational courses were included in the pilot program.
In 1975 the 25:5-students could enroll in 25 subject areas
and -it) different vocation-oriented courses at the universi-
ties. Until 1972,the pilot program incluckd only studies
up to halt it full degree, but since then no such limitation
has been applied. This extended right to study up to a full
degree was launched simultaneously with the Parliamentary
decision in 1972 on the :tdmission issue (see below). There
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was at that time certain reluctance to extend a decision on
widened admission for adults to .111 higher education before
the iris sal problem of open or restricted access was solved.

The problem was referred to another Commission for fur-

ther study of the selection methods ,tml special require-
ments for varicais groups. So he 23:3- ruff(' continued as a
pilot program until 19 T7.

1)uring the 1970s a considerable change in enrollment

patterns and widened admission higher education
emerged in a 11'1;111\VIV spolltarltfiqls \V,I,N, within a formally
linchaned structure. No special arrallgC111CIIK were planned

or extra resources allotted for guidance, introduction or
training of these new groups (except a minor experiment
t.yith introductorY courses for adult stuck-ills over a Iwo-

year period. Neither was there .1.111. real plan for evaluation

of the experimental period. Very clearly, the policy in
Sweden has been to integrate these new groups of students

on equal terms with traditional studenis, thereby changing
the contents and form of higher education -from the

The 25:5-rule
hot turn.-

never applied to restricted faculties, such

is medicine or technology. V,"ithin these faculties, however,

a minor refortn was introduced simultaneously in 1969
with somewhat the same intention to widen .,almission and
accreditation: the so-called -free quota" system. "[his sun

ply. means that a pa-defined proportion.of the study places,

not exceeding 20 percent, should he allotted to ,itialcnts
admitted on special ,,rounds, e.g., foreign students. In this

group the applicants iho,.1(1 be .judged more individually
and informally, taK..;..: 6: account not only social factors

but also, working experience and other considerations.

Enrollment Trends
The number of students admitted according to the

25:5-rule at the universities has been steadily increasing

during the 1970s (Table 3:1, Fig. 3: 1), due partly to famil
iarity with new regulations and partly to increasing the

2(



TABLE 3:1

New Entrants to the Unrestricted Faculties of Arts, Social Science and Natural Science, 1969-1976

(Percentage of students with different eligibility)

-.Students Registered in..

distant extramural

Nov Unrotrichll l acullir> courscs cousrs

1969/7.0 70/7 I 71172 1.0 "1311,.1 7.1R5 751:16 19N 197

:1(11)1'11[yd by

III rulc Li) 15,2 19,8 91' 9.1,9 22.1

Admit tc(1 hv

c.volptiou

"Nornul"

91,1 89.4 87.7 83.1; 77.9 67.6 65.4 67,4 72.6

(or ,Inknown1

4.1 1.2 Lu 5,1 6.9 12.6 12.1 .3

100.0 !0(1.1J 100.0 100,0 1011,0 100 100.0 IOU 100,0

21,1155 22,938 18,1(15 18,171 17,321 19,54;') 22,009 618 1,334

Source: S(;1( iunpul)lilinl),
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variety of courses_ Until 1973-76 a total of 17.500 stn-
.

dents had cnrc11cd under these rules at the universities and.
1.000 students at the schools `or social vork_ At. the same
tune, Ma 11V students were enrolled on the basis of individ-
ual exemption from the normal requirements (Table 3:1).
-17tev werc often students \Vit.') incomplete SCCOMial-V
schoolin,4. The li,rures shoyv tilat a large numl)cr of new en-
trants in the restricted f:_.cultiesin 1975-76, one third of
the total enrollmenthave -benefited liorn special en-
trance possibilities to hi_2,her The new rules of
admission launched in 1977 in reality were put into effect
"in advance" after the Parliamentary decision in 1972, as
far as thk_.: unrestricted Lie ulti es are concerned. As can be
seen from Table 3: 9, the "free quota." system at the
restricted faculties has had increasing, but only marginal,
effects except in social work.

Ilowever, it is necessary to underline that students ad-
irlitted under the 25:5-rule are t necessarilyand 71( )t
even presumablystudents \vit. h limited educational back-
grounds. In fact, most or them arc relatively- yvell educated
before entering the universi - C I (7 (3111.ple te figures
on this are available, early evaluation reports indicate that
the proportion ()t students with only- comprehensive edu-
cation is not more than 10 percent. It is also likely that in,
recent years, adult students vith "normal" eligibility
(from three -year streams of secondary school) have enrolled
to some extent under the 25:5 -rule. Certain figures suggest
this trend seems plausible considering that the enrollment
procedure is simpler for 23:5 students than for traditional
-students.

As mentioned earlier, most courses open to 25:5 stu-
dents are in the social sciences, which accounts for most of
the increase in enrollment since the beginning of the pilot
program period (Fig. 3: 1). In I.:ct, the percentage of 25:5
students enrolled in administration and ecc_mornics was
larger than that of traditional students (Fig. 3:2).



TABLE 3:2

Student3 Admitted According to the "Free.Quota"

Rules in Restricted Faculties in the Autumn Term 1969-1975

(Percentage in each group,)

Scurfy Line 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 :914 1975

Nledicine 3.0 8.3 5,1 4.9 7M 7.2 8.6

Dentistry 4.7 3,1 7,3 r, (I
,,,.. 3,6 6.7 10.4

Pharmacy 3,8 1,`:' 3,7 3.3 7.5 9.8 7.5

Technology 2.2 9,l "
., 2,6 3.1 3,2 5.6 7.4

Social work 20.6 20.1 20.0 23.2 21.4 25.6

(whereof 25:5 rule) (1.5) (10.6 (8.9) (q.8) (8.1) (10.4)

Source: Ut1;ildningsstatistik 1970.1915, SCB 1917.
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What is the background of the new groups of students
recruited through the 25:5-rule compared %Yith traditional'
NtlIdentS? St )II1C al1,0,..t.-rs to this question are ,iven in Table
3:3.0byiousk, the age distribution differs- nearly half of
th,. 25:5 students are over 35 and a considerable number
over -15. The influx of middle aged students has increased
during the.pilot period. Vornen enrolled under the 25:3
scheme are generally a bit older than men. The proportion
of n ..11 and women is quite equal but show the usual sex
difft.enees when broken down by field of study.

The change in the Swedish enrollment structurewhich
emerged around 1968-70 towards an increasing percentagz.
( adult students studying part time and not aiming at a
[till degreeis partly, but not entirely, due to the 25:5 -

rule. Only a small percentage of the 25:5 studentsless
than 20 percentintends to take a full degree when they
begin their university studies. This must be kept in mind

ttilen evaluating the effects.

Evaluation of Effects
Swedish educational policy puts heavy emphasis on the
goal of social equality, especially when it comes to adult
education. What are, then, the social effects of the 25:5
rule? The answer is neither easy nor definitive. Tradition-
ally, the effects have been measured by the proportion of
underprivileged groups recruited for various kinds of adult-

education. Results of earlier reforms have been considered
disappointing in this respect, and the concept of equality
has deepened from "equality of opportunity" to "equality
of result." Table 3:3 indicates that the proportion of stn-
dents with "manual worker" home background is almost
the same among 25:5 students as among traditional stu-
dents. There is, however, a great difference in the propor-,
Lion of students with "academic" backgrounds. It seems

tisat the 25:5-rule has improved "cultural" mobility
rather thin social mobility by recruiting primarily "first
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FIGURE 3:1
Enrollments (New Entrants) According to the 25:5 Rule to

Unrestricted Faculties of Arts, Social Sciences and
Natural Sciences*

Thlosands

5 --

70/71 71/72 72/73 73/74 74/75 75/76
a

Arts

L j ,,.N:0,,a iiscic,T,

*Breakdown for 1975/76 is not available.
Source: SCB (unpubl:shed).

S(cial
St. ie n c.c.s

generation" -iniversity students. Evaluation reports from
the early pilot period indicate that 25:5 students had
moved up sociallyoften through non-formal, education
and occupation before starting university studies.

But the picture is more cOmplitated. Data presented in
Table 3:3 are means for the period 1969 -76. During this

1") 3
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FIGURE 3:2
StudentS Registered in Extramural Courses in the Autumn Term 1975.

(Distribution according to field of study.)

°

L

Administration,
Economics

Behavioural sciences

Source: SCB (unpublished).

Languages,
Humanities

Natural sciences

period a stagnation appeared in the trend towards increas-
ing workers' representation in university higher education
as a whole. The stagnation was due ti) a decrease. in thell'
proportion of workers' children recruited directly frord
secondary school, which was balanced by a growing influx
of adult students. 'Thus, could be said that if the new
rules of admission had not been introduced in 1969, the
share of workers' children actually would have' decreased.

What about dropouts and pass rates for students en
roiled under the 25:5 schemc? The diversification of stu-.
dent .groups, aims and curricula makes it difficult to give a

clearcut answer to the question. Problerti; in evaluating f.
'achievements of diversified student, groups have been dis-

cussed in the previous chaptgr. Sotuc follow-wstaiclies of
various, subgroups and Af the entire population concerned.

3 ,2
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TABLE 3:3
Background of New Entrants to the Unrestricted Faculties of Arts,

Social Science and Natural Science, 1969-76.
Comparison Between Groups with Different Eligibility

(Percentage in each group.)

Variables 25:5-rule Exemption
"Normal"
eligibility

Age and Sex
Men -24 32 72

25-34 59 45 22
35-44 26 I3 4
45- 15--- 10 <-)-

100 100 100

Women -24 27 76
25-34 50 37 -16
35-44 3l IS . 5

45- 19 3

100 100

Social Background
(father's occupation)

Workers children 24 18 20
University graduates'

children 4 9

Goal
Full degree 19 33 54

. Single subject(s) 81 67 46

Source: SCB (unpublished):

were made in the early 1970s when the pilot program had,
been in operation for two or three years. '.Whey did not re-.
veal any differences in academic results bcoveen the adult
students and those admitted under normal regiiktions, as
far as conventional Outcome criteria were concerned. The
pass rates were about the same for groups with_ the same
study goals- and the same intensity of study (full time /part
time). The aperiences at the 'universities were reported as

3(1
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very positive, and a high level cr. motivation and active
participation of students were often obScreed.

More recent surveys have revealed student complaints

about shortcomings in teaching. An evaluation of the
achievement ol 25:5 students at the schools for social

work also reveals some initial study problems during the
first year,- usually overcome later on but at the cost of a
somewhat sloN.s..,1 study speed than traditional students.
Other studies indicate that 23:5 students at the universities
often need mdre time to attain the same outcome in eXam
Mations as traditional students. Gross e.ata on the number
of credit 'points achieved by 25:5 students enrolled since

1969 re/eal thiti:

abot t one third of new entrants never registered nor
acl4eved ativ credits at all (presumably they never began

their studies);

vr\ '-.,, -,1. Icw, havi Atanied a full degree;

11,,,t stink ills have achieved it than 40 credit points
(comparable to one year of full-time studies).

-These .findings need, more close_analvsis and additional
information to answer the question of Failure and dropouts
under the new admissions scheme. Knowledge, of students'
motives ----forFtutly'ing biiWtbc improved to judge the out-

. ...come: litMg-terth trends must also:be evaluated. In the be-
ginning, representatives of "new groups" can be ,expected

to be a selected sample with tlegard to general.ability.and
Motivation: Widening the field of study for 25:5 students

to encompass. more .general education might also'have im-
pacts on motives and pass rates. In light of the new admis-
sion scheme implemented in 1977,- these problems have
come into focus again,,and evaluation programs Willi pro:

vide. answers in due tune.
The effects of broadening admissions for -adult's" must .

not be reviewed without mentioning what are presumably
the Most important .results of the new policy: the -change.,
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of curricula, teaching methods and distribution of univer-
sity-type higher education in order to satiF.i'y the needs of
new groups Of students. Considerable changes during the
1970s have caused heated debate on the pros and cons of
this development.

Basic Principles

As previously mentioned, the new admission rules were
preceded by a long inquiry in which the original proposals
were gradually modified. The resolution of principle con-
cerning wider admission to higher education was passed by
Parliament in 1972, and the new rules of eligibility and se-
lection were adopted simultaneously with the reform of
higher education in 1977.

Since "access is-.part of a large scheme of interrelated
matters that involve not only higher education but social
priorities as well," it is difficult to describe briefly the

principles and objecti-, cs of the new admissions
scheme. The main features can be summarized as follows:

to further postpone students' educational and voca-
tional choices through opening up new ways. to higher
6duca,tion (preceding the earlier reforms of comprehen-
sive and secondary school);,
to consider .real rather than formal competence,- e.g.,/
working experience as well as schooling;

-- to give a "second chance". to students who for one I-ea:.
sOn-or,another were not successful insecofidarY school;
to give students with dissimilar educational backgrohnds,
similarpOssibilities for admission;
to 'open up new ways for adult students, thereby fe-
ducingthe generation gap in education;

James A. PerkinsForword," Access, Systems, Yozakiand Em.
ploymOt, .Conference Papers Number Four, ed. Barbara B.' Burn.
.(New York, Int'ernatiorial' Council for Educational Dielopinent,
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to maintainat least for some students--the possibility
of going directly from secondary to tertiary level;

to promote cycles of stadvig and working; that is to
say, recurrent education;
to promote social equality or, in other words, a bal-
anced structure of student groups and different profes-
sional groups in society;
and to bring about a "just," simple and effective system
for admission to higher education.

.
The new regulations arc in principle uniform and nation-

wide to a greater extent than the old regulations. The ad-
missions scheme thus reflects the basic idea of the 1977 re-
form- a unified system of higher education. 'l'ie new rules
of admission cover three fourths of all higher education in
Sweden. restricted and unrestricted programs. full-degree

programs as well as single The rest have

either special entrance mint, \ample, the col-

leges of fine arts) or they accept students directly from the
nine-year comprehen.iive school (for example, nursing
schools). This part of the higher education system, former-

ly called nonuniversity type ,higher education) recruits a
large number of_ Students from upper secondary s.chool. In

the.,futur.0' the implementation of the new admission rules

will everiluallv include even these branches Of education.

In the Swedish aclinissi)nsys.tem, a fundamental distinc-

tion is made between general qualification (eligibility) apd

special 41. iurenients. The.gener,11 digihility Wile defin-es
the coilditions that must be .satisfied- by all apPlieants_re-

gardless of the program involved-. These .requirernentS are

drawn itp in very broad terms to be fixed bv21-iurliarrient.

The; special reitiremen.ts which differ for the ::,various pro-
..

grain and courses are decided upon by 'central or local:

educhtional atithurities.
According to the new admissions scheme, there are 1°4

main ways of °Whining general eligibility for higher
,

education:
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FIGURE 3:3
The Coverage of the New Admission Scheme

(based on data on full-year enrollments in the
year 1977/78)

University-type
higher education

SWEDEN

Nonuniver-
sity type
higher

-education---

Full degree programs- y Single/ / /,,eourses

New,rules of admission (eligibility and, when
intake is restricted, selection)

Unchanged rules of admission (special rules.
or comprehensive. school level accepted)

1. completed three-year, streams of upper secondary
school;

2:completed two=year streams of Lipper secondary school;
3:cpmpleted education at ffolkItogskoia (peoples' high

!S`chobl);

4. four year§ 'of working experience for those who are 25
years and over (25:4-qualifications). 2
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Since 1977 nearly all Swedish higher education has been

open to those who apply iron) two-Year streams of second-
ary school cis well as to icltilts with incomplete secondary
education. However, to satisfy the special requirements,
the equivalent of secondary school knowledge in certain
subjects is most often required in addition to general IV-
quiet:nit:tits of basic knowledge of Swedish and English lan-

guages. To attain this competence, students have to take
COUISCS at Municipal adult secondary schools (daytime or
evening courses). 'Working r\perinee is snot in

tcrnret OH'

,tk%
aim 3111)11,11.V S4;1 \ IS

,

COnSidtrtli relevant.
Another general feature of the nett' adinissions scheme is

the distinction between admission to full-degree programs
amid to single courses. This distinction IS must 01) 10)15 in

the selection rules but also means less formal requirements

for adult students'to single courses.

Administration and Selection

As previously mentioned, the Swedish higher education
system is comprised of both open access and nunzerus
clausus.: faculties. After certain. political codiets, it has
been decided to retain the unrestricted pttri of higher edu-

cation consisting mostly o 1i...single courses. .The general

eligibility' rules regulate accOss to this ."free" sector, and
the rukS of selection determine entrance to restricted edit-

, cational programs.
Althougti ;access to _a- segment of hig-her education is un-

restricted, a central and coordinated application procedure .
introduccd.in connection with the higWa- cduc..ttion,re-

The application procedure is'divided between central.
uud local level in such ti way that a central admissions unit

at the National Board-of Universities and C011eges is re

...-sfionsible for admissions to full degreepro;,vrams, and local
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admissions offices for the re -. The system has been intro-
duced to improve the planning at ali levels and to simplify
the application procedure fur the students. The central ad-
mission system is computerized to allow complicated selec-
tion procedures and tws';ihilities for applicants to appl \
a number of educatio,IH ,,,grams at the same time.

criterion i new selection methods is the
expected ,t wile for study. this is more a

of student aptitude as a group than of the indi-
vidual applicant's school marks. Study aptitude is never-
theless measured by school marks. Applicants without aca-
demic credentiak (those admit ted under the 25:4 scheme)
arc offered the possibility of taking an aptitude test
volutuzirily.

Another guiding principle lor the selection system is
that students should represent a varied composition of
background and experience. This is done by dividing the
applicants into so-called quota groups. Each group will
then be allotted places in proportion to the number of
applicants per group (a proportional quota system).This
method is intended to prevent applicants from the two
year streams of seConclary school from being b.iimped by
appliCants from the three -year .streams. It is also consid-
ered important .for the.applicants of categories to add
crMits 'for work experience to their school marks. For
selection t(j restricted programs, the same wide definition
of working experience is given as for general eligibility, but
the period of work must be 15 months. The crediting of
working experience is regarded as an important *tor in
the development of recurrent education. Ilowev'e.1-, work-
ing experience should not be made compulsory for en
trance to highcreducation. "rb prevent this, a certain per-
centage of plaCes will be reserved for applicailts Who are
judged solely on the basis of their school marks. A similar

,"guiu-antei: rule" gives certain priority to adult' students
qualified by 25:4 ,schemc,tbut without qualifications on
other criteria.; i.e., "pure" 25:4 students.
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The selectibn procedure to full-degree programs can,,bc
summarized as follows:

a. The applicants are divided into lour quota groupc.hich
are allotted study places in proportion to the number
of applicants per group.

b. The four groups are:

1. applicants with three 'ears' upper secondary school-
ing or other equivalent education;

2. applicants with two years' upper secondary school
ing or other equivalent education;

3. applicants from peoples' high school;
_I-. other applicants, i.e., people with "25:4 qualifica-

tions," applicants with school marks that ',Ire not
comparable with ,those of groups I to 3 because of
different grading scales.

A fifth group outside the quota systemforeign
-studentsis not proportionally determined but is akotted
in advance a number of places not exueeding 10 percent of
the total.

In all four quota groups, the applicants arc ranked
according to their'credits based on school marks (groups.1'
to 3), aptitude tests (group 4), and xt1rking experience (all

groups): SelectiOn is m:ulc according to their total credit
points.. Students can gain up to tw''o points for working
experience and study aptitude test respectively, and five
points for school marks. Foreign students'. credits are
estimated more informally and individually.

Selection to single courses is made in a different way,
taking into account the students''.-inotivCS and ranking of
the course concerned. Applicants, with evident needs are
given priority,. predefirieci number of students. are
admitted on these grounds..Remaining- applicants are put
into quota groups defined according to .expected target

',-"groups for single courses (mostly adult students with
working experience): The quota 'groups are:
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1. applicants with at least two years' previous higher edu-
cation;

2. applicants with workily experience of at least 15
months but without the qualifications or group 1;

3. other applicfaus, i.e., students without either previous
higher education or working experience.

Even here the quota groups have places in proportion to
their share of the number of applicants. Within each group,
the ranking order is determined according to the priority
of the course concerned. In the last instance, ranking is
decided by drawing lots.

Outcome in the Autumn of 1977
Obviously, student admissions is a complicated procedure,
difficult to adMinister and easily exposed to public crit-
icism. The outcome of various measures are also difficult
to foresee. At tlic `first round of admissions in autumn
19'17, debate was intensive and the system was heavily crit-
icized, mostly from the administrative point of view. An
overhaul of the routines has been made, but there is
nothing which indicates that the fundamental presump-
tions (compulsory application and central admissions to.-

.full-degree programs) are being altered. The basic princi-
ples of the new rules of eligibility and selection are scruti-
nized in the follow-up study described below.

In the autumn term of 1977, enrollment to "open
access" higher education increased, in particular in single
courses. The number of applications for non-degree pro,-
grains was surprisingly_- high; and some exemptions from
th.Cadmission rules were made (e.g., no priority admission
on special grotaids) in order to cope with the actual situa-
tion. On the Other hand, there were "empty" places left in
some of the newly introduced full-degr6e:programs. At
present, data are only available on the number of applica-
tions and admitted students by the computerized central
admissions system which covers most of the full-degree
programs with restricted entry.
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TABLE 3:4
Applications to Full-Degree Programs with Restricted Entry

in the Autumn Term 1977

Students' background Number of
applications

3-year secondary school only 36,181 36

3-year secondary school 25,590 26

+ working experience

2-year secondary school only 8,7.55 9

2-year secondary school 7,415 7

+ working experience

Peoples' high school 4,118 4

+ working experience

Adult students (25:4) without
schoolmarks

2,186 2

Adult students (25:4) with
schoolrmirks

9,754 10

Foreign students 5,954 6

Total 99,953 100

Source: UUA

From a total of 20,000 applicants, 10,700 were admit-

ted.' Distribution of students according to quota grOup
allows us to estimate theshare of nontraditional students
in various fields of study. Rough figures are given in Tables

3:4 and 3:5. Students from two-year streams of secondary,

school, peoples' high school and students admitted under,.
the 25:4 regulation form zr:small percentage of the total.

The figures ate difficult to interpret since one student can
apply for up to 12 different programs and belong to more

than one quota group.
Some very broad conclusions on the outcome can be

drawn. Nontraditional students primarily apply for pro-
grams in the field of social work (including medical care)

and teacher training. Rather extensive special requirements

set up for these programs do licit seem to deter radiflt stu-

dents. Qn the other hand, the iiroporticin of adult students

3 >f
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TABLE 3:5
Admitted Students to full Degree Programs wit:t Restricted

in the Autumn Term 1977
(Percentage)

Quota Groups Total

medicine

Entry

Whereof

technology
teacher
training

tJ
Cs.)

(1) 3-year secondary school 73 66 68 66
+ working experience

(2) 2-year secondary school 10 8 19
+ working experience

(3) PeOples' high school 2 1 5
+ working experience

(4A) Adult students (25:4)
without schoolmarks

4 9 4

2(4B) Adult students (25:4)
with schoolmarks

3 9 3

(5) Foreign students (and students
admitted on special grounds)

8 9 8 3

Total 100 100 100 100
M

N 10,777 1,390 4,091 487 C7
M
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is vety low in the field of technology and natural sciences.
A considerable change has appeared within the group or
students with traditional educational background. The fact,
that work experience is given credit has affected the enroll-\
cent pattern in the highly selective ,,rea, The av"rage age s'

of new entrants to medical studies and teacher .training, for
instance, has risen considerably, anti the oroportHri of stu-
dents admitted directly From secondary school is low.
While these effects or the rules have caused intensive

debate, it is .too early to judge if these are temporary or
long-term effects.

Follow-up of the Reform

ylw Government and Parliament have particularly em-
phasized that the follow -up of higher education reform
should cover the implementation of the admission rules
and their social effects, e.g., applicant structure, impact of
the rules on upper secondary school, effect of the percent-
age guarantee and ability of the labour market to provide
job experience. These instructions were prompted by un-
certainty and divisions or opinion concerning the effect or
the new'rules. The uncertainty is due to the alteration of
admission rules at the same time that a number Or other
changes are occurring in higher.cducation. The outcome is
also very mach dependent on student response.

On the other hand, the examination'or higher education
recruitment from the vantage point' or rules or admission is
subject to certain limitations. It could be argued that: the
point or departure should have been the-adjustment of
educational amenities to the needs of new groups or. stu-
dents. and to their living situation. Wider rules of adMiSsiou
arc a necessary but hardly a stifficient.precequisiteV wider
recruitment. The somewhat longer -term evolutiOn or the
follow-up, study should ''therefore be left an open question.

'The present aim or the prOject can be summed up as
follows:

3
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1. to give a general picture of the el feet of the new relies
on higher education recruitment:

2. to analyze the basic orinciples of the system of rules in
light of the outcome.

The rules of admission must be followed up in relation
to the goals and directions of change which have been pre-
viously defined. Already a hasty inspection reveals that the
motives given for the reform incorporate-a number of goal
conflicts. These conflicts become even more numerous if
other goals of higher education develo.pment are taken into
consideration, e.g., vocational orientation and decentraliza-
tion. So far, only a few of these goal conflicts have been
brought to the surface.. closer examination of such con-
flicts, coupled with particulars concerning the real out-
come, will make it possible to trace and account for-unde-
sired effects.

There appears to be a Particularly urgent need for the
examination of the cuota rules. The principle of propor-
tional quotas, a multiplicity of choices and rules concern-
ing "double eligibility." seem to have a perverse effect on
recruitment by giving different groups or applicants sub-
stantially different chances.

A filial remark should stress the importance for the
fellow -up of wider admission to proceed in light of events
throughout the education system at tertiary level, Rules.of
admission are merely guiding instruments, and the widen:,
ing of admissions in one quarter will have repercussions
elsewhere, e,g., on -educational activities nun by the adult
education associations. The follow-up will thus need to in-
clude the question of demarcation between. the "educa-
tional core" and the "educational periphery."
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Study Group Membership

James A. Perkins, Study Group Chairman
Chairman, International Council for Educational Devel-
opment.

Barbara B. Burn, Study: Group Director
Director, International Programs, University of Massa-

chusetts, Amherst.
Horst Bahro, Piidagogische I lochschule Rheinland, Cologne.

Willi, Becker
Director General, Ministry for Higher Eduation and Re-
search, North Rhine West falia, Dusseldorf.

Eberhard Boning
Director General for Higher Education, Federal Ministry
for Education and Science, Germany.

John Z. BiAvers, M.D.
President, Josiah N1acy, Jr. Foundation.

Frank Bowles (deceased 1975)
ConSultant, International Council for Educational Devel-

opment.

Ladislav Cerych . .

,
.-Director, Institute of -Education, .uropcan CultUral

Foundation;
Mrs. Gertrude Hasemann

German Stit4.Group Coordinator.
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Karl G. Hasemann (deceased 1975)
Secretary-General, Federal-State Commission for Educa-
tional Planning.

Clark Kerr
Chairman, Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher
Education.

Hans Leussink, Karlsruhe University.
Larry G. Simon

Law Center. University of Southern California.
William W. Turnbull

President; Educational Testing Service.

Publications of the German-U.S. Study Group on
Access to Higher Education

Recent Student Flows in Higher Education. Ignace
Ilecquet, Christiane Verniers, and Ladislav Cer-
ych, 1976. $2.50

Barriers to Higher Education in the Federal Repub-
lic of Germany. Will Becker, 1977. (written in

. 1976). $2.00
Admission to Medical Education in Ten Countries.

Barbara B. Burn, editor, 1978. $6.00
::Admission to Higher Education in the UnitedStates:

,A German Critique. Ulrich Teichler, 1978. $5.00
Innovation in Access to Higher Education: Ontario,

Canada; England and Wales; and Sweden. Robert
M. Pike, NaOrni:E.S McIntosh, and Urban Dahl-
16f,1978. $10.00

;Access Policy and Procedure and the Law hi U.S.
. Higher EducatiOn. Larry-6. Simon, Alice J. Irby,
Jenne .K. Britell and William B. Schrader, and .

Simon V: Keochakian,-19.75. $6.00
Access. to Higher Education: Two Perspectives. A..

Comparative Study of the Eederat'Republic of
Germany and the United States ofAmerica..Final

...Report of the German-U.S. Study Group, 1978. $2:50
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